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Chinese Festivals
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Do you know the English names of the traditional Chinese festivals? What are they? 

2. How do Chinese people celebrate these traditional festivals? Are there any changes in 

the way of celebrating in the past and nowadays? 

3. Which festival do you like better, Christmas or the Spring Festival? Why? 

 

Text 

 

TTrraaddiittiioonnaall  FFeessttiivvaallss  iinn  CChhiinnaa  

 

China now encourages a simplified ceremonial life. In feudal times, however, 

complex rituals characterized by superstition and extravagance marked such important 

occasions as births, marriages, deaths and sacrifices to the ancestors. Today, most of the 

feudal trappings of these ceremonies have been eliminated as a result of the Chinese 

government’s educational efforts. Recognizing that China’s minority nationalities practice 

a wide variety of customs, the Constitution1 grants each nationality the freedom to retain 

and reform their own customs. At the same time, a simplified ritual life is now the rule in 

Han communities. Birthdays, for instance, were previously celebrated by eating a bowl of 

“longevity noodles” (which is associated with long life) and now it is substituted by eating 

Western-style birthday cakes. In general, though, birthdays are not considered important 

occasions in China, and are celebrated more by the young than the old, and more in cities 

than in the countryside. 

As regards weddings, it may be different. A marriage becomes legal when a couple 
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acquires a marriage certificate. Thus the marriage ceremony takes place separately from 

the legal proceedings and takes the form of a gathering where friends and family members 

offer their congratulations to the newly-weds. 

As an ancient nation, China, the “Middle Kingdom”, is a country with splendid 

cultural relics. People still observe the tradition and celebrate a wide variety of festivals. 

They are: Spring Festival; Lantern Festival; Pure Brightness; Dragon Boat Festival; 

Mid-Autumn Festival; Laba. 

 

Spring Festival 

It is the Chinese New Year, known also as “passing the year” in Chinese. This is the 

most important and popular of all Chinese festivals. As early as the Xia Dynasty (21�16 

centuries B.C.), the first day of the first moon in the lunar calendar was known as the 

“head of year”. But it was not until the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.�220 A.D.) that the day 

became a widely celebrated holiday. After the 1911 revolution, however, the Gregorian 

calendar2 officially replaced the traditional Chinese calendar and the “beginning of the 

year” became known as the Spring Festival. In post-1949 China3, the Spring Festival has 

become a national holiday, and on New Year’s Eve (the last day of the twelfth moon in the 

Chinese lunar calendar4), the entire family gathers for a sumptuous meal. The principal 

ritual activity during the festival is known as “New Year’s Visiting” wherein relatives and 

friends go to each other’s houses and exchange greetings. Spring Festival carnivals vary 

from place to place, offering lantern and flower displays and the ever-popular lion and 

dragon dances. Usually on the doors of every house, there will be two strips of red paper 

with good-luck couplets pasted symmetrically. 

Similar to Christmas in Western countries, the Spring Festival is the most celebrated 

holiday in China. Almost all the factories and companies nationwide allow at least a 

week’s off. Visiting family members and friends is the order of day. People get together, 

recalling the shared memories and relaxing in various ways.  

 

Lantern Festival 

It falls on the 15th day of the first month in the Chinese lunar calendar. The name of this 

festival is in fact derived from a Tang Dynasty (618�907) custom of hanging out lanterns on 

the night of the festival. The Lantern Festival is also celebrated with round dumplings made 

of glutinous rice flour and filled with a variety of sweet fillings, known as Yuan Xiao 

(literally “the night of the first full moon”), which is another name for the festival. 

 

Pure Brightness 

It is the occasion for all the Chinese to honor their ancestors. As it is early spring and 
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usually falls around April 4, it is usually breezy and drizzly. But urban dwellers prefer to 

go to the countryside during the season. 

 

Dragon Boat Festival 

It falls on the 5th day of the fifth month in the Chinese lunar calendar. This festival 

was established in commemoration of Qu Yuan5 (c.6 340�278 B.C.), a statesman and poet 

of the Warring States Period (475�221 B.C.). An official of the State of Chu, Qu Yuan 

was thwarted in his ambitions to save the country and threw himself into the Miluo River 

when the State of Qin conquered Chu. Zongzi, glutinous rice dumplings wrapped in 

bamboo leaves, are served on the festival and Dragon Boat races are held, which are 

strenuous and become popular in Southern provinces. 

 

Mid-Autumn Festival 

The festival falls on August 15 in the lunar calendar. It is the occasion during which 

the family get reunited and the traditional celebration can be epitomized in the following 

way: the whole family sit together in a circle outside the house where everything is bathed 

in the silvery moon light; in front of them, there are boxes of moon-cakes and melon seeds; 

chatting and laughing is the keynote of the night. 

 

Laba 

It falls on the 8th day of the twelfth month in the Chinese lunar calendar. Laba was 

originally a religious holiday in celebration of Sakyamuni’s attainment of Buddhahood7. 

Buddhists of the Han nationality would make an offering to the Buddha of the steamed 

pudding made of rice and fruit called “Laba Pudding”. The holiday has long been 

secularized and the pudding remains very popular. 

 

New Words 

 

ancestor ���������� n. ��, �� 
attainment ����	
�����

� 
n. �� 

breezy ���
��
� a. ��	
 
Buddha ������� n. ���� 
Buddhahood ���������� n. ����
�� 
Buddhist �����
��� n. ��� 
carnival ������
���� n. ���, ���� 
ceremonial ���	
�����


��� 
a. ��
 

characterize ����
����

�� 

vt. ����
 ! 
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commemoration �����	���
	
���� 

n. "#, "#$ 

couplet ������
�� n. %&, %' 
drizzly ���
��
� a. ())*
 
dumpling �������
�� n. +,, -, 
dweller ����	��� n. ./0, .1 
eliminate �
��
�
�	
�� vt. 23, 43 
epitomize �
��
����
�

� 
vt. 56, 78 

extravagance �
���������
��� 

n. 9:, ;< 

feudal ���!����� a. =>?@
 
filling ���
�
�� n. ABC, DE 
glutinous �������
���

� 
a. FG
, H
 

keynote ���
������ n. IJ 
lantern ��������� n. KL 
literally ���
����
� ad. MNOPQ, RNS 
longevity ��"���#	���


� 
n. TU, VU 

lunar �������� a. W
, WX
 
offering ��$��
�� n. YZC, Z�, [\ 
proceeding �����
��
�� n. ]^ 
relic ��	�
�� n. _C, _` 
retain �
��	
�� vt. ab, ac 
ritual ��
������ n. d�, �e, �� 
secularize ���	�!����


�� 
vt. fghi 

strenuous ����	�!���� a. fj
, k<
 
sumptuous ����������� a. 9:
, lm
 
superstition ���!�������


���� 
n. no 

symmetrically ��
��	�
���

� 

ad. %pS, qrS 

thwart �%�"��� vt. s%, tu 
trappings �����
��� n. vwxy 
wherein ��&��
�� ad. z{|, z{}~ 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

as regards ��, �� 
be derived from ����� 
in commemoration of ��"# 

 

Proper Names 

 

Dragon Boat Festival ��� 
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Gregorian 

��
��"�
��� calendar 
��, �� 

Han community 

�����!���
�
� 
�� 

Laba ��� 
Lantern Festival ��� (�����W��) 
Mid-Autumn Festival ��� 
Miluo River ��� 
New Year’s Eve 3� 
Pure Brightness �� 
Sakyamuni ������!����
� �� ¡ (¢£)  

Spring Festival ¤� (�����W¥¦) 
Warring States Period §� 
Yuan Xiao ��¨© 
Zongzi ª, 

 

Notes 

 

1. the Constitution: «¬ the� ®¯°±²³´(µz¶|®·�l¢1¸¹�º»¼± 

2. the Gregorian calendar: ½¾¿À�ÁÂÃÄÅÆ�ÇÈÉ
�»ÊËÌÍÎp
Ï�

�ÐÑ�Ò�Ó½¾¿À�ÔÁ� 1582Õ 10W 4Ö×Ø± 

3. post-1949 China: Ù���ÚÛ±post- Ü�ÝÞ�ßÏz��ÛÐàQáâpostgraduate, 

postwar, postharvestã± 

4. the Chinese lunar calendar: ä��»
¦å±æ
 çËâèéêWëìí
îiï

Mðñò�óÕôWT@õö³÷øù«± 

5. Qu Yuan: úû (üý�Ý 340þý�Ý 278)£qNû±¥��������ôÔ

�Ä	±
���<��»@���°�'������±z���,�ã


������ ±Ûï!T"#$R%&'(¢1)*%+,�-./01±

2���Î34è5678��
9:ï;<=>?@5»-�AB���ùC±

4ËÌ�DE
ÄF¢ÎÜ·GH¼ô·IJ¼ãK%ÛÁLMNÄ± 

6. c.: circaÄü'(�± 

7. Sakyamuni’s attainment of Buddhahood: �� ¡ (ý�Ý 565þý�Ý 486)��OP¢±

û£QRSTU�ÅËVW@Xw�Y�Z� ([¡\]^_) `a�
b,±ëc4

d�Ie}f<¢Á)ôgôhôCiåjkï012}l�m
nop>qr�

�)*sÇtuvw£x¥5Îyz�{Õj|z�}~(Ï�uÐ��Á

�5�����?± 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 
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Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. Which of the following is NOT the feature of the rituals of marriages in feudal times? 

A. Complex.      B. Simplified.   

C. Superstitious.      D. Extravagant. 

2. The negative aspects of rituals have been eliminated because _______. 

A. Western-style ceremonies have been introduced into China 

B. the Constitution does not allow people to do so 

C. young people in cities are reluctant to celebrate these occasions 

D. the Chinese government has tried hard to help people free their minds 

3. When do the newly-weds accept blessings from their friends? 

A. In the gathering.     B. Before legal proceedings. 

C. After legal proceedings.   D. In the church. 

4. The term “Spring Festival” was not known until _______. 

A. the Xia Dynasty     B. the Han Dynasty 

C. the 1911 revolution    D. 1949 

5. Yuan Xiao is the occasion for the Chinese to _______. 

A. offer lion and dragon dances  B. visit family members and friends 

C. hang out lanterns     D. honor their ancestors 

6. Qu Yuan committed suicide because _______. 

A. he could not save his country 

B. he lost self-confidence 

C. he was a great poet with the feeling of Weltschmerz (�����)  

D. he was angry with the statesmen from Qin 

7. The date of which festival is the closest to April Fool’s Day? 

A. Spring Festival.     B. Lantern Festival. 

C. Pure Brightness.      D. Dragon Boat Festival. 

8. What is true about Laba according to the text? 

A. It is the coldest day of the year.   

B. Laba pudding dates from the Han Dynasty. 

C. The pudding has a strange flavor. 

D. It is no longer a day to celebrate Sakyamuni’s attainment of Buddhahood. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 
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completes the sentence. 

1. Many people consider Lincoln to be the greatest president of all times, yet it should 

be remembered how many failures and defeats _______ his early life. 

    A. displayed  B. marked   C. illustrated   D. showed 

2. The new city, Brasilia, _______ Rio de Janeiro as the capital of Brazil in 1960. 

    A. replaced  B. displaced   C. misplaced   D. unplaced 

3. In Sub-Saharan Africa today, _______, gross investment accounts for roughly 15% of 

the national income. 

    A. for examples B. for an example  C. for instance   D. for an instance 

4. The Council brought _______ to stop the store from trading on Sundays. 

    A. proceedings B. processes   C. procedures  D. proceeds 

5. The accident was similar _______ the one that happened in 1973. 

    A. with   B. on    C. for    D. to 

6. Don’t _______ this news to the public until we give you the go-ahead. 

    A. release  B. relieve   C. relate    D. retain 

7. He _______ some comfort from the fact that he wasn’t the only one to fail the exam. 

A. deduced  B. derived   C. attained    D. grasped 

8. Mr. Brown attended a service last Sunday _______ those who died in the war. 

A. in commemoration of    B. in care of  

C. in favor of      D. in approval of 

9. He is a very _______ lad and he wants to play at the highest level. 

A. eager  B. ambitious   C. proud     D. generous 

10. We’ve got to get the economy under control or it will _______ eat us up. 

A. in fact  B. hardly    C. likely    D. literally 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. This article is only a brief introduction to the traditional festivals in China. Please add 

more details to each festival, especially to such activities as “the lion and dragon 

dances” and “Dragon Boat races”. 

2. Name some of the well-known customs as to how some China’s minority nationalities 

celebrate their traditional festivals. 

3. Which one do you prefer, a bowl of “longevity noodles” or the Western-style birthday 

cakes? Traditional Chinese wedding ceremonies or the Western-style ones? 

4. Which of the festivals mentioned in the passage do you like best? Why? 

5. Do you think it is important to observe and maintain our own traditions? Why? 
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Extra Reading 

 

SSpprriinngg  FFeessttiivvaall  

 

Far and away1 the most important holiday in China is the Spring Festival, also known 

as the Chinese New Year. To the Chinese people it is as important as Christmas to people 

in the West. The dates for this annual celebration are determined by the lunar calendar 

rather than the Gregorian calendar, so the timing of the holiday varies from late January to 

early February. 

To the ordinary Chinese, the festival actually begins on the eve of the lunar New 

Year’s Day and ends on the fifth day of the first month of the lunar calendar. But the 15th 

of the first month, which normally is called the Lantern Festival, means the official end of 

the Spring Festival in many parts of the country. 

Preparations for the New Year begin the last few days of the last moon, when houses 

are thoroughly cleaned, debts repaid, hair cut and new clothes purchased. Houses are 

festooned with paper scrolls bearing auspicious antithetical couplet and in many homes, 

people burn incense at home and in the temples to pay respects to ancestors and ask the 

gods for good health in the coming months.  

“Guo Nian”, meaning “passing the year”, is the common term among the Chinese 

people for celebrating the Spring Festival. It actually means greeting the New Year, people 

used to let off firecrackers which serve to drive away the evil spirits and to greet the arrival 

of the new year. In an instant the whole city would be engulfed in the deafening noise of 

the firecrackers. 

On New Year’s Eve, all the members of families come together to feast. Jiaozi, a 

steamed dumpling, is popular in the north, while southerners favor a sticky sweet glutinous 

rice pudding called nian gao. 

The approaching Spring Festival brings a windfall to Chinese folk product 

manufacturers and dealers with sales of many traditional items2; the most popular being 

red paper banners marked with a big golden Chinese character, fu�meaning good luck. 

People in big cities like Shanghai have gradually given up the old tradition of 

decorating their doorways with elaborate ceremonial posters during the Spring Festival. 

Many simply choose to paste this red banner on their doorways hoping that it will be 

enough to deliver their New Year’s wishes. 

When pasting the red paper on the door, the character fu must be arranged in an 

upside-down position. In this position, the character has the same pronunciation as 

“arrival”, which signifies that good luck will come in through the door in the New Year. 
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Over the past 5,000 years, imaginative Chinese culture has developed many traditions 

relating to doors, although with the passing of time not all are strictly observed. These 

traditions, superstitious to some degree, have their roots in ancient Chinese culture.  

The door as the entrance and exit of a building has a potent symbolic value. It stands 

as a borderline between the outside world and the home, warmth and coldness, as well as 

danger and safety. Such important functions coupled with people’s rich imaginations gave 

the doorway a certain mystery, which led to the concept of Door Gods.3 

The earliest Door Gods were Shen Tu and Yu Lei4, two figures who could drive 

ghosts away according to ancient legends. Their names or pictures were depicted in peach 

wood hangings that hung along the two sides of a door or gate. 

The rich red color of peach wood made it the choice for this sentry function, as its 

color was believed to drive off ferocious animals that came to attack people during the 

winter months. Later with the development of paper, red banners replaced the peach 

wood. 

Unlike other gods who remain constant, there have been many different Door Gods 

throughout Chinese history. Although they may differ in certain features, all share the 

characteristics of strength and bravery�features important to protect the family from 

ghosts and animals. 

The earlier Door Gods were depicted with fearful facial features and expressions. 

Later, people used the images of famous former generals in their images of Door Gods. 

There was once a joke saying that China’s famous generals had all been reduced to 

doorkeepers for ordinary people. 

As society developed, people became less fearful of their living environment and 

shifted their attention to life quality. Some families began to add wishes to the pictures 

pasted on the door. For example, there are pictures of Door Gods pointing to images of 

bats�in Chinese, the pronunciation of bat is the same as that of luck�to indicate the 

coming of good luck. 

However, using pictures to express wishes has been limited. People began to put red 

scrolls with antithetical couplets on their doors. In this way, their wishes for the New Year 

could be fully expressed in the two lines. 

The tradition of pasting couplets on the door is still observed in many places of 

China. These flourishing red couplets on the doors add much jubilance to the festival 

season. 

 

New Words 

 

antithetical �����
�%	�

���� 

a. %Ú
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auspicious �"����
���� a. ��
 
banner ������� n. ��, ��, x� 
borderline ���"�����


�� 
n. �Â� 

firecracker ����
����
�� 

n. �� 

deafening ���	���
�� a. ����
 
depict ��
��
��� vt. ��, �� 
engulf �
������� vt. ��, �� 
ferocious ���������

� 
a. ��
, ��
, ��
 

festoon ��	������� vt.  ¡�É¢¡£¤ 
flourishing �����
�
�

� 
a. ¥¦
, §§¨¦
 

hangings �����
��� n.  (pl.) ©_ª«C 
imaginative �
����#
���


�� 
a. ¬�@ø
�@ø6
 

jubilance ���#���
���
�� 

n. �, ®¯¯ 

poster ��������� n. °±, x� 
potent ���������� a. �6
, �²
 
scroll ������� n. ³�´ 
sentry ���	��
� n. µ¶ 
signify ���
��
��


� 
vt. �ß, P· 

sticky ����
�
� a. F
, FG
 
superstitious ���!�������


���� 
a. no
 

symbolic ��
���$�
�
� 

a. øç
, ¸¹
 

timing ����
�
�� n. }�º», «} 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

at the turn of z��
¼½} 
be engulfed in #¾�z��à� 
be reduced to ¿ÀÁ�, fîÂ� 
coupled with Ã´, vÃ 
in an instant ÚÄ, Ò´ 
relate to Å� 
to some degree zÆå^@´ 

 

Proper Names 

 

Jiaozi  +, 
Door God  mn 
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Notes  

 

1. far and away: 5ÇSÈÉ±áâRangers are far and away the best team in Scotland. 

2. The approaching Spring Festival brings a windfall to Chinese folk product manufacturers and 

dealers with sales of many traditional items: Ê(
¤�Ë��1�ÌÍ\
)ÎÏ¹ÐÑ

ÏÒ¦ÓÔ± 

3. Such important functions coupled with people’s rich imaginations gave the doorway a certain 

mystery, which led to the concept of Door Gods:  (m
) ¶Õé6
¯°ÖÃ´¢Í
×

¬@øØmÙÚÆånÛ<ÜùÝÒ�mn
7#± 

4. Shen Tu and Yu Lei: nÞôßà±·áâz¼�°?ã�ä
nÛÁAåæ�mnç

èéê��± 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Chinese people usually celebrate the Spring Festival in January. 

____ 2. To the ordinary Chinese, the Spring Festival lasts 15 days on end. 

____ 3. People are supposed to pay off debts before the Chinese New Year. 

____ 4. It’s such a disaster that many people lost their hearing by the noise of the 

firecrackers. 

____ 5. All the Chinese people celebrate their new year in much the same way. 

____ 6. The character fu on the red paper is pasted upside-down to bring in good luck. 

____ 7. The later Door Gods were different from the earlier ones in that they did not 

necessarily look fearful. 

____ 8. People preferred using pictures to express wishes because they were colorful and 

fun. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary. 

 determine    bear    rather than    let off    be reduced to 
 imaginative    relate to    replace    signify    add…to…  

1. _______ squeezing (�) your own oranges, have you tried buying packs of orange 

juice? 

2. The poor woman _______ begging. 

3. The cost _______ directly _______ the amount of time spent on the project. 

4. This is really a(n) _______ solution to the problem. 

5. Demand _______ production. 

6. Can anything _______ a mother’s love and care? 

7. Our explanation seemed only to _______ insult _______ injury. 

8. I’ll _______ you _______ this time, but don’t do it again. 

9. He _______ a grudge (�	) against me because I took his place in the office. 

10. Mr. Singh’s visit _______ a step forward in relations between the two countries. 
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Kaleidoscope 

 

The Mourning Day 

Du Mu 

A drizzling rain falls like tears on the Mourning Day; 
The mourner’s heart is going to break on his way. 
Where can a wineshop be found to drown his sad hours? 
A cowherd points to a cot ’mid apricot flowers. 

—Translated by Xu Yuanzhong 

���

�� 


������ 

�������� 

�������� 

� !"#$%� 
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Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1.  As we know, 27 places in China have been listed in the World Natural and Cultural 

Heritage List. What should we do to preserve these places? 

2.  Do you think it important for a natural wonder to bear some cultural and historical 

features? Why or why not? 

3.  Which do you prefer, to travel with friends and relatives to a lively and busy place or 

to travel alone to a quiet place? Why? 

 

Text 

 

TThhee  GGrreeaatt  WWaallll::  AA  MMiirraaccllee  ooff  tthhee  WWoorrlldd  

Wen Qing 

 

A very popular Chinese song goes, “The Great Wall is ten thousand li (one li=1/2 

kilometer) long, and at the foot of it is my homeland…” It always moves the Chinese who 

live overseas to tears. In Chinese’s hearts, the Great Wall is a symbol of the Chinese nation. 

The construction of the Great Wall can be dated back to the Spring and Autumn Period 

and the Warring States Period in the 7th and 8th centuries (B.C.), when different states in the 

empire fought with each other and built defensive walls around their own territories. 

After the first Emperor of the Qin Dynasty unified China and established the Qin 

Dynasty (221 B.C.�207 B.C.), he had a giant wall built at the north part of his empire to 

stop Xiongnu1 and Donghu2, the nomadic tribes in the north, from invading his territory. 

The project went on for ten years and the Great Wall of today took shape. 
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In the following dynasties including the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.�A.D. 220), the Liao 

Dynasty (916�1125), the Jin Dynasty (1115�1234), the Yuan Dynasty (1271�1368) and the 

Ming Dynasty (1368�1644), the Great Wall was constantly extended or maintained. 

According to statistics, if all the walls built during different dynasties were to be added together, 

the wall would be more than 50,000 kilometers long. The walls built during the Qin Dynasty, 

the Han Dynasty and the Ming Dynasty were each more than 5,000 kilometers long. 

The Great Wall stretches even to the most precipitous cliffs and the vast empty deserts. 

According to archaeologists, enough bricks and rocks were used in the sections of the Great 

Wall built during the Ming Dynasty to build a 1-meter wide, 5-meters high wall around the 

earth. The Great Wall of China has been listed among the Seven Wonders of the World since 

early times. 

American astronauts reported that the Great Wall could be seen with the naked eye from 

the moon. It lies across the earth like a beautiful ribbon. Standing on the Great Wall, Mr. Nixon3, 

then president of the United States, exclaimed with wonder that only a great nation could build 

such a great structure as the Great Wall. His view was shared by Queen Elizabeth of Britain4, 

who said that the Great Wall was one of the most magnificent places she had ever been. 

A Chinese saying goes, “anyone who hasn’t been to the Great Wall is not a true man,” 

because the Great Wall is so magnificent and impresses one with a heroic feeling. In the Ming 

Dynasty the Great Wall was extended and maintained 18 times and that is the Great Wall we 

see today. It starts in the west at the Jiayuguan Pass in Gansu Province, winds through Ningxia 

Hui Autonomous Region, Shaanxi Province, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Shanxi 

Province, Hebei Province, and Beijing, and ends at Shanhaiguan Pass in Hebei Province. The 

most magnificent-looking section of the Great Wall, which has attracted countless tourists from 

both China and abroad, is located at Badaling in the outskirts of Beijing. 

A one hour trip by train from Beijing will bring you to the foot of Badaling Mountain, 

whose name means “to be reachable to all directions”. The Great Wall crosses here because it 

is an ideal defensive spot. A narrow pass is created by cliffs on both sides. The Chinese have 

a vivid saying to describe such places, “If one man guards the pass, ten thousand are unable 

to get through.” People at that time said, “The hardest barrier was not Juyongguan Pass itself, 

but Badaling.” As a defense line along the top of the Badaling Mountain, the Great Wall 

makes the place even more impregnable. Therefore one of the cliffs at Badaling was carved 

with two Chinese characters, which say “natural barrier”. 

By the road outside the Juyongguan Pass there is a huge rock about seven meters long 

and two meters high. It is said that on a fine day one can see the White Pagoda at Beihai Park 

in downtown Beijing a hundred li away, hence the name Wangjingshi (the rock for looking at 

the capital). According to legend the rock got its name in 1900, when the imperial family 

escaped to Xi’an after the Eight-Power Allied Forces had overtaken Tianjin5. On their way 
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they had stopped here and Dowager Cixi mounted the rock to look at Beijing. 

At the entrance of the Pass are five cannons made during the Ming Dynasty. The 

biggest one, made in 1638, has a barrel 2.85 meters long and a bore of 105 mm, and can 

shoot a target 1,000 meters away. Its body is carved with Chinese characters which say, “the 

majestic general awarded by the Emperor.” 

On average, sections of the Great Wall at Badaling are 7.5 meters high and 6.5 meters 

wide and can accommodate five horses or ten soldiers marching side by side. On the Great Wall 

are built beacon towers, watch towers, shooting windows, barrier walls, etc, which reveal the 

way wars were fought in ancient China. For example, the beacon towers were an alarm system. 

In the past the beacon towers were always supplied with fuel (often wolves’ dung because when 

it was burnt the smoke was so thick that it was visible even from a long distance), sulfur and 

saltpeter, so that a beacon could be set out immediately when there was an enemy attack. The 

next beacon tower some distance away, at the sight of the smoke from the beacon, would do the 

same, and so did the next, so that in a few hours the whole defense line was ready for the enemy. 

Because of this, expressions like “war alarms raised at all border posts” and “flames of battle 

raging everywhere” are used to refer to the war in Chinese language.  

With the shifting of the seasons, the Great Wall reveals a range of different charms and 

majesty. The Chinese worship the dragon, and they always refer to things they like as a 

dragon. The Great Wall is no exception. After the rain, when the mountains are embraced by 

fog and there is still moisture in the air, the Chinese say that the Great Wall is like a dragon 

speeding across the sky, mounting the clouds and riding the mist. 

It is breathtaking to visit the Great Wall in winter and to look around the snow-covered 

Great Wall, while the piercing wind blows across the wilderness. The wall looks like a silver 

dragon dancing among the mountains, revealing boldness and softness. A poet Wei Yuan6 of 

the Qing Dynasty wrote in one of his poems, 

“On mounting the Badaling, 

My view is broad and wide, 

Never had I known 

that it is more a fairyland than a border post.” 

However, those who really want to know the Great Wall should not only visit Badaling, 

but also the Dragon Head, which is where the Great Wall begins in Hebei Province; the 

Shanhaiguan Pass, which was known as the “No.1 Fort in the World”; and the Jiayuguan 

Pass, which was located in Gansu Province and famed as the “No.1 Majestic Pass in the 

World”. All of these are famous tourists spots of the Great Wall. 

The Great Wall is the pride of the Chinese, and is the place foreign friends must visit 

when they come to China. 

(adapted from The Great Wall) 
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New Words 

 

accommodate ��������	
�� vt. �� 

allied ����
�� a. ���, ��� 

archaeologist �����
�����
��� n. 	
�� 

astronaut ������������ n. �� 

autonomous ������������ a. ��� 

barrel ������� n. �� 

beacon ���
����� n. ��, �� 

boldness �������
�� n. ��, �� 

bore ����� n. �� 

breathtaking ����	��	
�
�� a. ���,  !� 

cannon �������� n. "�, #$� 

carve ������ v. %&, '( 

constantly ����������
� ad. )*+ 

dowager ���������� n. ,-./�01 , 2

1 

dragon ��������� n. 3 

dung ����� n. (�4�)56 

fairyland ������
���� n. 78 

imperial �
��!
��
�� a. 9:� 

impregnable �
��!�	����� a. �;<=� , >?@

A� 

invade �
���	
�� vt. BC, BD 

magnificent ������
�
���� a. EF� 

majestic ������	��
�� a. GH� 

majesty ������
��
� n. IF 

moisture ����
��"�� n. JK 

mount ������� vt. LM 

nomadic ��������
�� a. NO�, PQ� 

outskirts ������������ n. RS 

overtake ��������	
�� vt. TUBD 

pagoda �!��#����� n. V�, � 

piercing ��!
��
�� a. WX� 

precipitous �!�
��
!
���� a. YZ� 

saltpeter �������!
���� n. [\ 

statistics ������
��
��� n. ]^, ]^_` 

sulfur ������� n. ab 

territory ���	�
���
� n. cd, ef, +g 

tribe ����
�� n. hi, hj 
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unify ��$���
��
� vt. ]k 

wilderness ��%�
���
�� n. lm 
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Phrases and Expressions 

 
be dated back to nop 
move…to tears qrrstuPv 
on average wxyz 
refer to {|, }| 
side by side ~�, ~� 
take shape ��, ����� 

 

Proper Names 

 

Badaling ��� 
Beihai Park ���� 
Dowager Cixi  ���� 
Eight-Power Allied Forces ���� 
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region ��
��� 
Jiayuguan Pass ��� 
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region ���j��� 
Shanhaiguan Pass ��� 
Spring and Autumn Period � ¡¢ 
Wangjingshi £¤\ 
White Pagoda ¥� 

 

Notes  

 

1. Xiongnu: ¦§¨©�
jª«¬®«¯�¡°t±²³´³µ¶�+�«µ·¸¹¨

º»¼±]k½h¨¾¿ÀÁ«�-|·Â:ÃÄÅ�Æ��ÇÈ¨¾¿ÉÊ«±Ë·Ì 

(�Í 48Î) ÏÐÑÒ³�Óh« 

2. Donghu: Ë®¨
jª«ÔÕ¦§ (®) ¶ËÖuª«� ¯�¶z¨Ò×²�¨ØÑ²

Ùµ(ÚÛ«µÌ¨Ë®ÁÀ¨�Ñ¦§º»¼±ÈÜ« 

3. Mr. Nixon: ÝÞßàáâãßäåæç± 1913Î è̈�éêëìíî] (1969ï1974Î)¨

ðñòâGáóô¡íõî](1953ï1961 Î)¨1972 Îö÷©�«1974 ÎðéÓí¢ø

Ôùúûüýþ��Ö���î]��« 

4. Queen Elizabeth of Britain: �	
���¥Ó�« 

5. …when the imperial family escaped to Xi’an after the Eight-Power Allied Forces had overtaken 

Tianjin: 1900Î¨�³è³Þ³;³�³�³�³���:�����Ñ�������

t¨���Ï©�¨ !"ô#$�%&̈ ��"'Å(«6) 17�<*"+�,¨7)

14�<-./¨8) 14�<-�¤«����³01:�22"34567¨89:�

;<=Ñ>?"3@�«1901Î 9) 7�AB�CD�EF�GHI« 
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6. Wei Yuan: JK (1794ï1857)¨"LM�³N��³O��«PÒQR�¨SpTUVW«

��E��fXÏ �Y$Z[\]¶^[&̈ _�z`abcde���t�kfgh« 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. The ancient states built the Great Wall _______. 

A. to mark their territories 

B. so that it could be established as one of the Seven Wonders of the World 

C. to defend themselves 

D. so that they could exercise their power and labor force 

2. The first construction of the Great Wall lasted _______. 

A. ten years       B. several centuries 

C. several decades     D. about two thousand years 

3. Which of the following is NOT the evidence that the Great Wall is “great”? 

A. Enough bricks and rocks were used in the sections of the Great Wall built during 

the Ming Dynasty to build a 1-meter wide, 5-meter high wall around the earth. 

B. American astronauts reported that the Great Wall could be seen with the naked eye 

from the moon. 

C. Only China could build the Great Wall. 

D. The Great Wall stretches even to the most precipitous cliffs and the vast empty deserts. 

4. How many provinces and regions does the Great Wall stretch for? 

A. Five.    B. Six.   C. Seven.   D. Eight. 

5. In the Chinese saying “If one man guards the pass, ten thousand are unable to get 

through”, what does “ten thousand” refer to? 

A. Ten thousand li (the approximate length of the Great Wall). 

B. Ten thousand enemies. 

C. Ten thousand horses. 

D. Ten thousand tourists. 

6. How were the alarms sent to form a defense line in ancient times? 

A. Alarms would be raised at the same time at all border posts. 

B. One beacon tower would burn wolves’ dung to warn the next one in a row. 

C. Flames of battle would be raging everywhere. 

D. Five horses or ten soldiers would be marching side by side. 
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7. According to the passage, what is the best time to appreciate the charms and majesty 

of the Great Wall? 

A. On fine days.      B. Before rainy days. 

C. On foggy days.      D. After snowy days. 

8. Which of the following is considered to be “the No. 1 Fort in the World”? 

A. Badaling.      B. Shanhaiguan Pass. 

C. Jiayuguan Pass.     D. Juyongguan Pass. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. Although he had looked through all the reference material on the subject, he still found 

it hard to understand this point and her explanation only _______ to his confusion. 

    A. extended   B. amounted   C. added    D. turned 

2. In 1912 women’s events were added, and the modern Olympic program began to _______. 

    A. take sides   B. take shape   C. take place   D. take effect 

3. At the sight of the dolphins, the children _______ with excitement. 

    A. claimed   B. reclaimed   C. exclaimed   D. declaimed 

4. The town was built among the hills, _______ the name Hilltown. 

    A. hence   B. so    C. then     D. thus 

5. He was _______ a gold cup in acknowledgment of his creative achievements for the 

development of the company. 

    A. awarded   B. rewarded   C. requested   D. gifted 

6. Free medical treatment in this country covers sickness of mind as well as _______ 

sicknesses. 

    A. normal   B. regular   C. average   D. ordinary 

7. He took her arm and hurried her upstairs _______ they wouldn’t be overheard. 

    A. now that   B. and that   C. all that      D. so that 

8. Many difficulties have _______ as a result of the change over to a new type of fuel. 

    A. risen    B. arisen    C. raised    D. arrived 

9. Lung cancer has now _______ breast cancer as a major cause of death for women in the U.S. 

    A. overcome   B. overdone   C. overtaken   D. overcovered 

10. We are _______ being reminded to cut down our fat intake. 

    A. constantly  B. consistently  C. continuously  D. consequently 
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III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Suppose you are a tour guide now. How will you introduce the Great Wall to your 

foreign guests? 

2. Is the Great Wall the place which you want to visit most in China? If so, why? 

3. Some say the Great Wall reflects the Chinese way of thinking to some extent: they 

would take defense rather than attack; they are reserved rather than open… Do you 

agree with them? Please give your reasons. 

4. According to the text, the Chinese worship the dragon and they always refer to things 

they like as a dragon. Please cite some more examples other than the Great Wall. 

5. There are some quotations in the text. Please translate them into the original Chinese version. 

 

Extra Reading 

 

AA  WWiinntteerr  TToouurr  ooff  MMoouunntt  TTaaii  

Lin Shui 

 

Mt. Tai, located near the city of Tai’an in central Shandong Province, covers an area 

of 125 square kilometers. There are many historical sites and innumerable towering peaks 

here, the highest being 1,545 meters above sea level. According to the ancient Chinese, all 

living things had their origin in the east. Mt. Tai is situated in eastern China and therefore 

has always been considered first among “the five great mountains”, the other four being 

Mt. Hua in Shaanxi Province, Mt. Heng in Hunan Province, Mt. Song in Henan Province 

and Mt. Heng (another character in Chinese) in Shanxi Province, summits of great power 

and sacred meaning.1 

Many Chinese emperors came to Mt. Tai to perform sacrifices. The most expensive and 

lavish ceremonies were those called fengshan2, in which homage was paid to heaven when 

new emperors were enthroned or regnant ones were at the height of their power. Lots of 

Chinese intellectuals also climbed the mountain and left inscriptions on cliffs and boulders. 

Mr. Tai is also known as a famous Buddhist mountain, and in all seasons one can see 

large numbers of Buddhists coming here to offer incense. The beautiful scenery and splendid 

culture of this old mountain attract millions of domestic and foreign visitors every year. In 

1987, Mt. Tai was included in the World Natural and Cultural Heritage List by UNESCO3. 

There are many old cypress and pine trees growing on Mr. Tai and they form much 

unique scenery. In the Dai Temple4 at the southern foot of the mountain there are six cypress 
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trees dating from the Han Dynasty about 2,100 years ago, which were said to be planted by 

Emperor Wudi5 when he climbed the mountain. Having lived for such a long time, most of 

the trees’ bark has flaked off and the trunks have withered, but new branches are continuing 

to grow, twisting around one another and stretching upward to cover the courtyard with their 

shade. Also at the southern foot of the mountain in the Puzhao Temple, there is a pine tree 

called “Liuchao Pine”, planted 1,500 years ago. The top of the pine looks like a dancing 

phoenix, and the trunk is shaped like a twining dragon. At the starting point of Shibapan (the 

Stairway of Eighteen Curves), the “Wangren Pine” stands like a giant, bending forward and 

stretching out its arms to welcome visitors. Most of the old pine trees on Mt. Tai are found on 

the Duisong Peaks (“Facing the Pines” in Chinese), where thousands of rows of pines stand 

on the two peaks. Emperor Qianlong6 of the Qing Dynasty (1644�1911) once came here for 

a retreat and marveled at this natural wonder. 

Fewer people come to Mt. Tai in winter than in other seasons, missing a good 

opportunity to appreciate its natural beauty. 

The sea of clouds and the sunrise are two special scenes seen from atop Mt. Tai. After 

snowfalls the view is even more fabulous. Surrounded by white clouds and covered with 

snow, the peak looks like a mountain rising out of the sea. On the north side of Riguan Peak 

(“Viewing the Sunrise” in Chinese) there is a stone hanging in the air called the Tanhai 

(Exploring the Sea) Stone. It is a good location to watch the sun’s first rays. On a snowy 

morning, as one stands on the rock with the wind blowing on his or her face and the snow 

sticking to one’s eyebrows, the red sun appears on the horizon, lighting up the clouds and the 

snow-covered peaks, giving the patient observer its greatest gift of nature. 

Mt. Tai in winter is like an experienced elder knowing the vicissitudes of life. The 7,000 

steps from Hongmen Gate at the foot of the mountain to Nantian Gate on top still bear the 

footprints of many Chinese emperors. When Emperor Qinshihuang climbed Mt. Tai after he 

had united China, a pine tree provided him with shelter during a storm, so he conferred the 

tree with an honorary title “Wudaifu” (The Fifth Great Official). Emperor Wudi of the Han 

Dynasty (206 B.C.�A.D. 220) came to this sacred mountain eight times, leaving a wordless 

stele on Yuhuangding (Jade Emperor Summit), the mountain’s highest summit. 

The mountain stairs are less crowded in winter, but one can still see a few white-haired 

old women ascending the steps with cane in hand, coming to pay homage to the Goddess 

Bixia7 for happiness and good luck. 

The changing of nature and the immensity of Chinese history have left their marks on 

Mt. Tai, and perhaps only in winter, with thinner crowds about, can one feel more of the 

historical dignity amidst the natural silence. 
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New Words 

 

ascend ����	��� v. ij, Mk 
atop �����!� prep. ðrr�lM 
bark ������ n. mn 
boulder �������� n. "\o, p\ 
cane ��	
�� n. q, r 
cypress ����
!���� n. sm 
dignity ���
��
�
� n. tH, T2 
domestic �����	��
�� a. ��� 
fabulous �����$���� a. uvw�, ��� 
flake ��	
�� v. xi 
heritage ��&	�
�
��� n. ya, z] 
homage ��&��
��� n. {� 
honorary ��������
� a. |}�, ª}� 
immensity �
�����
�
� n. ~" , �" , �� , 

�� 
innumerable �
��$�������� a. �_�, _�"� 
inscription �
�����
!"��� n. �`, �� 
intellectual ��
��
�	��$��� n. V�Ï� 
lavish ����
"� a. Q��¨��� 
phoenix ���
��
��� n. ��, \ç� 
regnant ���	������ a. ]��, Õ��+/

� 
retreat ��
���
��� n. �� 
sacred ���	
��
�� a. u�, �H�, u�

� 
situate ���
�$�	
�� vt. �/±, ��± 
stele ����
�
� n. \�, \�, �� 
towering �������
�� a. T�� 
twine ��%�
�� v. (�) �� 
twist ��%
��� vi. ��, �� 
vicissitude ��
��
�
�$'��� n. � ¡Ê 
wither ��%
(�� vi. ¢£, Ê¤ 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

at the height of ð (?¿³G£¥) �l¦¡¢ 
confer sb. with sth. §¨©�©ª 
flake off xi 
marvel at _rrs|�« 
pay homage to ¬rr®{� 
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Proper Names 

 

Dai Temple ¯° 

Duisong Peaks _æ¦ 

Emperor Qianlong ±²9: 

Emperor Qinshihuang µ³9 

Emperor Wudi (of the Han Dynasty) ·Â: 

Goddess Bixia ´�µu¶·Í¸ 

Hongmen Gate <ü 

Hunan Province PÒ¹ 

Liuchao Pine º»æ 

Mt. Heng in Hunan Province Ò¼½� 

Mt. Heng in Shanxi Province �¼¾� 

Mt. Hua in Shaanxi Province 6¼�� 

Mt. Song in Henan Province ©¼¿� 

Mt. Tai in Shandong Province Ë¼´� 

Nantian Gate Ò.ü 

Puzhao Temple ÀÁÂ 

Riguan Peak �Ã¦ 

Shibapan ë�Ä  

Tanhai Å�\ 

the World Natural and Cultural Heritage List �Æ�UOÇya ("¼) 

UNESCO �$����	����� ���ÈÉOÊË 

Wangren Pine £�æ 

Wudaifu Pine Ì"Íæ 

Yuhuangding Î9l 

 

Notes  

 

1.  Mt. Tai is situated in eastern China and therefore has always been considered first among “the 

five great mountains”, the other four being Mt. Hua in Shaanxi Province, Mt. Heng in Hunan 

Province, Mt. Song in Henan Province and Mt. Heng (another character in Chinese) in Shanxi 

Province, summits of great power and sacred meaning: ©�Ì"ª�]$Ì¼&̈ ÏË¼´

�³Ò¼½�³6¼��³�¼¾�³©¼¿�¨zÐÑuÚÕ¨ÒÓ:ÔÃÕ5Ö×«

Ø©¨the other four being…ÑÙÚ�ÛÜÝ¨-ingÏÞß��à�áâ�ã«summits of 

great power and sacred meaningÑ the five great mountains��/ã« 

2.  fengshan: äå«¯�¡æç�èéêëÑÌ¼©´�ìT¨:Ô
|´�Ö×¨j´�í

îÖ.ï$ä&̈ ð�Òðñ�MòóÖ+ï$å&«ôµ³9³·Â:õØ'ö÷�ø"ù« 
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3. the World Natural and Cultural Heritage List by UNESCO: �Æ�UúOÇya û̈���È

ÉOÊËüf«ý�þ� 27�+��ú�Æyaª�¨�© 20�ÑOÇya¨3��U

ya¨4 �OÇ��U��ya«UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 

Cultural Organization« 

4. Dai Temple: ¯�°«̄ � Ï̈´�«$¯&Ñ´���ª 
̈¶Ñ	�Ú� 
̈$¯�&«

¯�°×´�u¨��±·¨IF¨��µ·\&³·s³��³�Ó��¥
�« 

5.  Emperor Wudi: ·Â: (Õ 156ïÕ 87)¨Ï��«Õ 140ïÕ 87Îð/«]�¢ø$Ùt

é�&̈ �ö$���&³$Ó�;&̈ Ò�ì�¨�È¦§¨""���·Ó�)�úOÇ«

Ø'öäå¨×u�7« 

6.  Emperor Qianlong: Ï� !"ß#Ò (1711ï1799)¨"Ó9:¨Î$±²«1735ï1796Î

ð/«%&wf'(áh¨#À©)*?«+Ä¡O`,¨¶#ÀLM]�«ØºÄÒ-« 

7.  Goddess Bixia: ¶·Í¸«.Èuª¨zÐ/Ë¼":�µ0¨�1�¡äÑ$.7Îµ

¶·Í¸&« 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Mt. Tai has always been considered first among “the five great mountains” 

because it is the highest. 

____ 2.  The emperors came to Mt. Tai to perform sacrifices every year. 

____ 3. The “Liuchao Pine” dates from the Han Dynasty about 2,100 years ago.  

____ 4. Emperor Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty once went to Mt. Tai to have a vacation. 

____ 5. Mt. Tai is famous for its views of the sea of clouds and the sunrise. 

____ 6. According to the passage, Mt. Tai seems to know the vicissitudes of life because 

its steps bear the footprints of many of our great ancestors. 

____ 7. Emperor Wudi left a wordless stele on Yuhuangding because he was too proud of 

his own achievements. 

____ 8. According to the passage, the best season to visit Mt. Tai is winter. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary. 

 historical     domestic     unique     dignity     marvel at 
 stick to    origin    confer    at the height of    innumerable 
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1. I _______ my mother’s ability to remain calm in a crisis. 

2.  Mr. Thompson gave all the _______ papers of his grandfather to the public library 

according to his grandfather’s will. 

3. We’ll never finish this meeting if people don’t _______ the point. 

4. The rumor had its _______ in an impulsive remark. 

5. In the fifties and sixties, the Beatles were _______ their fame. 

6. An honorary degree was _______ on him by the university. 

7. The new president is more concerned with the _______ issues such as tax rates and 

highway construction. 

8. That building is _______ because all the others like it were destroyed. 

9. The _______ of the occasion was lost when he cut in with an unrefined joke. 

10. He has invented _______ excuses, told endless lies. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

He who travels far knows much. 

&'(�)*+�,-./0��.1��2 

A thousand-li journey is started by taking the first step. 

314��5678� 

Wish you an endless view to cheer your eyes? 
Then one more storey mount and higher rise. 

�931:�;�<=>� 
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Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What might be your vanity? Find the most harmful one in your group. 

2. What do you know about Chinese table etiquette? 

3. Do you think you would visit beauty parlors to make yourself look better? Why or why not? 

 

Text 

 

CChhiinneessee  TTaabbllee  EEttiiqquueettttee  

 

Various customs relate to meal times at the Chinese table. Round dining tables are 

preferred over rectangular ones as they seat more people and allow diners to face each 

other without any implicit or explicit status differentiation in seating (such as the Western 

tradition of the head of a household sitting at the “head” of the table). At a meal, social 

status is leveled, and all are equal. Mealtimes are the arena for family discussions, though 

the discussion of “misfortunate” topics such as death is considered bad manners.  

However, on more formal eating occasions, special guests will always be ushered to 

the position at the table the furthest away from the aisle or entrance�this ensures that 

when food is being served or dishes taken away, the guest is not bothered by the waiting 

staff. Although this seat may be offered, it is customary to return the invitation, and ask 

your host to take the place. The seat should be taken when your hosts insist that you take it. 

On occasions where you are having a series of meals with the same group, such as for a 

business meeting, you can be more insistent in your requests that your hosts take the seat 

of honor the more times you have been given it. Your hosts will generally refuse, but your 
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desire to offer equal status to your hosts will be noted and appreciated. 

Chopsticks should not be played with during a meal (for example banging them on 

the table), used for pointing or left standing up in a rice bowl. This latter resembles the 

positioning of joss sticks1 at a funeral and is considered bad luck. Chopsticks should not be 

used to root around in a dish to find nice morsels. Instead, one should locate the piece of 

food one wants by sight and then go straight for that morsel with the chopsticks, avoiding 

touching other food. It is acceptable to stand to reach a particular morsel you have set your 

sights on. Other bad-mannered practices include using a spoon used for personal eating for 

serving from a communal plate or bowl.  

Several activities that may be considered bad manners in the West are acceptable in 

Chinese eating. These include spitting bones onto the table, belching, slurping noodles and 

soup and smoking at the same time as eating. A method of eating rice common in China 

that may seem unusual to Western eyes is to bring the bowl up to the lips and shovel the 

rice into the mouth rapidly with the chopsticks. 

A host at a Chinese dinner must urge the guests to eat and drink their fill. This means 

that more food than is necessary is generally ordered, so it is likely that some food will be 

left: don’t feel obliged to clean the table!  

A guest of honor may be served by the host with the tastiest morsels, using special 

serving chopsticks. If no serving chopsticks are available, the host may use the top end of 

their own chopsticks to serve you (this top end has not been in the mouth, and is therefore 

considered “clean”). If you have eaten enough yet are still served with more, or do not 

want to sample some of China’s more unusual dishes, it is acceptable to leave food 

untouched.  

On occasions, especially more important ones, the final dish may be a fish�even two. 

This may seem an unusual dish to end with, and indeed it is not traditionally a dish to end a 

meal with. This may be even more bizarre if you have just been served 20 courses already. 

In fact this dish is a symbolic end to a meal�the word fish in Chinese (Yu) has the same 

sound as the word for “abundance” and so in Chinese symbolism the fish has the meaning 

of abundance or surplus. The ending of a meal with fish is meant to be a symbolic gesture 

wishing the guests an abundance of good things.2 This dish should not be eaten�to do so 

would imply that you have not eaten enough, and a gesture of abundance would be 

“overwritten” with a gesture of insufficiency. 

At a formal dinner wine is often served. However, if you wish to take a drink of the 

wine, you must first toast another diner. If you yourself are toasted but do not wish to drink, 

it is acceptable to touch the glass to your lips without drinking. 

In contrast to Western tradition, the Chinese consider clearing of plates the moment 

the dish is finished to be good manners�it signifies that the waiting staff are being 
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attentive. Plates used for bones etc. may be changed several times during a meal; however, 

chopsticks are never changed. 

Formal Chinese banquets may last several hours and can have over 20 courses in 

succession, but when the host stands and offers the final toast, the meal is over and guests 

are expected to leave the table. As a precursor to this, fresh fruit is often served. You 

shouldn’t expect there to be general chit-chat over a table of empty plates: lingering at the 

table drinking coffee and chatting is not a Chinese practice. 

 

New Words  

 
abundance �☯�����☯�	� n. ����� 
aisle ��
��� n. ���	
 
arena �☯����☯� n. ����� 
attentive �☯�������� a. ������� 
belch ������� v. �� 
chit-chat ������ ����� n. �� 
chopsticks ������	���	� n. �� 
communal ���������� 

�☯�������� 
a. ��� 

customary ����	�☯�☯�
� 

a. ��� 

differentiation ����������
������� 

n. �  

diner ���
���� n. !"# 
etiquette ��������� �

������� 
n. $% 

explicit ���	����	��� a. &'��()� 
insistent ����	�	�☯��� a. *+� 
insufficiency ����	�������	

� � 
n. ,- 

joss ����	� n. ./�0/ 
linger �����!☯� vi. 1234�56 
morsel �����	��� n.  (78) 9:�;< 
over-write ��☯��☯�
��

� 
v. =>�? 

precursor ���"�#����
	�� 

n. @A�@B 

rectangular �������!��
�☯� 

a. CD� 

shovel �����☯�� v. E�F 
slurp �	�☯��� v. G7 
succession �	☯��	��☯�� n. H2�1I 
surplus ��	☯���☯	� n. JK�LK 
symbolism ��	���☯��$☯�

� 
n. MN�MNOP 

usher ����☯� v. Q�R 
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Phrases and Expressions 

 
by sight ST(UVWM 
eat and drink one’s fill XYZ- 
guest of honor O[�\] 
in contrast to ^__D`ab 
root around cdef�gh 

 

Notes  

 

1.  joss stickijklm.Vj0nop�qrs 

2.  The ending of a meal with fish is meant to be a symbolic gesture wishing the guests an 

abundance of good things. tuvw9"xyMNz{U|}~]����??s 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1.  According to the text, Chinese people prefer round dining tables because _______. 

 A. in China, that shape refers to harmony which is very much valued 

 B. they seat more people and no status differentiation is implied 

 C. rectangular ones seem rather foreign 

 D. rectangular ones take more place 

2.  According to the text, on formal eating occasions, special guests will take the seat 

_______. 

 A. facing south       B. facing north 

 C. facing the door      D. facing the window 

3.  That position ensures the guest of honor _______. 

 A. a better view       B. being served first 

 C. the best part of food     D. less bother 

4.  When you are offered the seat of honor, you’d better _______. 

 A. simply take the seat 

 B. take the seat when the host is quite insistent 

 C. refuse to take it and find some less honored seat 

 D. insist that the host be seated there until he accepts 
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5.  Chopsticks should not be left standing up in a rice bowl because _______. 

 A. it reminds people of the unpleasant scene of a funeral 

 B. it implies the food is terrible 

 C. it means you don’t feel like eating with chopsticks 

 D. only the host can do so 

6.  According to the text, which of the following is acceptable in Chinese eating? 

 A. Serve delicious soup to your host with your own spoon. 

 B. Ask your host to pass some nice food to you. 

 C. Bang your chopsticks on the table to show that you’re full. 

 D. Stand up to reach the food you want. 

7.  From the text we may infer that in the West people _______. 

 A. don’t think much about the position at table 

 B. don’t spit bones onto the table 

 C. usually smoke when they eat 

 D. never bring a bowl up to the lips 

8.  Which of the following statements is NOT true? 

 A. You don’t have to finish every dish on table. 

 B. You may stop when you don’t feel like eating more. 

 C. You are supposed to try everything the host recommends. 

 D. The host may serve you food with his own chopsticks. 

9.  When the final dish is a fish, you are not supposed to touch it because _______. 

 A. it is simply a gesture of abundance  B. fish is expensive in China 

 C. fish is usually not so delicious   D. fish is rare in China 

10. In China, the waiting staff would clear plates the moment the dish is finished because 

_______. 

 A. dirty plates look unpleasant on the table 

 B. they have to leave some room for dishes yet to come 

 C. they are usually short of plates when there are so many customers 

 D. they want to be regarded as being attentive 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. John Smith became a teacher because he preferred books and people _______ politics. 

    A. than    B. to    C. for    D. toward 

2. The old lady was kindly ushered _______ the office of the president. 
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    A. to    B. at     C. in    D. for 

3. She insists that all her employees _______ to the Christmas lunch she gives every year. 

    A. coming   B. shall come   C. came    D. come 

4. “It’s in here somewhere,” he said, rooting _______ in his desk. 

    A. around   B. through   C. over          D. down 

5. The practice of religion in America sometimes seems strange _______ European eyes. 

    A. for    B. with    C. at       D. against 

6. He had an _______ to be a grandfather. 

    A. emerge   B. emergency  C. urge    D. urgency 

7. Bill took a _______ of jobs which have stood him in good stead. 

    A. session   B. succession  C. success   D. successive 

8. The government _______ that the new treaty is a significant change in direction. 

    A. ensures   B. secures   C. assures   D. reassures 

9. I knew him _______ sight but had never spoken with him. 

    A. by    B. in    C. to    D. at 

10. He would rather be killed in a race than die a _______ death in hospital. 

    A. lingered   B. lingersome  C. lingering   D. lingery 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Do you agree that round dining tables are more popular in China? Give your reasons. 

2.  Give three examples of bad manners at table that you find most unpleasant. See if your 

partners agree. 

3. Do you think dining etiquette is important in your life? On what occasions does it matter 

much? 

4. What do you know about Western table etiquette? 

5. What else do you know about table etiquette in China? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

VVaanniittyy  aanndd  ““FFaaccee””  

Xiong Deni 

 

Vanity is so universal a human trait which no one can boast to be completely free 

from. It exists in every one of us in varying degrees. I can laugh at many of my peers for 

dyeing their hair or wearing wigs, but I find I often stand on tiptoe when taking group 
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photos trying to add a few centimeters to my height. Such vanity is usually quite harmless, 

and is ludicrous at worst, yet nevertheless they do sometimes cause tragedies. We often 

read about women getting their face disfigured by visiting beauty parlors. Though I must 

admit I do not know personally anyone who had her face disfigured, yet I can honestly say 

that all the women whom I know who have visited beauty parlors for minor operations on 

their eyelids or to have their face lifted, look worse than before. Those with a facelift look 

so unnatural, and those with eye-lid operations look so sleepy! 

It’s not always vanity that causes tragedies. Sometimes it’s simply a question of 

“face”. How often have you given yourself a lot of trouble just because you didn’t say no 

when you should have done so? Usually it’s only a small matter and not much harm is 

done, but with the case of a Mr. Li from Chengdu the harm is of grave and permanent 

nature. It all began in June 1999 when Mr. Li had the unusual good fortune of winning a 

grand prize of half a million yuan plus a Santana! He and his wife were out taking a stroll 

when they happened to pass a lottery ticket station. Just for a lark Mr. Li bought a ticket, 

and would have considered himself lucky indeed even if he should only get a consolation 

prize. The grand prize was something beyond his wildest dreams. 

But the happy dream soon turned into a nightmare. From the day he got the prize he 

never had a single day of peace. All his friends and relatives wanted a share of the cake. 

They poured into his house to offer their congratulations, and true to our Chinese tradition1, 

they all demanded to be treated a feast. At first Mr. Li was quite willing, and the very next 

day he gave a big banquet in a posh restaurant. But that proved to be only a beginning; not 

only all his relatives, friends, and colleagues had to be satisfied, but many mere 

acquaintances also made claims on his generosity. At first a happy and willing host, Mr. Li 

soon became a miserable, unwilling but helpless one. Because of his “face”, he could 

never bring himself to say no. 

This sort of intensive eating and drinking went on for two months until one day Mr. 

Li collapsed at a dining table. He was rushed to hospital for emergency treatment and was 

diagnosed to be suffering from gastric ulcer. He was hospitalized for a week, and came out 

a shadow of his former self; he has lost nearly ten kilos in weight. 

Mr. Li’s story reminds me of another even more fantastic one which I read about quite 

some years ago. It was in the late eighties when color TV sets were very rare but were very 

much in demand. You could only see a few showpieces in shopwindows, but there was 

nothing in stock. Those who knew the ropes could buy sets through back doors, but if you 

don’t know any ropes, you have to pay much higher prices to buy from the black market. 

Our story concerns a woman who somehow had the good fortune to get a set at the normal 

price. As she didn’t need it she could have resold it at a black market price. Instead she 

passed it on at its normal price to a newly married colleague who had been hunting for one 
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for his new home. Somehow her honesty gave rise to a rumor that she was a woman who 

knew the ropes and had access to back doors. Usually unobtrusive and unnoticed, she at 

first enjoyed her new undeserved fame, but when another colleague came to her asking her 

to make use of her connections to get him a TV set, she found herself in an impossible 

situation. To refuse her friend now would certainly offend him for she has as good as 

admitted to being well connected by being silent about it when people spoke admiringly of 

her.2 But on the other hand where was she to acquire a set since she had no connections at 

all? She found undeserved fame was just as bad as undeserved infamy.3 In the end she 

decided there was nothing she could do but buy a set at black market price and make up 

the difference herself without telling her friend.  

Then the situation got out of control. Her fame spread, and more and more people 

came to her for TV sets, and she found it harder and harder to explain the truth. Being no 

millionaire she certainly could not afford to go on buying from the black market and foot 

the differences. In the end the truth was out but she had already ruined herself, all because 

of her vanity and “face”. 

(From ELL) 

 

New Words 

 

consolation �����	���
����� � 

n. �� 

diagnose ���
�☯!�☯
�$� 

v. �� 

disfigure ���	���!☯
� 

v. ��(� (���) 

eyelid ��
����� n. ����� 
facelift �����	����

� 
n. ����� 

fantastic �������	��
�� 

a. ����� � 

foot ����� vt. v���� 
gastric ��!�	���

� 
a. �� 

generosity ��������
�	��� � 

n. �� 

hospitalize ��%�	���☯�

�$� 

v. !� 

infamy �����☯��� n. �� 
lark ��&�� � n. � �¡¢ 
lottery �����☯�� n. £¤ 
ludicrous ��������

☯	� 
a. ¥¦��§¨� 

parlor ���&��☯� n. ©�]ª 
peer ���☯� n. «¬�� 
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posh ����� a. ®��n¯� 
resell �'���	��

� 
vt. °± 

rumor �����☯� n. ²³�´µ 
rush ���� v. ¶· ({¸)  
showpiece ���☯����	

� 
n. ¹º 

stroll �	�☯��� n. »¼ 
tiptoe ������☯�� n. ½¾ 
ulcer ����	☯� n. ¿À 
unobtrusive ����☯���

��	��� 
a. ,Á��Â��ÃÄ� 

unwilling �����(����
� 

a. , ���,~�� 

vanity ��������� n. ÅÆ�ÇÅ 
wig �(�!� n. ÈÉ 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

as good as  ÊËÌ�ÍÎ¬Ï 
at worst )ÐÑ�ÒÓÔ 
be free from  ,Õ__�Ö× 
give rise to QØ�ÙÚ 
have access to Û>c�ÜÝ�Þ 
know the ropes Üßà 
make claim on something yá>câ¹ãä 
make up åæ 

 

Proper Names 

 

Santana çèéêë 
Mongolian /m���!☯���☯�/ ìí� (�)�ìíî (�) 

 

Notes  

 

1. true to our Chinese traditioni9ïð�ñò��´ó¸ôs 

2. To refuse her friend now would certainly offend him for she has as good as admitted to being 

well connected by being silent about it when people spoke admiringly of her. õ)ö÷ø�ù

úûüý>þ����)����{�cønø	+
���¬Ï��I�ø����s 

3. She found undeserved fame was just as bad as undeserved infamy. øÉõ,�RÕ���«

��>����9¹��s 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Vanity is a universal human trait to which quite a few are immune. 

____ 2.  Vanity is always of considerable harm to people. 

____ 3. Not even one woman that I know comes out of beauty parlors as a more 

beautiful one. 

____ 4.  Mr. Li is an expert on lottery things.  

____ 5.  Mr. Li had never imagined that he would win the grand prize.  

____ 6.  All Mr. Li’s acquaintances went to him to borrow money. 

____ 7.  Mr. Li was quite happy and willing to treat his friends and relatives in the beginning.  

____ 8.  According to the passage, the woman got a TV set at a price less than black 

market once and that was the beginning of her troubles. 

____ 9.  The woman enjoyed her fame as one who knew the ropes in the beginning.  

____ 10.  The woman managed to keep her fame at the price of a great amount of money.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

free from      rush      disfigure      bring      admit 
foot      deserve      pour      concern       demand 

1. I couldn’t ______ myself to tell her the bad news. 

2.  Doctors and medical supplies were ______ to the scene of the accident. 

3. You may keep the surface ______ dirt by putting a cover over it. 

4. She had no choice but ______ to the murder. 

5. As a very inexperienced new employee, Jim’s treatment was harsh and ______. 

6. Police are anxious to hear any information ______ his whereabouts. 

7. My parents ______ the bill for my wedding, which made me very grateful. 

8. We have quite many streets ______ by ugly new buildings in this city. 

9. The annoyed client ______ to speak to the manager.  

10.  The government has been ______ money into the steel industry. 

 

Kaleidoscope 
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Panda Defined 

A panda walked into a bar and went up to the barman and said: “I want a steak and kidney 

pie and a Coke, please.” The barman took his order and the Panda went to sit down at a table. 

Soon, a waiter took over the meal, the Panda gobbled it up, thanked, tipped the waiter and paid 

his bill.  

All seemed normal until the Panda pulled out a gun from the depth of his fur, pulled the 

trigger and (BANG!) shot the waiter dead.  

The barman rushed over and said: “Ah!! You just shot my friend!!!” The Panda calmly 

replied: “Do you know what I am?” “Of Course I do,” the barman answered, “you’re a Panda!” 

“Good,” the Panda replied, “now go home and look me up in the dictionary.” And with that, the 

Panda walked out of the bar.  

The barman was a little unsure, but he was very eager to be enlightened on the subject of 

his friend’s murder, so he went home to find his dictionary and after a while he found “panda” 

and quickly read the definition...  

PANDA: A black and white bear native to China. Eats shoots and leaves.  
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 Unit   444     

Education  

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What is the biggest difference between the education in China and that in the U.S. as far 

as you know? Which do you prefer? Why? 

2. Why do some students feel inferior? What is the proper attitude towards those less 

advanced students? 

3. What a good teacher should be? Give a description of a good teacher to your group members. 

 

Text 

 

TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  aanndd  EEdduuccaattiioonn::  AA  TTrraannss--cceennttuurryy  SSttrraatteeggyy
1 

 

 

A Logical Choice 

Technology and education are playing a more important role in China. Economics 

believe that in the information age, production is dependent on capital, labor, science and 

technology. 

History shows how the invention of the stream engine enabled England to lead the 

Industrial Revolution. In Germany, where widespread industrialization occurred less than a 

century later, achievement in chemistry and electrics enabled that economy to overtake 

England in less than 30 years. During the Second World War, the United States increased 

its funding of scientific research from US$100 million in 1939 to US$1.5 billion in 1945. 

When the war ended, American science and technology had an overwhelming lead 

compared to the rest of the world. 
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From 1978 to 1994, the Chinese economy has grown an average 9.4 percent annually. 

China’s economic development has drawn extensive international attention, but this 

growth has been based on capital consumption, use of abundant natural resources and the 

exploitation of cheap labor. It has concealed many factors that will seriously inhibit 

China’s sustained development. Excessive input, high inflation, high energy consumption, 

widespread pollution and low productivity constitute a development pattern for China that 

must end sooner rather than later. 

 Arable land, the basis for agriculture, will continue to decline in China at a rate of 20 

or more hectares per year, while the population will continue to increase by at least 1.3 

million per annum. Oil, an essential resource for industry, will have to be imported in 

increasing quantities, while the nation will continue to experience a “brain drain” of 

talented people. 

 China’s economy has other problems. Firms dealing in high-technology and new 

sciences are a tiny portion of China’s industries. In recent years, growth in the Chinese 

economy has depended on simple township enterprises in the countryside2. Enhancing 

technology and education may be the only way out of China’s conundrum. 

 

Science and Technology in China 

 China has high hopes for science and technology. Since the People’s Republic of 

China was founded in 1949, China has established a scientific and technological system 

that employs more than 18 million researchers. Every year Chinese labs announce more 

than 30,000 results and more than 30,000 patents are ratified. Many research institutes 

have begun adapting to the market economy, and their research is now being applied to 

shops and factories. China’s volume of trade in hi-tech products now exceeds 20 billion 

yuan (approximately US$2.4 billion). China’s ability to translate laboratory findings into 

consumer goods has grown considerably. 

 Agriculture has adopted more than 5,000 new planting and harvesting techniques 

since 1949, and upgrades in crop varieties have increased yields each time from 10 to 15 

percent per unit area. In the past decade, the introduction of hybrid rice seeds, plastic film 

covers and new “dry” cultivation methods for rice have increased agricultural outputs 

substantially. 

 Scientific research has also solved problems in industry, developed more advanced 

machinery and introduced new technology to most of the country. All of this has helped 

replace outdated technology. 

 Through years of study, China has successfully developed the HJD program- 

controlled switchboard3, computer, industrial robots and biovaccines, all of which have the 

potential to be new industries for China. Chinese achievements in computer integration 
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manufacturing systems (CIMS)4 can benefit a diverse range of industries. The total 

industrial output of both hi-tech industry development zones and economic development 

zones in China has increased nearly 100 percent every year�at the same time, the number 

of workers, output and profits from private scientific and technological research has 

increased 30 to 50 percent. 

 China’s achievements in application studies and new technology development have 

attracted worldwide attention, but its research and productivity still lag dangerously behind 

advanced international standards: too few Chinese findings have been put into practice, 

and only about 30 percent of the science and technology research has tangibly benefited 

the economy. China’s proportion of hi-tech industries as part of the entire economy is far 

lower than in developed countries. A uniform system of applying research findings has not 

been established, and new technological inputs account for an alarmingly small percentage 

of China’s GNP5. 

 Whether the nation’s scientific and technological level can be improved will affect 

China’s competitiveness and future prosperity. Yet the nation has the potential for 

improvement, which offers hope for future development. 

 

Science and Education 

 Economic development in China has been unbalanced. People’s standards of living 

have developed to previously unimaginable heights, yet old prejudices, superstitions 

and taboos hinder the country’s growth. Computers have replaced pens and paper for 

many urban Chinese, but life in the countryside remains as it has been for thousands of 

years. Scores of Chinese satellites are launched every year, yet back on earth thousands 

of Chinese children quit school because their parents can’t afford to pay for their 

education. 

 People are the key to China’s new strategy of “science and education”. Education is 

the only way to develop new leaders in scientific and technological undertakings. 

Education in China is still very basic. Even though years of effort mean that 60 million 

more Chinese can now read, one of four illiterates around the world still lives in China. It 

is gratifying that most Chinese now realize the importance of education�witness the 

increased technical training classes in China’s countryside, and the proliferation of popular 

science activities and sparetime computer classes in the cities. Education is essential, for 

China cannot afford the embarrassment of seeing the technological and information 

revolutions now sweeping the globe fail to take root on Chinese soil.   

( Excerpts from China Today) 
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New Words 

 

alarmingly �������	
�	� ad. ���������

	�


annually �������	� ad. ������


arable �������� a. ��������

������


biovaccine ����	������	�� n. ����


competitiveness ��������	�	��	�� n. ���


conundrum ������������ n. ��� �!"�#


embarrassment �	������������ n. �$�%&


exploitation ��������	���	���� n. '(�)*


gratifying ������	��		
� a. +�,-��+�.

/�


hectare ��������� n. 01


hybrid ����	��	�� n. 2 (3) �

illiterate �	��	���	�� n. 45�67��


inhibit �	���	�	�� vt. 89�:;


overwhelming �����☯�"���	
� a. <=�


patent ����	����� n. >?�>?@A>?

BC�>?D


productivity ����������	���	� n. �EF��EG


proliferation �������	�����	��� � n. HI


proportion ������������ n. JK


prosperity �����������	� n. LM


ratify �����	��	� vt. NOPQ�(RST
UV) W�


substantially ������������	� ad. �X��YZ�


superstition ����������	���� n. [\


sustained �������	��� a. ]^��]_�


taboo �������� n. `a


tangibly ������#���	� ad. bc�


township ������	�� n. de


unbalance ������������ vt. �fgh


undertaking ���������	�	
� n. ij�kj


upgrade �������	�� n. lm�no�pq


 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

account for rs 
lag behind tu� 
put…into practice bv 
scores of wx�YZ 
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take root on yz� 

 

Notes  

 

1. A Trans-century Strategy: {|}~���4�������T�B���x�E���R

��������tu����S��������������� �¡¢{|}~�� 

2. township enterprises in the countryside£S���¤ekj� 

3. the HJD program-controlled switchboard£HJD¥¦3§¨©� 

4. computer integration manufacturing systems (CIMS)£ª«¬®9¯¨©�CIMS ¡°±

²³�� Joseph Harrington´µ� 1973�¶·l��¸�¹º»¼½¾Y¿ÀbÁÂ�

ÃÄ�Åu� 

5. GNP£Gross National Product�ÆÇ�/ÈÉ�Ê�EËÌÍ� 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. According to the passage, Germany realized its industrialization ______. 

A. by increased funding of scientific research during the World War II 

B. by increased investment in capital and labour resources 

C. through its leading position in chemistry and electrics then 

D. through its incomparable success in science and technology in history 

2. Which of the following is NOT likely to have contributed to the growth of Chinese 

economy from 1978 to 1994? 

A. The high energy consumption.   B.  The sacrifice of natural resources. 

B. The cheap labour sources.    D.  The excessive human resource input. 

3. The phrase “brain drain” most probably means “______”. 

A. the movement of professional people to a foreign country 

B. the loss of acquired skills among the professional people 

C. the lack of intelligence among the professional people 

D. the gradual accumulation of knowledge and skill 

4. It can be inferred from the passage that the growth in Chinese economy in recent years 

was ______. 

A. mainly a result of technology and education development 

B. largely dependent on the birth control policy 
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C. closely related with the development of township enterprises 

D. resulted from its well established scientific and technological system 

5. What is said about the Chinese agriculture? 

A. More arable land will be cultivated. 

B. New varieties of crops are fostered. 

C. The outputs are increased by 10 to 15 percent each year. 

D. More and more patents are introduced into agricultural fields. 

6. We can learn from the 9th paragraph that ______. 

A. the hi-tech industry will only benefit information industry 

B. the profits from hi-tech industry has increased 30 to 50 percent each year 

C. the development of industrial robots reduced the demand of workers in hi-tech 

industry 

D. the hi-tech industry development zone is more and more flourishing 

7. According to the passage, China’s research and productivity are behind the international 

standards partly because of ______. 

A. its shortage of researchers 

B. its refusal of market economy 

C. the small proportion of hi-tech industries 

D. the big risk of research findings’ application 

8. According to the passage, the nation’s prosperity in the future lies in ______. 

A. the higher proportion of technological input 

B. the successful application of the research and technology 

C. the emphasis on education of the whole nation 

D. all of the above 

9. Which of the following is the best understanding for the new strategy of “science and 

education”? 

A. Science and education should be most emphasized for the development of the country. 

B. Put more emphasis on scientific research so as to help the education of the country. 

C. Education is the most important part in the development of science. 

D. Science and education are the key elements of information revolution. 

10. The author thinks the nation’s scientific and technological level is ______. 

A. competitive  B. hopeful  C. unpredictable  D. distressing 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 
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1. The task won’t feel so ______ if you break it down into small, easy-to-accomplish steps. 

A. overwhelming  B. abundant   C. powerful      D. substantial 

2. Mr. Smith offered her a large ______ in the play he was directing. 

A. proportion       B. part    C. portion     D. property 

3. The high cost of borrowing is ______ investment by industry in new equipment. 

A. inheriting      B. putting   C. inhibiting       D. imposing 

4. The parliaments of Australia and Indonesia have yet to ______ the treaty. 

A. harvest       B. qualify   C. launch          D. ratify 

5. The pianist was ______ at playing the piano. 

A. absorbed     B. adept    C. obliged   D. adapt 

6. Further investigation was ______ by the loss of all documentation on the case. 

A. hindered        B. accelerated  C. enhanced     D. destroyed 

7. Science fiction writers have long dreamt that humans might one day ______ the earth 

to colonize other planets.  

A. finish           B. quit     C. escape         D. complete 

8. Computers ______ 5% of the country’s commercial electricity consumption. 

A. scores of       B. comprise of  C. account for    D. attribute to 

9. The hat ______ her hair. 

A. inhibited       B. concealed   C. sustained      D. exceeded 

10. There’s a time ______ between infection with HIV and developing AIDS. 

A. lag           B. proliferation  C. embarrassment D. conundrum 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Do you agree with the statement “Science and Technology is the first productivity 

force”? List some examples to justify your opinion. 

2. Do you believe China will overtake some developed countries in economy in the near 

future? When and why? 

3. What’s your opinion of township enterprises in the countryside in China? 

4. Do you know any children who cannot go to school owing to economical reasons�

What’s your comment on the “Hope Project”? 

5. Do you often read science fiction or popular science magazines? Are they works 

by Chinese authors or foreigners? Why? 

 

Extra Reading 
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QQuueeeenn  ooff  CChhiillddrreenn 

Zhang Wenli 

 

Wang urged Yanyan to go to school the next day. It was already 1:30 a.m. Wang 

wearily rode home. 

The next day Wang was patient with Yanyan. Yanyan finally told her what was on her 

mind. It turned out that her friends suggested that she quit school and sell clothes to make 

big money1. Having heard this, Wang felt heavy hearted. “You should not think about 

earning money now, but use your time to study hard,” Wang told her. “Only after you’ve 

learned more knowledge and skills can you do more important things. Apart from that, 

your leaving home has really made your parents, teachers and classmates worry.” 

Yanyan was touched by Wang’s words2, because she had never thought that she had 

an important place in other people’s hearts, nor did she realize that this teacher cared about 

and loved her like a mother. She promised to go back to school, stick with her studies and 

not leave her class. Later she indeed made progress in her studies. Wang was glad that her 

efforts had paid off, but at the same time another thought weighed on her mind. 

Running away from home is a tragic occurrence. Some children run away because of 

poor education in the home and at school. Parents beat them, teachers berate and punish 

them, which only encourages these children to become more rebellious. Moreover, many 

single children have been spoiled and have grown up overly sensitive. And in the present 

economic and social environment, many people are concerned only with personal gain; 

they want to make money. This attitude has also influenced high school students. 

Indeed, Wang has dealt with several students who have run away from home. She 

always tries every possible means to get them back3, and counsels both the parents and 

students during this time. 

“Education is an art, and a teacher’s dedication to his or her students is the soul of 

this art,” said Wang Huiqin. To her, every student is a book. She carefully reads each book; 

each has a different point of view, each is appreciated on its own level. 

Wang Cheng is considered a willful, bold student; Wang Haihong has deep feelings 

and is good at writing poetry; Yang Jing has a strong sense of right and wrong4�she will 

point out what she thinks is unfair; and Han Weiwei is self-reliant and looks forward to a 

fine life. “I think every student is equal. To be bad or good is not fixed but a temporary 

phenomenon5,” said Wang. “Most of the less advanced students are clever children. They 

are full of ideas and quick in thinking; they are self-respecting, but are often not 

recognized by others. So sometimes they feel inferior6.” 

Wang understands her students well. She knows that to educate a student well is to let 

the student believe that he or she can become a good student. One of the characteristics of 
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Wang’s classroom is that there are many leaders in a class. Almost every student is 

responsible for a certain task. Those who had been treated coldly in primary school 

become class leaders for the first time. A sense of honor has been nurtured in them7. 

Liu Xiaoli, a student from the countryside in Henan Province, had a bad reputation 

because she had been caught cheating8. But Wang placed her in charge of financial affairs 

in the class. In the beginning the students talked about the matter and thought their 

teacher’s decision was ridiculous. But a few months later, they found that Liu Xiaoli was 

adept at keeping the accounts, and never made a single mistake. At the same time she was 

also making great progress in her studies. 

Certainly it is not enough to have only understanding and trust. Wang is also like a 

mother to her students, helping them with both their studies and their personal problems. 

She visits each student’s home three times a year, which results in more than 100 home 

visits a year. On most school nights she doesn’t return to her home until after 8 p.m. 

Most students aged 14�15 experience puberty, which is also an important period for 

them to form their outlook on life. Sometimes it is difficult for them to handle the 

complicated mental and physical changes by simply using the knowledge they learn in the 

classroom or on campus. So Wang takes them off school grounds to broaden their views9. 

In December 1992, Wang took 40 second-year junior high school students to visit the 

Hetaowa Village in Pinggu County, Beijing, the poorest village in Pinggu. In one very poor 

house, they saw many certificates of merit on a dark wall. The oldest child in this family 

was the best student in the school, and was honored as a “three-good” student (good health, 

character and scholarship). All of Wang’s students were greatly affected by what they saw. 

“His study environment is so harsh, yet he is a three-good student,” said one student who 

had run away from home before. “I have really good conditions at home�a room to 

myself. It’s a shame that I didn’t realize that, instead of always wanting to run away from 

home.” Since then no student in that class has run away. 

 (adapted from Queen of Children) 

 

New Words 

 

berate ��	���	�� vt.       ÎÏ 
counsel ���������� vt. ÐÑ 
dedication �����	���	�

��� 
n. ÒÓ 

harsh ������ a. ÔÕ� 
influence ��	�������� n. Ö× 
moreover ��$�������� ad. ØÙ, ÚÛ 
nurture ��������� vt. ÜÝ 
occurrence ���������� n. iÞ 
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puberty ��������	� n. ßàá 
rebellious ��	������� a. âã� 
reputation ���������	

���� 
n. äå 

ridiculous ��	��	����
��� 

a. æç� 

self-reliant ������	���	�
��� 

a. èFé�� 

self-respecting �����	������
	
� 

a. èê� 

willful ��"	����� a. ë�� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

apart from ìííÛ 
be adept at q� 
be concerned with îï 
in charge of ðÏ 
pay off º»ñòó 
weigh on one’s mind <Ãô�ïõ 

 

Proper Names 

 

Hetaowa Village ö÷øù 
Pinggu County gúû 

 

Notes 

 

1. to make big money: üYý� 

2. Yanyan was touched by Wang’s words: þþ���������� 

3. She always tries every possible means to get them back: �Ë�	
�ª�������� 

4. a strong sense of right and wrong: �����X±� 

5. To be bad or good is not fixed but a temporary phenomenon: ¡���ñ��f������

�¡������� 

6. So sometimes they feel inferior: �Ú����»�è � 

7. A sense of honor has been nurtured in them: ¡�M!�Ã�ï�"#¸�� 

8. she had been caught cheating: �Ã$%��&'()� 

9. So Wang takes them off school grounds to broaden their views. �Ú���*+����

,��-��½.� 

 

Exercises 
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I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Yanyan quit school because her family was poor. 

____ 2. Yanyan was touched by Wang’s words because she realized others really cared for 

her. 

____ 3. Many children run away only because they don’t like study. 

____ 4. The teacher should appreciate each student on the same level. 

____ 5. A teacher’s dedication to his or her students is the soul of education as an art. 

____ 6. The less advanced students are foolish and can never become talented. 

____ 7. The case of Liu Xiali shows that students need to be respected and believed in.  

____ 8. Every student has his or her own advantages which need to be recognized. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

sensitive  ridiculous   spoil  recognize   reputation  environment 
complicated   be responsible for   be patient with   make progress 

1.  Parents should _______ their children no matter how naughty they are. 

2.  He _______ in his English after a year’s hard work. 

3.  Everyone should ________ their deeds. 

4.  Our day’s outing was _______ by the heavy rain. 

5.  He grew up in an ________ of poverty. 

6.  He had a ________ as a first-rate lawyer. 

7.  What a _______ idea! 

8. The body is a very ________ machine. 

9. The lady is extremely _______ to cold and heat. 

10. I glanced at the letter and _______ my mother’s handwriting. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

In instruction there is no separation into categories. 

                             �Confucius 

����	 

                                ���� 

As long as I am alive, I shall go on studying.   
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                                �Lu Xun 


���������	 

                                ���� 
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 Unit   555     

Approach to Life
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What is the most important thing in your life? What was the happiest thing you have 

experienced in the past 10 years? The saddest thing? The most regrettable thing? 

2. What kind of life do you prefer, an idle life or an exciting and busy life? Why? 

3. In your opinion, what is Chinese approach to life? 

 

Text  

 

AApppprrooaacchh  ttoo  LLiiffee  

Lin Yutang1 

 

In what follows I am presenting the Chinese point of view, because I cannot help 

myself. I am interested only in presenting a view of life and of things as the best and wisest 

Chinese minds have seen it and expressed it in their folk wisdom and their literature. It is 

an idle philosophy born of an idle life, evolved in a different age, I am quite aware. But I 

cannot help feeling that this view of life is essentially true, and since we are alike under the 

skin, what touches the human heart in one country touches all. I shall have to present a 

view of life as Chinese poets and scholars evaluated it with their common sense, their 

realism and their sense of poetry. I shall attempt to reveal some of the beauty of the pagan 

world, a sense of the pathos and beauty and terror and comedy of life, viewed by a people 

who have a strong feeling of the limitations of our existence, and yet somehow retain a 

sense of the dignity of human life. 

The Chinese philosopher is one who dreams with one eye open, who views life with 
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love and sweet irony, who mixes his cynicism with a kindly tolerance, and who alternately 

wakes up from life’s dream and then nods again, feeling more alive when he is dreaming 

than when he is awake, thereby investing his waking life with a dream-world quality. He 

sees with one eye closed and with one eye opened the futility of much that goes on around 

him and of his own endeavors, but barely retains enough sense of reality to determine to go 

through with it. He is seldom disillusioned because he has no illusions, and seldom 

disappointed because he never had extravagant hopes. In this way his spirit is emancipated. 

For, after surveying the field of Chinese literature and philosophy, I come to the 

conclusion that the highest ideal of Chinese culture has always been a man with a sense of 

detachment (takuan2) toward life based on a sense of wise disenchantment. From this 

detachment comes high-mindedness (k’uanghuai3), a high-mindedness which enables one 

to go through life with tolerant irony and escape the temptations of fame and wealth and 

achievement, and eventually makes him take what comes. And from this detachment arise 

also his sense of freedom, his love of vagabondage and his pride and nonchalance. It is 

only with this sense of freedom and nonchalance that one eventually arrives at the keen 

and intense joy of living. 

It is useless for me to say whether my philosophy is valid or not for the Westerner. 

To understand Western life, one would have to look at it as a Westerner born, with his own 

temperament, his bodily attitudes and his own set of nerves. I have no doubt that American 

nerves can stand a good many things that Chinese nerves cannot stand, and vice versa. It is 

good that it should be so�that we should all be born different. And yet it is all a question 

of relativity. I am quite sure that amidst the hustle and bustle of American life, there is a 

great deal of wistfulness, of the divine desire to lie on a plot of grass under tall beautiful 

trees of an idle afternoon and just do nothing. The necessity for such common cries as 

“Wake up and live” is to me a good sign that a wise portion of American humanity prefer 

to dream the hours away. The American is after all not as bad as all that.4 It is only a 

question whether he will have more or less of that sort of thing, and how he will arrange to 

make it possible. Perhaps the American is merely ashamed of the word “loafing” in a 

world where everybody is doing something, but somehow, as sure as I know, he is also an 

animal, he likes sometimes to have his muscles relaxed, to stretch on the sand, or to lie still 

with one leg comfortably curled up and one arm placed below his head as his pillow. If so, 

he cannot be very different from Yen Huei5, who had exactly that virtue and whom 

Confucius6 desperately admired among all his disciples. The only thing I desire to see is 

that he be honest about it, and that he proclaim to the world that he likes it when he likes it, 

that it is not when he is working in the office but when he is lying idly on the sand that his 

soul utters, “Life is beautiful.” 
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New Words 

 

alternately ��������	
�
�
� 

ad. ���, ���� 

bodily ����
�
� a. �	
��	
 
bustle ������� n. ���� 
cynicism ���
	
�
���

� 
n. ����, ���� 

desperately �������
��

� 

ad. ���, ��� 

detachment �
�������	
�� 

n. �� 

disciple �
���
��� n.  !, "#, $! 
disenchantment ��
�
	����

�	��☯	�� 
n. %&, '& 

disillusioned ��
�
�����
�	� 

a. &()
�*+,-)
 

divine �
���
	� a. ./
, 01
 
emancipate �
���	�
��
�

� 
vt. 23, 43 

endeavor �
	����� n. 56, 76 
essentially �
���	���
� ad. 89:, 8; 
futility ���!���
���


� 
n. <=, <> 

hustle ��"���� n. ?@, A 
irony ���
���	
� n. BC, �D 
kindly ��#�
	�
� a. EF
, GE
 
loaf ������ v. HI, JKLM 
nonchalance ��	�	����	�

� 
n. �N 

pagan ����
$�	� a. OP
 
pathos ����
%��� n. QR, ST, UV, WX 
pillow ���
���� n. YZ, Y[ 
proclaim �����#��
�

� 
vt. \], ^_ 

relativity ��������
�

�
� 

n. `ab, `cb 

temperament ����������
�	�� 

n. d9, be, bf 

temptation ��������
�
�	� 

n. gh 

thereby ��&'����

� 

ad. ij, kl 

vagabondage ����$���	

�� 

n. mn, mnop 

vice versa ����
�
 ��
����� 

ad. Bqr� 

wistfulness ��(
�����	
�
� 

n. s�, t� 
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Phrases and Expressions 

 

after all uv 
arrive at wx, xw 
be ashamed of yzz{|} 
be born of ~�, ~�� 
cannot help oneself ���, ���� 
under the skin ��� 
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Proper Names 

 

Confucius �#�	��������� �# (��)  
Lin Yutang ��� (��)  
Yen Huei �� (��)  

 

Notes  

 

1. Lin Yutang: ��� (1895�1976)�o����������E�������1919��

���~������ ¡¢£E¤¥¦¢£§£�¨©ª«E¬«£�1923 ���

�����®¯°±¢£²°±³´¢£Eµ#³´¢£P¶�1936 �����·¸¹

��kº»¼½¾�1972�E 1973�©¿ÀÁ¼£ÂÃ��ÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËMy Country 

and My People, The Importance of Living, Moment in PekingE Six Chapters of a Floating 

Life�8¼Ì� The Importance of Living (Íop
ÎÏÐ)�Ñ¾ÒÓ~Ô� 1937���

�¹�ÕÖE×Ø 40ÙÔ� 

2. takuan: xÚ�ÛÜa�ÝÞÄ���ßàlá{âxÚã�räa�åæ
ºeç�è�éêë

>
ìíîïÓ�ðñ�� 1981�ò�éó�ðñôõ�ö�÷>�ÌlÇq
ìø��ð� 

3. k’uanghuai: ùú� 

4. The necessity for such common cries as “Wake up and live” is to me a good sign that a wise 

portion of American humanity prefer to dream the hours away. The American is after all not as 

bad as all that. �ûüýþÆâ&;op�ãé�
�^;�����éÒ�y�_Ê�

	
��
¹��t��öK�������¹��uv��â�ã���� 

that� dream all the hours away� 

5. Yen Huei: �� (� 521�� 490)������������#���#£o� ¸!"�

#$%&�l�'Ä���#Ü()
*Ø�¨+)â�,-��.�ã�âÄ�/0�1

2ã�34��56{â7/ã� 

6. Confucius: �# (� 551�� 479)��8��9:�ö����;<+=²>?=²P@

=, A=
BCD��øy���#
â2ã+EâEFG#ã
âÒ�ãÅH�{IJ

Ù�K�¼L
ÒM�NOP¢��#56{â/�ã� 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. The author is interested only in _______. 
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A. the common sense of the Chinese poets and scholars 

B. the point of view of any common Chinese 

C. Chinese poets and scholars’ view of life and of things 

D. what touches the human heart in China 

2. Which of the following is NOT true for a Chinese philosopher? 

A. Day-dreaming. B. Dignified.   C. Cynical.   D. Tolerant. 

3. Which of the following best interprets “he sees with one eye closed and with one eye 

opened…”? 

A. He knows he does not need to see thoroughly the world but he still has enough 

sense of reality to go through with it. 

B. He alternately wakes up from life’s dream and then nods again. 

C. His spirit is emancipated. 

D. He doesn’t have any illusions and hopes. 

4. Which of the following is the source for a sense of freedom and nonchalance? 

A. The keen and intense joy of living. 

B. A sense of detachment. 

C. High-mindedness. 

D. Temptations of fame and wealth and achievement. 

5. Why is it useless for the author to say whether his philosophy is valid or not for the 

Westerner? 

A. Because the Westerner will not understand him. 

B. Because there is nothing like the Chinese philosophy in the world. 

C. Because they are born different. 

D. Because the Western cultural world is isolated. 

6. According to the passage, the Americans do want _______. 

A. the hustle and bustle     B. to “wake up and live” 

C. to lie on a plot of grass all the afternoon D. loafing all the day 

7. The author says “he is also an animal” because _______. 

A. men, like animals, need to relax themselves from time to time 

B. men are sometimes reduced to animals 

C. men sleep in a comfortable way as most animals do  

D. men and animals are all ashamed of “loafing” 

8. What do we know about Yen Huei? 

A. He was very different from an American. 

B. He was Confucius’ best disciple. 

C. He used to lie idly on the sand and uttered, “Life is beautiful.” 

D. He had the virtue of “loafing” and being idle. 
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II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. He was _______ of having asked such a silly question. 

    A. sorry    B. guilty    C. ashamed   D. miserable 

2. It had to be recognized, _______, that I was still a schoolboy. 

    A. all in all   B. above all   C. after all   D. over all 

3. Britain proudly _______ that it is a nation of animal lovers. 

    A. proclaims   B. exclaims   C. reclaims   D. claims 

4. Some old people don’t like pop songs because they can’t _______ so much noise. 

    A. resist    B. sustain   C. tolerate      D. undergo 

5. She does not know if he is _______ or dead. 

    A. alive    B. live    C. lively    D. lived 

6. Darwin believed that we _______ from apes. 

    A. involved   B. revolved   C. evolved   D. devolved 

7. It is a good little car, but it has its _______. 

  A. limits    B. limitations  C. restrictions   D. confines 

8. Physics is _______ to the science which was called natural philosophy in history. 

  A. alike    B. equivalent   C. likely    D. uniform 

9. I was under the Devil’s _______ when I signed that contract. 

  A. temperament  B. temperature  C. temptation  D. temper 

10. I have never been to that city; _______ I don’t know much about it. 

  A. thereby   B. for    C. yet          D. while 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Please translate the second and third paragraphs into Chinese.  

2. What is your highest moral ideal? Do you like to be a man with a sense of detachment? 

Why or why not? 

3. The passage says, “American nerves can stand a good many things that Chinese 

nerves cannot stand, and vice versa.” Please give examples to help to illustrate that. 

4. For you, what brings the keen and intense joy of living? 

5. Think of some circumstances when people will utter heart and soul, “Life is beautiful.” 
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Extra Reading 

 

YYeeaarrss  ooff  TTrriiaallss  aanndd  HHaarrddsshhiippss  GGiivvee  WWaayy  ttoo  HHaappppiinneessss  

Mou Futai 

 

I married my wife in 1946. I was 19 years old then and my wife Shao Chunrong was 22. 

The second year after we got married the Kuomintang army was forcibly recruiting 

able-bodied men. I ran away from home to avoid being forced to join. For two years I 

wandered the country; Chunrong was left alone at home to make a living selling pancakes. 

In 1951 I got a job as a teacher, and soon was sent to the Linjiang Middle School in Jilin 

Province, far away from my home. 

Chunrong again waited in peace for me, making a living with my mother by making 

and selling tofu1 while looking after the children. I spent five years at the school and 

proved to be a good teacher. 

The hard life began in 1957. I lost my job, leaving my family of six without an 

income. Worried as she was, my wife never showed her anxiety in front of the family. She 

told me to calm down, and began to do any kind of work she could find. She hauled goods, 

worked in the fields, raised pigs. I didn’t get my job back until 1960, although the salary 

was less than �40. To get enough food for the family, Chunrong exchanged our supplies 

of rice and wheat flour for maize and sorghum, so we could get bigger quantities of food. 

Meanwhile, she made salted eggs and sold them to earn some extra money.  

Whenever I recall those hard years when my wife took on the burden of the family 

with her soft shoulders, wearing patched clothes and worn-out shoes tied to her feet with 

string, I cannot help feeling immense respect for her. She has gone through these hard 

years with me. She never complained, nor would she yield to any hardship. She has had 

very little education�indeed, after we married I was her teacher�but she has a noble 

character which is revealed every day. This has formed the foundation of my love. 

In the summer of 1971, Chunrong became ill because of exhaustion. She was 

paralyzed, and could not speak or control her body. I was stunned. It was after her friends 

and relatives came to look after her did I finally regain a sense of myself. I worked in the 

daytime and cared for my wife at the hospital at nights. Two months later she was 

discharged. I raised a sheep at home so that Chunrong could have milk to drink. In the 

mornings and evenings I took the sheep out to find grass. After two years of recuperation 

Chunrong recovered. But her right arm and right leg were permanently disabled. 

For more than ten years after that tragedy the family lived on only my small salary, with 

Chunrong restricted to bed. It was impossible for her to support the family as she had always 
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done before. Chunrong was anxious about the debt we incurred when she was ill. She started 

baby-sitting on the bed for a neighbor, earning �20 a month for our family. 

Luckily the economic reform began. Our difficult situation eventually changed. 

Chunrong saw a way to improve our life. “We are short of money,” she said one day. “Why 

don’t I apply for permission to open a grocery store? Our house is right next to the road. 

All we have to do is tear down the wall facing the road and install a door there.” 

I was pleased with this suggestion. In the next few days after work I busied myself 

with making shelves and counters. The work was done in a few days and I stocked the 

store with goods bought with the �100 Chunrong had managed to borrow from the 

neighbors. She was the manager of the grocery and I was her shop assistant after I came 

home from work. I did everything Chunrong could not manage. When she walked, I would 

support her at my side. 

The grocery venture went very well. We were successful because we never cheated 

anyone and we offered good service. We were elected advanced self-employees of 

Liaodong County for five years in a row2. 

Our life was better off. The children were now ready to get married. Their lives were 

quite better off, thanks to the grocery. We were never delayed in paying our taxes and often 

helped our relatives. 

In 1990 Chunrong and I had the ownership of the store transferred because both of us 

were tired. We moved into a new two-bedroom house by the road. The house was new, but 

it was bare around. So in the spring of the following year we began to plant fruit trees in 

the gardens. In front of the house were 15 grape vines, and in the back there were 30 plum 

and apple trees. 

Over the next four years we looked after the plants, watering them, supplementing the 

soil with fertilizer, and generally caring for them as if they were our own children. Our 

work paid off. In spring the trees were laden with white and pink blossoms, in summer the 

green leaves provided lovely shade, and in autumn the branches were heavy with fruit and 

the air was filled with their sweet fragrance. 

When the trees were in full blossom, we told our sons and daughters to return to our 

home to enjoy their beauty; when the fruit was ripe the entire family would gather together. 

Anyone who wanted to eat fruit needed only push open the window, lean out and grab it. 

And it was a special treat to play chess beneath the grapevines. 

Although we live a happy life in our beautiful home, Chunrong never stops thinking 

up new ideas. In our family, many important decisions are the result of her ideas. 

One day she said to me, “We’ve got to earn more money in case we get sick and need 

a large sum.” 

“What’s on your mind?” I asked. 
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“Didn’t the TV advertisement say, ‘Do you want to be rich? Then go and raise ants’?” 

After we discussed it we bought a shipment of ants. Our aim is to sell 200 colonies of 

ants a year and make at least �8,000. Our courtyard economy is even healthier with the 

addition of the ant farm. 

Now there are things all over the place, in the house and in the gardens, that bring us 

pleasure and make our life enjoyable: proof of the start of our happy life during our 50 years of 

marriage. Our marriage is happy and virtuous, so we never worry about how long we will live. 

 

New Words 

 

baby-sitting ����
�
)��

�
*� 

n. QçRS 

colony ��#���	
� n. (T) U 
discharge ��
������

� 
vt. 3~, Vzz~W 

fertilizer ������
��
�
�� 

n. XY 

forcibly ����������

� 

ad. ZØ� 

incur �
	�#��+�,
� 

v. [\ 

install �
	������� vt. á] 
laden ����
	� a. ]^
 
maize ���
�� n. _` 
pancake ����	#�
#� n. abc 
paralyzed ��������
�

� 
a. de)
 

patched ������
� a. fgh
 
permanently �������	�	�

�
� 
ad. ij�, �k� 

plum ������ n. l#, ml 
recruit ��
�#����� vt. no 
recuperation ��
�#����

����
��	� 
n. p7 

regain ��
�$�
	� v. q�, p7 
shipment ���
���	�� n. ×rs, trs 
sorghum �����$��� n. uv 
stun ����	� vt. ÷wx, ÷yz 
supplement ������
��	�

� 
v. g{ 

trial �����
�� � n. |} 
vine ���
	� n. ~�� 
virtuous ����������

� 
a. ��u�
 

 

Phrases and Expressions 
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be better off ü����
, ��
 
be heavy with �^ 
be laden with �^, {^ 
be short of �� 
in case �� 
live on yzz{Å$, �zzop 
make a living �o 
thanks to �� 
yield to ��, V� 

 

Proper Names 

 

Kuomintang  ��� 
Liaodong County ��� 

 

Notes  

 

1.  tofu: ����j{Ä��×ð� 

2.  We were elected advanced self-employees of Liaodong County for five years in a row: �û�

���5 {���¡�¢�	£�be elected �
¤�þÆ¥¦§¨ the�åËMr. 

Charles was elected chairman of the municipal education committee. ©Áª�o�«{¬P

@®¯Å¯®� 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. The couple were separated shortly after their wedding because the husband was 

forcibly recruited to the Kuomintang army. 

____ 2.  The husband had been off work for about 4 years. 

____ 3. The wife took on the great burden of the family with her soft shoulders without 

any complaints. 

____ 4. When the wife was paralyzed, the husband did not know what to do at first. 

____ 5. The wife started baby-sitting for a neighbor in order to exercise her right arm and 

right leg. 

____ 6. The wife was the manager of their little grocery store and did everything on her 

own to run it well. 
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____ 7. The couple remained honest and warm-hearted after they became rich. 

____ 8. The couple transferred the ownership of the grocery store because they realized 

that their courtyard economy would make more money and was healthier. 
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II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

 look after     yield to     transfer     in case     be laden with 
 pay off    beneath    (be) short of    thanks to    be restricted to  

1. My friend _______ my cat while I was on holiday. 

2.  Sandra was determined to become a doctor and her persistence _______. 

3. Extra boiling water should be kept at hand just _______ it is needed. 

4. It is _______ this committee that many new sponsors have come forward. 

5. Her father’s illness left the family _______ money. 

6. Many of their heavy industries _______ debt. 

7. The sale of alcohol _______ people over the age of 18. 

8. Carmen _______ general pressure and grudgingly (���) took the child to a 

specialist. 

9. This worker wants to _______ to another post. 

10. Shall we rest in the shade _______ these trees? 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

Only the selfless can be fearless.  

��	
��� 

Give me liberty or give me death. 

������� 

Everyone must die;  
let me but leave a loyal heart shining in the pages of history. 

���������������� 
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 Unit   666     

Globalization and China  
 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. With the entry into the WTO, are there any disadvantages Chinese businesses may be 

faced with? 

2. What kind of cultural programs, in your opinion, should be staged in the Olympic 

Village during the Olympics? List some and put forward your reasons. 

3. If you are asked to choose the route for the Torch Relay in China, what will be your 

design? Why? 

 

Text  

 

CChhiinnaa  EEnntteerrss  tthhee  WWTTOO
1 

 

 China, the world’s most populous nation, joined the World Trade Organization on 

November 10, 2001, thus ending 15 years of negotiations, offering China a new place at 

the table of nations and giving new life to centuries of dreams. 

 The admission is one of China’s most significant diplomatic achievements since it 

took a seat on the United Nations Security Council2 in 1971, soon after which then 

president Richard Nixon made his famous trip to Beijing. 

 Admission means China will enjoy protection against the imposition of barriers on its 

goods3. The United States will cease the annual review procedure in which Congress 

considers ending “normal trade relations” with China based on its human rights 

performance. 

 China, in turn, must make sweeping changes in nearly every sector of its economy, 
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which is both the largest and the fastest growing in the developing world. Most of these 

pledges were contained in an earlier deal negotiated by the Clinton Administration. 

 Even with the barriers, China is an important trading partner for the United States. 

U.S.-China trade was worth $116.3 billon in 2000. China exports much more than it 

imports. It shipped more than $100 billion worth of goods and services to the American 

market last year. Making it the fourth-ranked exporter to the U.S. In return, America sent 

China a mere $16.3 billion worth of goods and services, making it the 14th largest export 

market of the U.S. 

 China’s neighbors fear the huge nation unrestricted will come to dominate trade in 

Asia, and with that dominance will exert political control as well. Western nations also 

wonder whether the proposed free trade area among China and ten Southeast Asian nations

�the idea is to form a trillion-dollar market over the next ten years�will effectively 

freeze them out of a wide swath of Asia4. 

 For now, there is new hope that free trade with China will create new wealth for all 

parties, as it usually does. But the potential Chinese market for Western exports is 

concentrated in the wealthier urban areas�perhaps 200 million people. 

 The Chinese people have long been fabulous traders and inventive businessmen�

when abroad. One may look at Singapore, dozens of high-tech companies in the U.S., or 

the Chinatowns of Western cities. After entering the WTO, China will emerge richer, as 

will the world.  

 On November 10, 2001, the World Trade Organization formally invited the world’s 

most populous country, China, to join, bringing the once-isolated giant�and its 1.2 billion 

consumers�firmly into the global marketplace. Trade ministers from almost all the 

WTO’s 142 members unanimously approved China’s application for membership. “The 

ministerial conference so agrees,” The chairman, Qatari Minister of Finance, Economy and 

Trade, Kamal, declared, setting off a round of applause5. 

 Addressing the meeting afterward, Chinese Trade Minister Shi Guangsheng said his 

country will “abide by WTO rules and honor its commitments while enjoying its rights”. 

 “I believe that as this century unfolds and people look back on this day, they will 

conclude that in admitting China to the WTO we took a decisive step in strengthening the 

global economic trading system,” U.S. Trade Representative Robert Zoellick told the 

meeting. 

 French Finance Minister Laurent Fabius said the WTO could not be called a “world” 

organization without the world’s most populous nation. “When a country as important as 

China decides to join the WTO, it means there is a new impetus toward the development of 

trade,” he told reporters. 
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New Words 

 

applause �������	� n. ������

commitment �
�������� n. ���

consumer �
���������� n. 	
��

diplomatic �����������
� a. ���

displace ����������� vt. ������

dominance ����������� n. ��������

dominate ���������� vt. ������

emerge ��������� vi. ������

impetus ��������� n. �� �

imposition �������	����� n.  (!"#�) $%�
minister ��������� n. &'�

negotiation ��������������� n. ()�

pledge ������� n. *+����

populous ����������� a. ,-./��

swath ������� n. 0'123��4�

sweeping ���������� a. 56��78��

unanimously ��������������� ad. 9:;<��=>?��

unfold ����������� vt. @��A��

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

abide by BC�BD 
freeze out EF-G(HIJKL#) MN 

 

Notes  

 

1. WTO: OPQRST (World Trade Organization, UVWXYWTO) Z[\1995]1^1_�

`abcdefQR7gh (GATT)�7&ijkl_mnoOPQRSTcOPpqr�

/sQRST�Zt�QRuvOPQR� 95%wpoxyOPz{f|}~���ST

���Y��OP�������r���o2001] 7^ 3_�OPQRSTZt|��|

\ 2001] 11^���O���Z9:��|j���� 15]��\����o 

2. the United Nations Security Council: � |¡5¢£¤�¥�¡¢¤o 

3. the imposition of barriers on its goods¦§¨©�!"ªd«o 

4. will effectively freeze them out of a wide swath of Asia¦¬�®x¯°9±²³�23�

4�´µ�¶o 

5. setting off a round of applause: ¤·p¸¹º»J���o¼½ setting offY�¾ declared

�¿ÀÁÂo`� a round of <Y�9Ã�ÃÃ�o 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. China’s entry into the WTO will _______. 

A. help the country get another seat on the UN Security Council 

B. end the negotiations during the transactions with foreign countries 

C. start with the ex-president Nixon’s visit to China 

D. enhance the position of China in trading 

2. It can be inferred from the passage that _______. 

A. China began its application for the entry into the WTO since 1986 

B. China’s entry into the WTO will impose more barriers on foreign goods 

C. the entry into the WTO is completely a result of the embassy’s efforts 

D. the U.S. will continue to emphasize its “human rights” policy in its trade with China 

3. The word “sweeping” (Line 1, Para. 4) most probably means _______. 

A. fast    B. complete   C. large   D. deep 

4. As a trading partner with the U.S., China _______. 

A. is more of an exporter rather than an importer 

B. is the fourth largest importer to the U.S. 

C. is the 14th largest exporter in the world market 

D. exports $116.3 billion in 2000 

5. To China’s entry into the WTO, the neighbours of the country _______. 

A. feel released for the possible commercial chance brought to the area 

B. feel worried for China’s possible monopoly over this area 

C. will have a difficult relationship with China in future economic cooperation 

D. feel it easier to drive the Western nations’ influence off the Southeast Asia 

6. It is implied in the passage that Chinese people _______. 

A. are always excellent traders 

B. will all enjoy the Western exports directly soon 

C. will benefit a lot from the entry into the WTO 

D. are dominant in most of the trades in Asia 

7. China’s entry into the WTO was _______. 

A. a real entry into a global market 

B. once refused unanimously by the member countries of the WTO 
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C. once approved by the Chairman of the WTO only 

D. the birth of the 142nd member country of the WTO 

8. Which of the following could be cited as an important reason for China’s failure to 

enter the WTO in the past? 

A. Its large population. 

B. Its influential political power. 

C. China’s neighbor’s fear for the country’s development. 

D. The U.S. Congress’s attitude toward China’s “human rights” performance.  

9. China’s entry into the WTO will bring the world economy many things EXCEPT ______. 

A. a larger group of consumers 

B. a better trading system 

C. a drive force to the development of trade 

D. a new political giant 

10. To China’s entry into the WTO, what kind of attitude will most Western countries 

hold? 

A. Indifferent.   B. Tolerant.   C. Negative.   D. Favorable. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. Mr. King sought to _____ those fears when he spoke at the meeting. 

A. address   B. applaud       C. exert          D. direct 

2. The outcome depends on conditions as well as on how events _____. 

A. discover       B. exploit   C. unfold         D. disclose 

3. Duties and taxes are the most obvious _____ to free trade. 

A. charge        B. commitment    C. imposition      D. barrier 

4. Both sides _____ that a nuclear war must never be fought. 

A. pledged         B. pleaded   C. negotiated      D. abided 

5. This decision will give renewed _____ to the economic regeneration of east London. 

A. achievements    B. impetus   C. seat          D. procedure 

6. Today its executive committee voted _____ to reject the proposals. 

A. annually        B. nearly   C. dominantly       D. unanimously 

7. Vietnam has _____ as the world’s third biggest rice exporter. 

A. emerged         B. appeared    C. proved          D. displayed 

8. You have to _____ the referee’s decision. 

A. freeze out      B. abide by   C. coincide with   D. subscribe to  
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9. Efforts are being made to avoid war and find a _____ solution. 

A. diplomatic      B. sensitive  C. liberal             D. sophisticated 

10. She will design a fantastic new kitchen for you�and all within your _____. 

A. potential         B. economy  C. resources          D. budget 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. What will be the most important changes in our social life after China’s entry into the 

WTO? List some examples. 

2. It is pointed out that the Chinese people have long been “fabulous traders and 

inventive businessmen�when abroad” in the article. Is it also true for domestic 

businessmen?  

3. What do you know about Nixon’s trip to Beijing in 1971? 

4. What do you know about those “made in China” commodities all over the world? 

Why are they so popular throughout the world? 

5. What do you think about private-owned cars in China? Should the purchase of one’s 

own car be encouraged in China, especially after the entry into the WTO? Why?  

 

Extra Reading 

 

MMss..  YYaanngg  LLaann’’ss  SSppeeeecchh  

 

Mr. President, 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

Good afternoon! 

Before I introduce our cultural programs, I want to tell you one thing first about 2008. 

You’re going to have a great time in Beijing. 

China has its own sport legends. Back to the Song Dynasty, about the 11th century, 

people started to play a game called Cuju1, which is regarded as the origin of ancient 

football. The game was very popular and women were also participating. Now, you will 

understand why our women football team is so good today.  

There are a lot more wonderful and exciting things waiting for you in new Beijing, a 

dynamic modern metropolis with 3,000 years of cultural treasures woven into the urban 

tapestry. Along with the iconic imagery of the Forbidden City, the Temple of Heaven and 

the Great Wall, the city offers an endless mixture of theatres, museums, discos, all kinds 

of restaurants and shopping malls that will amaze and delight you. But beyond that, it is a 
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place of millions of friendly people who love to meet people from around the world. 

People of Beijing believe that the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing will help to enhance 

the harmony between our culture and the diverse cultures of the world. Their gratitude 

will pour out in open expressions of affection for you and the great movement that you 

guide.  

Within our cultural programs, education and communication will receive the highest 

priority. We seek to create an intellectual and sporting legacy by broadening the 

understanding of the Olympic ideals throughout the country. 

Cultural events will unfold each year, from 2005 to 2008. We will stage multi- 

disciplined cultural programs, such as concerts, exhibitions, art competitions and camps 

which will involve young people from around the world. During the Olympics, they will 

be staged in the Olympic Village and the city for the benefit of the athletes. 

Our ceremonies will give China’s greatest�and the world’s greatest artists a stage for 

celebrating the common aspirations of humanity and the unique heritage of our culture and 

the Olympic Movement. 

With a concept inspired by the famed Silk Road2, our Torch Relay3 will break new 

ground, traveling from Olympia through some of the oldest civilizations known to man�

Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Byzantine, Mesopotamian4, Persian, Arabian, Indian and 

Chinese. Carrying the message “Share the peace, share the Olympics,” the eternal flame 

will reach new heights as it crosses the Himalayas over the world’s highest summit�

Mount Qomolangma, which is known to many of you as Mt. Everest. In China, the flame 

will pass through Tibet, cross the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers, travel the Great Wall and 

visit Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and the 56 ethnic communities who make up our society. 

On its journey, the flame will be seen by and inspire more human beings than any previous 

relay. 

I am afraid I cannot present the whole picture of our cultural programs within such a 

short period of time. Before I end, let me share with you one story. Seven hundred years 

ago, amazed by his incredible descriptions of a far away land of great beauty, people asked 

Marco Polo5 whether his stories about China were true. He answered: what I have told you 

was not even half of what I saw. Actually, what we have shown you here today is only a 

fraction of Beijing that awaits you. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I believe that Beijing will prove to be a land of wonders to 

athletes, spectators and the worldwide television audience alike. Come and join us. 

Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you all. 
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New Words 

 

aspiration �������������� n. ÄÅ�Æ�Ç��

diverse �����!���� a. /È/É��ÊÊËË��

dynamic ���������
� a. ÌÍÎÏ��ÌÍÐr��

dynasty ��������� n. ÑÒ�Ò��

iconic ����
���
� a. ÓÔÕ��ÖD×�ØÙ��

imagery ����������� n. ÔÕ�<Ú�

incredible ����
����"�� a. ÌÛÜ��

inspire ���������� vt. $ÝÝwÞß�

legacy ��������� n. àá�

mall ������ n. ¨âã�¨ärå�

metropolis ������������ n. æçèé (êëæì�æí) �
priority ����������� n. îïð�

relay ��������� n. ñ ò�

spectator �����
���� n. ó.�ôó��

tapestry ��������� n. õö�T÷�

torch ����� n. øù�

 

Proper Names 

 

Arabian ������"���� úûü� 
Byzantine �"��	������ ývþ�|� 
Forbidden ����"���� City ��è 
Himalayas ��#��������	� ��û��� 
Macau (=Macao) ����
��� 	
 

Marco Polo 

���$�
�� �������� 
�Û�� 

Mesopotamian 

���������������� 
F�Ì��²� 

Mount Qomolangma 

���������%���� 
����� 

Mt. Everest ���!����� ����� (�¦�����)  
Persian ��������� ��� 
the Temple /�����/ of Heaven �� 
the Yangtze /������� River '� 

 

Notes 

 

1. Cuju¦�|������ |��!"p#$%o&��$%�'ç({j·��)i9

±�
�Ê��*ºi+�
�Ê���&�,({w-�±,./�01��Y�23�o
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Ûw4,-5�6Û7�,89:,;;-5o 

2. Silk Road: <= (>?a@OAa�)�BCD<E�FGº°'¡ (�<¡é) �HIJ

KL�Æ�²J<²���M��NO|�PpDQ�R�cSOTU�VWXYZ[o 

3. Torch Relay¦\]^_øùñ c\`¤Oab��qI�,c�·dfaÇZ9o\]

^_øùJ\]^_eøwfghi]®eø°jk�l`mnòÇ���ñ b�c\

]^_opqqrs ���o 

4. F�Ì��²�6��7tuE���vÙw�fxyûv7tuEz{�j|}²~&

f�û_�mo 

5. Marco Polo¦�Û�� (1254�1324]) ��\<r}���é9±¨,�þo1275]

��|o����Û�����J |������r�<E��f_��,�����

��1��{��cOP�U��r~W�{�o 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Chinese people in the Song Dynasty started the origin of modern football. 

____ 2.  In ancient China, only men are allowed to take part in public sports activities. 

____ 3.  People in Beijing love to meet people from other countries in 2008 as they always 

do. 

____ 4.  A programme aimed at creating a better environment for the understanding of the 

Olympic ideals has already been under the way. 

____ 5.  Many multi-disciplined cultural programmes will be on in 2008 which are for 

athletes exclusively. 

____ 6.  The unique Chinese culture well combined with Western cultures will be 

displayed in the Olympic ceremonies.  

____ 7.  The Olympic Torch Relay will cross over Mount Qomolangma with its eternal 

flame. 

____ 8.  Tibet will be the last stop for the Olympic Torch Relay. 

____ 9.  In the Olympic ceremony, 56 different ethnic communities will get involved and 

inspired by the Olympic spirit. 

____ 10. Yang Lan quoted the story of Marco Polo mainly for displaying the beauty of 

Chinese history. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 
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Change the form if necessary.  
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weave into     make up      enhance     diverse     unfold  
stage      inspire      a fraction of      legacy      seek to 

1. You could make a real difference to someone’s life by leaving him a generous _______.  

2. We hope to _______ four plays this season. 

3. He also denied that he would _______ help the young man. 

4. The flavor of most foods can  _______ by good cooking. 

5. She _______ imaginative elements _______ her poems. 

6. Zhou Enlai’s quiet dignity _______ respect even among his enemies. 

7. She hesitated for _______ a second before responding. 

8. The committee _______ of representatives from every state. 

9. Albert Jones’ new style will inevitably put him in touch with a much more _______ 

and perhaps younger audience. 

10. As the tale _______ we learn more about Max’s childhood. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

I am a citizen of the world, and I work wherever I happen to be. 
—Karl Marx 

������	�
�������� 

�������� 

I am a passenger on the spaceship, Earth. 
—R. B. Fuller 

���������������� 

��	
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 Unit   777     

Culture and Creativity  
 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Do you think creativity comes from experience of life or mere imagination? Give your 

reasons.  

2. Do you know any Chinese or Western artists who are creative in their works? Name 

some. 

3. What do you think contributes most to one’s creativity? Work in groups to give a list 

and rank them. 

 

Text  

 

DDooeess  CCuullttuurree  SSttiiffllee  CCrreeaattiivviittyy??  

Peter Ling 

 

    I met an Asian who had studied and worked in America and who speaks very much 

like an American. We were discussing the training of Asians to become more creative and 

innovative.  

He made the provocative comment that it would be more difficult to train Asians to be 

more creative and innovative than it would be to train Westerners.1  

I asked him why.2 He said, “Asians, in particular the Chinese, have been brought up 

with Confucian values that infuse the importance of stability, dignity and respect for 

authority.”  

“Your training process aims to change people’s feelings, thinking and behaviour so 
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that they can be more creative and innovative. Is that possible when many Chinese are 

rooted in Confucian values?”                                            

I was a bit taken aback by his comment. He went on further to say that because of 

Confucian values, fewer innovations have been recorded among the Chinese whereas 

Westerners have been known for frequent innovations in education, information 

technology, space exploration and so on. 

As he was speaking, I was thinking back to the days when China invented paper and 

printing, and how innovations had become stagnated over the centuries. 

He went on to comment on the older Chinese he has been working with. He said, 

“They refuse to change unless there is a crisis and their jobs depend on their changing.3 

Otherwise, they see themselves as experts, with nothing more to learn. They value stability 

and dislike change.” 

Is there some truth in what this Western-educated Asian had said? 

I am not sure of how many Chinese live by Confucian values. I am also not sure how 

many Indians, Japanese and Indonesian�the other major races in Asia�adhere strictly to 

similar values in their cultures. 

But one thing I am quite sure about is the need for many Asians to have yin and yang4 

balance in their lives. They believe in working hard and smart but they also subscribe to 

the need to relax, to have fun.5 They have their own version of “All work and no play 

makes Jack a dull boy.6” 

The yin and yang balance provides stability. Too much yin or too much yang can be 

unstable. Too much coolness or too much heat is not stable. 

It is the same in thinking modes. Too much yang or heated, rational thinking would 

not allow a person to tap into their entire brain capacity.7 In fact, thinking in this way all 

the time causes an imbalance. 

There is the need now and then to have the yin or cool, imaginative thinking to 

balance the use of our mental capacity. When you are relaxed, you tend to be more 

creative. 

For staunch people who see no need to change, I have no advice on how to overcome 

this problem. 

One of the participants in our training workshops was a devoted Muslim�some of his 

colleagues described him as a fundamentalist. Yet, he was excited about discovering his 

creative resources to give him more balance in his thinking. 

On the question of dignity, I have experienced that even religious people enjoy corny 

jokes and amusing role plays. There’s dignity at work and even dignity when having fun. 

What about respect for authority? The belief is that subordinates do not speak up in 

the presence of their bosses. 
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In our consulting and training sessions, we emphasize the importance of respect for 

all people and the value of contributions from everyone in the workplace. We ensure that 

everyone is equal when it comes to wishful thinking, amusing role plays and so on. 

When we encourage participants to become “dreamers” in our workshop sessions, there 

is no hierarchy preventing them from having fun. It’s like enjoying themselves on the beach

�the CEO (Chief Executive Officer) puts on swimming gear like everyone else. When it 

comes to thinking like “realists” and “critics”, then respect for authority and expertise comes 

in.8 Even then, the concept of respect is maintained, with all ideas accepted and concerns 

expressed positively in the hope of finding “direction for improvement”. 

So, can Asians be trained to be as creative and innovative as Westerners? The answer 

is definitely yes. 

          (adapted from The Best from the 21st Century)  

 

New Words 

 

amusing /�������	
/ a. ��� 
corny  /����	/  a. �����	
��

definitely  /����		��	/  ad. ������

devoted  /�	�����	�/  a. ��������

expertise  

/��������	�
�/  n. ����������

hierarchy  /���	�����	/  n. ������ �

infuse  /	������/  vt. !"�#$�

innovative  

��	����	�	
�/  a. %&��

participant /�����	�	���
/ 

n. '()�*+) 

provocative  

/���������	�
/  a. ,-./ 01/23��4 ��

realist ���	��	��� �� 5�67)�

session /�����/ n. 81�9/�:/ 
stagnate  /������	�/  v. 0;4�<=>�0;4�?@�

staunch  /������ �/ a. A��

subscribe 

/��!�����	!
� vi. BC�DE�

wishful  /�#	����/  a. FG��HG��

workshop /�#������/ n. IJ�KL 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

be rooted in MNO�PMQR� 
come in S��T�UV-W�

in the hope of XYZZ�[G�
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in the presence of sb.  \ZZ]^�

speak up _`ab�c<de�b�

subscribe to BC�DE�

take aback fg�hi�

 

Proper Names 

 

Confucian /��������	�� jk��jkl) 
fundamentalist 

/��$��������	��� 
mno67) 

Indian /�	�	�� p�q 
Indonesian 

/�	����	����� 
p�rstq�p�rstu 

Muslim /�����	�� vwxny�zw{ 

 

Notes  

 

1. He made the provocative comment that it would be more difficult to train Asians to be more 

creative and innovative than it would be to train Westerners. |}~���than�� it would be 

to train Westerners�^]� it would be more difficult to… �������u difficult�<

� to be more creative and innovative� 

2. I asked him why. |��}��������~����I asked him why it would be more 

difficult to train Asians to be more creative and innovative than it would be to train Westerners. 

3. They refuse to have change unless there is a crisis and their jobs depend on their changing. |

~��C�����q<HC���������� (�;����)� ¡��K¢�

�£¤¥¦O§¨���£� 

4. yin and yang: ©ª«l¬�®���®¯l��°±2®²�³´µ¶·¯���®¯

l�¸¹�2̄ ²�³´µ¶ (the two opposing principles in nature, the former feminine and 

nagative and the latter masculine and positive)�©ªº¶�»¼67�½k¾¿ÀÁ±��

ÂÃÂ¼¬Ä�Å®Æ�Å¯ÆÇ}ÈÉ�ÊË��ÌÍÎ�£�mÏWbÐ¼ÑÒÓ�

Á±�  

5. They believe in working hard and smart but they also subscribe to the need to relax, to have fun. 

��ÔÕq�Ö×ØÐ�q�ÙÚÛK¢�Ü���¤DBÝÞ�ßà� 

6. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. áK¢<ßà�Öâ¤8�ãä�(Working all 

the time and no break will cause a clever boy to be dull, i.e., We should entertain and relax 

ourselves while working.)  

7. Too much yang or heated, rational thinking would not allow a person to tap into their entire 

brain capacity. |~��C���Too much heated, rational thinking would not allow a person 

to make full use of his brain capacity, instead, it might cause imbalance. 

8. When it comes to thinking like “realists” and “critics”, then respect for authority and expertise 
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comes in. |~��C���It is necessary and useful to respect authority and expertise 

concerning thinking like “realists” and “critics”. 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. According to the text, why would it be more difficult to train Asians to be more 

creative and innovative than it would be to train Westerners? 

A. Asians are influenced by Western cultures. 

B. Confucian values are deeply rooted in Asian culture. 

C. Westerners are born to be more creative and innovative. 

D. Westerners dislike respecting authority. 

2. According to the Asian in the text, fewer innovations have been recorded among the 

Chinese because of _______. 

A. changes in people’s feelings, thinking and behaviour 

B. the slower development in recording technology 

C. the influence of Western values 

D. the idea of stability, dignity and respect for authority 

3. Which of the following statements is true about Chinese people? 

A. They refuse to change especially when there is a crisis. 

B. They hesitate to learn new things. 

C. They did not like to relax before a job is done. 

D. They had the same way of thinking as all the other Asians. 

4. Which of the following statements is true about yin and yang theory? 

A. To balance yin and yang, many Asians believe in working hard but they also need 

to relax, to have fun. 

B. When you are relaxed, i.e., have enough yang, you tend to be more creative. 

C. Stability results from the imbalance of yin and yang. 

D. “All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy” is the indication of yin idea. 

5. Concerning the idea of values, the author thinks for certain _______. 

A. all Chinese believe in traditional Confucian values 

B. Indians, Japanese, Indonesian and other Asians also believe Confucian values 

C. a lot of Asians base their behavior on yin and yang balance theory 

D. it is impossible for Asians to follow Western values 

6. The word “devoted” (Para. 15) is closest in meaning with _______. 

A. committed  B. delicated   C. dedicate   D. careful 
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7. Which of the following is NOT true about the concept of respect? 

    A. Subordinates are not allowed to speak up in the presence of their bosses to show respect. 

B. The concept of respect is needed for all the people in consulting and training sessions 

in workplace. 

C. In workplace everyone is equal in doing everything. 

D. The respect for authority partly prevents Asians to be creative and innovative. 

8. What is the author’s attitude toward training Asians to be creative and innovative? 

A. Doubtful.     B. Positive.     C. Negative.      D. Indifferent. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

 creative     mode     rational    balance    gear     definitely 
 presence       when it comes to        speak up        capacity 

1. That bowl has a _______ of two pints (��). 

2. The young manager felt a bit nervous when speaking in the _______ of a large audience. 

3. I can’t tell you _______ when I will come since I still have some work to do. 

4. It’s time to _______ for those who are suffering injustice.  

5. American art reached a peak of _______ in the 1950s and 1960s. 

6. John likes staying up very late and spending daytime sleeping, but I don’t like this 

_______ of life.  

7. Education should be _______ to children’s needs. 

8. Measures should be taken to reduce the _______ of world trade. 

9. Most of us know we should cut down on fat. But knowing such things isn’t much help 

_______ shopping and eating. 

10. It can be very hard to think _______ when you are feeling so vulnerable and alone. 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Is creativity related to culture? How? 

2. What do you think are the most important factors of being creative and innovative? 

3. What is your understanding of the yin and yang balance? 

4. What do you think is the influence of Confucian values on Chinese people? Do you 

agree with the author? Why or why not? 

5. Can Asians be trained to be as creative and innovative as Westerners? Why or why not? 
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Extra Reading 

 

RRiissiinngg  SSttaarr  iinn  tthhee  WWoorrlldd  ooff  CCaalllliiggrraapphhiicc  aanndd  PPoorrcceellaaiinn  AArrttss
1 

 

    The art lies in its uniqueness, and a certain kind of art expresses solely its content and 

layout that distinguish itself from other kinds of arts. Zhang Wanqing2, who expresses 

calligraphic art via the media of porcelain articles, has combined and developed these two 

fine oriental arts, and has no doubt invented a unique art concept. 

    Porcelain, the form of art with a long history, has become a symbol of Chinese culture, 

reflecting the moral, the ethnic and the personality of Chinese civilization. The Chinese 

Calligraphy, based on the character of Han3, is embodied with an immense extending for 

imagination, and the readers can make themselves feel and realize a point connecting all 

humankind from those abstract lines and curves of Han character. As per the records of 

history, the decoration patterns on the pottery in the early years was expressed in the form 

of ideograms or pictures, for example, the fish, the face and the animals’ face. In the Ming 

Dynasty, the words of Buddha, Bai Fu (hundreds of prosperity), Bai Shou (longevity) and 

Xi4 (happiness) are the typical decorations, and after the period of Emperor Kangxi, 

porcelain was popularly decorated with poems and essays by celebrities. However, as per 

the statistics from the historic materials, most of these decorations on pottery and 

porcelains are the painting decorations, with the decorations by calligraphy taking less than 

one percent. Zhang Wanqing, with his more than 1,500 pieces of articles5 covering the 

eight categories of porcelain and pottery6, has instilled a new value for the arts of porcelain 

and calligraphy. 

    With the aim to express the connection and diversity in the different porcelain series, 

he has created an exclusive selection of articles ranging from the eight Chinese porcelains 

series, i.e. Zibo, Jingde Town, Yuzhou, Ruzhou, Foshan, Handan, Luoyang and Yixing. 

Each article embodies a strong sense of creativity, and balances the foreseeing content of 

calligraphic and the cultural layout of porcelain. 

    His practice has grasped the four characteristics of creativity: The media of creativity

�that is to say that connection between the characteristic of porcelain and that of 

calligraphy. He effected different fonts of calligraphy and different colors to express the 

elegance and fresh of Porcelain with Blue Patterns, the rich of imagination of Jun 

Porcelain, the prosperity of Tri-color Glazed Pottery (��), the frankness and openness of 

Cizhou Porcelain, the sublimity of Foshan Porcelain, the gentleness of Yixing Porcelain 

and the cleanness of Zibo Porcelain7. All styles are embodied properly. The time of 

creativity�that means the historical concept and realistic concept that reflected from the 
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article itself. Zhang Wanqing pays much attention to the different characteristics of 

different periods, and embodies the styles with the special elements of the specific political, 

economic, military and cultural situation. The space of creativity�that is to say the 

different space areas reflected from an article. He notes the difference of the area, and 

effects this difference to his articles. He combines the values of both practice and 

appreciation and harmonizes the culture together with the life. The initiative of creativity�

he perfects his article from the sense of beauty, the angle of beauty, the value of beauty 

and the tact of practicing, and brings the flawless article to life. Zhang Wanqing 

harmonizes the two arts concepts and has indeed made a breakthrough for both arts. 

    His creativity originates from his rich experience. He had important roles in many 

positions in the field of museum and arts before the 1990s, and has collected and indexed 

over 120,000 ancient coins and more than 2,700 ancient inscriptions. The active creativity 

of Zhang Wanqing expresses into the following three points: 

Firstly, the way of his thinking�he focuses and devotes into the research of politics, 

economy, culture and tradition in different periods, and analyzes these differences and 

combines a special angle for the articles. 

    Secondly, the aim of establishing an upscale value for the cultural and art articles�

the articles of Zhang are vivid, and loyal to life, because he has the intention to make his 

articles serve for the actual life. Then we can say that his articles reflect the harmony of 

space and articles, the material and feelings of the people, and the practice and the art. 

    Most of all, he makes this unique art down to the earth, and makes people realize and 

accept its elegant style and advocating spirit.  

���

New Words 

 

breakthrough /�!��	��%
���/ 

n. åæ 

curve /����/ n. çè�éç 
elegant /���	���/ a. êë��ìí��ëî� 
ethnic /��%	�/ a. �ï��ðny� 
exclusive /	��������

	�� 
a. ñ���ñ+�·ò�� 

flawless /������	�/ a. �óô���õ`� 
font /���/ n. ö÷�öø 
foresee /�����	�/ vt. ùú�ù� 
frankness /����
�	�

� 
n. ûü�ýþ 

ideogram /�	�	�����/ n. �Cêö�C� 
inscription /	����	��

�/ 
n. �ö��� 

instill /	���	�/ vt. ���!" 
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layout /���	���/ n. ����	 
originate /���	�&	�

	�/ 
vt. ,-�=- 

porcelain /������	/ n. 
��
 
pottery /������	 / n. �����L 
solely /�����	/ ad. ñ���ñ� 
sublimity /���!�	�	�	/ n. �ò�í���Ñò� 
tact /����/ n. ����÷��� 
via /���	�� prep. �� 
upscale   /�$����	�/ a.  (��) Ñ��ò� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

as per �� 
distinct…from (ZZ<B 
down to earth ����< !"� 
lie in \O 
most of all ##�$% 
originate from sth. &'Ã(§/,- 

 

Proper Name 

 

Emperor Kangxi  )*+ (,-.+)  

 

Notes  

 

1. Calligraphic and Porcelain Arts: /0��
12�/0�/312�$4T5637ö�

12� �
��8ê£�9:�;<�=ê£�=>���
§(?@AB�\�CD

�Eµ��F� 

2. Zhang Wanqing: GÂH�1938I§OJK�LKM��N�OP�/0k�1991I�

�QRST�3ÅU¯VÆWö�1998X2001 I��YZ�
/0�?[ÇI\�V]

Â^_�`�\asbcd2aef32ghij2Jklm2jh;<2JKen2o

n�p¯|©qr_
s%¢�
/0¢�t^u��vwxGÂH�
/0¢�yz� 

3. the character of Han: 7ö�Chinese characters�{|7u�êö�5T7ö�}~�ê2

�ê2�ê2�/�� W�\ø÷���&�ø��6��9ø��9:������

�·\�öm��}�ø2�C�øa� 

4. Buddha: �ê, 4i�Bai Fu t���·Bai Shou ���·Xi ��|���ª��>2

�������  

5. article: ¼��¼u���·|_4�
¢��  

6. the eight categories of porcelain and pottery: r_�
��4��;<2bcd2en2L
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n2ij2lm2p¯2f3|r}�
(�§(��
(��  

7. He effected different fonts of calligraphy and different colors to express the elegance and fresh 

of Porcelain with Blue Patterns, the rich of imagination of Jun Porcelain, the prosperity of 

Tri-color Glazed Pottery (��) , the frankness and openness of Cizhou Porcelain, the sublimity 

of Foshan Porcelain, the gentleness of Yixing Porcelain and the cleanness of Zibo Porcelain. |

~��C����Ì��
òë,&2�
 ¡¢82£W¤¥¦8§2̈ n
º�©ª2

ij
«¬®2f3
¯°ë��Ì±;<
Ð² ³�$:�}�´2�Ñ2µ¤�

Î] Ì¶·¸¹�yº<B�/÷T6±»µ�£�;�
�/0��·¼�½¾��

�î²� 

  

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. The works of Zhang Wanqing are unique in that he combines the art form of 

calligraphy and porcelain properly.  

____ 2.  Chinese characters were found appearing in articles of porcelain since the 

beginning of the invention of porcelain. 

____ 3. Both Zibo and Jingde Town are among the eight Chinese porcelains series in 

China. 

____ 4. According to the passage, Zhang Wanqing expresses both historical and realistic 

concept in his porcelains.  

____ 5. In spite of their beauty, Zhang’s articles seldom reflect Chinese cultures.  

____ 6. In the early years the Chinese people liked to decorate the words or pictures that 

showed happiness, longevity and prosperity on potteries or porcelains.  

____ 7. Zhang’s articles combine the characteristics of different series of porcelains, and 

therefore they can hardly be loyal to real life.  

____ 8. We learn from the passage that Zhang Wanqing researches a lot about economy, 

culture and tradition of China in different periods.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. The beauty of the artist’s style _______ its simplicity. 

A. consists with  B. consists of  C. lies in    D. lies of 
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2. Coal of all kinds _______ from the decay of plants.  

A. acquired    B. originated      C. obtained    D. got  

3. A mirror _______ a picture of you when you look into it. 

A. reflects   B. thinks   C. considers   D. sees 

4. In education there should be a good _______ among the branches of knowledge that 

contribute to effective thinking and wise judgment. 

A. distribution  B. assignment  C. combination  D. balance  

5. Smith is a(n) _______ of women’s equal opportunities with men.  

A. support   B. defender   C. advocate    D. advocator 

6. The clerk was criticized for his _______ behaviour to the customers. 

A. elegant   B. refined   C. crude    D. raw  

7. The witness gave the police a _______ description of the accident. 

A. bright   B. vivid    C. dull     D. direct  

8. I began reading with the _______ of finishing the book, but I never did. 

  A. intention   B. interest   C. plan       D. goal   

9. A soldier is supposed to be _______ to his country no matter what happens.  

  A. faith    B. genuine   C. obedient   D. loyal  

10. Due to its excellent performance in the World Cup, Senegal (�	
�) has soon 

become the _______ of world’s attention. 

  A. focus     B. center    C. concentration  D. topic   

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

The least of man’s original emanation is better than the best of 
a borrowed thought.  

�A. P. Ryder 

������������������� 

����  

All good things which exist are the fruits of originality.  

�J. S. Mill 

��� !�"#$%��&'� 

���� 
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Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Do you agree that the good care children receive in the kindergartens is of vital 

importance to their later education? Why or why not? 

2. Did your parents send you to a kindergarten when you were young? How do you like 

the place? In your opinion, what should the kindergartens do to develop the children’s 

potential? 

3. In your opinion, what is more important in deciding a person’s character, the 

environment or the genes?  

 

Text  

 

II’’mm  GGllaadd  MMyy  SSoonn  IIss  GGrroowwiinngg  UUpp  iinn  CChhiinnaa  

 

I am an Italian, 47 years old, my wife is Chinese and we have an 11-month-old son, a 

registered resident1 of Beijing. We call him Yingqi, a combination of elements from the 

names of my mother (Inge-Ying) and father (Ciro-Qi). His Italian name is Andrea, which 

means “courage”. 

I am happy that our son was born in China and that he will grow up here. Of course, as 

the son of an Italian citizen, he is entitled to Italian nationality, and I duly reported his birth to 

the embassy in Beijing. 

The people of Italy are traditionally Roman Catholic, and even small children go to 

church with their parents and learn to pray like them. I grew up in this Catholic world and 

accepted the beliefs of my schoolmates. Then when I was about fifteen years old, I began to 
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doubt the existence of God, and some years later I became an atheist. I hope our child will be 

an atheist too. 

In Italy there is a growing tendency towards individualism after the American pattern, 

whereas in China the collective and society as a whole remain more important than mere 

individuals. One demonstration of this is the inculcation of strong patriotic feelings in young 

Chinese; such patriotism is fading in Italy. For example, Sun Yat-sen is still respected here as 

a father of modern China, while his Italian counterpart, Garibaldi2, who led the struggle to 

unify Italy in the mid-19th century, is almost neglected. There are statues of him in public 

squares, but more, it seems, for the convenience of pigeons than to sustain patriotic fervor. 

China carries out frequent campaigns against pornography. I support such action to 

protect the minds of children and young people. In Italy performers can dance in the nude in 

public, and pornographic magazines, films, cable TV, etc., are readily available. I don’t want 

our son to be exposed to such trash while he is a child. 

Like other Western nations but unlike China, Italy has a considerable drug problem. 

When I ask a Chinese how many of his or her friends are drug addicts, the answer I usually 

get is “none” or “very few”. Yet when I was a teenager in Rome, half of my schoolmates 

were regular smokers of marihuana, and nowadays there are many heroin addicts in the 

country. Although the Italian government is trying to bring the drug problem under control, 

the results so far have not been encouraging. 

The lack of serious crimes in China is also a relief. In Italy, when you drive to a 

restaurant for dinner, you must take anything of value inside with you, or else you’re likely to 

find it gone when you come back out to your car. Once I bought a week’s groceries and then 

spent the night at a friend’s place. In the morning all the bags in my car had disappeared. 

Of course I don’t mean to say that everything is fine in China. It bothers me, for instance, 

that drivers here have so little respect for pedestrians.3 Not long ago I was crossing a street 

pushing a baby carriage with my son in it. Suddenly a Santana turned right illegally and 

screeched to a halt just short of the baby carriage. I was so angry that I rushed to the car and 

shattered one of the windows with my fist. A policeman appeared and made me pay the 

driver for the broken window; the driver went away unpunished, but surely with a guilty 

conscience4. I console myself by reflecting that it took a long time for the notion of 

“pedestrians first” to gain ground in the West too5. 

As China continues to develop it will have to cope, in a very short period of time, with 

problems ranging from environmental degradation to massive urbanization. I am confident 

that the Chinese will solve all of them without sacrificing their values. And that is why I 

believe my son will have a happy, healthy childhood here in China. 

 (adapted from Selected English Essay) 
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New Words 

 

action �������� n. �������� 
addict ���	
��� n. �	
 
atheist ���


��� n. ��
 
carriage �����
	�� n. �� 
Catholic /�����
�� a. ���� 
collective ������
��


�� 
a. �� 

conscience ���������� n. �� 
console ���������� vt. �� 
degradation ��	�����	

�
���� 
n. �� 

duly ��	����
� ad. ����� ���! 
embassy �������
� n. "#$ 
fervor �������� n. %& 
heroin �������
�

� 
n. '() 

illegal �
��
�����
� 

a. *+,-��./� 

inculcation ��
�������

���� 

n 00�1 

marihuana  �����
���!�
���  

n. "2 

massive �����
�� a. ",3� 
nude �����	� n. 4� 
pedestrian �"
�	����
�

�� 
n. �5�6�
 

pray �"��
� v. 78�9: 
readily ����	
�
� ad. ;<� 
resident ����#
	���

� 
n. =>�-=
 

screech ����
���� v. ?@AB�CD 
shatter ������� vt. EF�GF 
statue ���������� n. HI 
sustain �������
�� vt. JK 
teenager ���
����
	�

�� 
n. LMN 

trash ������ n. OP 
urbanization �������$
�

#�
���� 
n. QR� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

as a whole  S�� 
carry out TU� V� 
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cope with WX�YZ 
gain ground [\]�^_�`a`�5bcde 
in public fghi+ 
or else jk 
range from…to lmmnmmopqr� 
so far st�u 
under control Yvwxyz 

 

Proper Names 

 

Andrea /���	�
��  �{|} (5~)  
Sun Yat-sen  ��� 
Yingqi  �� (5~)  

 

Notes 

 

1. a registered resident of Beijing: ��b���[����� 

2. Giuseppe Garibaldi: /	�����"
% ���
�����	
���|�� (1807�1882�

<"�>�������)� 

3. It bothers me, for instance, that drivers here have so little respect for pedestrians. It �Y��

����T���� that ���l��for instance �� ����<�¡¢£¤�¥¦

�§¨W�5©ª«¬�¥#®*¯°� 

4. … the driver went away unpunished, but surely with a guilty conscience. unpunished�±²³

´���µ¶��·¸ the driver¹with a guilty conscience (ºq»)� 

5. I console myself by reflecting that it took a long time for the notion of “pedestrians first” to gain 

ground in the West too. ¼¼½�5�¾¿�ÀÁfÂ£Ã5b^ÄdeÅÆÇÈºÉÊË�

®ÅÌÍÎ�a��ÏÐ� 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions in this part. Each of them is followed by four 

suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide on the best choice 

according to the text. 

1. Which of the following statements is true concerning the statue of Giuseppe 

Garibaldi?  

A. His statue is a symbol of independence in Italy.  

B. Pigeons are fond of the statues.  

C. People in Italy no longer pay much attention to his statues.  
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D. The statues still stimulate patriotic enthusiasm in Italian. 

2. Which of the following statement is true? 

A. Young children in Italy can obtain pornographic magazines very easily.  

B. Italy prohibits the performers from dancing in the nude in public. 

C. The author thinks that pornography should be forbidden in Italy.  

D. China successfully protects the minds of children and young people.  

3. According to the author’s description, what do we know about the drug problem in 

China and in Italy? 

A. Italian government did not take any action to solve the drug problem in the country.  

B. Italy has a more serious drug problem than China does.  

C. The Italian government’s measures in dealing with the drug problem proved effective.  

D. China also has a very serious drug problem. 

4. Which of the following statements is true concerning crime in both countries? 

A. In Italy, people always lose their valuable things while driving to a restaurant for dinner.  

B. China does not have any crimes.  

C. People in Italy should not spend the night at a friend’s place.  

D. The author thinks that China is a comparatively safer place than Italy.  

5. Why did the writer shatter one of the windows with his fist? 

A. Because his son was hurt in the incident.  

B. Because the driver went away unpunished.  

C. Because the driver turned right illegally and almost hurt the baby. 

D. Because the writer was unfairly treated by the policeman. 

6. Which of the following statements is true, according to the passage? 

A. Everything in China is fine except the drivers.  

B. The author thinks that he should not pay for the broken window. 

C. The driver mentioned in the passage finally would feel sorry for what he had done.  

D. Western drivers do not respect the pedestrians.   

7. What does the author say about the notion of “pedestrians first”? 

A. It is not easy for both the Chinese and the West to accept the idea.  

B. Western drivers understand this notion from the very beginning.  

C. The phrase has a long history in the West.  

D. It is also something new in Western society. 

8. Which of the following statement is NOT true about the author’s son? 

A. His son has two names.  

B. His son is both a Chinese citizen and an Italian citizen.  

C. The name Yingqi is a combination of elements from the names of the child’s 

grandmother and grandfather.  
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D. The writer probably would not take his son to churches to teach him pray.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. We have noticed a growing ______ for people to work at home instead of in offices.  

A. intention   B. tendency   C. belief    D. tradition  

2. Why are some cancers cured by chemotherapy alone, ______ others are unaffected by 

drugs? 

 A. or else    B. unless      C. lest    D. whereas  

3. Belgian officials are discussing this global issue with their French _______.  

A. colleagues     B. employees   C. counterparts  D. staff   

4. As far as homelessness goes, the vast majority of people just sit back and _______ it.  

 A. ignore          B. neglect          C. notice          D. avoid  

5. In a way it was a _______ to know his whereabouts.  

 A. relief          B. notion        C. conscience       D. solution  

6. There is now an increase in the number of jobs ________ to women.  

 A. enough         B. adequate         C. obtained         D. available  

7. The teacher tried very hard to _______ the children’s interest.  

 A. continue        B. highlight         C. sustain        D. preserve  

8. The report revealed that workers had been _______ to unacceptably high levels of 

radiation.  

 A. exposed        B. supposed        C. posed         D. imposed  

9. As a way of _______ the mails while they were away, the Johnsons asked the cleaning 

lady to send printed slips asking the senders to write again later.  

 A. picking up     B. coping with      C. passing out      D. getting across  

10. A survey is now being _______ nationwide.  

 A. carried through  B. carried out       C. carried off     D. carried on  

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Why is the writer happy that his son was born in China? 

2. Do you agree that patriotic feelings are still strong in young Chinese? Why or why 

not? 

3. How can China deal with its drug problem?  
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4. What kind of pornography are Chinese young people exposed to? What should be 

done to solve the problem? 

5. Give some examples of the problems that exist in China during its development.  
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Extra Reading 

 

KKiinnddeerrggaarrtteennss  TThhaatt  NNuurrttuurree  wwiitthh  CCaarree  

 

 Every July anxious Chinese parents queue up in front of the best kindergartens, 

hoping their children will be enrolled, believing the good care their children receive there 

is of utmost importance for their later education. Ten years ago Chinese parents had no 

choice. They were lucky if their children were accepted by any kindergarten, the number 

was so small. Why such a change in the last decade?  

 In China kindergartens were traditionally run by the government education 

departments. They collected small tuition fees, but their facilities were complete and the 

teachers were qualified. However, for many years, because of lack of fund, the number of 

kindergartens was far from adequate for the country’s huge population, until finally every 

sector of society�factories, army units, public institutions and neighborhood committees

�was mobilized to set up more kindergartens. As a result, the situation has been much 

better since the late 1970s, with almost all children able to go to kindergarten. Today only 

5.8 percent of all kindergartens are sponsored by education departments. In 1985 China’s 

first private kindergarten appeared in Dandong, in the northeastern part of the country, with 

the help of the municipal government. Others soon followed elsewhere. In some cities, 

when residential quarters1 are constructed, space is allocated for a kindergarten, to be 

leased and operated by private individuals.  

 Meanwhile, preschool classes2 for children five to six years old were also started in 

spare classrooms at elementary schools2 that had extra teachers, preparing the children for 

primary school2. Such classes are more numerous in rural areas, where kindergartens are 

relatively few in number.  

 A new difficulty arose in the mid-1980s: entering a really good kindergarten. As 

living standards improved, many parents sought to give a better education to their only 

child3. They understood that kindergartens, especially the best ones, could help them 

realize their wish. Since many new kindergartens were set up in a hurry, their teachers 

were not always qualified. Quite a number of retired women or women unable to work 

outside regularly were engaged as temporary teachers. Some did not like the job at all, and 

others knew little about education.  

 In some kindergartens only obedient and quiet children were considered proper, 

following traditional values. They were required to sit in an orderly fashion, their hands 

clasped behind their backs, listening to poorly trained teachers lecturing on music and 

drawing, instruction that should have been active and lively. They were also required to 

line up to wash their hands, go to the toilet or play games. A child had to put up his or her 
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hand to ask for permission to look at a picture book, and the teacher, before granting 

permission, would see if the child was obedient. Development of the children’s individual 

characters, imaginations and other social ability was stifled by the deprivation of freedom. 

These kindergartens were naturally of no interest to parents.  

    In contrast, kindergartens organized by education departments adopted scientific 

methods for the children’s care and education. Most of the teachers were graduates of 

vocational schools2 or other technical training centers2. They were better paid and 

respected, enjoying a higher social status than their counterparts in many other 

kindergartens. Moreover, they enjoyed their work and loved the children.  

    Good kindergartens were few, however, and the quality of many needed improvement. 

Education departments realized the problem and made great effort to find solutions. In 

1989 the State Education Commission issued Regulations on Kindergarten Work and 

Kindergarten Management Rules, setting requirements for kindergartens to develop 

children’s physiques, intelligence, morals and sense of beauty in an all-round way4.  

                 (adapted from China Today) 

 

New Words  

 

clasp �����"� vt. ÑÒ 
deprivation ��	�"�
�

��
���� 
n. ÓÔ 

facility �����
�
�

� 

n. ÕÖ 

grant ���!���
� 

vt. ×Ø 

improvement �
��"���
������ 

n. Ù\ 

kindergarten ���
�	��
�!���� 

n. Ú¦Û 

lease ��
��� vt. @Ü�ÜÝ 
mobilize ������
�

$
#� 
vt. �Þ 

municipal ����&�'
��
�
"��� 

a. Rß� 

naturally ��������
��
� 

ad. Ïà� 

obedient ����
�	�
���� 

a. ál� 

physique ��
�#
��
� 

n. �â 

requirement /�
���$
�
����/ 

n. ã8�ä8�åäæç 

rural ��������
� 

a. èz� 

sponsor ���"����� vt. éê 
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status �����
���
� 

n. ëì��í 

stifle ����$
��
� 

vt. #mmîï 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

in contrast ðW� 
line up ñò� 
make an effort to do  óô (²õ)  

 

Proper Names 

 

Dandong ö÷R (øùú)  
State Education Commission  ûü�ýþÞ� 

 

Notes  

 

1. residential quarters: =�� 

2. preschool classes: ���¹elementary schools: ��¹primary school: ��¹vocational 

schools: �	�
¹technical training centers ������ 

3. ... many parents sought to give a better education to their only child.  only child�v�û�

one child policy (���ýß��20�� 70N���)� 

4. ��<�¡1989N��ûü�þ�?È�Ú¦Û����Z,�x !�ä8Ú¦Û"#

?]���{$�%�Regulations on Kindergarten Work and Kindergarten Management 

Rules: Ú¦Û����Z,�x ¹develop…in an all-round way: "#?]� 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. For the Chinese parents, good care the children receive in the kindergartens is 

very important for their later education.  

____ 2. The kindergartens traditionally run by the Chinese government lack facilities and 

qualified teachers.  

____ 3. With the help of the municipal government, China’s first private kindergarten was 

set up in the northwestern part of the country.  

____ 4. Preschool classes are more numerous in rural areas than in cities. 
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____ 5. In the mid-1980s, teachers in many new kindergartens were not qualified.  

____ 6. According to the author, children in the kindergartens should be obedient. 

____ 7. We can infer from the passage that kindergartens organized by education departments 

are more popular.  

____ 8. Regulations and Rules have already been set up to improve the current situation in 

the kindergartens.  
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II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

enroll      facility      fund       adequate       set up 
as a result     qualify     extra     temporary     sponsor 

1. It’s a complex legal matter and I don’t feel _______ to give an opinion.  

2. They want to _______ their own business export business.   

3. There were 500 people _______ in the Western Civilization class.   

4. She has an amazing _______ for mental arithmetic.  

5. The council has placed us in _______ accommodation.  

6. _______, many small businesses went bankrupt.   

7. The school’s _______ for sports and music have been seriously depleted. 

8. The bank is _______ a sports day for children in the area.  

9. His explanation did not seem _______ to account for what had happened.   

10. Residents can use the gym at no _______ cost.  

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

The first step is as good as half over. 

������	
�������� 

Children show the man, as morning show the day. 

������ 
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Myths and Legends
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What might a life in heaven like in your imagination? Do you desire a life like that? 

Why or why not? 

2. What do you know about Cowherd and Weaving Maid lead?  

3. Do you happen to know any other Chinese folk stories with a similar theme? Why are 

these stories popular in China? 

 

Text  

 

TThhee  CCoowwhheerrdd  aanndd  tthhee  WWeeaavviinngg  MMaaiidd  

 

Once upon a time there was a little orphan boy who lived with his elder brother and 

sister-in-law. They treated him badly, fed him leftovers, clothed him in rags, and made him 

sleep in the cowshed at night on a bed of hay. He had to tend the family’s water buffalo the 

year round, but the animal became greatly attached to him. The boy had no name. Because 

of his work, people simply called him Cowherd. 

Cowherd took good care of the buffalo. He always took it to the best pastures so that 

it could eat the greenest grass and led it to the upper stream where the water was cleanest. 

When the boy spoke out what was on his mind, as he often did, the buffalo seemed to 

understand perfectly; though it did not speak, it looked pleased and this was a comfort to 

the boy. 

Years went by and the little boy became a young man. One day his brother called him 

over and with affected kindness said, “Now that you are a man, it is time you thought of 
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marrying and starting a family of your own.1 Let’s divide up the bit of property father left 

us. You can have the buffalo and the cart; I’ll take what’s left.” “Why not go now?” His 

sister-in-law put in. 

Leading the buffalo and dragging the cart, Cowherd walked straight out of the village 

without so much as a glance back. At night he slept on the cart with his faithful companion 

resting beside it. In time he built himself a thatched hut at the foot of the mountains and 

opened up a piece of land on which he planted some crops. Now he had a home of his 

own. 

One night when he entered the hut he heard a voice calling, “Cowherd!” Nobody had 

called him that since he left his brother’s house. He looked around. It was the buffalo 

talking to him. It could talk at last! 

“At dusk tomorrow,” the buffalo said, “climb over the mountain on your right. On the 

other side is a wood and beyond that a lake, in which you’ll see some fairies bathing. Their 

clothes will be lying on the grass beside the lake. Pick up the pink gauze dress, then run 

with it into the wood and wait. The fairy who comes to you for her dress will become your 

wife. It’s an opportunity not to be missed. Don’t forget.” 

“I won’t,” Cowherd promised happily. 

Shortly before sundown the next day, Cowherd went to the lake. He heard the sound 

of girls’ laughter and followed it. Sure enough he spotted a number of fairy girls in the lake. 

He searched and found a dress of pink gauze, picked it up and ran back into the woods. 

He now waited and listened, holding his breath. Soon he heard the girls come 

splashing ashore. “We’d better hurry; it’s getting late,” one of them was saying. “If the old 

lady finds out about this, I don’t know what she’ll do to us.” Then a sweet charming voice 

was heard to say, “What’s the hurry? It’s not every day that we can come down here and 

have a bit of fun. Why not stay a little longer? It won’t make much difference… Oh, 

where’s my dress? Did any of you see it?” 

On hearing this, Cowherd stepped out of the woods, holding the dress with both hands. 

“Don’t worry, fairy maid,” he said, “your dress is here.” 

The girl put on the dress and while she combed her long black hair, she began to 

converse with Cowherd, who poured out to her his whole story. She listened attentively, 

deeply absorbed in the story. Her heart filled with love and compassion for this young man. 

When he finished, she began telling him about herself. 

She was the granddaughter of the queen mother of the Western Heaven2 and was 

called Weaving Maid3 because she was good at weaving brocade. Mornings and evenings 

her grandmother used the brocade she wove to decorate the sky, transmuting her 

handiwork into the gorgeous clouds of sunrise and sunset that were fairer than anything on 

earth was. As the queen mother needed so much brocade, she made the girl weave day and 
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night without rest. Her place was always in the workroom, her hands forever at the loom. It 

was the same as being in prison! She often wondered why people cherished such illusions 

about life in heaven. What was wonderful about it if there was no freedom and nothing to 

see? She had longed to leave the place and go down to earth, if only for a day or a few 

hours, just to see what it was like down there and she had confided this to some of the 

other fairies. They too had said it was terribly dull to be with the old woman all day and 

they wanted to go down and be among mortals and enjoy themselves for a while. But it 

had to be done with the utmost secrecy, for if the queen mother had got wind of it, it would 

have been disastrous. 

Finally they had seized an opportunity and snuck off to fly down the earth. How 

exhilarating it was! Especially for the little weaving maid, confined for so long to her 

dingy workroom. 

                                                     (to be continued) 

(From Women of China) 

 

New Words  

 

ashore �☯����� ad. ��� 
attached �☯��	���� a. ����	
� 
attentively �☯��
�����

� 
ad. ��� 

brocade �������
��
� 

n. � 

buffalo �����☯�☯�� n. �� 
cart ������ n. �� 
cherish ����
���� v. �� (���)��� 
confide ��☯������

� 
v. ����� 

converse ��☯������ v. �� 
cowherd ������☯��

� 
n. ��  

dingy ��������� a. !"� 
dusk ������ n. #! 
exhilarating �������☯�


����� 
a. $%&'� 

gauze ������ n. () 
gorgeous �������☯�� a. *+��,-� 
handiwork ���	����☯�

�� 
n. ./�.0 

hay ��
�� n. 12 
hut ����� n. 34 
loom ����!� n. 56 
mortal ��!����� n. 7% 
nightfall ���������� n. #! 
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� 
orphan �����☯�� n. 89 
pasture ���"������� n. �: 
rag ��	�� n. ;<�=> 
secrecy �������☯��

� 
n. ?@ 

sneak ������� v. A�BB�CD 
sundown ���������� n. EFGH 
thatch �#	��� vt. IJ2KL 
transmute ���	���!$��

�� 
v. MN 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

be on one’s mind OPD�QRPS 
get/have wind of something TUVV�WX�YZVV�[\ 
hold one’s breath ]^_` 
in time abGcd�ef 
once upon a time gh�ijIh 
open up kl�km 
put in no�npq 
sneak off Ar 

 

Notes 

 

1. It is (high/about/really/quite) time (that)…stuvwxyz{|}~It is time something 

be/was/were done.  

2. the queen mother of the Western Heaven~���{Queen Mother���d��d{ 

3. Weaving Maid~5�{ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. According to the story, Cowherd got the name because _______. 

 A. he had great affection for cows   B. he was born in a cowshed 

 C. his work was to tend the buffalo   D. his family raised cows 

2. According to the story, Cowherd’s brother and sister-in-law _______. 

 A. were so poor that they could not possibly feed him 
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 B. were likely to make ends meet but were rather reluctant to be kind to him 

 C. were rather well-off and just hated to treat him decently 

 D. were quite wealthy but they didn’t want to spoil that boy 

3. Cowherd enjoyed the company of the buffalo because _______. 

 A. he could talk to it and it seemed to understand  

 B. that’s his job 

 C. he was fond of buffaloes 

 D. the buffalo might protect him against the beasts 

4. We may infer from the story that _______. 

 A. although his brother and sister-in-law treated him badly, Cowherd still valued them  

as his family 

 B. because his brother and sister-in-law treated him badly, Cowherd had no affection  

for them 

 C. because Cowherd had no affection for his brother and sister-in-law, they treated  

him badly 

D. although Cowherd still valued them as his family, his brother and sister-in-law treated 

him badly 

5. According to the story, _______. 

 A. Cowherd felt so lonely away from his family 

 B. Cowherd was very happy when he left home  

 C. Cowherd led an even worse life without his family taking care of him 

 D. Cowherd managed to feed himself without his family 

6. The fairies agreed to go down for a while because _______. 

 A. they were curious about the mortal life 

 B. they were tired of being with the queen mother all day long 

 C. they had heard of the beauty of the lake in the wood 

 D. they did not feel like working  

7. The queen mother made Weaving Maid work all the time because _______. 

 A. she wanted Weaving Maid to improve her skills 

 B. she personally like the beautiful brocade 

 C. she needed her handiwork to decorate the sky 

 D. she was afraid that Weaving Maid might be out of control if she had much spare time 

8. Which of the following statements is NOT true according to the story?  

 A. Weaving Maid knew little about life on earth before she talked to Cowherd. 

 B. Weaving Maid did not like her job which made her like a prisoner in heaven. 

 C. Weaving Maid wished to leave heaven forever and thus went down to earth. 

 D. Weaving Maid found her fellow fairies also shared her wish to see the life on earth. 
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9. Cowherd went to the lake because _______. 

 A. the buffalo said he would find his wife there 

 B. he wanted to see the beautiful fairies 

 C. he wanted to tell his story to the fairies 

 D. he wanted the fairies to help him find an easier life 

10. What is the most possible reason why Cowherd tried to find himself a wife? 

 A. It was time for him to start a family and have children. 

 B. He wanted his brother and sister-in-law to see he could leave a happy life without them. 

 C. He found he needed someone help him labor. 

 D. He needed an understanding company. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. It is time you ______ in bed. 

 A. are   B. have been   C. were    D. had been 

2. Will you be home _______ time to see the children before they go to bed? 

  A. in   B. by    C. at      D. for 

3. It’s difficult to converse _______ people who hold extremist views. 

  A. to    B. about    C. on    D. with 

4. He is a brilliant performer. He deserves a most _______ audience. 

  A. attentive  B. attendant   C. attached     D. attended 

5. It’s quite girlish of her to confide every little secret of hers _______ friends and expect 

them to do exactly the same. 

  A. in   B. for    C. to     D. with 

6. The police _______ wind of it that the drug traffickers were doing something big.  

  A. received  B. got    C. caught      D. found 

7. Joshua is so _______ to his new pet dog that he would not go anywhere without its 

company. 

  A. adhered  B. attached   C. attentive   D. attended 

8. It would be very dangerous if we still cherish illusions _______ peace with enemies at 

gate. 

  A. on   B. with    C. about    D. for 

9. He managed to sneak a look _______ the classified examination papers on the desk. 

  A. at   B. to    C. on       D. about 

10. John has a kind of _______ kindness which makes him not popular at all. 
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  A. affectionate B. affectionated   C. affecting      D. affected 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. What would you say if you were supposed to describe Cowherd’s personality traits in 

three words? 

2. How do you describe Weaving Maid?   

3. What might they see in each other? 

4. Guess what kind of person the queen mother of the Western Heaven is. 

5. Why do you think the buffalo knew so much? Make guesses and see whose is most 

likely true. 

 

Extra Reading 

 

TThhee  CCoowwhheerrdd  aanndd  tthhee  WWeeaavviinngg  MMaaiidd  

(continued) 

 

The weaving maid wanted so much to stay a little longer that she did not realize until 

too late that the others had gone without her.  

“Fair maid,” said the cowherd when he heard her story, “why go back to heaven if life 

there is so hard? You can work and so can I. Marry me and we’ll live together on earth.”  

She thought it over and said, “You are right. We’ll marry and live together.” 

Hand in hand, they now walked back through the woods, climbed the mountains and 

returned to the thatched hut. Cowherd pointed to the buffalo and told the girl this was his 

companion since childhood. She patted the animal on the neck and touched its ear 

affectionately with her cheek. The buffalo, in turn, looked at her with pleasure in its eyes 

as if to say, “Yes, that’s the bride for you.” 

Thenceforth Cowherd worked in the fields while the maid busied herself with 

weaving. They were diligent, thrifty and hardworking and their days passed happily. In two 

or three years she had given birth to a son and a daughter. Occasionally, the whole family 

would sit together in the open at night after dinner. Pointing to the stars, Weaving Maid 

would tell her children stories about heaven. Heaven was a beautiful place, she used to say, 

but she hadn’t liked it because there was no freedom. She loved life on earth, she loved to 

work side by side with Cowherd, she loved to watch the rippling stream flowing past their 

door, and she loved to hear the gentle breeze blowing through the trees morning and night. 

The children listened and snuggled up close, calling “mother” and “father” again and 
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again. 

She was happy now, but there was one thing that worried her sometimes, though she 

never told her husband about it: She was afraid that her grandmother would look for her 

and sooner or later would find out where she was.  

One day when Cowherd went to feed the old buffalo, it spoke to him again but with 

tears in its eyes: “I can never help you plough the fields again. It’s time for us to part. 

When I am dead, peel off my skin and keep it. Then when something serious happens, put 

it on and it will help you.” With these words, the old buffalo closed its eyes for the last 

time. Cowherd, in deep sorrow, removed its hide and concealed it as he was told. Then the 

young couple, weeping bitterly, buried the animal on the slope behind their hut. 

Meanwhile, up in heaven, the little fairies’ escapade eventually reached the ears of the 

queen mother, who was especially angry with Weaving Maid who had dared to remain on 

earth, this she regarded as a deliberate violation of family rules as well as a challenge to 

her authority. She vowed to find her and bring her back for the most severe punishment. 

The queen mother dispatched troops to earth to look for her granddaughter, but it was 

a long time before they found out that she had married Cowherd and was living with him. 

Then one day the old lady herself went down to Cowherd’s hut. As he happened to be 

away in the fields, she grabbed Weaving Maid and began dragging her out. Weaving Maid 

looked back tearfully at her two children, crying on the doorstep. Her heart burned with 

hatred, there were many things she wanted to say, but she could only shout: “Quick, go and 

find Father!” 

Cowherd hurried home, only to find reels of thread lying idle on half-finished cloth 

and rice steaming in the pot. He wanted to go in pursuit and rescue his wife, but how could 

he possibly fly up to heaven? Then suddenly the words of the buffalo came to his mind. He 

hastily cloaked himself in the hide, found two baskets and put his children in them, then 

carried them out of door. As soon as he stepped outside, he found himself flying through 

the air, the wind whistling past his ears. It was not long before he saw his wife and the old 

woman in the distance. “Stop!” he shouted, “I’m coming!”  

The children, too, called to their mother. He drew nearer and nearer; soon he would 

overtake them. But suddenly the old woman pulled out a jade pin from her hair and drew a 

line with it in the air behind her. Alas, in an instant, a broad river appeared between 

Cowherd and his wife, its waves so high that he could not fly across. Thus the couple was 

separated, one on each side of the river, and while they could see each other across the 

waters, never again would they be able to live together. Today, they have become the stars 

Altair and Vega1 on either side of the Milky Way2. 

Weaving Maid was severely punished, but she remained faithful to Cowherd and 

insisted that she be allowed to rejoin him. As time passed, the queen mother, unable to 
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bend her by force or persuasion, relented and permitted them to meet once a year, on the 

seventh day of the seventh month of the lunar calendar. 

On this day, magpies in countless numbers leave for the Milky Way to form a bridge 

for the lovers to cross. People say that is why there are so few magpies on earth that day. 

They also say if you listen carefully under a grapevine after nightfall, you can hear the 

whispers of the loving couple up there on the bridge. 

(From Women of China) 

 

New Words  

 

affectionately �☯��
��☯�
☯���� 

ad. ���  

breeze ������� n. �W  
cloak ���☯��� v.  (v�<) ��  
conceal ��☯������

� 
v. ��  

diligent ��������☯�
�� 

a. ���  

dispatch �����"	��� vt. ��  
escapade �
��☯�"
�

�� 
n. �����  

faithful ���
�#���
� 

a. �������  

grapevine ����
�"�
��� 

n. ���  

hastily ���
������
� 

ad. ���  

hatred ���
�����
� 

n.  ¡  

hide ������ n. ¢£  
jade ���
��� n. ¤  
loom ����!� n. 56  
magpie ��!	�"��� n. ¥  
peel �"���� v. ¦  
reel ������ n. §¨  
relent �����
��� vi. N©ª  
rescue ���
��$��

� 
vt. «¬  

ripple �����"�� v. ®�¯°±  
slope ���☯�"� n. ²³  
snuggle �������� v. ´µ  
splash ��"�	�� v. ¶  
thenceforth �%
������#

� 
ad. ·d  

thrifty ��#������ a. ¸¹�  
violation �&�����


����� 
n. º»  
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vow ���� v. m¼  

 

Proper Names 

 

Altair �	���'�� ½�¾ 
Vega �����☯� 5�¾ 
Milky Way ¿À 
lunar calendar ÁÂ 

 

Notes 

 

1. Altair~ÃÄÅ α¾�ÆÇÈ½�¾ÉÊVega~5�a�(ÃËÅ αÌ�) 5�¾{ 

2. Milky Way~¿ÀÍ�ÎÏ�¹� 10ÐÑÒ{¿ÀÍÌÓÔO 2000ÕÖ×¾{¿ÀÍ�

ÂØÙÚO 150ÕÑÒ{¿ÀÍ�ÛÜÝÞßà 1400Õá�â�ÜÝ�·Ì×¾�ÜÝ

¹ãÛÜÝ� 90%�¾äåÜ¹ã 10%{�âÍæà¿ÀÍ�açèéS�êë¿ÀÍ

�ÌP�¹ 2.6ÐÑÒ{ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the text 

and the extra reading passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the 

space provided. 

____ 1. Cowherd’s brother and sister-in-law treated him badly because he cared only for 

the buffalo. 

____ 2. Cowherd was terribly sad when he was driven out. 

____ 3. Cowherd went to see Weaving Maid following the advice of the buffalo. 

____ 4. Weaving Maid was very proud of her handiwork. 

____ 5. Her fellow fairies went back without her because they were afraid of the queen 

mother. 

____ 6. Weaving Maid was happy all the time since her marriage. 

____ 7. According to the buffalo’s will, it was buried on the slope behind the hut. 

____ 8. The queen mother was especially angry because she treasured Weaving Maid’s 

handiwork very much. 

____ 9. The queen mother dispatched troops to look for Weaving Maid. 

____ 10. Cowherd and Weaving Maid were finally allowed to meet once a year. 

 

II. Vocabulary  
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Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

in an instant      henceforth      draw    conceal    violate 
thenceforth      overtake       peel off     idle     pursuit 

1. He went to Europe two years ago and has been working as a professional athlete 

_______. 

2. Julia said she would be back _______ but never showed up again. 

3. Wallpaper was _______ from the damp walls. 

4. It’s not very advisable of you to _______ how you feel all the time. 

5. The president is risking his carrier by backing the _______of the international arms 

control agreement. 

6. We can’t afford to have all these expensive machines lying _______. 

7. The police car raced through the streets in _______ of a suspect. 

8. I promise never to lie to you _______. 

9. The two parties are_______ further apart. 

10. Lung cancer has now _______ breast cancer as a cause of death for women in the U.S. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

���������	�
��������
�

A Well Frog’s Vision of the Sky��������

There is an argument between a bird who stopped to drink at a well and a frog therein. 

They were arguing about how the sky looked like. Regarding where they were, they each had a 

different view. The frog’s vision was of course very limited. Therefore, this proverb refers to 

somebody who has a very narrow-minded and insulated view of what they see or what they 

think. 

Three Monks Go Thirsty��	
������

It is a scenario where lack of individual initiative could breed dependence upon each other 

so that the more people the less things are done. 

Mend Pen after Sheep Flee��������

Some say it is too late. Some say, well, if you learn a lesson, it is not necessarily late: no 

more sheep will flee. It is better than if you leave the pen broken at all. Therefore people use 

the proverb to either purpose. 
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Leisure Activities
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What do you do after class? Name some of the activities you like better. 

2. What do you know about collections? What kind of collection do you like better and 

why? 

3. How do teahouses of modern China differ from those of old China? 

 

Text  

 

AA  RReevviieeww  ooff  CChhiinneessee  SSttaammppss  

Shang Chunyan 

 

Stamps first appeared in China after the Opium War in 1840. Some Western countries 

established posts in China’s trading ports and issued stamps. These stamps were used 

mainly for business exchanges and were not issued by China’s Ministry of Posts1. So we 

cannot regard them as Chinese stamps.  

The first set of real Chinese stamps came into being in 1878 when the Post Office of 

the Qing Dynasty2 issued the “Dalong” of “Giant Dragon” stamps3. They were printed 

from copperplate and bore the picture of a huge dragon against a background of clouds and 

waves. This set was issued three times: in 1878, 1882 and 1883. The yellow five-fen stamp 

with a wide margin, issued in 1883, is the rarest. Only one unused whole page exists in 

China and they are considered a treasure in Chinese’s stamps. 

Today, commemorative stamps are quite popular in China. The first commemorative 

sheet of Chinese stamps came out in November 1894. That was when the whole country 
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celebrated the 60th birthday of Empress Dowager Cixi. She was the true ruler of the 

country at that time. This set is known in China as “Long Life” stamps. It consisted of nine 

different face value stamps. Each had a color variation and bore a picture of a dragon, a 

carp, a sailing boat, a peony flower, an evergreen, a large peach, or the Chinese character, 

Shou4 meaning “Longevity”. Some of these stamps are hard to find today. 

Regular stamps for common people’s everyday use did not come out until November 

16, 1897. The first set of regular stamps was issued by the Post Office of the Qing Dynasty 

and was made in Japan from stoneplate. The face value of this set of 12 stamps ranged 

from half a fen to five yuan, based on the money system of that time. 

In 1912, Dr. Sun Yat-sen5 became the temporary president of the newly-founded 

republic. He showed great concern for stamp design. Once he wrote about this in his diary. 

Then a commemorative sheet and a regular set were designed. The commemorative bore 

the picture of Dr. Sun Yat-sen while the regular stamp had a picture of an airship. But the 

stamps were not issued because Yuan Shikai6 took over the post of President of the 

Republic, and he insisted that his portrait be printed on stamps. 

After discussion in the Parliament, it was decided that two sets of commemorative stamps 

would be issued: one had Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s picture, another Yuan Shikai’s. Each set comprises 

12 stamps. The two sets shared the same color, the same design and the same face values. 

The first set of regular stamps by the Ministry of Posts of the Republic of China7 was 

finally issued in 1913. The set of 19 stamps had pictures of a sailing boat, a harvest scene, 

and a glazed tile memorial archway in Beijing. 

The 1920s were the period when China suffered from chaos caused by the warlords. 

On July 1, 1921, the government controlled by the Northern Warlords issued the first 

aircraft stamps. The set of five stamps had a picture of a black airplane skimming over the 

Great Wall. This is also known by philatelists as “the first aviation” issue8. 

On October 1, 1949, the People’s Republic of China was founded. On October 8, New 

China issued the first set of stamps to celebrate the convening of the first Chinese People’s 

Political Consultative Conference. On January 1, 1950, the Ministry of Postal Services9 

was set up in Beijing, opening a new page in China’s postal history. 

Now, China’s stamps are like a mini-encyclopedia, reflecting China’s politics, 

economy, culture, science, history and geography. The special stamps and commemorative 

stamps are especially appealing to stamp collectors because of the unique artistic designs. 

 

New Words 

 

airship �������� n. ���

archway ��	
����� n. �����

artistic �	
�������� a. 	
��	
��
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aviation ����������
� 

n. ����������

carp ���	
�� n. ���

chaos ������� n� ���

commemorative �����������
�� 

a. ����

convene �������
�� v. ���

copperplate ����������� n. ����

evergreen �������
�� n. ����

glazed �������� a.  !��"#��

memorial ������
����� n ��$���%�

mini-encyclopedia ������ �����
�������
���� 

n. &'()*+�

peony �������� n. ,-�

philatelist ������������� n. �.�

stoneplate ������������ n. /012�3��

tile ������� n. 45�67�

variation ������������
� 

n. 89�

warlord ����
��
�� n. :;�

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

appeal to <=>? 

come into being @A�BC 

come out @� 

face value DE 

memorial archway FG 

range from…to… HIIJII�89 

skim over KL 

take over MN�MO 

 

Proper Names 

 

Empress Dowager Cixi PQRS 

the Opium /�������� War T5UV 

the Northern Warlords WX:; 

the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 

�������������� Conferen

ce 

YZ[\]^_`ab 

 

Notes 

 

1. China’s Ministry of Posts: cd.] (1897e1911)�1896fd]ghij.]kl�.m

nopqrsotq�uvwxjyz.]{|}1897 f ~fcd.]���.��
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��.���0��������0�jotDE�.�}�S���L�����s�

��.����tf��.�} 

2. the Post Office of the Qing Dynasty���.] (1878e1896)������x.]��d�

Z.]� ¡} 

3. the “Dalong” of “Giant Dragon” stamps�c�.�}1878f�d]g¢W£�¤¥� ��

¦§�¨© (ª«) ¬®¯°.]±²�³´µ��¶� ���·¸®¹fº0q�

�s���»��¼.����.���½Y¾»¿ÀÁ��Â�ÃÄÅÆ�.��Ç

È�DEÉu�DE�opÊË�»Ìo�ÍÈ�Î01Ï.mÐ�Ìo��È�ÎÑÒ

ÓÔ.mÐÌo�ÕÖÈ�Î×Ø.m}Ù�ÚZÛÜ���.���.ÝÞß�sà�

�c�á�â�àc�.�á}d�.�y�à�áã���Ù�äsà�áåAJæç 

�èé��êæ�^�ëì} 

4. the Chinese character “Shou”�íîà�á}sïðPQ 60�ñ�1894f 11ò 7ó��»

���.��*�.�ô 9¼�õ�à��á�} 

5. Dr. Sun Yat-sen: öY÷ (1866e1925) øc�\ùúûü�ý}þ��÷ (Y÷) [�1892

f�{µ����+�}�	�÷
°�Ya����d�}1905 f¢ó�����

a�"�a¬úû�å
°YZu�a��s��}1911 f��úûS������

 sY�\Z!vc��, "°jYZ#$ %»&ô�]å}1925f 3ò 12ó�ä

'()*µW£}�

6. Yuan Shikai: +*, (1859e1916)�-./0[}
sWX:;Û1�1912f¢W£23

Y�\Z!vc��}1915f 12ò 12ó�i4�5q�rY�\ZsàY�5Zá}6

7¬µ 1915f 12ò 25ó�¢Ã.89:Z:]g�:Z:��i;+<=�>º?@

ABCU}öY÷DEFJGH89IJ�KL+:}G�MN�iO+}+PQçR�

�Sµ 1916f 3ò 22ó�iTU5q}uf 6ò 6óVW} 

7. the Ministry of Posts of the Republic of China: Y�\Z.] (1912e1949)���Y�.]�

.�â�\Z.�} 

8. “the first aviation” issue: Û���.�}1912f 4òY�\ZW£!v]g
°�WX:

;+*,3���d.]�XrsY�\ZYÒZ.]�X���j��àY�\Zá�

.�}12 òuv��àY�\Z"���á�àY�\Zô���á.��ù�Ì[�

öY÷�+*,\}�S���]^�W£»_�`��ab�FcÑÒ.� 3�}1921

fYZÛ���.���} 

9. the Ministry of Postal Services: Y�[\ô�Z.dZ.]�X���Y�[\ô�Z.]

.�} 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 
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followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. Western countries issued the first stamps in China because ______. 

A. they were requested to do so by the Emperor 

B. China’s Ministry of Posts ordered them to do so 

C. they were used by Western posts in China’s trading ports 

D. the Opium War Treaty in 1840 required the stamps 

2. One of China’s “Giant Dragon” stamps is considered a rare treasure because ______. 

   A. only one unused whole page still exists 

   B. it was issued on special yellow paper 

   C. it was issued in 1878 

   D. it was the favorite stamp of the Qing Dynasty 

3. Which of the following is NOT true of China’s commemorative stamps? 

   A. The first set was issued to celebrate the Empress Dowager’s 60th birthday. 

   B. They are no longer popular in China. 

   C. The first set was issued in 1894. 

   D. The first commemorative stamps are known as “Long Life” stamps. 

4. China’s regular stamps for everyday use by the common people ______. 

   A. first came out on October 10, 1897 

   B. were made in Shanghai from stoneplate 

   C. were issued by the Post Office of Canton 

   D. were a set of twelve stamps of varying face values 

5. Dr. Sun Yat-sen, the temporary president of the new republic in 1912, had an effect on 

stamp design because ______. 

   A. Dr. Sun himself designed a famous commemorative stamp 

   B. Dr. Sun’s essay about stamps was published throughout China 

   C. a commemorative stamp bore his picture 

   D. Yuan Shikai insisted that the stamp with Dr. Sun’s picture be issued immediately 

6. Parliament resolved the Sun Yat-sen and Yuan Shikai commemorative stamp 

controversy by ______. 

   A. deciding to cancel the issue of both sets of commemorative stamps with the men’s 

pictures 

   B. deciding to issue two sets of commemorative stamps, one for each man 

   C. requesting the Ministry of Posts to resolve the controversy 

   D. delaying discussion and doing nothing until both men had died 

7. 1913 is important in stamp history in China because ______. 

   A. stamps with the picture of an airship were first issued by the Qing Dynasty 
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   B. a commemorative set with 25 stamps was issued 

   C. the Republic of China’s Ministry of Posts issued its first set of regular stamps 

   D. China’s first stamp picturing the Great Wall was issued 

8. The stamps known as “the first aviation” stamps ______. 

   A. were issued in 1920 

   B. were issued in 1921 

   C. were issued to commemorate the peaceful period enjoyed by everyone thanks to 

the warlords 

   D. had a picture of a silver airplane 

9. A new era in China’s postal history began ______. 

   A. in 1950 

   B. in Beijing 

   C. with the establishment of the Ministry of Postal Services 

   D. all of the above 

10. China’s special stamps are especially appealing to stamp collectors because ______. 

   A. they reflect politics and culture 

   B. they are like a mini-encyclopedia 

   C. they have beautiful and unusual designs 

   D. they commemorate history 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. Student Honor Council members _______ a unique self-governing organization 

dedicated to creating a climate that supports and promotes academic integrity. 

 A. make up of  B. consist   C. involve   D. comprise 

2. Changing weather conditions are usually the result of _______ in air pressure. 

A. transformation  B. aviation   C. variation   D. deformation 

3. Please fill the box to the right with something that _______ to you. 

A. fascinates   B. appeals   C. hooks    D. attracts 

4. Verified Security Software specializes in security and privacy solutions; _______ 

from PC monitoring, encryption, to hacker protection and secure data storage.  

A. ranging   B. ranking   C. arranging   D. extending 

5. Should you take advantage of someone else’s financial pain and _______ a lease?  

A. take off   B. take over   C. take on   D. take up 

6. Teresa Fasolino, who resided and worked in her Gramercy Park studio in New York 
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City, designed the four ______ stamps. 

A. thirty-four-cent B. thirty-four-cents C. thirty-four-cents’ D. thirty-four-cent’s 

7. This is a special ______ of Crypto-Gram Newsletter, devoted to the September 11 

terrorist attacks and their aftermath. 

A. issue    B. question   C. stuff    D. matter 

8. We believe that the facts and the law are on our side ______ which court reviews this 

case. 

A. in the light of       B. regardless of 

C. with the exception of     D. by virtue of 

9. This image appears in a paper submitted to The Astrophysical Journal, which 

________ on February 1st, 1995. 

A. came out   B. came around  C. came off   D. came across 

10. CCP Committee on Promoting Political Reform __________ in Beijing on the eve of 

the 80th Anniversary of CCP. 

A. came into conflict      B. came into being 

C. came true        D. came up with 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1.  Why do you think stamp collecting is a worldwide hobby? 

2.  How do a nation’s stamps reflect its history? 

3.  Do you collect stamps? Why or why not? 

4.  Describe some of your favorite stamps from China or elsewhere, or stamps you 

consider especially interesting. 

5.  Suggest some designs for China’s 2008 Olympics commemorative stamps. 

 

Extra Reading  

 

CChhiinneessee  TTeeaahhoouussee::  HHaavveenn  ffoorr  tthhee  HHeeaarrtt  

 

New tea of this spring has just arrived at the city’s teahouses with its fresh flavor and 

tempting fragrance. 

Under the cool shade of bamboo trees lies a teahouse on Hengshan Lu that offers the 

kind of peace and tranquility that momentarily takes you away from all the hustle and 

bustle of this dynamic city.  

While most modern cafes in Shanghai are packed with people playing cards and 
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Chinese chess, Tangyun Teahouse is one of the few places in the city where people can 

enjoy Chinese tea and tea ceremony. As Lu Yu1, the “tea deity” in ancient China, wrote The 

Canon of Tea2, tea-drinking is a road to immortality. Although a daily recreation for 

ordinary citizens, tea-drinking is not without certain etiquette. 

Climbing up the wooden staircase to the second floor, the first thing that enters your 

view is an old wooden spinning wheel, which went out of date decades ago and is seldom 

seen in cities nowadays. 

Sitting in a room with so much ancient furniture, pottery wares and musical 

instruments, people will naturally forget the noisy outside world and enjoy the tranquil 

innermost part.  

Tea will relieve internal toxication in your digestive system while the peaceful 

ambience at the teahouse can help remove the “toxic waste” in people’s minds and hearts.  

Rumor has it that tea was discovered by Shen Nong Shi3, or Holy Farmer, a legendary 

ruler who supposedly invented the plough and discovered the curative virtues of plants 

long ago.  

When searching for edible plants, he tasted many leaves, fruits, vegetables and roots, 

some of which were poisonous. However, he wasn’t affected by the poison because he 

drank some tea by chance, which was an antidote.  

It is said that from then on Chinese people began to know the special functions of tea 

and began drinking it to clear the system of any impurities.  

Tangyun Teahouse offers about 20 kinds of tea, including Kungfu Tea4. The word 

Kungfu here refers to the elaborate procedure and varied steps to make and enjoy tea, not 

the Chinese martial arts. And it usually takes four people to enjoy the Kungfu Tea.  

A waitress will come to your side with a set of small tea cups and pots, each with a 

different function. Some are used to contain tea leaves and some are for smelling the 

fragrance of the tea.  

Boiling water is not used, because the heat destroys the aroma of the tea. Water at 

about 96 degrees centigrade, the most suitable temperature, is used.  

Commonly, the tea that comes from soaking the leaves in water for the second time is 

the best for drinking.  

The waitress pours hot water into a pot that contains tea leaves and shakes the tea pot 

about three times, which is called “three nods of the dragon and phoenix” to show respect 

to the guests.  

Then she pours the tea into four slim cups and put one into your hand. Don’t drink it 

�it’s for you to savor the fragrance.  

The waitress pours water into the pot a second time, shakes it for a while and then tips 

some into the small round cups for you to drink.  
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However, drinking tea requires elegance, not like guzzling beer. You should sip it 

slowly so that you can taste the real flavor of the tea.  

Kungfu Tea is the most expensive one in the teahouse�about 200 yuan for four 

people. Other prices vary according to different qualities of tea leaves. Tieguanyin5, a kind 

of tea in Fujian Province, is the most expensive.  

The teahouse has created some special teas served in transparent glasses.  

Each tea has a poetic name. For example, Jin Shang Tian Hua6, or add flowers to the 

brocade, has green tea leaves threaded together into the shape of a flower, with three small 

chrysanthemums attached.  

After soaking in water, the small chrysanthemums floated up, waving left and right in 

the glass, which looks beautiful and is similar to the original meaning of the Chinese idiom.  

Maybe what is more appealing than the tea itself is the whole atmosphere that it 

creates. From the big glass window, you can see the bustling scene in the Bourbon Street 

Bar & Restaurant nearby. However, only the melody from the zheng7 (an ancient Chinese 

musical instrument) and the swaying slim bamboo trees beside the window accompany 

you while you spend a quiet and relaxed evening here.  

Different teahouses may offer different programs, and there are always happy 

surprises for you to discover in each of them. These vital teahouses may be the answer not 

only to summer heat, but also to the preservation of a vanishing culture.  

The following are some distinct teahouse in Beijing.  

Laoshe Teahouse is in the busy shopping area to the west of the Qianmen Gate Arrow 

Tower on the southern edge of Tian’anmen Square. The teahouse is named after famous 

Chinese novelist and playwright, Laoshe8, and his masterpiece drama, Teahouse. It opened 

for business in 1988 as the first teahouse in new Beijing, marking the rejuvenation of the 

teahouse culture of old Beijing. The teahouse is decorated and furnished in the late Qing 

Dynasty style, with dozens of old-style tables in the hall and a stage beyond. Palace 

lanterns hang from the ceiling, and scrolled traditional Chinese paintings and calligraphy 

works from the walls. An electronic display over the stage subtitles the show in Chinese, 

English and Japanese. Customers sip tea from their covered fine porcelain tea cups and 

taste imperial and local style snacks as they savor folk performances and the leisure 

moments of old Beijingers9. 

Wufu (Five Blessings) Tea House is one of the biggest chain teahouse in Beijing. 

With its branches scattered in downtown Beijing, the teahouse provides an escape from the 

bustling city life. Offered by the teahouse are over 18 kinds of top-quality Chinese tea, 

including Longjing, Biluochun, Tieguanyin and Wulong10. You can also try your hand at 

Chinese chess.  

Sheltered inside a former royal garden of an imperial prince in Beijing, the Hanmo 
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Tea House creates a rich ancient aroma by keeping the original interior setting. The house 

offers many types of Kongfu Tea and is known for the its elegant musical performances of 

ancient Chinese instruments.  

In the shape of a farmhouse, the Dreamy House is a sleepy little affair with stone 

benches and tables. Only the Chinese cuckoos disturb the calm as tatty red lanterns flutter in 

the breeze. Surrounded by bamboo fences, the teahouse doubles up as a barbecue picnic spot, 

seating large parties tucking into beef, mutton, fish, mushrooms, onions and sweet potatoes.  

For city-dwellers cramped in pigeon-holes all day, a change of scene without going 

far might well be compelling. One such recommendation is the various Chinese teahouses. 

A visit to the teahouse is a dose of placebo for the exhausted soul, and it also gives you a 

real sense of the ancient Chinese culture. 

 

New Words 

 

ambience ����!����
� 

n. efgh�ij�

antidote ���������
�� 

n. klm�kln 

brocade �!�����
��� 

n. 9o�

chrysanthemum �����s��"
����� 

n. p��

compelling �������
�#� 

a.  >q�r��

cramped ��������
� 

a. st��

cuckoo ������

� 

n. uv�iwx�

curative ���$����
���� 

a. ^V��

deity ����
���
� 

n. y�

digestive ����d%���
�� 

a. zU9��

edible ����!�� a. {|��

elegance ��������
� 

n.  }~�

flutter ��fl���� vi. (x) ����� 

guzzle ������� v� c�c��

idiom �������� n. 
��Þß���

immortality �����
�t��
���� 

n� É�����

impurity �����$��
����� 

n. É��(�$)����

innermost ���������
�� 

a. ê¶��ê�®��
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legendary ����%���
���/ 

a. �����

masterpiece ���	
����
�
�� 

n�  �C��� 

momentarily ��������
������/ 

ad. °º�º� 

novelist ����������
� 

n. ���

pigeon-hole �����%��&
���� 

n. ��=�����

placebo �������
!
��� 

n. ��n�

playwright �������
��� 

n. �C�

poetic ���'���
�� 

a.  ��� ¡¢� 

pottery ��p������ n. [��] £¤�£6¤¥ 

rejuvenation �����%':�
�������� 

n. ¦§�4�¨? 

savor ������� vt. © (ª)�

scrolled /��������
� 

a. «¬� 

soak ������ v. �®�

staircase ��������
�� 

n. G¯�G¯°�

subtitle ��s�!����
�� 

vt. ¢II 0î± 

tempting �������#
� 

a.  ²[� 

toxic ��������
� 

a. <l��

toxication ��������
������ 

n. Yl�

tranquil �����#���
�� 

a. ³´��µ¶��

tranquility ����#����
����� 

n. ³´�

transparent ����������
���� 

a. ·¸��¹º»��

ware ����� n. `Ï�¼$�$Ï�

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

by chance ½¾H 

double up ¿ã 

interior setting À¶JÁ 

martial arts I
 

name…after �IIû� 

out of date Lv 

packed with t� 
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try one’s hand (at) �ã��¡Â 

tuck into Ã H��c� 

 

Proper Names 

 

Bourbon Street Bar & Restaurant ÄÅÆcÇÈ 

Fujian Province ÉÊ� 

Hengshan Lu Ë÷Ì ( �ÍÎÌ�)  

Shen Nong Shi yaÏ 

The Canon of Tea ÐÑÒÓ 

the Qianmen Gate Arrow Tower  �ÔG 

Tian’anmen Square ¤��þÕ 

 

Notes  

 

1. Lu Yu: Ö× (733e804)�Ø�ÙÚÛ (ÜÝW¤�) [}»�Þ�îßà�á�âãä�

�Ø�åæ}áçè��éêë�ì��+�Éísî}�$��S�ÃïµÑ�ðñ�

ò
ÐÑÒÓ»+�óôKÚZÑ{��õqjö÷��C�}S[sj��Ö×¢Ñ

{ �øù��úsàÑûá} 

2. The Canon of Tea: ÐÑÒÓ�*Ý %»ZÑüý��Ì �Y�þ�«���Ñ����

qÑ¤��Ñü�q��Ñ�	�#�Ñ
�ÑüBH¬�k�¶����}�Y%�

kàÑ�
á���já �yaÏ�Ø�Yü��f°<�Ñ
�������*DH

��jÚZ��Ñ��õ�8���$��E} 

3. Sheng Nong Shi: yaÏ�ºya 5�Y�\!"#�»���YZ�m$#�<ya

©(%�&
}�ú�îû��Ðya�%ÒÓ�<�+�Ù�+'(yaÏ)C���

��*�[\��å"C�+�yaÏ),}Ðya�%ÒÓ-
+µ.ív/ (ht 1

*�� 2*��°)��ÚZ�0�*Ý%»Zm$�ý�}123�456J 16*�7

ç8�9:�m��C} 

;< Kungfu Tea or Kongfu Tea:�àø=Ñá>à?=Ñá�ÉÊþ�»@�AÑB7�Ñ��C

DE�FÑ�AÑ<»¶�lG�HI}à?=á0{Càø=á�»J<Kk�A.?l8*

?�B.LM�C.·N�D.�Ov°}à?=á8PÑ�	�Q��à?=Ñá>àø=Ñá}�

5. Tieguanyin: RST��BµÉÊ�UV�RSTqCWX�Y	DC}»fÌKZ�q�

w[J°\s]Ñ�B^_*f�»~�Ï`êè}RSTaÈÁÖ�bcdd�üef

g¸h�"ijkD}l®S�mª�b�ngop�qo@rÐ<¤¾�s���tu

vw�<à�®<x�á�y} 

6. Jin Shang Tian Hua: íîzT�ºào {�á} 

7. zheng: |�»zy}y~����¤�����µ����Y°���q�e��³D

>��µ³D} 

8. Laoshe: �� (1899e1966)����ï]�î����!�W£[�CÏ�y�< 16 «
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Ð��=�Ó�ù�CÏ<����Ð�0�Ó�Ð��Ó�Ð���æÓ�ÐK*u�Ó} 

9. Beijingers: Beijing citizens. 

10. Longjing: ��Ñü�< 1200yf#$�BHÌi¢�Ù�Ý�.�������Ã��

� �¡¢»@��Y������ê£}��Ñn�¤ç¥�¦ü§q�
}�¤v

°0<¨ñ�d¸ �¤��à¸ á�w[ �¤��à[ á�¸ Ñsê Ï}��

Ñ<àK©á�ÈÍ��u�ªn��:}Biluochun�ª«]Ñ�Bá���¬�Ñ@

¤¾®��nÑ�=¯¹HKe°±��°�²)E}Wulong�³�Ñ�´�à�Ñá�

µ�p¸¶È�sÚZ¶<�Ñ·�ù�BµÉÊ (ù�s¸W�¸.)�þ��§¹�

&�}³�Ñfº»c��<¤¾�°���mªng�É¼�AS½¾¿��qªo�}

³�Ñ�m�C���@�A¢ÌkÀÁ�ÂfÃ:¬�D} 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Tea drinking is a part of China’s ancient history as well as modern life. 

____ 2. Tea is a curative for body and mind. 

____ 3 Holy Farmer, a legendary ruler, is credited with helping the Chinese people discover 

the special functions of tea for the body. 

____ 4. Kongfu Tea is made with boiling water to bring out its fragrant aroma. 

____ 5. Jin Shang Tian Hua tea is the Chinese name for tea scented with jasmine blossoms. 

____ 6. Laoshe Teahouse celebrates the culture of old Beijing. 

____ 7. The Dreamy House is noted for its musical performances as well as tea. 

____ 8. Wufu Teahouse is the favorite teahouse of tourists to Shanghai. 

____ 9. The atmosphere in the teahouse is less important than the tea itself. 

____ 10. The exhausted soul can be refreshed by a visit to a Chinese teahouse.�

�

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

transparent    pack    try one’s hand    interior    cramped  
tuck into     double up     vanish     compelling     by chance 

1. The issues of this magazine have always ______ with ornaments designed by all your 

 favorite designers. 

2. What if nothing in the universe is ______? Could it be by choice? 
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3. I’m a schooled and trained ______ designer. I do work in homes and offices for 

personal and business atmospheres. 

4. As you ______ one of the flame-grilled meat dishes on the menu, your 

imagination will do the rest!  

5. In 1996, Hanks ______ screenwriting, directing and starring in a feature: That Thing You Do! 

6. In the twin room the table between the beds ______ as a dressing table.  

7. These unique and ______ Internet applications can provide a valuable and rewarding 

experience for your students.  

8. They must make do with the ______ spaces between the machines, enjoying little 

stowage (�����) space or privacy. 

9. A similar method is used with plastics to make most liquids and gases ______ or translucent. 

10. The few of us who remain, think of our ______ past with painful nostalgia. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

Enjoyment is not a goal, it is a feeling that accompanies important 
ongoing activity.  

�P. Goodman 
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Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What is your attitude towards learning? 

2. Have you ever used electronic dictionaries? Analyze and compare the advantages and 

disadvantages of conventional dictionaries and electronic dictionaries. 

3. How did you learn English in your primary or middle school? How do you learn 

English now? What differences do you find between your previous and your present 

learning experience? 

 

   Read the following words and figure out what their Chinese equivalents are. Then 

arrange them under the five categories below. 

Ziguang   yuyan fuduji (language playback device)  IBM dictionary  

DVD   Hanwang   Ciba  RichWind    Bubugao  

Chinese Star Power Word   VCD  CCTV    Chinese Star  

Mengtian  Chinese Windows 

Chinese Word Processing (������)  

Chinese Handwriting Input (�	
��)  

Online Dictionary (��	�)  

Video (��)  

Digital Recording (����)  
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Text 

 

MMyy  CChhiinneessee  CCllaassssmmaatteess  SShhoouulldd  GGeett  TThheeiirr  PPrriioorriittiieess  RRiigghhtt!!  

Thierry Mauban 

 

    I am currently enrolled part-time in an MBA program1 in Beijing run jointly by an 

American and a Chinese university. The Chinese and foreign instructors all lecture in 

English. It has been most interesting for me, the only non-Chinese student, to cast a 

Western eye on this very up-to-date effort to educate Chinese in the latest Western business 

thinking. I obtained my own undergraduate degree in France. 

Education reform gets a lot of attention in the Chinese press, but what is really 

happening? I have just begun my studies here, so what I am offering in this column2 are 

first impressions. Such impressions may be mistaken, but they can also be true, and the 

freshness of the impressions gives them a clarity that can be worn away with time. Second, 

the program I’m in is a pioneering initiative that I am proud to have been selected to take 

part in. The organization and teaching staff are excellent, and the courses move right along

�so much so that I must confess I sometimes have trouble keeping up. Still, from a 

Western point of view the program has its peculiarities. 

For one thing, the timetable features long breaks every hour. In a sense this is good, 

as the math we’re doing studying requires concentration and it’s hard to concentrate for 

hours on end. Back in France, though, when I was studying philosophy, another subject 

that demands concentration, I never had more than a ten-minute break every two hours, 

and the exams were five hours long! In the beginning I found this hard; I was still growing 

and I could have used a snack. Within two months of starting, however, I was taking the 

long lectures in stride. 

The relation between students and teachers is very different too. My Chinese 

classmates jump on our poor professor with questions at every break. Do they do this 

because they have urgent questions, or is it just to give him the idea that they are terribly 

serious students? After an intense hour of math, I must say I really can’t think of any 

questions. I have to go home and mull over what I’ve learned; if I find I have questions, I 

first try to answer them myself, and if that doesn’t work, then I approach the teacher at the 

next class. I would feel very childish and ridiculous bombarding the teacher with questions 

I could answer for myself with a little thought. 

The main difference between these Chinese students and their Western counterparts is 

in their attitude towards studying. Here let me remind readers that all the people in the 

program are 25-to-40-year-old holders of bachelor’s degrees with years of working 

experience. I’m not discussing schoolkids! Doing this MBA program means spending a lot 
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of money and putting in three years of assiduous weekend work on top of the managerial 

jobs we already hold. We have to read an average of 500 pages a month in addition to the 

time we spend on classes and homework. And we all devoted many an hour3 to preparing 

for the TOEFL and GMAT and putting together our applications. But what do I observe? 

My Chinese classmates get the answers to the homework problems from books and former 

students, and they copy one another’s homework in class, right under the professor’s nose! 

Is this the behavior of adults making a rational investment of time and resources? 

These people don’t have a better understanding of the course material than I do, yet 

they get better grades: for them studying means finding a way to pass exams, not really 

exploring a new body of knowledge and experience. Here’s another example of this sort of 

“clever” short-sighted behavior: Recently one of our teachers was explaining something 

quite complex to us. It was the last class before the mid-exam. Then somebody asked the 

teacher if this material would be on the test. When he said no, people laughed and, losing 

all interest in the problem, proceeded to make so much noise that the teacher had difficulty 

finishing his explanation. Perhaps I am being harsh, but all this cheating and exam mania 

does not suggest the mindset of a far-sighted business elite.  

If this is the way things are in a highly selective program at an excellent school, then I 

can imagine what attitudes prevail at lower levels in the educational system. Do Chinese 

students take any pleasure in studying and acquiring new knowledge, or is it all just a 

cynical game? Is there any real intellectual development going on? When will Chinese 

students learn to have fun becoming more learned and insightful human beings? 4 I long for 

the day when young Chinese are happy in school, never bored and not under pressure to 

pass exams of questionable significance or value. 

 

New Words 

 

assiduous �������	�
�� 

a. ��� 

bombard ��
��
��
� 

vt. (������ ) !" 

childish ���������
�� 

a. #$�%&'� 

clarity ���������
� 

n. ()%*+ 

counterpart ����	���
���� 

n. ,-�./0123/ 

currently ���������
�� 

ad. 45 

cynical ��������� a. 6789�%:;�%<=>?� 

elite ��������
� 

n. @A 

far-sighted �������� a. BCD� 
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��� 
initiative ���������

��� 
n. EF�GH%IJ 

insightful ���������
	�� 

a. KBLMN�/

learned ��������
� 

a. BO"�%PO� 

managerial ���������
������� 

a. QR�%SR.T�%SRUV� 

mania ��������
� 

n. 8W%X8 

mindset ���������
� 

n. YZ%@[\Z/

mull ����� v. ]^_` 

prevail ���������
� 

vi. aG%bG 

priority ���������
��� 

n. cde`�f/

questionable ���������
�
�� 

a. >gh�%gi� 

selective ���������
�� 

a. jk� 

short-sighted ����� ���
����� 

a. l��%m�� 

stride �������� n. no 

undergraduate ��������
����	��� 

n.  (pqrsOt�) nOu 

up-to-date ��������
���� 

a. vwx�%yz� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

cast an eye on/over sth. {| 

for one thing }d/

jump on  ~�%��%�����/

keep up ����%�� 

move along  (�) �5� 

on end  (��) ��� 

on top of �����%��%�B/

put in ��%�� (��%@N�)  

so much so that ������� 

take sth. in (one’s) stride � ¡¢£¤¥¦§%¨©£,�ªf 

under one’s nose «¬ª.�V5 

wear away  (�) ®%(�) a¯ 

 

Notes 

 

1. MBA: Master of Business Administration °±SR²³´ 
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2. this column: µ¶·¸¹º»¼½¾¿�ÀÁÂ4�ÃÄÅÆ´ 

3. many a: ÇÈÉ many a ÊËÌÍ�ÎÉÏÐ%ÑÒÓ�ÔÕ´Ö×Ø Many a member has 

protested against the proposal. 

4. have fun becoming…: ¬ÙwA¿�%FÎÉ5�ÚÉ¬��ÛÜ�ÝÝÞßàØ 

have difficulty (trouble, a problem, a hard time) (in) doing sth. (áâ>ãä) 

have a good time (a big time, fun, etc.) (in) doing sth. (<åæç%<åèY) 

have a time (in) doing sth. (�ãn�é%<åèY) 

Ö×Ø 

The mother had a hard time (in) trying to get the children to go to bed.  

The students had fun (in) dancing disco at the party. 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. According to the author, which of the following is a peculiar feature of the MBA 

program? 

 A. The Chinese and foreign instructors all lecture in English. 

B. There is an extremely heavy learning load. 

 C. The courses require concentration for hours. 

 D. There are extended intervals every hour. 

2. The author implies that if the long breaks were cut down, the students might well 

_______. 

 A. feel frustrated and hungry 

 B. get accustomed to the timetable in time 

 C. have trouble keeping up 

 D. lose interest in the subjects 

3. The author implies that his Chinese classmates consult the professor during the breaks 

of each lecture _______. 

A. because they feel an pressing need to ask questions 

 B. because they are eager to acquire new knowledge 

 C. because they are under pressure to pass the exams 

 D. because they want to impress the professor as industrious students  

4. The author thinks that his Chinese classmates _______. 

 A. deal with the schoolwork better than he does 

 B. are examination-oriented 

 C. are all insightful business elites 

 D. are more economical of their time and resources 

5. When told that the complex explanation wouldn’t be covered in the mid-exams, the 

Chinese students _______. 

 A. felt greatly relieved 

 B. lost their interest in the lecture 

 C. ignored the professor’s lecture 

 D. all of the above 

6. What attitudes to learning prevail at the present Chinese educational system according 
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to the author? 

  A. Students are having fun acquiring knowledge. 

 B. Chinese students are sick of learning and preparing for the meaningless examinations. 

 C. Priority is given to intellectual development. 

 D. Students are highly motivated in school. 

7. What does “or is it all just a cynical game” (Para. 7) most probably mean?  

 A. Or is education of doubtful value and little significance? 

 B. Or is education merely a merry-making game?  

C. Or are people critical of the current educational system? 

D. Or can people do without adequate knowledge? 

8. What is the author’s overall attitude toward his Chinese classmates? 

A. Neutral.   B. Objective.   C. Critical.    D. Compromising. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Pick out the sentence in each group where the italicized word has the same 

meaning as the italicized word in the example sentence. 

1. I am currently enrolled part-time in an MBA program in Beijing run jointly by an 

American and a Chinese university. 

A. His yearly income often runs into six figures. 

B. The place was run down and in need of repair. 

C. My father raised chickens and ran a construction company. 

2. The Chinese and foreign instructors all lecture in English. 

A. He is giving a lecture on theoretical questions. 

B. The professor lectures in art at a technical college. 

C. The doctor lectured the patient about smoking too much. 

3. Second, the program I’m in is a pioneering initiative that I am proud to have been 

selected to take part in. 

A. To reconcile the dispute, the mediator launched a new peace initiative. 

B. He has taken the initiative to improve the relations with her. 

C. If you show that you have initiative, you will sooner or later be promoted. 

4. The organization and teaching staff are excellent, and the courses move right along�

so much so that I must confess I sometimes have trouble keeping up. 

A. A priest visited her to confess her every day. 

B. I must confess that I didn’t understand a word she said. 

C. The prisoner confessed his crime and cast himself on the mercy of the court. 

5. For one thing, the timetable features long breaks every hour. 

A. Round-the-clock service features the store. 
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B. The new type engines feature high speed, small size and economical operating costs. 

C. My favorite actress is featuring in a new movie. 

6. …and if that doesn’t work, then I approach the teacher at the next class. 

A. Walk softly as you approach the baby’s crib. 

B. Did he approach you about lending him some money? 

C. We should approach the topic from a historical point of view. 

7. Doing this MBA program means spending a lot of money and putting in three years of 

assiduous weekend work on top of the managerial jobs we already hold. 

A. At the last moment, the director decided to put in a new character to make the story 

seem more likely. 

B. There is still an hour to put in before the pubs open. 

C. “But what about us,” he put in. 

8. Perhaps I am being harsh, but all this cheating and exam mania does not suggest the 

mindset of a far-sighted business elite. 

A. In my opinion, he is too harsh with the child. 

B. The harsher the surface is, the greater the friction. 

C. When he first arrived, he could hardly accustom himself to the harsh weather. 

9. Perhaps I am being harsh, but all this cheating and exam mania does not suggest the 

mindset of a far-sighted business elite. 

A. Remnants of broken walls were enough to suggest the splendor of the ancient buildings. 

B. I am not suggesting that the accident was your faults. 

C. They suggested a special committee to work on plans for a possible settlement. 

10. When will Chinese students learn to have fun becoming more learned and insightful 

human beings? 

A. The fear of fire is a learned response. 

B. He is a learned and well-traveled man, so whenever we have problems we will 

consult him. 

C. “Teaching English in China” is a learned journal with a large circulation among 

linguists and language teachers. 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. The author offers his first impressions of the MBA program in this essay and claims 

that they may be mistaken. How do you think of the impressions and do you think 

they are characteristic of the current Chinese educational system? Why or why not? 

2. On what do you think Chinese students should put priority in learning? 
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3. How long do you think the breaks in lectures should be and why? 

4. What is the relationship between teachers and students in China like? 

5. The author criticizes that Chinese students are concerned about exams rather than 

acquiring knowledge. How do you evaluate exams? Do you think exams can facilitate 

intellectual development? Why or why not? 

 

Extra Reading 

�

UUssiinngg  MMooddeerrnn  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  ttoo  LLeeaarrnn  CChhiinneessee  

Denny Barnes 

 

    Every morning one student stands out as a group of bright-eyed children pour in 

through the gate of the Beijing Language and Culture Center for Diplomatic Missions1 to 

attend the Montessori School there. He is twice as tall, some 40 years older and his 

bookbag bulges with a laptop computer and other high-tech toys. This big grinning guy is 

me. Doing full-time Chinese language study at 48 is certainly a lot more interesting than 

when I first studied Chinese at college over a quarter of a century ago. My greatest delight 

is in the amazing new technologies, developed over the past couple of decades, which are 

so helpful to anyone learning the language. Let me briefly introduce a few of these new 

tools.  

    CHINESE WORD PROCESSING�Developments in Chinese computing have 

greatly assisted me in writing Chinese essays. No longer do I need to look up every other 

word in a dictionary to see how to write the character. Now, using Chinese character input 

software like Chinese Star, RichWind or Chinese Windows, a student of Chinese can use 

pinyin romanization to input Chinese characters into a computer document. The result is a 

beautiful printed document rather than a messy scrawl that looks like the work of a 

six-year-old child. 

    CHINESE HANDWRITING INPUT� It was only very recently that Chinese 

engineers developed reliable Chinese handwriting input devices for computing. These 

devices consist of an electronic pad, pen and software. Well-known brands like Hanwang, 

Mengtian and Ziguang can now be purchased for 300-1,100 yuan. For students the most 

obvious application of these devices is in practicing Chinese characters. Using this sort of 

device, you get instant feedback if you write a character incorrectly. Only a properly 

written character will be recognized by the computer. Another handy application is quickly 

inputting characters you don’t know into an online dictionary. This is far faster than the 

traditional method of looking up characters in a dictionary by radical and strokes. 
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    ONLINE DICTIONARIES�In the old days, it seemed I spent more than half my 

study time counting strokes and paging through dictionaries trying to find Chinese 

characters that I did not know or had forgotten. The new generation of online dictionaries 

like Ciba, Chinese Star Power Word and the IBM dictionary are a snap to use: just point 

your mouse at the character you don’t recognize. The online dictionary can instantly give 

you an English definition, the pinyin and even a voice-synthesized standard pronunciation. 

    THE INTERNET�The proliferation of Chinese websites has made it much easier to 

access current news and information in Chinese. Foreigners with little ability to skim 

through piles of documents to find specific information can now use a computer search to 

locate what they want. Unfamiliar characters in these online documents can easily be 

analysed using an online dictionary. 

    VIDEO�China’s television and film industry has flourished mightily in the past few 

years, offering students of Chinese an excellent new resource for deepening their grasp of 

the language. Not only is the quality of the programming good, but the introduction of 

VCD and DVD technology in China has made these works much more accessible. 

Technically excellent versions of famous movies can be purchased on VCD for as little as 

45 yuan apiece. Nowadays I can settle down on the living-room couch for a relaxing 

evening of Chinese study. If there is a passage in a film I don’t understand, I simply press 

my remote control to repeat it. If I still don’t understand, I hit the pause button and get up 

and read the characters that most Chinese films have at the bottom of the screen. Chinese 

TV is also much improved from what it was a decade ago. Not only is CCTV offering 

more interesting fare, but the introduction of satellite TV has given the student the 

opportunity to watch Hong Kong-based Star TV1 and Phoenix Satellite TV2. 

    DIGITAL RECORDING�Chinese engineers have created a device that is a real boon 

to the language student�the yuyan fuduji (language playback device). Basically it is a 

cassette tape recorder with enough internal memory to record new words, phrases, 

sentences or even several minutes of text from the cassette tape for continual replay. After 

you record words of passages from the cassette tape, you can then record your own voice 

for comparison. Once the key passage is recorded in the electronic memory, no mechanical 

operation is required�no starting and stopping, rewinding, fast forwarding, etc. The top 

brands like Bubugao cost only 150�300 yuan, much less than my old-fashioned cassette 

recorder.  

Despite all this new technology, one thing remains unchanged: Learning Chinese still 

requires several hours a day of dogged work. Unfortunately, no one has yet developed a 

high-tech clock that will give me more hours a day in which to study. 
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New Words  

 

amazing ������!�"� a. ê.ëì� 

apiece �������� ad. íî%ï 

boon �
	��� n. ðñ%òó 

briefly ��
������� ad. ôõ£%ôö£ 

bulge �
����� v. ÷ø%ùú%û� 

cassette �������� n. üýþ� 

deepen ��������� v. �]%�] 

dogged ����#��� a. ���%��>�� 

grin �#���� v. �è�	 

handy ��$����� a. U
� 

high-tech ��$��%���
� 

n. ���� 

laptop ��������� n. 
�ý�� 

messy ������� a. ���%>�ö� 

mightily ���������� ad. �BN£ 

mission �������� n. wÑ�%�� 

online ��������� a. ��� 

pad ����� n. �%�� 

proliferation ����	�����
�������� 

n. �� 

radical ���������� n. (�	�) ��%�} 

rewind ����������� vt.  ! (�"#����)  

romanization ����	������
!������ 

n. $%&	'(� 

satellite ����������� n. )* 

scrawl ��������� v. +,-� 

snap ������ n. ©¡�f%ã.�f 

synthesize �����&����!� v. /0 

unfortunately �����������
������ 

ad. 12�3%g4�3 

website ����
����� n. �5 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

look up  (¬É�#6e-�) {7 

page through  89%:; 

pour in <� 

settle down =>�?%@�Y? 

stand out A�%BC 

 

Proper Name 
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the Montessori school DEFGOH 
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Notes  

 

1. the Beijing Language and Culture Center for Diplomatic Missions: ·¸�I.T¿J�x�Y´

Ãî,��¿KO�Ü, HL¸�I.T#zMNO#�P±.QRST!U�¿KOVW  ́

2. Star TV: *XYZ[� (STAR Group Limited) [A�] \]î^_%�`a¿Jb�'c#

�d#��#zM#edf4�Qg�"´ 

3. Phoenix Satellite TV: hi)�%1996º 3j 31ákb%3ÃîlNHmn£oQpq�

rs!Ut¿��f4�)*��E´ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. It is the first time that Denny Barnes has learned the language of Chinese. 

____ 2.  Were there no high-tech Chinese character input software, the author would have 

written no better than a messy scrawl. 

____ 3. Using Chinese handwriting input devices, learners can use pinyin romanization to 

input Chinese characters into a computer document. 

____ 4. According to the author, looking up Chinese characters in a dictionary by radical 

and strokes is rather a tough task. 

____ 5. Abundant news and information are now available in Chinese websites, which 

greatly facilitates Chinese learning. 

____ 6. If there is a passage in a film the author finds difficult to understand, he will 

simply use the remote control to replay it and repeat after it. 

____ 7. Sometimes the author will pause the film and read the subtitles to catch the 

meaning. 

____ 8. For all the high-tech tools, the author still finds that he has too little time in his 

hands for Chinese learning. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words provided in the box to complete the sentences. Change the form 

if necessary.  

grasp      specific      reliable      device      recognize 
resource      locate       access       instant      flourish 
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1. I have fitted a _______ to my car that opens the garage doors automatically. 

2. There are two _______ questions in the form you must answer. 

3. The company has really _______ since we moved our factory to Scotland. 

4. The baker _______ his bakery in the new shopping center. 

5. Are qualifications gained in Britain _______ in other European countries? 

6. The modern technology of communications offers us _______ knowledge. 

7. The only _______ to the building is along that muddy track. 

8. I have it on _______ evidence that the hospital is going to be closed down. 

9. This is a concept we in the West find difficult to _______. 

10. He spent all his _______ on educating his children. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

It is never too late to learn. 

�����	
 

As long as I am alive, I shall go on studying. 

�Lu Xun 

����������
 

���� 

Conditions are changing all the time, and to adapt one’s thinking to the 
new conditions, one must study.  

�Mao Zedong 

��������������� !"#�����$��
 

����� 
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 Unit   111222     

Philosophy on Healthy Living
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. How is the abuse of alcohol and drugs related to mental disorders?  

2. Work out some ways people can improve their mental health by themselves. 

3. How does psychotherapy improve mental health? 

 

Text  

 

BBuuddddhhiisstt  PPhhiilloossoopphhyy  oonn  HHeeaalltthh  BBuuiillddiinngg  

 

To Buddhists, the supreme purpose of life is to become a Buddha1; their ideal is to 

“deliver all beings2”. They advocate dispelling all private desires and distracting thoughts, 

doing good deeds, and being altruistic. There is no specific theory on health building in the 

Buddhist classics. Working, sitting in meditation, eating vegetarian food, and rejecting sexual 

desire are Buddhism’s philosophy on health building. 

Ideologically, Buddhism holds that if people sit still with a peaceful mind, concentrate, 

and persevere, they can achieve a delightful, bright, clear, refreshed state of body and mind. 

Achieving this state is the purpose of sitting in meditation. From a medical point of view, 

constant anxiety and worry negatively affect the physiological functioning of the human 

body and cause pathological changes. The goal of meditation is to free the mind to achieve a 

natural state of peace.  

Buddhists combine chanting with sitting in meditation. Many Buddhists, including lay 

Buddhists who practice Buddhism at home, live a long life. One reason is because they 

concentrate on chanting Buddhist scriptures and so have few distracting thoughts running 

through their minds. They are totally indifferent to personal honor, disgrace, gain, or loss in 
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the physical world.  

A Buddhist saying goes: “If I do not work for a day, I will not eat for a day.” Monks 

living in Buddhist temples hidden deep in the mountains farm3, fetch water, cook meals, do 

laundry, and sew. Physical work is an important part of their daily lives, but its purpose is to 

practice thrift and maintain self-sufficiency, not to improve their health. Their state of mind 

and physical activity create the foundation for their long lives.  

Vegetarianism is not a rule for all Buddhists; it is a unique product of Chinese Buddhism. 

The rule under which Chinese Buddhists eat vegetarian food dates back to the reign of Emperor 

Wudi in the Liang Dynasty4. Subsequently, Buddhists were prohibited from killing animals and 

began eating vegetarian food. Vegetables, beans, fruits, and cereals are very nutritious. They 

contain abundant vitamins, inorganic salts, protein, glucose, sugar, and little fat.  

Rejecting sexual desire is another important part of Buddhist philosophy on health 

building because rejecting sexual desire can preserve sperm. Chinese emperors in ancient 

times indulged in sexual pleasures and lost their kidney semen; therefore, they were 

short-lived; however, Emperor Wudi of the Liang Dynasty, who believed in Buddhism, lived 

more than 80 years because he had less sex. This was very rare among Chinese emperors.  

Buddhists sat in meditation, worked, ate vegetarian food, and rejected sex, not to build 

their health, but to practice Buddhist doctrine. Therefore, only people outside the Buddhist 

school thought about whether Buddhist philosophy dealt with health building.  

Buddhism does not strictly require vegetarianism. Buddhists of the Mongolian, Tibetan, 

and Dai nationalities in China, who believe in Dacheng Buddhism5, all eat meat because 

meat is more plentiful than vegetables where they live. Some Chinese Buddhist followers are 

vegetarian because Emperor Wudi of the Liang Dynasty advocated it.  

Buddhist followers contributed greatly to the development of vegetarian food and its 

own system. Originally, Buddhist followers in India were not required to be vegetarians 

because, when the monks begged alms door-to-door, they could not choose between meat 

and vegetarian foods. Neither were Chinese Buddhist monks confined by strict food rules.  

Later the pious Buddhist Emperor, Wudi, promoted vegetarianism and prohibited monks 

from eating meat. He held that eating meat violated Buddhist tenets, and he punished monks 

who drank liquor or ate meat. So Buddhist temples banned wine and meat. Because the 

monks then ate vegetarian foods all year, the number of vegetarians increased greatly, 

thereby stimulating the development of vegetarian food. Legend has it that6 during Emperor 

Wudi’s reign, a monk who cooked in the “Jianye Temple” in Nanjing was skilled at preparing 

vegetarian food and earned praises from pilgrims and monks in the temple.  

To meet the needs of Buddhist followers, the restaurant trade opened more vegetarian 

businesses and; to accommodate the pilgrims, literati, officials, VIPs, and tourists, Buddhist 

temples all over China invented many delicious vegetarian dishes. For example, “Fried 
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Spring Rolls” (sliced bean curd, gluten, and wild vegetables wrapped in dried bean milk 

cream or cabbage leaves) were invented by Great Master Hongren of the Zen Sect of 

Buddhism7 after the Tang Dynasty. Spring rolls are a famous vegetarian dish (now also filled 

with meat) at home and abroad. 

When discussing vegetarian food, it is necessary to mention the rice porridge with nuts 

and dried fruits that was eaten in the Buddhist temples on the 8th day of the 12th moon. 

Legend says Sakyamuni8 ate very simple food in the six years that he practiced Buddhism 

before he became the Buddha and founded Buddhism. He became enlightened on the 8th day 

of the 12th moon9; to honor this day, later generations began eating rice porridge with nuts 

and dried fruits. When Buddhist temples fed pilgrims or tourists the porridge, they usually 

cooked rice with peanuts, dates, chestnuts, longan, lotus seeds, walnuts, red beans, ginkgo, 

and soybeans. Because it contains so many ingredients, the porridge is very nutritious. In 

ancient times it was called “Good Fortune and Virtue Porridge” or “Good Fortune and 

Longevity Porridge” because the porridge can help prolong life and improve health.  

From a modern, scientific viewpoint, diet should emphasize vegetarian food but contain 

a combination of vegetarian and meat dishes. This is because vegetarian food promotes the 

normal movement of the stomach and intestines. Zhu Danxi12, a noted medical scientist in the 

Yuan Dynasty, said: “If grains, beans, vegetables, and fruits naturally taste mild, they will 

nourish the human body and improve the male organs.” 

Foreign research shows that Europeans and Americans have more than ten times the 

incidence of intestinal cancer than do Africans. The reason is believed to be diet. Europeans 

and Americans eat only a fraction of the cellulose that Africans do. Science shows that meat 

and vegetable dishes should be well blended, preferably with the total quantity of vegetables 

being two or more times that of meat.  

Vegetables have five advantages: They contain vitamins that aid digestion, they prevent 

nutritional deficiencies, they help prevent obesity, they improve blood circulation, and they 

prevent and help cure cancers.  

 

New Words 

 

alm ����� n. ����

altruistic ����	
���	
�� 

a. ����

cellulose �����������
� 

n. 	
��

cereal ����
��� n. �������
deficiency ��������

� 
n. ������

dispel �������� vt. ������

doctrine �����	
�� n. ������
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enlightened �����	���
� 

a. ��������

follower ��������� n. ���� !�

ginkgo ��������� n. "#�

glucose ����������
� 

n. $%&�

gluten ������	��� n. '(�)*�

ideologically ���������
����� 

ad. +,-./�

indifferent ������
��	
� 

a.  01��234� 

inorganic ���������
�� 

a. 56���57��

literati ���	��
��	
�� 

n. �pl.� �8�9��

longan ��������� n. :�;<=�

meditation ������	��
��� 

n. >?�@A�

noted �����	�� a. BC��DC��

nutritious ������	
���
� 

a. EFG�� HG��

obesity ����!��	
� 

n. IJK�

pathological ����"������
���� 

a. LM9��

pilgrim �����
�� n. NO�P/QP�RQP�

pious ������� a. ST��SUV���

reign �
��� n. WX �
scripture ����
�	��� a. PY�

self-sufficiency �����������
���� 

n. Z[Z\�

semen �������� n. ]^�

sexual ����������� a. _��_`��

sperm ������� n. ]a�

subsequently ���#!��$��	�
� 

ad. bc�bd�ef�

tenet ��	��	� n. ��� ��gh�

thrift ��"
�	� n. ij 
vegetarianism ��%����	&�


��'��� 
n. �kl��

violate ��%����	� vt. mn�moRpn�

VIP ��%�����
�� 

n. qr�s8��

vitamin ��%�	���� n� 
6��

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

a fraction of tuvw 

at home and abroad xyz 
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contribute…to… E{|�E}~ 

date back to ��� 

Legend has it that… ����� 

 

Proper Names 

 

Buddha ��!���� �� 

Buddhist /�!���	� ��!���!� 

Emperor /�����
�� Wudi ��� 

Dacheng Buddhism /�!��'��� s��� 

Zhu Danxi ���(8C) 

 

Notes 

 

1. to become a Buddha����������!��������� 

2. deliver all beings����6��� deliver +�� ¡� ¢Rbeings: £¤¥��+�8

¦�� 

3. hidden deep in the mountain: §¨w©ª«�¬ temples�®¯~t°±«²³�́ which 

are hidden deep in the mountain�farm�µ©�+��¶·� 

4. Emperor Wudi in the Liang Dynasty: ��� (464¸579), ¹ºC»�¼½¾�¿ÀÁÂÃ

�8 (ÄÅÆÇ�ÈÉÊË)�¿ËQ��xÌl�Í¿ÎÏÐ�ÑÎ�ÒÓÔÕÖ×�

c�ÎØ�ÙÚZÛ�¥Ü 48 Ý�Þ9ß��àáâ��ãÝ U���Òäd�åÏ

æç�èxé¹ê��ë�Úìí>ë�îï�ðñòóôõö�ñ÷øùúö�c~ûü

ýØþ�����������BE�	
����Â����������s�����C��

�ä��
����Y��8�E������� 

5. Dacheng Buddhism: s�����6~��t� !c�"#$�¬%�&��'()Z

* ¡�2+��,"¬-������6�./0�8¡123�"#Z�ß4556

�6�²6�s7ý89¾�:;��ý<9��=�>�Ú?@(Z* ¡�gA��

Bv#C���ñu�ö�ñ�ö�ñ�5ö¦ñDEö�+?�FGH�s�?���

�IJ�KLsMsN����6�?�����OÛ�x�PQ�R�ST�s���

¥ÂxUVWs� 

6. Legend has it that…: ���XX �� it�-Yr«�Z[�r«� that\]�C©²³�

^�_`aE Rumors has it that… �b�XX 

7. Great Master Hongren of the Zen Sect of Buddhism: cV��desf�de (601¸674) ,

g¹h�iËjk8�7lþ�²m�D  (580¸651) ín�13lþ�[Yo��p�

�¥D qr�s�²tuµ�v�@wxc�D yzcV{|V}~�����t 

��õ)D �c����äÝ (651) D ì���[��ÏÝ 9 �D ������

����c����cV����ê�m��9�8s0��¥�����'����O

D��C��ç�þ���c9����q�îVþ (763¸779) ��ñs�cfö� 
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8. Sakyamuni����� (��! 566¸��! 486)�¹����C�¾0����A8�

��� ÐC�������+�ñ��Ð�P8ö�����g���x�¡a�19l

ín¬D�²¯þBC�¢q£¤¥�¤�B¦��¤�a¬xc±�2§=¨©�ª«

�]�t¬��®2ß�\��¯(�
§°Ý�2¬�¥tdvã�¬cÂ��±d


²c³�m ´µ�¶c�·�Â]I�¸Rs�¹º�=¥³ã�í6»�Z®��

=[¼�²8zc��½�����®�¾���¿ÀpÁ�Âð��!mÃ°Ý���

Ä��ñ��ö���O����ÍÅÆ��ÇÈÀ�tD���µ�äsV�ýt� 

9. moon: ÉÊ�Ë�yÌÍÎ-Y�Ì¥ÏÐÂ� 

10. Zhu Danxi: ��� (1281¸1358)�CÑÒ�¼Ó¬��¦ (Ä�¦Ô) Õ98�ê�Ö�

� (ÄÕ9)�8ª����ñ��×6ö¦ñ��Øö����Ù]HÚ9���Û��

9#���xÛ9{|ÜB�c8Ý�BÞß��à²[�á�âtã�ä�ñå�ms

Ûnö� 

�

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. Which of the following is NOT advocated by Chinese Buddhism philosophy on health 

building: ______. 

A. rejecting sexual desire     B. sitting in meditation 

C. focusing on private desires    D. eating vegetarian food 

2. Buddhist monks living in temples deep in the mountains ______. 

A. have servants to do their physical work 

B. believe in doing their own physical work 

C. live without work and therefore die young 

D. depend on their relatives to do their work 

3. Which of the following Chinese Buddhism practices dates back to Emperor Wudi in 

the Liang Dynasty: ______.  

 A. chanting along with meditation   B. eating only vegetarian food 

 C. studying Buddhist scriptures   D. doing good deeds 

4. Buddhism philosophy encourages rejecting sex because doing so ______. 

 A. is a means of population control 

 B. protects the monks from forward women 

 C. preserves sperm and increases longevity  

 D. increases intelligence 
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5. Emperor Wudi punished Buddhist monks who ______. 

 A. drank wine and liquor     B. abstained (��) from eating meat 

 C. abstained from sex     D. were more pious than he was 

6. Sakyamuni ate a simple diet of ______. 

 A. vegetables and meat     B. rice porridge with nuts and fruit 

 C. Fried Spring Rolls     D. red bean soup 

7. Vegetarian Spring Rolls ______. 

 A. were invented by Master Hongren  B. were cooked at home 

 C. are eaten only by vegetarian monks D. were invented before the Tang Dynasty 

8. Buddha was a man named ______. 

 A. Wudi   B. Hongren   C. Jianye   D. Sakyamuni 

9. Foreign research shows that ______. 

 A. Chinese have more intestinal cancer than Americans 

 B. Americans have ten times more intestinal cancer than Africans 

 C. Africans have more intestinal cancer than Europeans 

 D. Europeans rarely have intestinal cancer 

10. Which advantage do vegetarians not have? 

 A. Vegetables help prevent cancer and obesity. 

 B. Vegetables help digestion. 

 C. Vegetables improve blood circulation. 

 D. Vegetables cure colds. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. Traveling on mule back across the Basque countryside, Mr. Colas eagerly searched for 

ancient Basque monuments, some of which _______ the pre-Roman era.  

A. dated back  B. dated back to  C. turned back to  D. went back to 

2. Basically Nutritional Therapy is a way of using _______ and supplements to 

encourage the bodies natural healing. 

A. nurture   B. snacks   C. recipes   D. diet 

3. According to eye witnesses he led mobs which ________ loot, murder, arson (��) 

and rape. 

A. engaged   B. hanged on   C. entertained  D. indulged in 

4. Is organically grown food more ________?  

A. nourishment  B. nutritious   C. nutrition   D. deficient 
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5. Vitamin A _________ is a world wide problem that leads to eye diseases, severe 

infection and death in many people. 

A. deficiency  B. efficiency   C. lack    D. shortage 

6. The mission of the Indianapolis Art Center shall be to engage, ________ and enhance 

our communities through art education, participation and observation. 

A. enlighten   B. inform   C. illuminate   D. clarify 

7. Ulysses S. Grant once said, “I have never ________ war except as a means of peace.” 

A. disliked    B. advocated   C. performed   D. contributed 

8. Only a ________ of TB (��	) patients get the best care. 

A. fraction   B. fiction   C. function   D. friction 

9. This translation of “The ________ of the Mean”, Zhong Yong, is by James Legge, in 

The Chinese Classics, vol.1 (reprinted by Hong Kong University Press, 1960). 

A. Tenet    B. Doctrine   C. Preach   D. Teaching 

10. He had been completely exhausted but felt considerably ________ after a meal and a rest. 

A. recreated   B. renewed   C. reshaped   D. refreshed 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Discuss the advantages of Buddhism philosophy on health building. 

2. Could you be a vegetarian? Why or why not? 

3. Discuss why a vegetarian diet may not be best for everyone. 

4. Should governments enforce better eating habits so their citizens are more healthy and 

productive? How?  

5. Evaluate the influence of Emperor Wudi on China’s religious and culinary history. 

 

Extra Reading 

 

CChhiinnaa  SSeeeekkss  PPeeaaccee  ooff  MMiinndd  

 

As the quality of living rises across the county, so too do stress and pressure. But there 

is help for those who seek counsel and shelter from the strain of fast-paced1 modern life. 

 

The Eve Psychological Consultancy Center2 just opened for business a few months ago 

in the Yangtze River port of Nanjing3. And its prospects, if not its clients, look healthy indeed. 

The office phone buzzes with callers cracking under the pressures of modern China4. A 

salesman worries his performance is below par. A student is anxious about landing5 a decent 
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job, while a migrant worker from the sticks6 feels out of place in the big city. 

By nipping their anxieties in the bud, 36-year-old entrepreneur Zhang Qing seeks the 

silver lining7 amid China’s growing cloud of depression. “I had the idea after reading a report 

late last year about a young woman who killed herself by jumping off the Yangtze River 

Bridge,” Zhang explains in Eve’s freshly painted offices in the city center. 

As a wave of mental illness sweeps across the nation, replacing physical ailments as 

China’s number one health problem, the bridge has become the hottest suicide spot in town.  

“Shortly afterwards, a respectable teacher, and close friend of a colleague, also 

attempted suicide,” says Zhang. “She became depressed after being dumped by her boyfriend 

of many years. Luckily, she was discovered and sent to a hospital. In both cases, if the 

women had received some professional help, they might not have gone that far.” 

But that help remains remote for most Chinese. Dr. Xu Haoyuan, a US-educated 

psychiatrist running the “Heart to Heart” psychological health education center at Beijing’s 

Tsinghua University, says mental illness has been more or less a taboo subject in China for 

centuries. She is glad that the topic is now open for discussion. After two decades of 

economic reforms that have sponsored dramatic social change, China’s 1.3 billion people are 

served by just 13,000 psychiatrists. In therapy-addicted America, 200,000 psychiatrists treat a 

population of 281 million.  

Official estimates say China has 16 million mental patients. A recent article in China 

Daily says, “Psychological disorders have become the top health problem in the country.” 

Even government experts admit neurological disorders have outstripped cancer, heart and 

respiratory diseases. “For example, schizophrenia, which currently affects six million patients, 

could affect a further 100,000 people each year,” China Daily says. 

In tandem with rising cases of schizophrenia and other neuroses, Chinese are falling 

prey to depression, insomnia, senile dementia, and alcohol and drug abuse. The government 

has launched a campaign to combat drug abuse in cities nationwide, telling kids and teens not 

to do drugs. China Daily says, “The general morbidity rate of 19 classes of mental disorder is 

about 13 per thousand and increasing.” 

Suicide rates are also high. According to a survey conducted by the World Bank and 

Harvard University in 1996, 50.6 percent of female suicides worldwide occur in China, 

though it is home to only 21 percent of the world’s women8. 

“The sharp increase in mental problems is the natural result of the market economy,” 

says Dr. Xu Haoyuan, “For example, when Britain went through the Industrial Revolution, 

people felt anxious too, but it is much worse in China, which is developing so fast with so 

many changes at once.” 

“You often see people argue in the street over small matters,” says Zhang of China’s 

busier, more modern society. “That’s because they are angry and stressed. The economy is 
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developing so fast, and life has become faster paced and more competitive. Yet, people have 

little knowledge about mental health issues. Our job is to help them ease the pressure in their 

lives.” 

Besides counseling with trained psychiatrists at 30 to 50 yuan per hour, Zhang Qing 

encourages clients to release their frustrations in a more primitive fashion. Inside the “letting 

out anger bar”, they attack sandbags, balloons and dolls with fists, feet and plastic hammers. 

The life-sized dummy in denim and balaclava is brand new, after an over-enthusiastic female 

visitor wrecked the last model. 

While Zhang is proud to offer the first such psychotherapy facility in Nanjing, other 

centers are mushrooming across the country, from Tianjin in the north to Nanchang in the 

south and Chongqing in the west.  

“When people are in trouble, it can be awkward for them to discuss problems with their 

families or friends,” he explains. “Professional help often works much better.” 

Beijing journalist Jing Weili first sought help when she began an extra-marital affair. “I 

was so glad that I made the decision to go because the psychiatrist helped me so much. I 

could be totally honest with her, admitting things that I would feel too ashamed to admit even 

to my own sister, and her advice was always sensible. Without her help, it would have been 

much harder to go through that difficult period.” 

Jing has since become a regular customer at a Beijing clinic. “A few years ago, if you 

told people you were visiting a psychiatrist, they would really think you were crazy!” she 

admits. “Now it is more acceptable among well-educated people. In some circles, it is even 

becoming fashionable. Some women love facial treatments. For me, seeing my psychiatrist is 

like a facial for the soul.9” 

Private consultancies such as Eve in Nanjing offer a more informal and relaxing 

environment than the crowded corridors of state hospitals and the always busy doctors who 

work many hours. 

Yet the fast growth of the psychiatric advice sector raises concern in some quarters over 

the quality and ethics of the newcomers, and the ease with which such companies can be 

established.  

“Many of these psychiatric centers are aimed at making money,” warns Dr. Xu Haoyuan. 

“Business people see the opportunity in the big China market. Many psychiatrists are poorly 

trained, which is potentially damaging. Also, for the moment, there are no rules to regulate 

the market. They operate just like normal businesses with no involvement from the health 

authorities.” 

Despite such reservations, Xu says she is encouraged by the higher profile that 

psychological problems are assuming in China10. 

Recent surveys on the worsening state of China’s metal health make the business 
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prospects of centers like Eve look assured. A survey in February found that more than 20 

percent of university students suffer various psychological problems. In a survey of 

pre-school children in the city of Tianjin last year, the ratio rose to one in three. Indulged by 

parents and grandparents, with no siblings against which to temper their behavior, the “little 

emperors” of China’s one child policy grow up ill-prepared for the challenges of adult life. 

  (adapted from China International Business) 
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New Words 

 

balaclava ��!�����
���%�� 

n. t æçèéèêëYì�ís��

buzz �!#'� vi.  (îï) ðíññò 

combat �����!�	
� 

vt. ÍXXóô�

consultancy ������#�	
���� 

n.  õö� ÷ø�

crack ��
��� v. / n.  ùú�ò��ûü�ò� 
dementia �������

�� 
n. ýþ�

denim ������� n. �����

dump ��#��� vt. �¡����

entrepreneur ����	
��

������ 

n� �(�)��	n�l
8�

facial �������
� 

n. �v�����

insomnia ��������
� 

n. ���

marital ����
	�� a. ����

migrant �����
�
�	� 

n.  �� 

morbidity �����!�
	� 

n. �L�ðL�

mushroom ���#�
(�
�� 

vi. ��c������

neurological ������
�
��������
�� 

a. I
L9��

neurosis ������
�
���� 

n. I
�ßK�

nip ���� vt. ������

outstrip ���	��	

�� 

vt. �§� §�

par ����� n. t�!"�

prey ��
�� n.  #� 
psychiatrist ������

�	
�	� 
n.   ]IL9n�

ratio ��
���
�� 

n. $�$%�

respiratory �
�����

�	�
� 

a.  &'� 

schizophrenia ����'��
��
���� 

n. ]IwúK�

senile �������
� 

a. Ý(��

sibling ���!��� n. )*¦+,�

tandem ��	�����
� 

n.  (!c) -.Y/0 
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worsen ��$����� v. (1) 2)/3/4 

wreck ��
��� vt. ù3�53�

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

below par (67�89) ¥t�!"zr�2: 

fall prey to ��XX�;<��=>XXý? 

go through 
§�
² (@A�B2�) 

in a (more primitive) fashion zt  (/gA�) �Y 

in tandem with CÏ/�-D/ 

let out �E 

more or less ¦0¦��EFG 

nip in the bud ?XX�H~IJ8.�KL 

out of place 2Mþ��NN2O� 

silver lining tP¯Q (¦RS) 

 

Proper Names 

 

China Daily �ÂxsT� 

Harvard University U�s9 

the Yangtze River Bridge VÅsW 

Tsinghua University XYs9 

 

Notes 

 

1. paced�-�©�yÌz`�ÍD©�+��EXXZ[��EXX[�����slow-paced 

(\Z�)�¥]�Â^�ÍD©aE�US-educated (¥x>§�^�)�therapy-addicted 

(X_�`�)� 

2. the Eve Psychological Consultancy Center�Ça4M÷øÂ4� 

3. the Yangtze River port of Nanjing�¿bVÅc9� 

4. cracking under the pressures of modern China�w©ª«�¬ callers�®¯~±«²³ who 

cracks under the pressures of modern China�d³ï�+?��
�e�îïfV°2g�

�hîï��>2'Âx�îiº��h8j��� 

5. land�k�µ©�+��l)�)��m�RyÌ~c«� 

6. the sticks�no�pq/r�yÌ~xc«���He lived out in the sticks somewhere. 

7. the silver lining�£st�"upv�$w (B2��Q¦2xÂ�) tP¯Q (¦RS)�

��Every cloud has a silver lining.yzÂ{EtP¯Q� 

8. though it is home to only 21 percent of the world’s women�è³+��õ|Âx}~8c�

�µ}~� 21%�è�µ}~Z��� 50.6%�¥Âx�  

9. For me, seeing my psychiatrist is like a facial for the soul. �*���¨�]I�Û6=
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�[4���� 

10. the higher profile that psychological problems are assuming in China�profile8¾£��ñë

�_ö�è³+��õ|�4M÷ø��E����u����½Âx��� �4Mö

��ë�_«��� 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. People in China do not have psychological problems brought on by stress and pressure. 

____ 2. Unfortunately, mental illness is still a taboo subject in China and not open for discussion. 

____ 3. Depression is not the only psychological problem in China.  

____ 4. According to a survey conducted by the World Bank and Harvard University, 

slightly more than half of female suicides worldwide occur in China. 

____ 5. China’s rapid economical development should improve its people’s mental 

disorders, just as the Industrial Revolution did for the people of Britain. 

____ 6. It’s always better for people to discuss their problems with their families first. 

____ 7. Nothing can help a person who wants to commit suicide. 

____ 8. One problem in the new profession is the question of the ethics of the psychiatrists. 

____ 9. Surveys show that some university students are too young to suffer from 

psychological problems. 

____ 10. Chinese children are always mentally well-balanced. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

migrate    tandem    in a fashion    let out    fall prey to 
aim at    combat    go through    below par     depress 

1. Her record in the majors was well ________ last year.  

2. Have you ever tried a _________ bicycle?  

3. Virtually anyone can _________ fraudulent (
��) crimes.  

4. Imagine all the emotions adults _________ in divorce: grieving, fear, anger, 

depression, and so many more. 

5. Your hair should be worn _________ that compliments your features and does not 

hide your face in all photos. 
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6. It’s good to _________ your feelings in a shout. 

7. Then Florence and the kids moved to Shafter and the _________ continued, from one 

town to another, from one camp to the next. 

8. When business is _________, there is usually an obvious increase in unemployment. 

9. Domestic violence�physical, psychological, sexual�must _________ more effectively. 

10. Are drug ads ________ consumers a public service? 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

Good health is above wealth.  ������� 
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The Media
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What effects does TV violence have on children? 

2. Which do you like, Japanese cartoons or domestic ones? What’s your view on them? 

3. Do you think parents should prohibit their children from watching TV? Why? Please 

give suggestions for the parents.  

 

Text 

 

CChhiinnaa’’ss  MMeeddiiaa  RRuusshh  

 

    Global media magnates have flocked to China. Sumner Redstone1, Chairman and 

CEO of Viacom2, Rupert Murdoch, Chairman of News Corp.3, and other top executives of 

leading media conglomerates have visited China this year.  

Almost all major global media groups have established a certain presence in the 

Chinese market. Time Warner4 acquired Hong Kong CETV for US$100 million earlier this 

year; CNN established its own program production center in Hong Kong, and News Corp. 

has introduced Phoenix Satellite TV Channel onto the mainland, and distributes 70 percent 

of the 22 overseas channels allowed in Chinese hotels above the level of three stars.  

According to China’s pledges made to the WTO, non-news foreign programs will 

eventually be permitted to broadcast in the country. People are paying close attention to 

global media magnates’ business expansion in China.  
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Media Industry  

Newspaper stands in Beijing have never before been so well stocked. Statistics show 

that at least 200 newspapers are competing for readers on the capital’s news market.  

 The media industry is experiencing a similar boom elsewhere in China. Currently, the 

country has more than 2,000 newspapers, 8,000 periodicals, 290 radio stations and 420 TV 

stations. The Internet, called the fourth media, has also been developing rapidly. China has 

10 backbone Internet networks, 3,600 businesses directly involved in Internet services, 

over 10 million computers connected to the Web, nearly 30 million netizens, 700,000 

domain names5 and more than 260,000 Chinese websites. By 2005, more than 40 million 

computers will be connected to the Internet and the number of netizens will reach 200 

million. “In 10 to 20 years, the influence of the fourth media will eclipse that of 

newspapers, radio and television,” said Zhou Guangzhao, Chairman of China Association 

for Science and Technology (CAST).  

 Profits of the media industry are also on the rise. Last year, the advertising revenue of 

the industry approached 80 billion yuan, and some experts have predicted that potential 

profits are even greater. Some even believe the media industry, which was the last to adopt 

rules of the market, may offer the last opportunity for sudden and huge profits in China. 

“Returns of the media industry are higher than the average of other domestic industries. 

This is because the Chinese media industry, pushed into the market for less than 10 years, 

is still not fully commercialized,” said Yu Guoming, Director of the Institute of Mass 

Communications Research at the Renmin University of China.  

 The fast expansion and huge market potential have convinced many that China will, 

in future, have one of the largest media industries in the world. Such optimism has led to 

an influx of foreign and domestic funds, as well as a massive restructuring of the industry 

nationwide.  

 

Capital Influx  

 Since 1995, most Chinese media organizations, once wholly funded by the state, have 

become mostly financially self-reliant. A dilemma has been also haunting the industry 

since then. On one hand, regulations ban the entry of non-media funds into the industry 

because the media operation is still monopolized by the state. Operational rights are not 

transferable and non-media entities are not allowed to apply for media licenses. On the 

other hand, media organizations must seek funding from the non-media industry in order to 

develop. Surveys show that 82 percent of Chinese media organizations are desperate for 

funds. Given this, there has been a rising outcry on the lowering of the threshold for 

market entry.  
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 Despite the bans, “outside funds” have been permeating into the media industry in 

many ways. Although such funds only account for 2 percent of the total capital of the 

industry, their entry is believed to be able to bring in new operational and management 

models, and raise the market level of the media industry.  

 A large chunk of “outside funds” has come from listed companies and enterprises 

holding stakes in listed companies, which can conveniently raise funds from the capital 

market.  

 For a long time, there have been ambiguities concerning whether media organizations 

can go public or not. Recently, the China Securities Regulatory Commission has given a 

positive answer, as it has included the media and cultural industry in the 13 industries 

mentioned in the newly released Directory of Industry Categories of Listed Companies. In 

the directory, the media and cultural industry is defined as publishing, audio and video 

production, radio, television, film, arts and information transmission.  

 Although no single media organization has directly been listed, quite a few 

enterprises associated with media organizations have already gone public. Some listed 

companies have also entered the media industry as shareholders.  

 For example, The Economic Observer, a news weekly launched last April, is 

sponsored by the Shandong Sanlian Group, the controlling shareholder of Zhengzhou 

General Merchandise and Stationary Corp., a public company. The group plans to invest 80 

million yuan into the weekly within three years, and hopes to transform it into a daily 

newspaper in the near future. Beijing Times, launched last May, is a joint operation of 

People’s Daily and Beida Jade Bird Group, which has poured 50 million yuan into the 

newspaper. This is another major investment made by the company since it purchased 

Sohu shares from Intel.  

 Chengdu Commercial Daily became listed by acquiring Borui Media. Hunan TV & 

Broadcast Intermediary Co., Ltd., which issued new shares in November 2000, began four 

newspapers and one financial news channel this year. Shanghai Qiangsheng Group also 

plans to invest 160 million yuan to launch the Shanghai Qiangsheng Media Start-up 

Investment Co. The company will begin publishing financial newspapers and magazines, 

and gradually expand into the production of cultural TV programs and broadband services. 

Shanghai Ba-Shi, together with Shanghai Business News, has also founded the joint 

venture Shanghai Business News Cultural Development Co., Ltd.  

 

Size Matters  

 The landscape of China’s media industry has been changing dramatically in recent 

years due to the prevailing concept of “the bigger, the better”.  

 Since the launch in January 1996 of the Guangzhou Daily Press Group, the first of its 
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kind in China, a number of newspaper groups, including the Nanfang Daily Press Group, 

Yangcheng Evening News Press Group and Wenhui Xinmin Press Group, have been 

established.  

 Similar restructuring has been also proceeding in the radio and television sector. In 

December 2000, Hunan Radio, Film and Television Group, China’s first provincial-level 

radio and television heavyweight, was founded. The group consists of seven TV channels 

including Hunan Satellite Television and Hunan Economic News Channel, four radio 

channels including Hunan Radio Station’s News Channel and transport channel, and a 

number of studios. Assets of the group have exceeded 3 billion yuan.  

 On April 19 this year, Shanghai Culture, Radio, Film and Television Group was 

founded. Local radio and television groups have also emerged in Guangdong, Zhejiang, 

Shangdong and other provinces.  

 Local media groups have become viable rivals of China Central Television (CCTV) 

in the competition for viewers and advertising. During this year’s auction of ad time, the 

Evening News time slot on Hunan Satellite TV was sold for 40.88 million yuan, the 

highest price ever paid in China for a news program slot. CCTV is also expected to soon 

merge with China Central Radio and China Radio International, to form a national media 

conglomerate.  

 So will all these mergers produce greater returns as expected? Wang Ran, CEO of 

China E-Capital, said, “There is nothing wrong with restructuring media resources. But 

whether it can be successful depends on the system. If it is merely a simple binding-up 

under the old system as a result of administrative orders, it is nothing more than an attempt 

to combine 1,000 sampans to make a cruiser.”  

 “The media industry’s marketization level is still low in China. The country still 

doesn’t have a media group in the real sense,” lamented an industry insider.  

 

Trans-media Cooperation  

 Many people believe that Chinese media organizations should not only expand in size, 

but also in scope, to compete with their overseas counterparts. The future of the Chinese 

media industry is in the hands of media groups that control the print media (newspapers, 

magazines, books and outdoor billboards), video and audio media (television, radio and 

film) and the Internet. The merger of AOL and Time Warner has set a perfect example of 

such a combination.  

 The Chinese media industry has caught up with such international trends. Hunan TV 

& Broadcast Intermediary Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Hunan Radio, Film and Television 

Group, is an amalgamation of the video, audio, print and network media. Borui Media has 

begun expanding from print media into the network media and the production of IT 
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television programs. CCID, an IT newspaper group comprising China Computer News and 

another 15 IT newspapers, is penetrating into the network media and television media.  

 Industry insiders predict that trans-media mergers will reduce operational costs, 

increase the viability of media entities and create diversified profit-generating channels. 

Sources revealed that China is planning to work out policies, laws and regulations 

concerning trans-regional and trans-media merger and acquisition.  

 The most high-profile trans-media merger in China is that of Sina.com and the Hong 

Kong-based Sun Television Cybernetworks Holdings Ltd., which is owned by Wu Zheng 

and his wife Yang Lan, who is also a well-known TV hostess. Soon after the merger, the 

couple joined hands with Duan Yongji, another famous Chinese entrepreneur, to form a 

new media company, Sun Stone.  

 Sun Stone will be headquartered in Hong Kong, with its domestic operation center 

located in Beijing. The company will primarily explore business in three areas: providing 

content and customer services based on cable television and other multimedia content 

transmission platforms; exercising management over the Sina-Sun Group; and setting up a 

“media investment fund” to establish an incubator for new media startups.  

 “Trans-media merger is the ultimate result of media industrialization,” said Wang. “It 

is significant because, first of all, it will enable the share of resources and create an 

interactive effect among different media. Secondly, a multimedia platform will be able to 

provide comprehensive and customized marketing solutions.” But he also gave the 

admonition that a merger is not a simple combination of different media. “A valueless 

medium won’t automatically gain value after the merger. Too much trans-media 

cooperation before each single medium becomes good enough will likely produce 

bubbles,” he said.  

                    (from Beijing Review) 
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Phrases and Expressions 

 

account for ]���� 

apply for ����� 

go public  (��) ����T������� 

involve in � �¡¢ 

join hands with £��"#�#¤ 

nothing more than ¥¥�¦0 

on one hand…on the other hand §¨©��ª§¨© 

on the rise «�¬ (®)  

work out ¯°±�²± 

 

Proper Names 

 

AOL American On-Line ³´«µ¶·�� 

Beida Jade Bird Group ¸�¹º�  

Beijing Times »¼½¾¿À 

Borui Media ÁÂÃÄÅ

Chengdu Commercial Daily   »ÆÇ�¿À 

China Association for Science and Technology �´ÈÉÊËÌÍ 

China Central Radio �´�ÎÏÄ�ÐÅ

China Central Television �´�Î��Ð 

China Computer News »�´°ÑÒ¿À 

China E-Capital �´ÓÔeÕÖ×9��� 

China Radio International �´´ØÏÄ�ÐÅ

China Securities Regulatory Commission  �´ÙÚÛÜÝÞßàÍ 

CNN (Cable News Network) ³´9µváe 

Duan Yongji âãä (7()  

Guangzhou Daily Press Group Ïåæ¿¿��  

Hong Kong CETV (Hong Kong China Entertain- 

ment Television Broadcast Ltd.) 
çè½éêg��ÏÄ9��� 

Hunan Economic News Channel  ëìVWváíîÅ

Hunan Radio, Film and Television Group  ëìÏÄ:�� Å

Hunan Radio Station’s News Channel ëìÏÄ�Ðváíî 

Hunan Satellite Television  ëìï�Å

Hunan TV & Broadcast Intermediary Co., 

Ltd.  
ëì�ÏÃc� Å

Nanfang Daily Press Group ì¨æ¿¿��  

News Corp. vá�  

People’s Daily »7fæ¿À 

Phoenix Satellite TV Channel ðñï�íî 

Renmin University of China �´7f�É 

Shanghai Ba-shi  �òóôõ�ö� ÷�ø9���Å

Shanghai Business News »�ò�¿ÀÅ
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Shanghai Business News Cultural Develop-  

ment Co., Ltd. 
�ò�¿ù��ú9���Å

Shanghai Culture, Radio, Film and Television  

Group 
�òù�ÏÄ:��  

Shanghai Qiangsheng Group  �òm�� Å

Sun Stone  ûüýþ 

Sun Television Cybernetworks Holdings 

Ltd.  
ûüù�eÕ����9��� 

The Economic Observer  »VWh�¿À 

the Institute of Mass Communication Research  ����� (�´7f�É)  

the Shandong Sanlian Group ��	"�  

the Shanghai Qiangsheng Media Star-up  

Investment Co. 
�òm�Ãc
���Å

Wang Ran � (7()  

Wenhui Xinmin Press Group ù�vf"#¿��  

Wu Zheng �� (7()  

Yang Lan �� (7()  

Yangcheng Evening News Press Group ���¿¿��  

Yu Guoming �´� (7()  

Zhou Guangzhao �ü� (7() Å
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Internet��(���(�ä×��0��@��°ÑÒ)*, 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. What is the current status of media industry in China according to the text? 

 A. It is sponsored by many leading media conglomerates from abroad. 

 B. Its development will be prevented by the expansion of global media magnates. 

 C. It is meeting a real challenge from global media magnates. 

 D. It is expanding its overseas business. 

2. According to the experts, which medium will play the most important role in the near 

future? 

 A. Radio.        B. Newspapers.   

C. Television.       D. Internet. 

3. There has been an outcry on the lowering of the threshold for market entry because 

_______. 
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 A. 82 percent of non-media entities are not allowed to apply for media licenses 

 B. it’s hard for state-owned Chinese media organizations to raise capital  

 C. most Chinese media organizations are wholly funded by the state 

 D. the entry of funds is barred into the media industry 

4. The author took an example of The Economic Observer to show that _______. 

 A. this media organization still has potential to advance 

 B. a news weekly can be transformed into a daily newspaper  

 C. media organizations can promote the development of enterprises 

 D. media organizations can get money by associating with some public companies 

5. CCTV is expected to merge with other media organizations to _______. 

 A. compete with local media groups 

 B. win a news program slot 

 C. follow the trend of restructuring 

 D. get an example to other media groups 

6. According to Wang Ran, CEO of China E-Capital, which of the following statements 

is true? 

 A. The level of restructuring media resources is very low. 

 B. The size plays a vital role in China’s media industry. 

 C. Media groups need reform of its system. 

 D. Media groups make no sense in China. 

7. What does the word “trans-media” (Para. 22) refer to? 

 A. The cooperation of Chinese media industry and overseas media industry. 

 B. The combination of the print media, video and audio media and the Internet. 

 C. The association of network media and television media. 

 D. The cooperation of local newspaper groups. 

8. Which of the following is true about trans-media mergers? 

  A. They will increase operational costs of media entities. 

 B. They will reduce the scope of media organization. 

 C. They will make media entities highly competitive. 

 D. They will be wholly funded by the state. 

9. What does the word “bubble” in the last paragraph most probably mean? 

 A. A usually transparent glass dome. 

 B. Something light and happy. 

C. A hollow ball of air. 

D. Something unsteady. 

10. The author’s attitude toward China’s media can best be described as _______. 

A. objective  B. critical   C. sarcastic   D. indifferent 
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II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. It rarely happened that people in the town _______ to the theatre to see the new opera.  

A. fled   B. flocked   C. crowed   D. communicated 

2. Are you crazy? Don’t _______ other people _______ your mad schemes. 

A. apply…for B. keep…on   C. involve…in  D. take…over 

3. The manager thinks it’s time to _______ a different strategy in his dealing with his 

rival. 

A. adapt   B. adjust    C. admit    D. adopt 

4. Even though she’s in her nineties, the old lady is still very _______. 

A. self-reliant B. self-imposed  C. self-regulating   D. self-evident 

5. If you have any information _______ the recent incident at the station, please contact 

the police. 

A. reminding  B. suggesting  C. consulting   D. concerning 

6. In only 20 years the country has been _______ into an advanced industrial power. 

A. transmitted B. transformed  C. transferred  D. transported 

7. Increasing the number of women in top management jobs will be a slow _______ 

  A. prospect  B. procedure   C. process      D. protest 

8. If you look out of the window on the left of the bus, you’ll see that we’re now 

_______ the Tower of London. 

  A. approaching B. accessing   C. progressing  D. proceeding 

9. Some people go back for their education to _______ another degree or diploma to 

impress society. 

  A. require  B. acquire   C. request    D. accomplish 

10. It would take a huge amount of time to work _______ the solution to these equations 

if we didn’t use a computer. 

  A. into   B. up    C. out       D. off 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. What do you think is the status quo of China’s media? 

2. Do you agree with Zhou Guangzhao’s opinion about the fourth media (Para. 5)? Why 

or why not? 
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3. What is your opinion on the establishment of media groups in China? 

4. Please give some other suggestions to China’s media. 

5. What is the profile of the future media in your mind? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

RReegguullaattiinngg  MMeeddiiaa  VViioolleennccee  

He Sheng 

 

    Twelve years ago, a criminal case occurred in Northwest China’s Shaanxi Province 

that shocked the entire country.  

 The offender, a young boy in middle school, was found to have hacked his classmate, 

another young boy, to death before dumping his body into a well. He then sent two letters 

to the boy’s family demanding a ransom.  

 Soon after, a similar case happened in North China’s Tianjin, involving four 

youngsters between 12 to 17 years of age.  

 Investigation by police found these young offenders to have one thing in common: 

they all watched a TV drama before they committed the offenses.  

 They confessed to having imitated the roles in the TV drama Kidnapping in 

Shanghai.  

 These cases aroused widespread social concern about violence in TV programmes 

and its ever-increasing influence on children in China.  

 Researchers in China began to study the role of the mass media in shaping children’s 

minds and influencing their behaviour.  

 Bu Wei, a social science researcher, has been devoted to the studies of the media 

since the early 1990s, with TV violence one of her major research subjects.  

 

TV Violence on the Rise  

 Bu’s latest research found that although violence has been generally regarded as 

harmful to children, it has invariably appeared on TV in China, where children have almost 

free access to such programmes.  

 The number of scenes in TV programmes featuring violence has steadily grown in the 

past decade.  

 Many children have developed an interest in TV dramas featuring violence and are 

susceptible to imitating the violent acts they watched on TV, she said.  

 Moreover, a correlation has been found between the development of aggressive 

characteristics in some children and their exposure to violence via mass media.  
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 She is concerned about the lack of effective measures to turn things around.  

 In her recently published book, The Influence of Mass Media on Children, Bu 

revealed her finding that most Chinese children watch adult TV programmes.  

 She cited a survey on urban children in the 1990s showing that 58 per cent of those 

surveyed enjoyed watching stimulating TV programmes featuring detectives, warfare and 

kungfu; 31 per cent liked watching feature movies that target adults, especially those with 

high audience ratings1, such as The Romance of Three Kingdoms2.  

 Bu regarded this TV drama as featuring typical violence.  

 Worse, even TV programmes intended for children, such as Sergeant Black Cat3, 

which was aired nationwide, contain violence, she argued.  

 The survey found that TV programmes imported from abroad have become the main 

source of TV violence that serves as subjects for children to imitate.  

 Japanese cartoons, for example, have been popular with Chinese children for many 

years, earning a large number of young followers who are obsessed with their “cool” 

heroes.  

 Meanwhile, the emergence and popularization of the Internet and video games have 

provided more access for children to view violence.  

 “Children nowadays are exposed to far more violent scenes than we once were,” Bu 

said. “They have multiple access. Basically, if they like it, they can see it.”  

 Underlying the serious situation is prevailing ignorance about what children really 

need from the media, Bu said.  

 Although there are plenty of children’s TV programmes in China, few are well 

produced to meet the special needs of children, she pointed out.  

 Instead, the programmes are often made from an adult perspective and tend to treat a 

young audience as “potential businessmen, workers and technologists, but not as children,” 

she added.  

 This trend has blurred the distinction between adult and children’s programmes, 

leaving children exposed to unhealthy information, Bu said.  

 “It is no exaggeration that Chinese children are under the threat of media violence.”  

 

Classification System  

 Bu called for the establishment of a programme classification system in China as 

soon as possible to insulate children from the influence of the increasing threat of media 

violence. “The system is in fact to separate the child world from the adult world,” she said.  

 TV stations should classify the programmes they air in terms of the amount of violent 

content. And they should always identify their ratings on the screen, she argued.  

 This could serve as an effective guide for parents in learning know-how to guide their 
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children in watching appropriate TV programmes. “The classification system has proved a 

good measure in many other countries. There is no reason that China cannot also adopt this 

system,” she said.  

 Bu has been involved in a drive to push China’s legislature to pass a bill on TV 

programme classification, but no significant headway has been made thus far.  

 But even if the call for legislation succeeds, other difficulties still exist.  

 One hurdle to be overcome is that there is still no agreed-upon definition of TV violence.  

 According to Bu, the State Administration of Press and Publication issued a 

regulation on the identification of pornographic publications in 1988, but has never issued 

a regulation that defined violence on TV.  

 Bu suggested in her book a few definitions adopted by other countries, but failed to 

propose one that may suit China’s legislation.  

 Even if such a definition is created, it is still hard to come up with a set of scientific 

standards to evaluate the “violence rate” of each programme, according to Bu.  

 For one thing, the concept itself is flexible and may vary from country to country; for 

another, the public as well as the legislature are less sensitive to this issue than they are to 

pornography, Bu noted.  

 Peng Siqing, a social psychology professor with Peking University agrees with Bu’s 

viewpoint.  

 He said that many people associate films and TV dramas rated “strictly restricted” in 

Western countries as “the worst, dirtiest, most corrosive and therefore most dangerous 

audio-visual works”.  

 Instead, a reasonable rating system4 may allow TV producers and filmmakers to 

create works that suit the diversified needs of different audience groups, he said. A 

well-planned rating system will benefit not only children but also adults, Peng said. “Adult 

audiences may also need precautions and guidance when they watch audiovisual works 

containing violence, terror or pornography, in order to avoid the negative effects upon their 

physical well-being or psychological health,” he said.  

 He suggested that those in academic circles make greater joint efforts to push forward 

the legislative process�by laying the groundwork, such as establishing cross-disciplinary 

expert groups, to draft a workable TV rating system and other protective measures.  

 But until the legislature takes action, curbing TV violence must depend solely on the 

media’s willingness to practice self-discipline, experts say.  

                      (from China Daily) 
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�

��
	��
� 

a. ÉË§¨���ÉÈ� 

groundwork ������	�#
���� 

n. ä©�ä×ªÞ�«ä 

hack �!��� vt. ¬� 

hurdle ��!����� n. ®¯�°±/²³�´µ 

know-how ��	��!��
� 

n. ¶�Ê��õ·F��¸¹ 

offender  ���$�	��� n. º»¼�»½¼ 

popularization ���������
��
���
��	
� 

n. ¾  

ransom ����	���� n. ¿À 

workable ��#������
� 

a. 
�u��
õ�� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

be concerned about �Á��Â 

be involved in  ¶Á) (²) 

be susceptible to Z��ÃÄ��ÅÓÆo��:;� 

come up with Ç±�È± 

in common É£�É£Ê9��É£�u� 

in terms of «Ë�ÌÍ�«��¨© 

insulate from �ÎÏ��ÐÑ 

mass media ��ÃÄcd 

take action �a�t�ÒÓ�t 

vary from…to Ô��o��X 

 

Proper Names 

 

kungfu �����$��� (�´) �Õ 

Peking University  ¸¼�É 

Shaanxi Province ÖM× 

the State Administration of Press and Publication  ´2vá±NØ 

Tianjin ÙÚ 
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Notes 

 

1. audience ratings: ��Û, 

2. The Romance of Three Kingdoms: »	´ÜjÀ, 

3. Sergeant Black Cat: »ÝÞß®À, 

4. rating system���J,[à�á�â«ãäJ,ZåÆd7æ�ç©:;�XÈè2®

éêJ,ë¡ì, 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Some children committed crimes by imitating the roles in TV programmes. 

____ 2.  Mass media has a strong impact on children’s minds and behaviour. 

____ 3. Children can be isolated from violence if they watch TV programmes intended for 

them. 

____ 4. Children have other approaches to view violence besides TV programmes. 

____ 5. The distinction between adult and children’s programmes is definite. 

____ 6. The programme classification system is an effective measure in foreign countries. 

____ 7. Scientific standards to evaluate the “violence rate” can be established once the 

definition of TV violence is created. 

____ 8. Not only children but also adults need guidance when they watch TV 

programmes. 

____ 9. People don’t attach much importance to TV violence because it is not as harmful 

as pornographic publications. 

____ 10. At present, only self-discipline can regulate media violence.�

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

 sensitive to   access to   expose   in term of   prevail   issue 
 in common    be concerned about    commit    come up with 

1. I can hardly make friends with John, for he and I have nothing _______. 

2. The village is located in remote mountains. The only _______ it is by boat. 

3. The book has been well reviewed, but _______ actual sales it hasn’t been very 
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successful. 

4. The _______ of the real criminal has cleared the innocent man who had been arrested 

a month ago. 

5. In every country, some ancient traditions still _______. 

6. That writer’s reply showed that she was very _______ criticism. 

7. Due to the business depression, John is trying to _______ some brilliant scheme to 

secure his position in the company. 

8. Maria is a self-centered girl. She _______ never _______what other people think of 

her. 

9. I don’t want childre��they’re too much of a _______. 

10. The group prepared a report on the _______ of management and staff training. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

My reputation is a media creation.  

�J. Lydon 

���	
����� 

���� 

Newspapers are the world’s mirrors.  

�J. Ellis 

��
������ 

����� 

A good newspaper, I suppose, is a nation talking to itself.  

�A. Miller 

����������
�� !�"#� 

����  

�

�
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 Unit   111444     

New Ways of Shopping
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Who goes shopping in your family? Does he or she derive great pleasure from it? 

2. Where would you like to go shopping? In a department store or on a market?  

3. Have you ever tried on-line shopping? How do you feel about this kind of shopping 

style?  

 

Text 

 

WWeebb--sshhooppppiinngg  EE--ccoommmmeerrccee  GGaaiinniinngg  iinn  AAcccceeppttaabbiilliittyy  

 

The Chinese public is rapidly turning its attention to on-line shopping.  

A China National Network Information Center’s (CNNIC) survey indicates that 8.79 

per cent of 200,000 people queried tried on-line shopping last year.  

“1999 was the debut of electronic commerce in China,” said Martin Wu, general 

manager of Asia Inc, which operates a leading on-line shopping website at www.coolbid. 

com.cn.  

“Given China’s soaring growth in Internet users, we have room in the market to offer 

on-line shopping services for specific Internet user pools1,” said Wu.  

Wu’s on-line shop targets young white-collar workers and provides electronics-related 

commodities.  

“We focus on these consumers because they like Internet surfing and they shop on 

line,” said Wu.  

In an effort to catch the eyes of venture capital investors2, China’s Internet content 
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providers (ICPs), especially the country’s leading portals, have also begun to promote the 

on-line shopping concept. Sina.com.cn opened an on-line shopping mall last year, and 

Sohu.com recently signed a co-operative agreement with 8848.net.  

“It is not the time to talk about competition; the most important thing currently is to 

gather our efforts to spread this new concept and cultivate the market,” said Tan Zhi, chief 

executive officer of 8848.net.  

Although on-line shopping has become popular abroad, Internet use, for many 

Chinese surfers, is still limited to viewing news and checking e-mail.  

China lacks a suitable standard credit system and effective express delivery network, 

two critical elements for the operation of on-line shopping.  

“Problems ranging from infrastructure to service exist, but we cannot depend on the 

Internet companies only to deal with them,” said Tan.  

“The whole society, especially government administrations, must also contribute to 

the e-commerce drive.”  

There is no sign that much advertised on-line shopping in China will decline because 

more specific on-line shops are opening, some of which were copied directly from abroad.  

However, analysts warn that those companies should clearly plan their development 

strategies and avoid mere imitation of early movers. Otherwise, they will eventually lose 

capital support from investors.  

Although many of the on-line shop operators assert they do not have a problem with 

capital shortages, most of them are frustrated with deciding how to spend money to 

establish a brand-name on-line shop such as amazon.com in the United States.  

“It is more important to provide customers value-added services than to simply sell 

products,” said Wu.  

“E-commerce is still just one kind of commerce. On-line shoppers also need 

comprehensive services such as those provided by department stores.”  

 

Shoppers Prefer Trips to Clicks 

As sluggish sales and torrents of bad news hit e-commerce sites in the run-up to the 

New Year approaches, China’s online shopping operators are finding little to cheer about in 

the holiday season which used to boost their bottom lines.  

Compared with the warm-up in online buying last year, e-tailers (online retailers) are 

experiencing a slow start in holiday sales this year.  

Most of the country’s leading business-to-consumer (B2C) 3 operators have not yet 

arranged large-scale marketing drives for Christmas, the New Year and the Spring Festival.  

The country’s flagship e-commerce player, 8848.net, has been the poster child for 

B2C commerce in China. However, it seems that the company is to abandon holiday sales 
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this year.  

The company recently announced it would tail off its B2C operations to focus on 

business-to-business (B2B) 4 in an attempt to get listed5 abroad.  

The move comes from the frustration of venture capital investors over the prospect of 

B2C operations in China.  

Experts say that slowing down B2C activity will undoubtedly affect normal 

preparations for holiday buying.  

“The holidays this year come as many e-tailers have either closed shop or are in dire 

financial straits,” said Liu Zheng, an economist with the Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences.  

Liu said that the holiday season could see a downturn overall in consumer spending 

compared with last year, especially when the e-tailers cut their investment in sales 

promotion.  

Since the crash in the market for Internet stocks in spring this year, many web stores 

have been unable to come up with the money to continue their operations.  

Although the acute situation is not limited to China’s B2C market, the unchanged 

shopping habits of Chinese consumers greatly frustrated online shopping operators.  

Li Tiejun, a joint venture6 employee, said in a random survey that he preferred to buy 

with his girlfriend in the shopping malls rather than to click his mouse in the office.  

“I like the sense of walking and shopping,” said Li.  

Experts say although China’s Internet players rush to promote e-commerce as a 

creative business mode for the new economy, few of them can break the barriers in front of 

online purchasing.  

These barriers have been attributed to the lack of a standard credit system and an 

effective express network, two critical elements for the operation of online shopping and 

business transactions.  

 

New Words 

 
acute �������	� a. ��� 

analyst ��
����	� n. ��� 

assert ������	� vt. �	 

attribute ���	�����
	� 

vt. 
���� 

boost �����	� vt. ����� 

commodity �������	
� 

n. �� 

competition �������	
���� 

n. �� 

comprehensive ��������� a. ������� 
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����� 
cultivate �����	��

	� 
vt. �� 

debut ��������
� 

n. �� ! 

dire ������ a. "#� 

executive ��������
	�� 

n. $%&�%'()*

flagship ����
���� n. +,�-./ 

frustration ������	���
��� 

n. 01 

imitation ����	��
��� 

n. 23 

infrastructure ��������	�
��	��� 

n. 4567 

Internet ���	���	� n. 89: 

investor ������	�� n. ;<� 

marketing ������	!
� 

n. => 

network ����	"���
� 

n. :? 

portal �����	��� n. @�A 

promotion ����������
��� 

n. BC�B= 

prospect ���������	
� 

n. DE 

query ���"��� vt. FG 

sluggish �������� a. HI� 

soar ����� vi. J��K� 

strait ��	��	� n.  (L pl.) MN 

surf ������ v. OP 

torrent ��	����	� n. Q/ 

transaction �	�
���
���
�� 

n. RS 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 
break the barrier TUVW 

in an effort to X���Y� 

on line Z[ 

rather than \] 

slow down ^_ 

tail off `a�^b 

turn to cd� 

 

Proper Names 

 

CNNIC ef89:ghei 
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Chinese Academy of Social Sciences efjklmn 

 

Notes 

 

1. pool: op�qrpool"stuv.owx.yz{�Z|}�~�"s���r����

�� gene pool (4q)�car pool (�w�/9��������)r 

2. venture capital investor: ��;<�r 

3. business-to-customer (B2C): v����A������2�r 

4. business-to-business (B2B): v�����������2�r 

5. get listed: ��r 

6. joint venture: �< (��)r 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text.  

1. According to the text, on-line shopping _______. 

A. is popular among young people 

B. has aroused the public interest in a short period of time 

C. is not very popular among the people 

D. has started a new revolution 

2. The word “coolbid” (Para. 3) probably means _______. 

A. easy buying   

B. quick offer 

C. wonderful products 

D. lower price 

3. Why are Internet companies positive about the future? 

A. The number of Internet users is increasing. 

B. The Internet companies had enough capital investment. 

C. The market is new up to now. 

D. People like to follow others to go on line. 

4. According to the text, the aim of on-line shopping is to attract _______. 

A. student consumers 

B. old people 

C. medium income families 
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D. young white-collar workers 

5. It could be inferred from the text that the first thing China’s ICP needs to do is to 

_______. 

A. obtain more venture capital investment 

B. attract more advertiser 

C. promote the idea of e-shopping 

D. enlarge their companies and hire more employees 

6. It is hard to carry out on-line shopping service in China for all the reasons EXCEPT 

_______. 

A. the lack of credit system 

B. the lack of express delivery network 

C. the financial problem 

D. the service quality 

7. Which of the following statement is NOT true about e-commerce this year? 

A. The holiday sale is still booming. 

B. The prospect of B2C is not positive. 

C. Many e-tailers go out of business. 

D. Consumers are unwilling to spend their money on-line. 

8. Which of the following might cause many web shops to close? 

A. Chinese consumers have changed their habits. 

B. On-line shops try to turn into new business mode. 

C. The crash in the stock market. 

D. The sales promotion is not successful. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. Air attack forced the villagers to _______ their homes. 

A. give    B. abandon   C. go away   D. quit 

2. The new model cars are being heavily_______ on Television. 

A. persuaded   B. promised   C. promoted   D. prompted 

3. She wants us to meet her here _______ go to her apartment. 

A. rather than   B. other than  C. except   D. all but 

4. The children delighted in the _______ of visiting China. 

A. sight    B. image   C. imagination  D. prospect 

5. My spirits _______ when I heard the good news. 
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A. sighed    B. flew   C. lifted    D. soared 

6. We need to adopt a different _______ to the problem. 

A. approach   B. way    C. route       D. path 

7. I think we’ve spent enough time on this issu��Let’s _______ the new business now. 

A. turn on    B. turn to   C. turn out   D. turn over 

8. Evidence came up _______ specific speech sounds are recognized by babies as young 

as 6 months old. 

A. what    B. which   C. that    D. whose 

9. The last time we had a family reunion was _______ my brother’s wedding ceremony 

four years ago. 

A. in     B. at    C. during   D. over 

10. The pilot made several _______ to regain control of the aircraft. 

A. aims    B. struggle   C. moves      D. attempts 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Do you like shopping? Which kind of places do you prefer to go when shopping? 

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of e-commerce in China? 

3. For what reasons will people choose to go on-line to buy things they need? 

4. What kind of products will appeal to you on-line? Why? 

5. What’s the difference between boys and girls in their shopping habits? 

 

 

Extra Reading 

 

BBee  IInnnnoovvaattiivvee::  BBeesstt  AAddvviiccee  ffoorr  EE--ccoommmmeerrccee  

 

All of a sudden, we have been submerged by dot com adverts. With no address nor 

telephone number, but often with a bizarre picture, they are splashed1 across newspapers, 

TV, post and metro.  

China’s Internet took a great leap forward in the past year.  

Internet users had increased to 8.9 million by December last year, more than four 

times the 2.1 million recorded the same month of the previous year, according to a report 

released by the China National Network Information Centre.  

With e-commerce making its debut in China in 1999, shopping malls are now just a 

few clicks away2. On-line auctions have also been budding quickly.  
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Meanwhile, starting an ICP (Internet Content Provider) business has become the most 

popular profession for China’s Internet savvy talents.  

It seems China is ready for an Internet boom. But a close look at the growing number 

of web portals provides more questions than answers.  

The success of Yahoo! And the spectacular performance of net shares in the Nasdaq 

of the United States has prompted many Chinese to jump on the bandwagon.  

New Internet portals, most of which involve investment of millions of yuan, appear 

nearly every day.  

But except for a few leading portals, many are poorly constructed and lack commercially 

innovative strategies for promoting their website.  

All are rushing towards construction of the so called “net community” with a search 

engine, news channel, entertainment section and chatroom. But there is nothing special 

when you enter.  

To attract more people and garner more support, websites must be creative and 

distinctive. That appears to be the secret behind Yahoo!’s success.  

For now, most of China’s Internet portals cannot generate profits. ICPs are relying on 

venture capital money to support their operations rather than revenue streams.  

Each portal’s revenues from advertising is stretched because of harsh competition.  

In Shenzhen for example, annual revenue from advertising topped 1.4 billion yuan 

(US$168 million) in 1998, of which Internet advertisements accounted for only a little bit 

more than 1 million yuan (US$120,000), according to Shenzhen Commercial Daily.  

Faced with narrowing advertising margins, China’s Internet companies are gambling 

on e-commerce as their future money-spinner amid predictions of a sharp increase in the 

country’s online users.  

Web firms are being prompted to unveil Internet auction sites and cyber-malls3 to 

spur growth.  

Sina.com, which tops the list of 10 most popular websites of China, launched 

sinamall in late October. Joining in the fray are other cyber auctioneers such as 

eachnet.com, yabuy.com and xinbid.com.  

But successful e-commerce is far from guaranteed in China.  

Many in the industry are placing hopes on forecasts of more and more Chinese 

logging on, and on a rise in e-commerce investment following the country’s pending entry 

into the World Trade Organization (WTO).  

It is true that more people are likely to log on. But whether or not online shopping 

will prosper in China as it has in the United States remains doubtful.  

Currently, buying on the Internet is still a pretty new concept for most consumers in 

China, with only a few thousand cyberbuyers a month.  
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In the United States, paying by credit and being in debt is part of life. But in China, 

people prefer to pay for things in cash, and being in debt is often considered as a very bad 

thing.  

Besides, weak telecom infrastructure, a lack of credit cards, and delivery problems 

have been hobbling China’s e-commerce development.  

Much more time may be needed for the preparation of infrastructure.  

There is nothing wrong with the business model. E-commerce is a golden idea, but it 

will not win on passion for a good idea alone4.  

Like any other business model, e-commerce must face the realities of consumer 

habits and commodity circulation.  

China’s e-commerce industry is still in its first flush and it will take time for people to 

get used to e-shopping.  

The Internet has come to a crossroads in China. To succeed and prosper, Internet 

companies must be dedicated and innovative.  

 

New Words 

 

advert �������	
� 

n. �� 

amid ������ prep. Z��e� 

auction ��������
� 

n. �� 

bizarre ������� a. �� ¡� 

boom ������ n. ¢£�¤¥ 

bronze ������� a.  ¦§� 

bud ����� vi. ¨©ª« 

channel ��	�
��� n. ¬ 

circulation ��������
������� 

n. /® 

crossroads ���������
�� 

n. ¯1°��±�²³~´ 

flush ������ n. µ¶�·¸¹º*

fray ����� n. O» 

gamble ���
���� v. ¼½ 

garner �������� vt. ¾¿�À¿ 

hobble ������� vt. ÁÂ�ÃW 

innovative �������
	�� 

a. ÄÅ� 

log ����� vt. Æ�ÇÈ 

margin ������#�
� 

n. �É 

metro ����	���
� 

n. ÊË 

prediction ������� n. ÌÍ 
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��� 
prosper ��������� vi. ¤µ�¢£ 

revenue ��������
�� 

n. ÀÎ 

savvy ���
�� a. ÏÐ��ÑÒ� 

spectacular ������	
�
����� 

a. ÓwÔY� 

spinner ������� n. Õ�Ö× 

splash ����
�� v. sØÙÊÚÛÜ�ØÝ�Du 

spur ������ vt. Þß�BC 

submerge ���������
#� 

v. àá 

unveil �������� vt. âu�ãä 

 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

account for åæ�çè 

all of a sudden »é 

far from .°êë�ìë 

for now Ýí�!Z 

gamble on î� 

join/enter the fray ïÎ�ð��ñò 

jump on the bandwagon ó±/ 

log on Üô (:õ)  

make one’s debut ��Üöt÷ 

the first flush on (youth/success)  (øù) ú¸�û! 

 

Proper Name 

 

Nasdaq üýþ��� National Association of Securities 

Dealers Automated Quotation (system) (�f) 

�f��RS����	 (
�) 

 

Notes 

 

1. splash: �tuv� (±��) ÛÜZ��ò�ØÙ��xÚ��r 

2. shopping malls are now just a few clicks away: !Z�����}°°�����r��

�����:����r 

3. cyber-: �� tu!Í"Ï�#$%89:�À&gh�'�(��")*v+,��r 

-.cyberspace :� (+,) /�r 

4. E-commerce is a golden idea, but it will not win on passion for a good idea alone: ����%

.0123�4��5�67%ë8�r 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1.  E-commerce was booming in China in the past year. 

____ 2. The flourishing of e-commerce doesn’t make buying easier. 

____ 3.  Most of the Internet portals are ready for the Internet boom. 

____ 4.  The problem with ICP is simply money.   

____ 5.  Almost all the websites had the same content. 

____ 6.  Yahoo’s success lies in its creativity. 

____ 7.  The Chinese Internet portal began to earn profits slowly. 

____ 8.  The Internet advertising revenue is not high so far. 
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II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

be far from   account for   distinctive   except for   prosper 
innovative     release     cash     profession      record (v.) 

1. Death __________ him from his suffering. 

2. She carefully __________ the events of the meeting in her diary. 

3. Are you going to pay by credit card or with __________? 

4. We __________ disappointed when they canceled the invitation. 

5. Farmers __________ when good weather produces large crops. 

6. Spices give that dish its __________ flavor. 

7. In Florida, senior citizens __________ more than 25% of the population. 

8. John introduced a number of __________ solutions to the problem. 

9. I’m a writer by __________. 

10. It’s cool and quiet everywhere __________ the kitchen. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

 

Buy the Case and Return the Pearl (����) 

A man of the State of Chu went to the State of Zheng to sell his pearl. 
He had made a case for the pearl with fine-grained molan wood, fumigated 
in with guijiao Incense, mounted it with white jade, adorned it with 
rose-colored stone and sewed green jadeite onto its fringes. The 
craftsmanship was so exquisite that a Zheng buyer took the case but 
returned the pearl to the seller. 

It may be said that the man was good at selling the case, but not the 

pearl. 

         — From Hanfeizi (���) 
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 Unit   111555     

Attitude towards Life
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Do you think the two-day weekend will make people lazy? Why or why not? 

2. How can one work in a leisurely way? 

3. How do you usually deal with your work load? Do you usually leave things to the last 

minute? Why or why not? 

 

Text  

 

IInn  SSeeaarrcchh  ooff  tthhee  GGrreeaatt  LLeeiissuurree  SSeeeekkeerr  

Wang Jiafong 

 

“The American is known as the great hustler, as the Chinese is known as a great 

loafer1,” according to the great essayist Lin Yutang, writing in 1930s’ America. As he saw 

it, the unhappiness of Americans was due to their idolization of the three “vices” of 

“efficiency, punctuality, and the desire for achievement and success”. 

Yet this master of humor was also full of hope that “machine culture” would 

eventually lead to an age of leisure. Humanity would finally tire of uninterrupted progress, 

material conditions would improve, sickness would be eradicated, poverty reduced, people 

would live longer, and there would be more food. Lin could not believe that when that time 

arrived, “man will care to be as busy as he is today.” 

 

When Can We Rest? 

Now the world has indeed progressed. The hasty passing of half a century has seen an 
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improvement in material conditions, people live longer and have more to eat. Yet the most 

contagious disease of the late twentieth century has become “hard work”. Margaret 

Thatcher2, the prime minister of Great Britain in the 1980s, thus constantly worried herself 

over why it was that if an American made a million dollars, he would think of a way of 

doubling it; but if a Briton made a million, he would be content with sitting back and 

enjoying it. It was only when the Iron Lady3 was removed from office and had the leisure 

time to visit Taiwan of China, that she finally discovered how, “All along, this was the 

heaven of Thatcherism!” 

Throughout the 1980s, what American and European scholars saw as the East Asian 

economic model, resting on the laurels of “Confucian values”, was self-confidently 

developed. Ebullient leaders of the Little Tigers, looking at the economic problems of 

Europe and America, frequently mocked the “laziness” of Westerners and talked about 

learning from the mistakes of the welfare state. Triumphant captains of industry openly 

scorned the slothfulness of Americans. 

 

Into the Leisure Age? 

The 1990s heralded a new era for the hard-working Little Tigers. Regardless of 

whether they were rich or poor, without a blush people embarked on the massive 

consumption of automobiles, electronics, kitchenware, furniture, luxury watches, personal 

attire, leather ware, liquor, porcelain, and even turkey meat and pig offal from the countries 

of the idle. 

As the European and American economies recovered, the East Asian economic 

bubble burst. Amid sounds of crisis, the policy of making every other Saturday a day of 

rest began, with business leaders warning about a loss of competitiveness. The 

consequences have included the members of the cabinet taking a study tour to teach them 

the art of relaxation, and entrepreneurs adjusting to the new situation by aiming their sights 

at people’s purses. But why is it that as soon as the masses in Taiwan of China have this 

extra time and want to use it to go abroad on holiday, the new “minister of finance” has 

had to warn them against traveling overseas and letting foreigners make money out of 

them! At this point in time, where should the Chinese turn in their bold quest for leisure? 

 

Hard Work without Efficiency? 

At about the same time as Lin Yutang was writing, another scholar held the view that 

“Of the nations of the world, it is we Chinese who are most able to put up with hard work.” 

The problem as he saw it, though, was that, “It is also we Chinese whose bodies are most 

weak and who pay least attention to efficiency.” In this view, what Lin Yutang saw as the 

“vices” of the Americans, became values that the Chinese should try to learn. 
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The image of the Chinese as hard working, though, is probably easiest to believe for 

today’s middle-aged generation. When they look back, the sweat of the laboring peasants is 

one thing, but even scholars who did not have the strength to hold a chicken4 did not have 

a day of leisure either. Private classes are supposed to have lasted from the break of day 

until half way through the nigh��a kind of “self-strengthening” without rest. Pupils could 

only play when their teacher was having a nap, the only other option being to leave school 

altogether. 

 

Abolish Sunday! 

Then there was the practice of studying late into the night, and spending years 

without seeing another person. The great political philosopher, Dong Zhongshu5, was said 

to have spent 10 years without going into the garden, while Wei Liangfu6 spent 10 years 

writing poems without leaving his chamber. The Yue Lu Academy in Hunan was supposed 

to have pruned back the cherry trees every year out of fear that the blossoms might disturb 

the concentration of their students. Success was considered to be passing the exams and 

entering court life. Even after this, though, one still had to break one’s back bowing and 

scraping, and life remained a matter of self-sacrifice right to the end. 

Entering the twentieth century, there were still those who spoke out in favor of 

abolishing Sunday because they feared that it made people lazy. The great constitutional 

reformer, Liang Qichao7,wrote against wasting time. Watching a film of the Peking opera 

star Mei Lanfang8 was cited as an example of disgraceful behavior by the neo-Confucianist 

Liang Shuming9. It is hardly surprising that this should have led to the birth of what the 

revolutionary writer Lu Xun10 described as the “sick man of Asia” who “lifts his head but 

does not dare to look at the world, with a face full of deathly pallor”. 

From the propaganda of the anti-Japanese war, aimed at strengthening the country 

and the race, to the schooling after that, textbooks stressed the morality of scholars who 

would stay awake by tying their hair to a beam and stabbing their thighs11, reading by the 

glow of fireflies or light reflected from the snow12. Naturally, there was no discussion 

about how bad this might be for the eyesight of the nation’s future leaders. Nor was there 

any suspicion of the Asian family values of the Great Yu, who was praised for being so 

pre-occupied with fighting floods that he passed his home repeatedly without entering13. 

Needless to say, dying from hard work was never questioned. 

 

Is Common Pleasure So Bad? 

If you do not believe these textbook stereotypes, then have a look at Chinese novels: 

it is equally hard to find a book about true leisure. The heroes in The Water Margin are 

busy killing the rich and helping the poor, supporting Heaven and following the Way. In 
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the Romance of the Three Kingdoms, they are busy devising strategy and planning how to 

achieve a balance of power. The pilgrims in Journey to the West hurry to obtain Buddhist 

scriptures. In the end, it is only in The Dream of the Red Chamber that we find a few 

young men and women, who will not do anything useful and pass their days dreamily, with 

no mention being made of them having to busy themselves with anything at all. Daiyu 

spends her time burying wilting flowers out of sympathy for them, and Qingwen tears up 

fans. Even the household opera singer spends his time squatting on the ground writing the 

name of his lover in the sand, with nobody even noticing when it starts to rain. What is the 

result? Of course, the family is broken up and faces downfall, with not one character 

coming to a good end or achieving “greatness”. 

Summing it up, apart from the master humorist Lin Yutang, who spent the years of 

World War II in America, trying to save the country through his writing, where can the 

great leisure-seeker of China be found?   

                                           (to be continued) 

 

New Words  

 

attire �������� n. �� 

beam ���	
� n. ���� 

blush ����� n. �� 

chamber �����
��
� 

n. 	
��� 

constitutional ���������
���	����
� 

a. �� 

contagious ��������
����� 

a. ��������� 

disgraceful ���������
����� 

a. �������� 

ebullient ���������
�� 

a. ����������� 

embark ��
���	�
� 

vt.  !�"# 

eradicate ���������
��� 

vt. $% 

essayist ���������
� 

n. &'()�*+) 

firefly ��������
��� 

n. ,-. 

herald ��������
� 

vt. /0�12 

hustler �������� n. 3456789�: 

idolization ��������
�������� 

n. ;<=�>?�@A 

kitchenware �������� n. B	CD 
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!�� 
laurel �������� n. EF�GH 

loafer �������� n. IJKL�: 

luxury �������
�� 

n.  (�M�NOC�) PQ��RQ� 

morality �
"�������
� 

n. ST 

offal ������� n.  (U7V7WXYZ[�)\�]�^_ 

pallor ��#���� n. (`abcd7efghi��j�) kl 

preoccupied �#��	���
��#���� 

a. mnop� 

prune �#��	�� vt. q% 

scorn ����	�� vt. rs��tu 

scripture ������#�
�� 

n. vw�!x 

slothfulness ������$��
����� 

n. yz�Kz 

stab ������ vt. { 

stereotype ���������%
���#� 

n. |}�~� 

thigh �$��� n. �� 

wilting �������&� a. ��� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

all along ������� 

be preoccupied with… mnop��� 

bow and scrape ��(������ 

break up ����� 

embark on ��� ! 

rest on one’s laurels ����������~� 

sit back  ¡�¢£ 

speak out ¤�¥¦§¨�©gª« 

tear up ¬� 

tire of ® 

worry oneself over… ¯��°±�¯��®² 

 

Proper Names 

 

Briton ��������� ��³´:�µ¶: 

Buddhist ��������� ·¸� 

Daiyu ¹º (:�)  

Journey to the West »¼½¾¿(À�)  

Margaret Thatcher 

��
�	����� $���� 
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ (:�)  

neo-Confucianist  ÉÊËÌÍ 

Qingwen ÎÏ (:�)  
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The Dream of the Red Chamber »�ÐÑ¿ (À�)  

the Great Yu �Ò (:�)  

Romance of the Three Kingdoms »Ó¶ÔÕ¿ (À�)  

The Water Margin »_Ö¿ (À�)  

Yue Lu Academy ×ØÀÙ 

 

Notes 

 

1. The American is known as the great hustler, as the Chinese is known as a great loaferÚ

Û�ÜÝÞ»ßà�áâ¿(The Importance of Living)�ã¯äå¶:æç��è��éê

ë�ì¶:æç��è��íîëïðÜÝÞñÀìòóôõö÷ø7ù�úû�ì¶:

�ßàüýþ������ü����¼ü:S����	
��äßà���ï�ýð 

2. Margaret ThatcherÚÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈð=Ë�����ÆÇÈ�:��Ë������

��ðñV��Ë�À�����ôµ¶��� ð!�[�ÆÇÈ�:"C#$=Ë%

&'��(�
�)��*�+��,-.�/0ð1979 1 5 2��34¯µ¶56-

7�89:;�<��
=÷ 111ð 

3. the Iron LadyÚä>?@ï�ÆÇÈ�:�ABð 

4. scholars who did not have the strength to hold a chickenÚ!CDE/4�Àßð 

5. Dong ZhongshuÚFGH (I 179JI 104)�¼KÊ)LM��ò�N�äOPQ)�R

SÊâï�LM�¯KTUgVWðX(Y»Z[\]¿Xð 

6. Wei LiangfuÚ^_`�abcd:�3ef*�ñgh7ij��kl-�mcn�op

¯cq�m�:ð 

7. Liang QichaoÚ�rs (1823J1929) ì¶t���)�LM)ðuvw�x$yðz�

É�:ð.�{|}��~�[����ð19051���������ìd�����ð

�������_�Õ��1ñ�Q�Ë�Ëð 

8. Mei LanfangÚ��� (1894J1961) X���òÔáâ)ð���u�Qð����:��

ß�� )ð¡¢"£¤¥Ë¦§¨ð©¢ª«�¬Ô§¨7®7¯°®X±jð²�ò

ó:³´µ���¶·¸¹�º� Bä�ï»ð�ò�Y»¼½¾¿¿7»ÀÁAÂ¿Xð 

9. Liang ShumingÚ�ÃÄ (1893J1988) ì¶ó�ÅË)ð19111.�ÆÇÈÉÊË�Ì�

ÍÎÏ°[i4�¶ÐÑ(�19411°ÒÓÔì¶Õ��+ñÖ×mØ»ÙaÚ¿�Û¶

[Ü$m¶�ÝÞßXàð�áX(Y»�¼w=âãÅË¿7»ì¶w=âãáÕ¿Xð

�ÃÄ��äå�Ù�Üæ,çèÙéêë�ì����í¯�ð 

10. Lu XunÚîï (1881J1936) wË)7LM)ðð�ñò�u¦ó�[��ô:ðõ�ö

û:ð1918 1 5 27�÷Cäîïï�'�°òì¶ó�6-7�ølùú¨»û:�

¾¿ð�üY»ýþ¿7»��¿Xð 

11. …tying their hair to a beam and stabbing their thighsÚ�æ����aÍ¶����¯�

�	
ä\����{ï¸��À��#ð 

12. …reading by the glow of fireflies or light reflected from the snowÚ��ù���Ýä�,�
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�ïð�Ýì�,��#æ����)��������
�M�-�À��ñ� �-

!�",-.#3��À$��æ���%& '("C����Ù)ìÀð 

13. …he passed his home repeatedly without enteringÚ*+a�ÒÓ,)-
����¨ð 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1.  What is the source of unhappiness according to Ling Yutang? 

A. Worsening material conditions. 

B. Desire for leisure. 

C. The machine culture. 

D. The possession of vice idols. 

2.  Which of the following best describes “Thatcherism”? 

A. Pursuit of hard-work. 

B. Pursuit of leisure. 

C. Having few desires. 

D. Having strong desires. 

3.  What is true of Taiwan in the 1980s? 

A. Leaders believed that the welfare system may foster laziness. 

B. People showed respect for those who were economical. 

C. “Confucian values” stressed the importance of resting. 

D. Captains of industry were contemptuous of welfare services. 

4.  When the policy of making every other Saturday a day of rest began, _______. 

A. business people found their products less competitive 

B. the cabinet members took a tour to study the leisure economy 

C. entrepreneurs improved their management to be more efficient 

D. people were warned of the danger of travelling abroad 

5.  Another scholar who also wrote around 1930s as Lin Yutang believed that _______. 

A. Chinese people were the most industrious all over the world 

B. Chinese people could be most successful when working under pressure 

C. Chinese people often sacrificed their health in pursuit of efficiency 

D. Chinese people had the strongest desire for success 

6.  Which of the following is true? 

A. Hard-working is less valued than before in China. 
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B. Scholars were exempted from labor in ancient China. 

C. In retrospect, pupils often dropped out of school in fear of the heavy pressure. 

D. Today’s middle-aged generation has experienced a most hard-working age. 

7.  The example of “Yue Lu Academy” is taken in order to show that _______. 

A. students were deprived of the freedom to go outside at that time 

B. cherry trees were not supposed to grow within school yard 

C. students were forbidden to prune back the cherry trees in the Academy 

D. stress was put on diligence to an extreme extent at that time 

8.  The word “this” (Para. 10) refers to _______. 

A. Liang Shuming’s example of disgraceful behavior 

B. Liang Qichao’s protest against wasting time 

C. the new-Confucianists’s beliefs 

D. the advocating of “all work and no play” 

9.  During the period of anti-Japanese war, _______. 

A. stress was placed on strengthening the body instead of the mind 

B. scholars all stayed up reading into midnight 

C. most scholars became short-sighted due to hard work 

D. those who were preoccupied with their work were held in high regard 

10.  The tone of Para. 12 is best described as _______. 

A. sarcastic   B. serious   C. humorous   D. critical 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. He is _______  on a new career as a writer. 

A. embarking  B. entering   C. pursuing   D. imposing 

2. His laughter was so _______ that it soon swept through the crowd. 

A. ebullient   B. disgraceful  C. contagious  D. triumphant 

3. If tedious tasks can be _______, the world would be a much better place. 

A. fulfilled   B. mocked   C. eradicated   D. abolished 

4. Criminals are given the _______ of going to jail or facing public humiliation. 

A. humanity   B. option   C. practice   D. morality 

5. These islands are on the _______ of human habitation. 

A. margins   B. vices    C. luxuries   D. values 

6. Janet Jackson’s new album has been _______ by a massive media campaign. 

A. hustled   B. scorned   C. devised   D. heralded 
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7. Tom Banbury was _______ with the missing child and did not want to devote time to 

the new murder. 

A. slothful   B. uninterrupted  C. put up   D. preoccupied 

8. American firms handed over technologies to their partners and then _______ to enjoy 

the cash flow. 

A. sat up    B. sat down   C. sat back   D. sat by 

9. I imagine they will be _______ the forest sooner or later. 

A. tearing up   B. tearing away  C. tearing off   D. tearing into 

10. Stephen was _______ to death in an unprovoked attack nearly five months ago. 

A. adjusted   B. abolished   C. stabbed   D. scraped 
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III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Why did Mrs. Thatcher regard Taiwan as the heaven of Thatcherism? 

2. What do you think of Lin Yutang’s view of Chinese attitude toward work? 

3. Do you think one’s state of mind may play a role on his way of leisure seeking? 

Support your point of view with some examples. 

4. Should we work to live or live to work? Why? 

5. What is the image of Chinese like in your mind? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

IInn  SSeeaarrcchh  ooff  tthhee  GGrreeaatt  LLeeiissuurree  SSeeeekkeerr  

(Continued) 

Wang Jiafong 

 

The Cog’s Dream of Leisure 

In an urban environment, finding a true enjoyer of leisure, even wanting to become 

one within the framework of having every other Saturday free, can be a grueling test. 

The modern division of labor means that when at work, according to the rhythm of 

the boss, “people” are reduced to personnel, roles, symbols, alienated cogs in the machine, 

achievement charts, productivity, daily clocking in and quantification. 

When it is time to finish work or have a day off, the tension is relaxed somewhat, but 

this is not necessarily “leisure”. Instead, we busily eat, drink and sleep, to recover our 

energy; we also continue to make our contribution to the economy by consuming. When 

we go back to work, we remain good little cogs, persisting in striving and “going just that 

little bit further” for the boss and for the country. 

“Increasing leisure time is actually a good opportunity for one to recover one’s own 

self,” observes Professor Tseng Chao-hsu. Leisure time can be used to restore our shattered 

selves by following the rhythm of nature, fixing our own timetable, and getting back a 

feeling of freedom. After doing business, you can play Chinese checkers. After practicing 

medicine, you can stay up all night researching the history of military strategy. After 

working in the day, you can use your leisure time to collect together the things you are 

really interested in and happily make them your life. It is at this time that you become a 

great enjoyer of leisure. 
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Leisure in Haste and Haste in Leisure 

Lin Ku-fang1 divides leisure into three stages. The first is “resting”, when you do not 

do anything, but most importantly you must not stifle your self by creating “leisure 

pressure”. Next comes “filling in the gaps”, which involves doing things that you would 

not usually do, such as walking in the mountains. Walk until you work up a sweat, get tired, 

rest, then set off again. As you become completely relaxed, you become aware of your 

body and the relationship between nature and life. The final stage is “observing”, when 

you are able to properly reflect on your existence, face the past and the future, and achieve 

a completely natural state whilst also being in control of your mind. 

When you return to work, one possible attitude to adopt is that of “letting the sheep 

out to pasture, then rushing to herd them and count them in case they get lost,” says Lin. 

“Another one is to herd them together and count them while leisurely singing a mountain 

song.” 

In other words, being “busy” is when you pursue somebody else’s objective. 

“Leisure” is when you peacefully confirm your own freedom. It seems that, when faced 

with Saturday off, we can either exhaustively follow the itinerary arranged by a travel 

agent, sleeping on a bus and getting off to visit the WC, or we can resolve to go and do 

many things in a relaxed manner. 

Professor Huang Yung-wu2, who delves into the past and the present when talking 

about the “aesthetics of living”, also thinks that “those who seek leisure in this world are 

few, while those who seek hardship are many.” He says that once somebody asked the Zen 

master Zhi Xuan3 the question, “In the human world, it is always a case of being very busy 

and having little leisure. What is to be done?” Zhi Xuan’s answer was, “If you handle 

things well, then you can be busy in a leisurely way; If you handle things badly, you can 

still be rushed in times of leisure.”4 

 

God Rested for One Day, We Have Two 

The basic distinction between being busy and being relaxed lies in not allowing your 

heart to be at the beck and call of circumstances. Does this, then, mean that we definitely 

need every other Saturday off if we are to achieve the full psychological conditions of 

leisure? Even God spent six days creating the world, with only one day off for rest. 

Perhaps somebody who has gone beyond this question is an English gardener who 

was once interviewed by Sinorama. Charging like a bull into his office at 8 a.m. as 

arranged, he explained in a slightly embarrassed fashion, “I was here half an hour early so 

that I could go to the green house and inspect the seeds I planted yesterday. Then I thought 

I may as well5 do some watering…” Finally, he added, “In the end I just had to run back 
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here.” 

This bearded, middle-aged gardener, with his hands still muddy, was actually 

responsible for a team of workers maintaining the scenery of a landscape garden of 10 

acres. While introducing the flourishing plants and emerald lawns of his kingdom, he 

would leap forwards now and then to pluck a weed from a border, much like an editor 

spotting a glitch in a text. 

On being asked what he would do if he won the lottery, he answered, without a 

second thought, that he would restore a piece of land in the west of the garden to its 

original 18th-century appearance. If he could do more, there were a lot of lawns that were 

still in need of edging boards. 

Does a gardener ever get tired of his job? He answered this question with one of his 

own, “Can he?” Then he continued, with an unforgettable smile, “Up till now, I cannot 

remember a morning when I have woken up and wished that today was a holiday. . .” 

Truly a great enjoyer of leisure! Moreover, one who also has the desire to be on time, 

be efficient, and be successful. 

 

The Master Is Sweeping 

It could be said that history’s great leisure-seeking philosophers disappeared a long 

time ago, along with our models. Singing as you let the sheep out to graze and working 

your art with the garden plants are not commonplace activities in modern society, with its 

division of labor. The common cog spends its day in alienated labor and consuming 

material goods according to the cycle of the economy, always busy at both work and 

leisure, and in a state of constant exhaustion. 

Is there a solution to this problem? Ho Sheng-chin, is the head of the Pine Garden in 

the Yangming Mountains, which consists of a mountain stream and valley. Yet he has to 

worry about the extra day off because cars are no longer allowed to enter the area, resulting 

in a drastic reduction in customers. Designing and running such a garden involves a lot of 

effort and worry. 

“When I am tired I just do some sweeping,” he says. Taking a brush he thoroughly 

sweeps the garden from top to bottom. Without raising the dust, he piles the dirt and does 

not damage the broom. Sweeping until you sweat and come to forget yourself is not tiring. 

“It is my ‘self’ that is tired. When I forget my ‘self’ then my heart is at ‘rest’!” he 

says. 

In modern society, you just never know when you might come across somebody 

who is really able to enjoy true leisure.  
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New Words 

 

aesthetics ��	��$������ n. åË 

alienate �����������
� 

vt. ./0 

bearded ��������� a. Y1� 

checker ������� n.  2@ 

cog ���'� n. 34 

delve ����(� vi. 5&�6% 

drastic ���������� a. 7��� 89� 

edging ������&� n. :; 

emerald ���
������ a. <=j� 

ethnomusicologist ���$����
�
�������������
� 

n. :>f?Ë) 

exhaustively ������	���(��
� 

ad. C@A§�BC§ 

glitch ������ n. úDd 

graze ������� vi. �E 

grueling ��������&� a. FG��.HI4J� 

herd ���	�� vt. "��Kñ�ÒLM 

itinerary ������������
� 

n. NO0P 

pluck �#���� vt. QR 

quantification ������������
����� 

n. S (=)  

weed ���	�� n. TE 

whilst �������� conj. �� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

at the beck and call of  UÉ� 

clock in C�VW¾X-Y�
 

delve into 5&�6% 

go beyond s� 

in need of Zá 

lie in ñ� 

may as well �[ 

reflect on L\��] 

stay up ^' 

 

Proper Names 

 

Ho Sheng-chin _`a (:�)  
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Sinorama »ÙQ¿Tb 

Tseng Chao-hsu Üöc (:�)  

Yangming Mountains had 
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Notes 

 

1. Lin Ku-fangÚÜd��«eX�f?)7w=Ëëðó�#Ô�7f(g%&ð«e�Ë

:hËi!��Ü$«e·Ù�Ëáâw=%&ì¶�$7«�ÅËi¸jâkQ�Ëå

Ëgáâlm%&g¸jXàðnÜ"¢î��Ó�o÷Ú7�æäpqï$7ræäs

lï$7Óæätuïð 

2. Huang Yung-wuÚvwT (1936J  ) '�xT�«eX�wËm+)ðÜ$�yz{¶

wi�$�¶w%&gg=XàðmØì¶|wË%&���á(}YÚ~»���¿7

»¶�¿�wËm+»~¶¿7»ì¶~Ë��ø¿7»ì¶~Ë��ø¿Xð 

3. the Zen master Zhi XuanÚ��-: (1557J1630)�a�X��z�p�:�����u

�w�x[�7v�~:7v�\�ð���À8~�(}o���m¯»v��~�¿

��� ð 

4. ��ù�ãLæÚ²+ã
����æî�$�²+ã
�î���æ��ð 

5. may as wellÚò÷ä�[ï�C may as well � might as well, wÚAll the shops are closing. 

We may / might as well go home. ��
«�might as well� may as wellÝ��ß�ð 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. The modern division of labor means the deprival of personality. 

____ 2. With the appearance of two-day weekend, more and more people are bound to 

become enjoyers of leisure. 

____ 3. You will become a great enjoyer of leisure when you stay up all night doing some 

researches. 

____ 4. True leisure implies keeping your unique personality and having your mind under 

your own control. 

____ 5. Whether you can be a successful leisure seeker depends on the way you handle 

your business. 

____ 6. The case of the English gardener indicates that a real leisure seeker often lacks 

sense of punctuality. 

____ 7. The author suggested that a hustler can also be a great enjoyer of leisure. 

____ 8.  The English gardener was in charge of the garden all by himself. 

____ 9. The English gardener was dissatisfied with the plants and lawns in his garden. 

____ 10. The head of the Pine Garden worried about the extra day off because it means he  
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would have more work to do. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

 drastic     persist in      reflect on     shatter     charge  
 strive for     consist      inspect       stifle      restore 

1. She rarely _______ the children’s future, but she is confident that they will be 

successful. 

2. Each hotel is _______ and, if it fulfils certain criteria, it will be recommended. 

3. Elderly people are not in a position to make _______ changes at this stage of their life. 

4. In doing scientific researches, one needs to _______ accuracy. 

5. Tom suggested it is best to _______ curiosity and leave the birds’ nests alone. 

6. Despite the protest from many sources, the government _______ running down its 

defense forces. 

7. It is desperately sad news and I am absolutely _______ to hear it. 

8. He _______ through the door to my mother’s office. 

9. The country desperately needs Western aid to _______ its economy. 

10. My diet _______ almost exclusively of chocolate-covered biscuits and glasses of milk. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

To live happily is an inward power of the soul. 
—M. Antonius 

�������	
��	��� 

������� 

Life consists not in holding good cards but in playing those you do hold well.  

�J. Billings 

������������������	�� 

����� 
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 Unit   111666     

Philosophy and Business  
 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What’s your attitude toward money? 

2. Whose philosophy about life do you like best? Mencius? Chuang-Tzu or Confucius? 

Why? 

3. What do you think about a businessman’ honesty in his work? 

 

Text  

 

LLii  KKaa--sshhiinngg  aanndd  aa  CCooiinn  

Wu Qimeng 

 

Once while trying to reach his car key, Li Ka-shing dropped a two-dollar coin, which 

rolled under the car. He figured that when the car started, the coin would fall into the gutter, 

so he squatted down in an attempt to pick it up. Seeing this, an Indian attendant on duty 

immediately picked it up for him. Having retrieved his coin, Li Ka-shing surprisingly gave 

the attendant 100 dollars as a reward1. His explanation for such a big reward was: “If the 

attendant hadn’t picked up the coin, it would have rolled into the gutter and the two dollars 

would have disappeared from the world. When I gave 100 dollars to the attendant, he could 

spend it for some useful purpose2. I think money should be used, not wasted.” 

This incident illustrates Li Ka-shing’s philosophy of economy. It also exemplifies his 

way of thinking: that is, he judges whether an individual’s action is justified by 

determining whether it increases or decreases the total net income of society3. As long as 

the total net income of society is increased, it doesn’t matter if he himself suffers a loss; 
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conversely, if the total net income of society is decreased, his own personal financial gain 

will still be a loss in a broad sense. 

We shouldn’t look down on this way of considering the total net income of society�

it is a big issue concerning the wealth and strength of the nation. In his book The Wealth of 

Nations, Adam Smith expressed an important point of view: the contribution individuals 

make to society in pursuing their own good is greater than that made by individuals 

attempting to benefit society. This kind of “self-interest” of “selfishness” can bring benefit 

to others. When one’s own “interest” is combined with the “interest” of others, the total net 

income of society will certainly increase and the nation will of course become wealthy and 

powerful. 

Traditional Chinese society was one in which people did “not worry about poverty, 

but rather about the uneven distribution of wealth4”. “Not worrying about poverty” implies 

not caring if society is weak; “worrying about uneven distribution” means fearing that 

others are better off than oneself. When others become better off, I will try all I can to 

make them worse off, although such an action will bring me no benefit. The result of such 

infighting is that a penniless me and equally penniless others together constitute a poor 

society in which the poverty is evenly distributed. 

Using the total net income of society as our criterion, we can thus explain why the 

manufacturing of counterfeit goods is to be considered undesirable. Those who make or 

sell counterfeit goods may make a profit, but the waste of resources and manpower caused 

by counterfeiting and all the rest who have been deprived of their wealth is a poor society 

in which poverty is unevenly distributed.  

The ideology of Li Ka-shing is one that can enrich a nation. His mentality, which is at 

variance with both traditional Chinese culture and the culture of an unregulated market 

economy, is worthy of our deep reflection.5�

(adapted from Li Ka-shing and a Coin) 

�

New Words 

 

attendant ����������� n. ��� 

constitute ��	
��������
� 

vt. ����� 

converse /�	
������ a. 	
� 

counterfeit ��	��������
� 

a. �� 

criterion �	����������
�� 

n. ��,�� 

distribution �����������
����� 

n. ��,�� 

enrich ��������� vt. ��� 
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exemplify ������������
�� 

vt. ���� 

gutter ������� n. ��� 

ideology �������
����
�� 

n. � �!"#$ 

Indian ��������� a. %�� 

infighting ����������� n. (&') () 

penniless ���������� a. *+�,� 

poverty ���
����� n. -. 

retrieve ���������� vt. /0�1234 

selfishness ������������ n. 56 

somewhat ������
�� pron. 789�:� 

squat ��	�
�� vi. ;< 

undesirable ������������
��� 

a. =>� 

uneven ����������� a. ?@� 

weaken /����	��� vt. AB 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

at variance with CDDE�F 

be deprived of GHI 

be worthy of J3 

better off �KLMN 

in a broad sense OPQRS 

make a profit TU 

net income VJ�V/W 

 

Proper Names 

 

Adam Smith XY Z [\ 

Li Ka-sheng ]^_ 

 

Notes  

 

1. Li Ka-shing surprisingly gave the attendant 100 dollars as a reward. ]^_`abcdef

100ghijkl 

2. he could spent it for some useful purpose: m=nopqrs3t�uvl 

3. he judges whether an individual’s action is justified by determining whether it increases or 

decreases the total net income of society: mswxyVJ�z{N|}d~�i��

C�l 

4. not worry about poverty, but rather about the uneven distribution of wealth: ?����

?�l 
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5. His mentality, which is at variance with both traditional Chinese culture and the culture of an 

unregulated market economy, is worthy of our deep reflection. m��$�?������,

���?��?�������,���78J3����l 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is followed by 

four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide on the best 

choice according to the text. 

1. Li Ka-shing didn’t want to lose the two-dollar coin because _____ . 

A. he was poor       B. he was a greedy person 

C. he wanted it to be useful in some way D. he liked coins 

2. According to Li Ka-shing’s philosophy of economy, an individual’s action is justified 

by _____ . 

A. his own personal financial gain 

B. whether it increases or decreases the total net income of society 

C. whether he earns more money for his family 

D. whether he gets more profit for his company 

3. According to Adam Smith’s point of view, only when one’s own “interest” is _____ 

the “interest” of others, the total net income of society will increase. 

A. combined with B. separated from  C. replaced by D. swallowed up by 

4. According to the text, “Not worrying about poverty” implies _____ . 

A. not worrying about one’s own financial gain 

B. not caring about others’ profit  

C. not caring about others’ wealth 

D. not caring if society is weak 

5. In the text, “worrying about uneven distribution” means _____ . 

A. fearing others are better off than oneself B. fearing others are suffering from poverty 

C. fearing oneself is better off than others D. fearing others are worse off 

6. According to the text, the ideology people uphold in traditional Chinese society will 

eventually constitute a poor society in which _____ . 

A. some people are rich, others are poor  B. people can enjoy equality everywhere 

C. the poverty is evenly distributed   D. opportunities are available to everyone 

7. According to the criterion of total net income of society, manufacturing of counterfeit 

goods ______ . 

A. can bring great profit to society  

B. is to be considered unwanted 

C. is a way to make big money 

D. is a quick way to make a country strong and powerful 
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8. The ideology of Li Ka-shing is one that _____ . 

A. is compatible with the traditional Chinese culture 

B. is in agreement with the culture of an unregulated market economy 

C. will result in universal poverty 

D. can benefit society 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1.  Where are my keys ? They seem to have ______. 

    A. appeared       B. disappeared  C. lost     D. stolen 

2.  She told us about some of the amusing ______ of her holiday. 

    A. incidents      B. events   C. accidents   D. disasters 

3.  A complicated rule can be ______ by a simple example. 

    A. spoken     B. declared       C. illustrated   D. told 

4.  the motion picture is a highly complex art form which ______ many other arts. 

    A. connects      B. combines     C. relates      D. includes 

5.  The news puzzled me ______. 

    A. a lot of     B. great deal   C. however    D. somewhat 

6.  Each ______ leaf on the tree is different. 

    A. individual  B. private          C. personal     D. independent 

7.  She decided to ______ her studies after obtaining he first degree. 

    A. run after    B. pursue     C. purchase    D. compete 

8.  They could not agree about the ______ of the profits. 

    A. connection    B. possession    C. distribution  D. separation 

9.  The disease has ______ his constitution. 

    A. lessened     B. reduced       C. strengthened   D. weakened 

10. His silence ______ consent. 

    A. implied     B. declared       C. stated    D. predicted 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1.  Do you agree with Li Ka-shing’s opinion about money? Why or why not? 

2.  What kind of philosophy is illustrated by the incident? 

3.  How do you understand the total net income of society? 
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4.  What’s the relationship between one’s own interest and others’? 

5. What do you learn from the text? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

LLiisstteenn  ttoo  YYoouurr  EEllddeerrss  

Stephan Rothlin 

 

Before China can be a respected new global player, she needs to find a rulebook, 

China’s ethical vacuum points to the past for a timely answer. 

 Despite the enormous chances offered to China through access to the WTO, there are 

understandably many fears about disadvantages Chinese businesses may face when 

confronted by fierce competition from foreign companies. For example, how will China’s 

huge and unwieldy agriculture sector possibly compete with highly sophisticated American 

agribusiness? And what about the banking sector and the telecom market? Global companies 

seem perched to take advantage of China’s ever widening open doors. 

 WTO accession and a variety of other factors could possibly make China a new, 

decisive global player, but only if China rediscovers its culture’s rich ethical heritage. 

Criticism of the Chinese business environment has been levied by foreign investors, domestic 

businessmen and even Premier Zhu Rongji. China seems to be struggling to find an ethical 

center, a set of business ethics that can govern and guide the nation hand-in-hand with law, 

and this struggle threatens to be the nation’s economic undoing. Foreign investors are already 

redirecting their capital flow in response to China’s business environment. 

 But there is a long forgotten or largely unearthed treasure of writings on appropriate 

human conduct produced by Chinese philosophers such as Mencius1, Chuang-Tzu2 and 

Confucius3, who laid out their thoughts during periods of upheaval and chaos. It is to these 

writers China should look for information and guidance. For a code of ethics imposed by 

another culture will never be as fitting or as effective as one created organically by the 

country in question. If China is to clean up its act, it should get its advice from those who 

tried to solve China’s problems at the time.  

 These philosophers didn’t close their eyes to their country’s turmoil. Instead of escaping 

into the world of mutual congratulators, they tried to understand deep crises in their 

societies and contribute by actively advising leaders. But despite many setbacks and failures, 

despite their insight in situations of enormous injustice, they never became cynics. Again we 

see how many lessons we can draw from these early masters. Mencius remained especially 

strong in his belief that human nature might become affected by corruption or by other 
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deficiencies, but could remain fundamentally good. 

 This is a crucial pillar4 upon which modern approaches to business ethics should never 

be only a problem-oriented perspective, but should be shaped by the fundamental insight of 

Mencius. It should always look for the positive in a situation and shed light on possible 

objective-oriented solutions to problems. 

 The policy of opening-up supported for over two decades has unleashed a period of 

unprecedented economic growth that has the whole world watching. What is now urgently 

needed is a framework of ethical ideas and convictions through which China can meld 

growth, increased wealth and new businesses practices. Ethical convictions will be key in 

insuring that the great economic growth harvest will benefit more than a few people, but 

improve lives throughout the country. This necessity for ethics is by no means self-evident. Is 

there any convincing economic reason in this country why one shouldn’t cheat or bribe in 

order to get a better profit? 

 Business ethics has been developed as an academic discipline in the U.S. and in Europe 

in order to better understand what is ethically defensible and morally virtuous in the 

complicated world of business and administration. If these concepts are perceived as purely 

based on Western philosophy they won’t possibly be able to impact Chinese society. But if 

more and more people realize that their own ethical heritage will be an effective tool in 

meeting the challenge of the new economy, then business ethics might even be welcomed as 

an indispensable means to develop friendly and efficient business relations and reliable 

administrative organs. It could have a decisive impact not only in Asia, but all over the world, 

if China were to take seriously its fight against corruption at all levels, this requires new 

efforts in education to communicate the basic values of reliability, honesty and truthfulness. 

 A truly global player is a trustworthy one. Corruption and widespread bribery means 

corruption of trust and confidence. It is in the vital interest of business and administration for 

China to become familiarized with values. Which are on the long term indispensable in 

overcoming factionalism and xenophobic attitudes5. This optimistic view is based on the 

conviction that China doesn’t just have undeniable economic abilities, but also an extremely 

rich ethical tradition. If this tradition is unearthed, China will be well on the way to a starring 

role on the world’s stage.  

 (The author is a professor of business ethics) 

 

New Words 

 

accession �!	������� n. ���� 

agribusiness ��!������������ n. ¡¢£��¤�¥

¡��¤ 

bribe ������� vt. ¦§ 
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bribery ����������� n. ¦§ 

congratulator �	�����!�������� n. ¨©f 

corruption �	��������� n. ª«�¦§ 

cynic ������	� n. ¬®¯ 

decisive ����������� a. °}±� 

defensible ������������ a. ²³´��²µ¶

� 

deficiency ������������ n. ·8�·¸ 

ethic ���"�	� n. ¹����º»�

� 

ethical ���"�	��� a. º»���¼º»

� 

factionalism ���!	��������� n. ½¾¿À 

familiarize ������������� vt. �ÁÂ 

framework ����������	� n. ÃÄ 

fundamental ��������������� a. ÅÆ��ÇÆ� 

fundamentally ���������������� ad. ÅÆu�ÇÆu 

guidance ���������� n. ÈÉ�ÈÊ 

heritage ��#�������� n. �� 

indispensable ���������������� a. Ë?=Ì� 

injustice ������������ n. Í�Q�?ÎÏ 

levy ������� vt. Ð/(ÑÒ) 

meld ������ vt. Ó� 

organically �$���!��	���� ad. EÔu 

perch ������� vi. Õ<�Ö× 

pillar ������� n. ØÙ 

reliability ���������������� n. =Ú± 

rulebook ��������	� n. �ÛÜÝ 

sector ����	��� n. 'Þ 

setback ������!	� n. ßà�áâ 

starring ����%����� a. ãä��ãå� 

telecom ������	$�� n. æç�èéêç 

trustworthy �����������&�� a. J3çë� 

turmoil ������$��� n. ìÀ�íî 

undeniable �������������� a. ?=�ï��+=

ðñ� 

undoing ����������� n. òó�ôõ 

unearth �������"� vt. �ö 

unleash ���������� vt. �À 

unprecedented ����������������� a. ÷øùú��û÷

� 

unwieldy ������������ a. ?üý��þ�h

� 

upheaval ����#������ n. ���Àî 

virtuous ���������� a. º»��� 

xenophobic �������������	� a. ���	
��~ 
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(��) � 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

be well on the way �DD�� 

close one’s eyes to ��?å 

on the long term è�N� 

shed light on �� 

take advantage of Us 

 

Proper Names 

 

Chuang-Tzu �� 

Confucius �	���������� �� 

Mencius ���������� �� 

 

Notes 

 

1. Mencius������������������ !"�#�~$%&�Îg÷ 372'�(

�Îg÷ 289 'l��)��*+7,-���./�m&���012�3425���

+�)678��9��:;�</=��2</+>�)</?@¥½A�BCDXEl 

2. Chuang-Tzu����%÷ 369F÷ 286l-�G=/��H�I�J ( KLJ#) ~lMN

Juv�OPQl-hER��S�TURVW�S�º/�XY7lR��SrG=Z,=R

[E\�]^_Jl 

3. Confucius��� (Îg÷ 551—Îg÷ 479)�� ,̀�ab�cde�f�gh ( !"ij�

"V) ~lm)��*+-���./Zkl/Z</=¾:m~l	�En�op�qn�

rs@~���tuvn�Hwx� 14'l��y)7,*,z{�/�t|R}SZR~S�

}R�SZR�S��RH�S�hRcdSl����.�=��B�&��������l 

4. pillar�ØÙl��Ê�i~�ø���~±Æ��ç�l 

5. factionalism and xenophobic attitudes�È¾���8����l 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. The author holds the opinion that China should get more guidance from Western 

countries. 

____ 2. Mencius believes that human nature is evil in a world full of corruption. 
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____ 3. Business ethics should not be problem-oriented, but objective-oriented according 

to the basic understanding of Mencius. 

____ 4. China needs some proper business ethics in helping its business practices. 

____ 5. That one should use his all possible means to get a better profit is likely a result of 

China’s basic ethical guidance. 

____ 6. In the U.S. and European countries, business ethics has been accepted as an 

academic discipline. 

____ 7. The author of the article urges China to import the corresponding Western philosophy 

so as to help people better understand what is morally right in economic field. 

____ 8. The emphasis on business ethics in China could help lead to a morally clean 

world not only in China, but also in the world. 

____ 9. It is implied in the article that corruption and bribery will destroy Chinese 

businessmen’s real interest in the long run. 

____ 10. The ethical tradition in Chinese culture will be an important factor to help 

improve the business environment in the country.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

access to    ethics     injustice    deficiency    take advantage of 
conviction     shed light on     impact     perceive     convince 

1.  Calling them a bunch of capricious (�����) kids with half-formed ideas does 

them a(n) ______. 

2.  Don’ t lend them the car, they ______ you.   

3.  Their religious ______ prevented them from taking arms. 

4.  He told the police that he had thought honestly about the ______ of what he was doing. 

5.  Such schemes mean little unless they ______ people. 

6.  The facilities have been adapted to give______ wheelchair users. 

7.  There are serious ______ in the numbers of suitable aircraft. 

8.  Stress is widely ______ as contributing to heart disease. 

9.  Scientists say there is no ______ evidence that power lines have anything to do with cancer. 

10.  We’re hoping that his letter will ________ the mystery. 
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Kaleidoscope 

If the tiller is industrious, the farmland is productive. 

�	
�� 

Take care of the pence and the pounds will take care of themselves. 

��������� 

Many a grain of sand piled up will make a pagoda. 

���� 
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 Unit   111777     

Risks
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Human beings are now confronted with a lot of environmental problems. What can we 

do to live in harmony with nature? 

2. What do you think of the measures taken by the government to prevent and control 

environmental problems? 

3. What are some other serious risks in nature? Give some examples. 

 

Text  

 

BBaattttllee  aaggaaiinnsstt  AAIIDDSS  

Mu Xin 

 

    As the incidence of AIDS rises in China, the country is increasing the budget for 

fighting this disease.  

    The government recently announced a plan to allocate 100 million yuan in special 

funds for the prevention of AIDS and venereal diseases. In addition, the government will 

also put part of the funds raised from State bond issuance, a total of 950 million yuan, into 

the establishment of blood banks.  

    “Although AIDS is being spread on a small scale in China, the situation has become 

quite serious in some areas and within some groups. Given China’s huge population, the 

low incidence rate actually means a considerably large number of infected people1,” said 

Vice Minister of Health, Yin Dakui. 

    At a recent press conference, Yin released the figures of HIV positive and AIDS 
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patients2 from 1985, when China first reported AIDS cases, to the end of June this year3. 

China has reported a total of 26,058 HIV positive cases, including 1,111 AIDS patients, 

and AIDS has caused 584 deaths. In the first half of this year, 3,541 people were newly 

reported as being HIV positive, up 67.4 percent over the same period last year, which 

reported 2,115 new cases. There were 231 new AIDS patients, up 2.85 fold over the 60 

new cases reported in the same period last year4.  

    Statistics show that 69.8 percent of patients contracted the virus through intravenous 

drug use, and 6.9 percent through sexual contact. Among these, 94 percent are between 15 

and 49 years of age and most are male (for every female patient, there are five male 

patients). Currently, the disease has spread to all the 31 provinces, autonomous regions and 

municipalities in the country. Experts estimate that the actual number of people who have 

contracted the virus surpassed 600,000 by the end of last year. 

    Intravenous injection through shared needles is largely responsible for the rapid 

spread of AIDS among drug addicts. By June this year, 27 provinces, autonomous regions 

and municipalities had reported HIV positive cases among drug users. The situation is 

especially serious in Yunnan, Xinjiang, Guangxi, Guangdong and Sichuan. Monitoring 

results suggest that the HIV contraction rate among drug users increased to 4.98 percent in 

2000, from 0.04 percent in 1995. In addition, 53.3 percent of the addicts take drugs 

through intravenous injection, among which 37 percent use shared needles.  

    Unsafe sex is another a major reason for the rapid spread of AIDS. In 2000, 419 

reported HIV positive patients, or 8.1 percent of the total, had been infected through sexual 

contact. Monitoring results also show that the proportion of HIV positive cases among 

prostitutes increased to 1.32 percent, from zero in 1995. Most of the HIV positive 

prostitutes are also drug addicts, which further complicates the situation. 

    The incidence rate of AIDS among people suffering from venereal diseases is also on 

the rise, from 0.02 percent in 1995 to 0.12 percent in 2000. Experts warn that a large-scale 

spread of venereal diseases might also cause a rampant spread of AIDS. 

    Surveys also reveal a significant rise of AIDS cases in areas where unregulated 

collecting of blood plasma5 for biological product manufacturing took place in the early 

1990s. At the time, some underground blood plasma collectors, blinded by economic 

returns, bought blood from farmers on a large scale in these areas. Because of a failure to 

test whether donors are HIV positive or not, a number of them contracted the virus through 

cross infection. A survey showed that 996 HIV positive cases, reported between 1998 and 

June 2001, had caught the virus in this way.  

    Aspiring to check the advancement of AIDS and control the number of HIV positive 

cases under 1.5 million by 2010, the State Council issued the Platform of Action for 

Curbing and Preventing AIDS6 (2001�2005) on May 25 this year.  
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    According to the Platform of Action, the annual growth rate of HIV positive and 

venereal disease patients should be controlled below 10 percent. The average rate of HIV 

infection through blood transfusion should drop to under 1 per 100,000 in the country, and 

under 1 per 10,000�50,000 in areas with high AIDS incidence rate. 

    Measures to be taken include: Ensuring the safety of blood and blood-derived 

products for clinical use, thereby blocking the spread of the virus through blood 

transfusion; intensifying health education and spread knowledge about the prevention of 

AIDS and venereal diseases; reducing high-risk behavior through government intervention; 

perfecting the medical care system, and improving medical services for HIV positive and 

AIDS patients; establishing a complete AIDS monitoring system, information system and 

evaluation system; strengthening the training on how to prevent AIDS and venereal 

diseases; and conducting research on AIDS prevention and treatment.7 

(adapted from Beijing Review) 

 

New Words 

 

aspire /�������/ v. �� 

bond /�	
�/ n. ����� 

budget /������/ n. �	 

conference /��	
����
�/ n. 
���
���
 

contract /��
������/ vt. ��(��) 

donor /����
�/ n. ��� 

infect /�
�����/ vt. ����� 

injection /�
������
/ n. ����� 

intensify /�
���
�����/ vt. �� 

intravenous /��
�������

��/ 

a. �� !�����! 

manufacturing ����
�����
�������� 

n. "#$ 

municipality /�����
�����
�����/ 

n. %&'(()�')* 

plasma ��������� n. +,-

proportion ������	���

� 

n. ./ 

prostitute /���	��������/ n. 01 

rampant /������
�/ a. 23!�45! 

sexual /���������/ a. 6!�67! 

surpass /��������/ vt. 89�8: 

transfusion /���
�������

/ 

n. ;+ (<)�;= 

underground /��
��!���

�/ 

a. >?!�@A! 

venereal   /���
������/ a. 6�! 
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Phrases and Expressions 

 

on a big /large scale BCDE 

on a small scale FCD 

on the rise �G��H 

 

Notes  

 

1. Given China’s huge population, the low incidence rate actually means a considerably large 

number of infected people. IJKL�MNOP�QRS�TUNO�VWX�YZ[\

O]^_B`ab�!��cIn this sentence, “given” is a preposition meaning “taking into 

consideration. e.g. Given good weather, our ship will reach Shanghai Monday evening. def

gh�[\!ijklmno�pq�rc 

2. HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) positive: s�tuvwx�yz{6�KL��y|}

~�AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) s�f6uvw�������~��

uv��R�����b���n�uv����!�����!�����t��uv

w��y (HIV)��96��+=�+="� ¡¢��£c 

3. this year: s 2001¤c 

4. There were 231 new AIDS patients, up 2.85 fold over the 60 new cases reported in the same 

period last year. ¥¦§N! up¨ down©��ª«¬���H®�folds¬¯°®c¥¦

§!±²U³´! 231/KL��¨µ¤¶m´! 60/©.·¸ 2.85¯ (U�¹

! 3.85¯)c¥º! last years 2000¤c   

5. unregulated collecting of blood plasma: s�»"!¼½+,c¾¿! underground blood 

plasma collectorssÀ<E¾¼½+,~c 

6. Platform of Action for Curbing and Preventing AIDS: Á"ÂÃÄKL�ÅÆÇÈc 

7. ¥É§N! 6ÊËÅÌÍÎÏÐ include!ÑÒ�ÓÔ)*Õ¼Ö!×Ø� AIDS monitoring 

system sKL�ÙÁÚÛ��c 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1.  According to the text, the attitude of the country toward AIDS is _______. 

 A. indifferent and inactive     B. active and serious  

 C. negative and pessimistic     D. positive and pessimistic   
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2. Which of the following statements is NOT true about the budget of the government? 

 A. The government committed 950 million yuan in establishing blood banks.   

B. The government increases the money used for fighting against AIDS.  

 C. The government planned to spend 100 million yuan in curing AIDS.  

 D. The government will put part of the money from bond issuance into anti-AIDS program.  

3.  According to the text, which one is NOT mentioned as the ways to get AIDS? 

 A. Drug use.       B. Unsafe sexual contact.  

 C. Hand-shaking.      D. Blood transfusion.  

4.  Which of the following statements is true about AIDS?  

 A. The incidence of the disease began to fall in China after long-time treatment.  

 B. HIV negative people are taking less AIDS viruses in their body.  

 C. Long time drug abuse will end up with the disease.  

 D. Blood donors might be infected with AIDS viruses through cross infection.   

5.  It can be inferred from the text that _______. 

 A. AIDS can be infected by blood transfusion 

 B. the government did not take any action against AIDS before 

 C. there are more female drug users according to the statistics 

 D. blood plasma collection is not profitable 

6.  The word “underground” (Para. 9) can be replaced by _______. 

 A. beneath         B. subway    

C. illegal       D. below the surface  

7.  In 1990s, there was some unregulated collecting of blood plasma because _______. 

 A. the collectors can earn a lot of money by doing so  

 B. the collectors lacked health knowledge   

 C. the country was in great need of blood  

 D. the law enforcement was neglected then  

8.  According to the text, what are the measures on AIDS to be taken by the government? 

  A. Spreading knowledge about the prevention of AIDS and venereal diseases.  

 B. Improving medical services for HIV positive an AIDS patients.  

 C. Establishing AIDS monitoring system, information system and evaluation system.  

 D. All of the above.    

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1.  The distance from the center of a circle to the edge is the same at any _______ time.  
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    A. offered    B. supplied   C. given    D. provided   

2.  One of the boys in the class had a fever and he soon _______ other children.   

    A. affected   B. infected   C. influenced  D. effected  

3.  An increasing proportion of our population, unable to live without advanced medical 

_______, will become progressively more reliant to expensive technology. 

    A. interference  B. interruption  C. intervention     D. interaction 

4.  Have you heard that the recently _______ film was prohibited?  

    A. released   B. releasing    C. issued       D. issuing 

5.  If you want to _______ that you get the diploma, you have to work harder and take all 

these curricula and pass them.  

    A. ensure    B. convince    C. pledge      D. promise   

6. The fence in the yard was _______ with wire so that the sheep would not escape easily.  

    A. pulled   B. intensified  C. weakened      D. strengthened   

7.  It turned out to be the assistant who _______ the secret of the lab.   

   A. presented   B. displayed   C. concealed      D. revealed  

8.  They asked me so many questions that I got _______.  

   A. complex   B. confused   C. complicated     D. complained  

9.  The bad weather is responsible _______ the delay.   

   A. with    B. for    C. to         D. about 

10. It is really good news that the number of people who have a driving license is _______.  

   A. in a rise   B. on a rise   C. in a decline     D. on a decline 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. What do you think is the situation of AIDS in China?  

2.  How much do you know about the causes and prevention of AIDS?  

3.  What do you think are some other diseases that should call national attention?  

4.  What will you do to help an AIDS patient?  

5.  What else do you think should the government do to decrease the incidence of AIDS?  

�

Extra Reading 

 

RReedd  WWaarrnniinngg  

Wang Wen 

 

    Chinese people find that red tide is no longer strange, due to its frequent occurrence in 
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recent years. The State Oceanography Administration (SOA) said there were 28 red tides in 

China’s territorial waters1 in 2000. The SOA predicts that June through September will be 

a period of high incidences of red tides2 this year. 

    Red tides are a natural disaster. Its frequent occurrence in recent years should, to a 

great extent, be blamed on unnatural influences.  

    The drainage into the ocean of untreated industrial and domestic sewage with rich 

nitrogen and phosphorus content leads to an environment for an explosive reproduction of 

red tide organisms.3 And the blooms of such organisms result in red tides. 

    In addition, offshore aquaculture may cause red tides. Even in the best-managed 

shrimp farm, about 30 percent of the feed would not be taken, thus polluting the waters. 

This unexpected product of offshore aquaculture has encouraged a favorable ecological 

environment for red tide organisms, hastening their multiplication and, as a result, has a 

disastrous effect. 

    Red tides have so far occurred in all of China’s four coastal waters�the Bohai, Yellow, 

East China and South China seas4. Its incidence is rising. Statistics released by the State 

Marine Environmental Monitoring System show that recorded red tides in China’s coastal 

waters rose to 234 in the 1990s from 75 in the 1980s. The area of a single red tide has 

expanded from several square km to today’s thousands of square km, and red tides have been 

found throughout the country’s offshore waters. Corresponding economic loss also has 

jumped to nearly 1 billion yuan, compared with less than 100 million yuan in the past. 

    An official with the Department of Environmental Protection of SOA, said red tides 

are ruinous to fishery resources and production. As red tide organisms consume most of the 

available oxygen, fish, shrimps and shellfish die of suffocation, causing reduced output and 

a deteriorating quality of aquatic products. 

    Due to the food chain5, man and other species may be badly affected by the toxins in 

the red tide polluted seafood. In the past 10 years, deaths attributed to this have increased 

in number, becoming a severe threat to people’s health. 

    The marine environment suffers badly from the effects of red tides. When such a tide 

occurs, the viscosity of seawater will increase and both its color and smell will corrupt as a 

result of large amounts of dying algae. A lot of marine tourism resources are seriously 

influenced as well, causing a huge economic loss. 

    In response to frequent occurrences of red tides, a systematic prevention and control 

project is now under way. 

    Firstly, publicity of the revised Marine Environmental Protection Law, which took 

effect on April 1, 2000, has been enhanced, in an effort to raise public’s awareness of 

environmental protection. For instance, Liaoning Province, which borders on the Yellow 

Sea, has banned the production, sale and use of phosphorated washing powder this past 
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July 1, in order to control the amount of phosphorus in domestic sewage and, as a result, 

reduce the pollution of seawater. 

    Secondly, law-enforcing departments are intensifying efforts to punish enterprises that 

drain untreated sewage into rivers and the ocean at will, regardless of environmental 

protection laws and the Government’s repeated bans. This year, authorities closed 17 

enterprises, large and small, which broke such laws. 

    The SOA has set up a special branch to monitor, forecast, control and deal with red 

tides in the Bohai and Yellow seas. In addition, red tide prevention and control networks, 

on the basis of the integration of central and local governments’ respective responsibilities, 

as well as experts and ordinary people, have been established and improved.6 A nationwide 

marine environment monitoring system, consisting of satellites, aircraft, ships and land 

stations, has been put in place.7 A troop of highly qualified professionals engaged in 

marine environment monitoring and marine disasters forecast are playing an active role. In 

the Ninth Five-Year Plan period (1996�2000), they conducted in-depth research on red 

tides by taking advantage of such monitoring and disaster assessment techniques as remote 

sensing, spectrum measurement and sample tests8. 

    In light of practices to deal with red tides in China and in other countries and regions, 

techniques used to prevent and control the problem in vast areas are still underdeveloped. To 

reduce the incidence of red tides, enormous financial and material inputs are needed to carry 

out long-term and large-scale harnessing of the marine environment with the support of 

rational industrial policies. Following the principle of prevention first and the integration of 

prevention, control and harnessing, efforts will be made to establish and improve nationwide 

red tide monitoring and early-warning systems and the disaster emergency response 

mechanism, so as to minimize economic losses and protect people’s health. 

(adapted from Beijing Review) 

 

New Words 

 

algae /������/ n. ÜÝ�rÜ 

aquaculture /���"�������
�/ 

n. Þßàá 

aquatic /���"����/ a. Þ�!�Þâ!�Þã! 

assessment /�������
�/ n. äå�aäæ!çè 

awareness /��"#�
��/ n. ±é��±�êë 

contaminate /��
�����
��
�/ 

v. ì� 

drainage /�����
��/ n. íÞ�íî 

ecological /������	��
���/ 

a. âïð! 

emergency /�������
��/ n. ñòóô�õö÷ø 
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enforce /�
��	��/ vt. ùÅ 

explosive /�����������/ a. ú!�öûüý! 

fishery /�������/ n. þ$�Þß$ 

harness ��$��
��/ vt. �P�&� (�� ) 

hasten /�$���
/ v. ����û 

in-depth /�
����%/ a. ��!��	! 

integration /��
���!����
�
/ 

n. 
��t��� 

marine /������
/ a. r!�r�!�rß! 

minimize   /���
����� / vt. j��p�� 

multiplication /�����������
����
/ 

n. (Æ���!)�á�á 

nitrogen /�
�������
/ n. � 

offshore /�	&�'��	�/ a. �r!�r��! 

phosphorus /��	������/ n. � 

publicity /����������/ n. �������� 

reproduction /����������
���
/ 

n. �á�����"� 

respective /����������/ a. �%!� 7! 

ruinous /���&�'�
��/ a. !"6!�#$6! 

sewage /����&�'��/ n. ì��ìÞ 

shrimp /�����/ n. F% 

spectrum /���������/ n. &'�(' 

toxin /��	���
/ n. y)�y* 

troop /�����/ n. +�,�-. 

viscosity /�����	����/ n. /*�/6 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

at will 0±E�1±E 

blame sth. on/onto sth. 23k�4��23k 

border on Â��56 (©7)�Ý8�À�9 

in light of :;�<=�>?p 

in response to @A�BA 

on the basis of C���<=�M��DE� 

regardless of  RJ�R�± 

take effect FG�âG 

under way �ÅN�MÅ� 

 

Proper Names 

 

Department of Environmental Protection of SOA O]rHIJKLMN 

Marine Environmental Protection Law OrHJKLM<P 

the Ninth Five-Year Plan period  QRST (1996U2000)  

the State Marine Environmental Monitoring System O]rHJKÙV�� 
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the State Oceanography Administration (SOA) O]rHI 

 

Notes  

 

1. territorial waters: Èrc 

2. red tide: WX�YZ[XcWX�rÞN\]^F!_`â���âÆ�Y�aMnæ!

JKbô¾�cde ñPáYf½Zgh!niâïj��kc  

3. The drainage into the ocean of untreated industrial and domestic sewage with rich nitrogen and 

phosphorus content leads to an environment for an explosive reproduction of red tide organisms. 

M¥¦§N�lÒU drainage�Z untreated industrial and domestic sewage with rich nitrogen 

and phosphorus contentÐ of !ÑÒ�mÒÆnU lead toc¥¦§!±²U³opq�!

rs��!t$¨]uìÞí�rN�vw¸WX^â�xCöú�á!JKc 

4. the Bohai, Yellow, East China and South China seas: sNOyz{Br�|}~�����

r��r�yr¨�rc 

5. food chain: (âï) ���c 

6. In addition, red tide prevention and control networks, on the basis of the integration of central 

and local governments’ respective responsibilities, as well as experts and ordinary people, 

have been established and improved. ¥¦§!±²U³������¨��¸O]ÂE

���$Â+W©Ì�!WXÃ##��con the basis of the integration of central and 

local governments’ respective responsibilities, as well as experts and ordinary peopleÐ¦�

!�Òc 

7. A nationwide marine environment monitoring system, consisting of satellites, aircraft, ships and 

land stations, has been put in place. M¥¦§N�consisting of satellites, aircraft, ships and 

land stationsÐ�Ò�in places¬MB�!���B�®c¥¦§!±²U³^��h�

�l����i�¨��,
!O]rHJKÙ��ÙV��c 

8. remote sensing, spectrum measurement and sample tests:  7sÏkÙÁ¨#��ä!�l

 b�¡¢&'V`¨£¤¼¥c 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Red tides result from the reproduction of the red tide organisms in the ocean.  

____ 2.  The pollutants (����) from factories and seafood farms might be partly 

responsible for the increase of red tide organisms. 

____ 3. The incidence of red tides is rising in China’s coastal waters, but luckily red tides 
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have not spread throughout China’s offshore waters.  

____ 4. Red tides are harmful to fish, shrimps but harmless to human beings.  

____ 5. We can see from the passage that phosphorus can pollute sea water.   

____ 6. An effective sea environment monitoring system has been set up to prevent and 

control red tides.  

____ 7. So far there is no effective way available to deal with red tides, so prevention is 

the basis and first step to deal with them.  

____ 8. When red tide occurs, the seawater will change into red color, hence the name red 

tides. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

 disaster   resource   authority   bloom  systematic  enforce 
 take effect      under way      result in        consume 

1. The police felt it hard to ______ the law with the large number of parading audience. 

2.  The medicine quickly _______ and my headache seemed relieved.   

3. The floods were a natural _______.  

4. You don’t have any _______ for entering this house. It’s private.  

5. To start a company, one has to apply in a _______ way according to the procedures.   

6. An investigation is _______ to find out how the disaster happened.  

7. His old car _______ more gasoline so he decided to buy a new one.  

8. China is rich in marine _______.  

9. You are in the _______ of youth, so work hard for a brighter future.  

10. The accident _______ three people being killed.  

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

Negligence will cause great mischief.  

�	
�� 

Prosperity is ever sauced with the sour drops of adversity. 

����� 
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Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. If you got the chance to go to the moon, what would you do after you get there? Why? 

2. Which disciplines of science would be most popular in the next decade? Why? 

3. Will there be any brand-new science field in the near future? List some examples if 

any. 

 

Text  

 

BBiigg  IIddeeaass  DDrriivvee  CChhiinnaa’’ss  QQuueesstt  ffoorr  SSuuppeerr  SSttaattuuss  

John Gittings 

 

200BC  The first emperor of China starts the Great Wall1 to keep out the 

“barbarians”. Completed in the 14th�17th century Ming Dynasty it extends 3,750 miles. 

1950s  Mass education wipes out illiteracy, with schools set up in the deepest 

countryside. A nationwide health campaign cuts infant mortality and defeats VD2.  

1980s  The policy of economic “opening up” attracts foreign investment. Urban 

China sprouts modern public buildings and millions of new flats.  

1990s  A second wave of economic reform brings more investment in transport with 

new railways and China’s first motorways. These are followed by a mobile phone 

revolution and now by the Internet. In 1999 China joins the space club with the launch of 

its first unmanned spacecraft, Shenzhou3.  

Now China has proclaimed its confidence in the future with a set of grand plans 
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which include placing a robot on the moon. Declaring that the robot “will be sent into 

space very soon”, a leading Chinese researcher told the official news agency that this 

would be a first step towards manned space flights.  

The “astro-robot” will investigate sites for astronauts, collect samples and send lunar 

images back to earth, says Sun Zengqi of Qinghua University in a report published 

yesterday.  

China says it already has the technology to build small space laboratories staffed by 

robots. It also intends to take part in international missions to explore Mars.  

Beijing’s programme to put a man on the moon was launched in 1992 with the 

approval of President Jiang Zemin, but reaching for the moon is not the only massive 

project now under way in a country that has launched many epic enterprises.  

Plans for the first railway to Lhasa4 across the frozen wastes of the Tibetan plateau 

were confirmed yesterday in Hong Kong. The project ground to a halt in the 1980s because 

of expense and technical difficulties.  

Construction of the 700-mile link to the Chinese railway system begins in 2002, said 

Xu Mingyang, vice-chairman of the Tibet autonomous region. The line should be 

completed, he said optimistically, within four years.  

The route will scale a formidable mountain pass to enter Tibet in the Amdo region, 

notorious for fierce winter blizzards. The Tibetan plateau has an average elevation of 4,000 

metres (13,000 feet).  

The railway to Tibet from Xining, the provincial capital of Qinghai, reached the town 

of Golmud, in the same province, in 1984 before being halted. Engineers were baffled by 

the problem of construction at high altitudes and over frozen soil.  

Beijing has confirmed that another epic project�to divert the waters of the Yangtze 

River to drought-hit north China�has been finally approved. Premier Zhu Rongji has 

called for an “early start” to the three-stage project which some experts say will take 50 

years to complete.  

One route will use the ancient Grand Canal5 to siphon water from the lower Yangtze 

northwards to Beijing and Tianjin. This will require crossing the Yellow River by either 

aqueduct or tunnel.  

A second route will cross central China linking the middle Yangtze valley with the 

north, while the third and most ambitious route would be excavated between the upper 

reaches of the two river systems.  

On Monday it was reported that 94% of the Yangtze’s water flows into the sea. China 

north of the Yangtze contains 63% of the country’s arable land but has only 19% of its 

water resources.  

According to one prediction, when the project is finished 110 bn6 cubic metres of 
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water could be piped north each year. This is twice the current volume of the Yellow River 

that has dried up with increasing frequency in its lower reaches in recent years.  

The exact course of the three diversions is still under debate. Enthusiasts argue that 

the westernmost route will be relatively simple because the Yangtze source waters are at a 

higher altitude than those of the Yellow River.  

Beijing’s commitment to these major infrastructural projects shows its determination 

to build China into one of the world’s leading powers in the 21st century. 

Another enterprise already under way is the massive Three Gorges7 dam in the 

middle reaches of the Yangtze River, a project that reflects a long-standing belief expressed 

most forcefully by Chairman Mao in the ability of the Chinese people to tame the elements 

on a grand scale.  

China launched a new campaign earlier this year to develop the backward western 

provinces by large-scale injections of funds and human expertise. 

Earlier in the 20th century, the nationalist leader, Sun Yat-sen8, promoted ambitious 

schemes for economic construction�including an early plan to dam the Yangtze. 

China’s space-age ambitions were boosted last year with the first flight of an 

unmanned spacecraft around the earth. A second test flight is expected in the near future. 

“China deserves a place in the world of high technology,” the head of the manned 

spaceflight programme was quoted as saying.  

Success in space would have strategic implications for China’s nuclear credibility. It 

would also please millions of Chinese who believe that China should be the equal of the 

West.   

(adapted from World Tibet Network News) 

 

New Words 

 

altitude  ��������	
�
� 

n. �� 

approval   ����	
�� 
� 

n.  �� 

aqueduct ����������
� 

n. �� 

assertion  �����
���� n. �	  

baffle ������� vt. 
� 

barbarian ���
�������
�� 

n. ��  

blizzard ��������� n. ��� 

boundless ����	�����
� 

a. ��� 

confirm  �����f�
�� vt. �� 

diversion �����v�
��� n. �� 
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� 

divert  �������
�� vt. ��� 

elevation  ����������
��� 

n. �� 

enthusiast ������	
����
�� 

n. ��� 

environmentalist ����������
����������� 

n. ��� � 

epic ������ a.  !"�  

excavate  ����������
�� 

vt. #$ 

grand �!����� a. !%� 

injection  �����"����
�� 

n. &'  

mortality  ��#
�������
� 

n.  ()* 

motorway ����	�����
� 

n.  +,-. 

notorious ���	��#
���
�� 

a.  /012� 

optimistically ��#��������
���� 

ad.  345 

plateau ������	� n. +6  

quest ������� n. 78 

quote ����	�� vt 9: 

siphon ��������� vt.  ;<  

spacecraft ���������

��� 

n. =>?@ABC@ 

sprout ����	�� vt.  �DE 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

a set of FG 

autonomous region 

/#
��#����� ���
�"��� 
HIJ 

be the equal of KLLMNAKLLMO 

dry up PQ 

grind to a halt R�FST�AUUVW 

keep out �LLXY 

under debate Z[\]^_ 

under way `Xab^_ 

wipe out cdAce 

 

Proper Names 

 

Amdo fgh (50)  

Golmud +ij (50)  

Grand Canal "kl 
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Great Wall  Em 

Hong Kong no (50)  

Jiang Zemin pqr (�0) 

Lhasa  st (50)  

Qinghai  u� (50)  

Sun Yat-sen v_w (�0) 

Sun Zengqi vxy (�0) 

Three Gorges ��!#
�"��� z{ 

Tibet �������� |} (50)  

Xining |~ (50)  

Xu Mingyang �0� (�0) 

the Yangtze River  Ep 

the Yellow River  �l 

Zhu Rongji ��� (�0) 

 

Notes 

 

1. the Great Wall�Em�Em��w��A|����A�E 6,700��A�������

%"��^F��H������A� ¡�¢M£¤¥A¦§¨©ª©«z�¬¤¥

®�¯°©�±Nr²�³´µ���+"�¶·�«¸F¹�¦Aº»¬�¼½�¾F

�¿ÀÁÂ�EmAÃµÄÅÆÇÈEm�ÉÊ� 

2. VD�ËÌ�venereal disease�ÍÎ�  
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. “Modern public buildings and millions of new flats” are mentioned in the text to show 

_______. 

A. China’s national campaign 

B. China’s success in economic reform 

C. China’s grand plans for its development 

D. Chinese people’s ambition and success 

2. According to the text, the “astro-robot” has the following advantages EXCEPT _______. 

A. helping China develop manned space flight 

B. providing China with lunar images 

C. making China know more about out-space 

D. bringing the Chinese people more chance to challenge 

3. It can be inferred from the text that _______. 

A. China now has all of the technology for manned space flight 

B. China still has a long way to go before she can explore Mars. 

C. China is now the member of the space club  

D. China will take the lead in the space research 

4. One of the problems in the construction of the railway to Tibet from Xining is _______. 

A. high altitudes        B. changeable weather 

C. formidable rivers       D. soft plateau 

5. Which of the following statements is true according to the text? 

A. North China often suffers from droughts. 

B. Flood often hid South China. 

C. It is not safe for people to drink water in northern rivers. 

D. With more funds, it will take fewer years to finish the project to divert the water. 

6. Which route does the author think will cost less money? 

A. The first route.       B. The second route. 

C. The third route.       D. It is not mentioned in the text. 

7. Which of the following places is NOT rich in water resources? 

A. The western parts of Beijing and Tianjin. B. China north of the Yangtze River. 

C. The upper regions of the Grand Canal. D. The lower reaches of the Yellow River. 
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8. It can be inferred from the text that the construction of the Three Gorges dam in the 

middle reaches of the Yangtze River _______. 

A. is what Chairman Mao hoped for 

B. is politically significant 

C. will take a longer time to complete than expected 

D. has been injected much more foreign funds than before 

9. According to the text, China’s success in space _______. 

A. can bring China much more foreign funds 

B. can give the Chinese people much more confidence in their high technology 

C. can show that China has a strong power in nuclear 

D. can bring the world even more peace 

10. What is the author’s attitude to Beijing’s commitment to the major infrastructural 

projects? 

A. Positive.    B. Negative.   C. Neutral.    D. Not clear. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. They tried their best to _______ the problem before he came to the company. 

    A. tackle   B. deserve   C. sprout   D. promote 

2. Their religion encouraged them to _______ their faith. 

    A. launch   B. proclaim      C. confirm   D. divert 

3. The university’s _______ will have a physical examination once a week. 

    A. stage    B. stall     C. status    D. staff 

4. Lewis and Clark _______ the territory from St Louis to the Pacific. 

A. explored   B. diverted   C. baffled   D. boosted 

5. The whole peace process seems to have come to a _______. 

A. region   B. scale    C. halt     D. site 

6. They decided to take the task of creating a new filling system no matter how _______ 

it is. 

A. boundless  B. formidable  C. fierce    D. ambitious 

7. At high _______it is difficult for people to get enough oxygen. 

A. scales   B. tunnels   C. altitudes   D. motorways 

8. Some of the prisoners created a _______ while Riggs climbed the wall. 

A. credibility  B. mortality   C. diversion   D. injection 

9. Wilkinson kept repeating his _______ that he was innocent. 
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A. assertion   B. determination  C. prediction   D. elevation 

10. To _______ an old saying, every dog has his day. 

  A. reflect   B. extend    C. tame    D. quote  

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Do you think China will become a leading power in the new century? Why or why 

not? 

2. Do you have confidence that China will become the equal of the West one day? Why 

or why not? 

3. Do you agree that China is making rapid progress during the past two decades? Why 

or why not? 

4. Can you give examples of big projects that are carried out near your hometown? 

5. What will you do to contribute to the growth of our economy? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

NNoobbeell  LLaauurreeaattee
1
 YYaanngg  oonn  SSccii--tteecchh  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  aanndd  EEdduuccaattiioonnaall  RReeffoorrmm  

 

Renowned scientist Chen Ning Yang2 has lately become the center of attention at the 

2000 annual meeting of China Science and Technology Association, which he called “the 

biggest academic gathering ever attended in decades”. At the meeting he delivered 

“Chinese Culture and Science and Technology”, an academic report that has evoked warm 

response and profound thinking among 4,000-odd3 professionals at the meeting.  

 In his report, Yang analyzed sci-tech developments in the 20th century, forecast about 

things in the coming 30 years, and also put forward plans for educational reform to meet 

international competition.  

Many things, he said, such as telephone, radio, mobile phones, man-made satellite, 

heart by-pass surgery4 and organ transplant are all too familiar today but were just 

unknown 200 years ago. During the past 200 years, world productive forces had been 

tremendously emancipated thanks to an industrialization process. Two hundred years ago, 

over 80% of world population were engaged in agricultural production but in the place of 

this is merely 1% or 2% to feed a population of several hundred million in today’s U.S. in 

addition to providing a large surplus for export. The total assets of U.S. sci-tech corporate 

establishments founded in recent 30 years total about US$1 trillion, according to Fortune5, 

an accumulation speed unimaginable at the beginning of the century, not to say 200 years 
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ago. Two hundred years’ development reveals that it is the result of interaction of the three 

forces of science, industry and economy that has boosted world production and this is to be 

all the more so6 in the coming new century.  

Why could a fast growth of science and technology have been achieved in the past 50 

years? Behind this are many reasons. People had been assured of the prowess of radar and 

atomic bombs used in WWII and further brought home the impacts of technology on future 

productive forces. The U.S. had lost no time in founding its National Lab, Natural Sciences 

Foundation and Fund for National Security after WWII. Other countries also followed suit 

to have similar institutions established and this has directly pushed the development of 

world technology. Another reason is that sci-tech progress has exerted a bigger and bigger 

influence on world economy, forcing various corporate giants as the U.S.’s IBM, China’s 

Legend7 and others known to the world to continuously increase their technological input. 

Academic achievements were also found to help in an accelerated industrial progress. Take 

development of physics in the 20th century for example, it has brought into being a 

booming semiconductor industry and further the rise of a computer industry at a time of 

the 20th century of “physics”. By the 1950s, following an intensive study into the structure 

of human genes, biology gradually took the place of physics. As a discipline closely 

connected with people’s health, it has been widely considered as a leading branch of 

sciences in the new era.  

When talking about the relations between sci-tech and economy, Yang said in the past 

100 years scientific achievements had been translated into productivity at a faster and 

faster speed. For instance, it took 65 years to transform television theory into actual 

products, and a period of 35 years for radio, 18 years for X-ray, 5 years for radar, and only 

2 years for laser. Ties among science, industry and economy would be more visible within 

20 or 30 years in the future.  

How are things in the world 30 years after? It would be all the more difficult to 

forecast about a world 60 or 70 years further since things are developing fast and this is 

just as people in the early 20th century couldn’t tell today’s technological advance. 

However, an outline for 30 years in the future still remains possible. The trend of 

globalization will continue to develop without doubt and computers will be used in every 

aspect of people’s life. Much success has also been registered in developing 

telecommunication and bioengineering, which will establish itself as a powerful engine for 

world economy.  

Also, a change has been made in some academic definitions. A saying is that people 

will have a life span of 150 years by 2050, a statement yet to be proved. But what we know 

for sure will be a prolonged human life, a growth of population and increased consumption 

by people. New accompanying problems will inevitably arise such as energy resource 
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supply, biology and environmental protection in addition to a wide range of scientific 

subjects to be studied.  

There will still remain such a point: How to adjust the existing educational system to 

meet international challenge?  

Yang tells the differences in educational philosophy between Asian countries and the 

United States: American education encourages diversified interests and active imaginations. 

Students are told to believe in themselves and solve problems in their own way. While 

Asian students are taught to focus on a certain subject and do things in a cautious manner. 

American students are a self-confident complacent group and like to show not to be 

shallow. While Asian students are so modest that sometimes they become yielding in face 

of difficulties and challenge.  

Both educational methods have advantages and disadvantages, Yang concluded. He 

hopes China’s education reformers would learn something good from the U.S. and make 

the next generation more ready, more active to meet challenges in the 21st century.  

(From People’s Daily) 

 

New Words 

 

asset ������� n.  hij

bioengineering ������	����"�������$� n.  D k þ

�j

boost ��	
��� vt. W+Al

mj

cautious ���%
���� a. no�j

complacent ������������ a. Hp�A

q q H

r�j

diversify �������
������ vt. ���A

� h s

 j

emancipate ������������ vt. tuj

evoke �����	�� vt. 9�j

globalization ��!��	������������� n.  �v j

industrialization ���������������������� n. þw j

laureate ���%
����� n. xy�j

profound ������	��� a. z{�A

z��j

prolong �����%
$� vt. |Ej

prowess ����	��� n. }~A~

�j

renowned ������	��� a. ï0�A

� ï S
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��j

semiconductor ���������������� n.  ��Qj

surplus ����
���� n. ��j

telecommunication �����������	
���������� n. � � �

��A�

�j

tremendously �������������� ad. $"5A

�"5j

trillion ���������� n. ���� j

yielding ����
���$� a. ���A

�Ã�j

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

follow suit ���A�s 

put forward to WX 

thanks to �à[ 

 

Notes  

 

1. Nobel Laureate����yx��� 

2. Chen Ning Yang��Y~ (Chen Ning Yang, 19227  )A��Z�A�]k��¢A1922

Ô 10Õ 1>D[��
 ¡¢ (£ ¡ã)AxH¤|�¥ "�k���A1942Ô¦w

¦§'¨©ª�1945Ô«�A'¬m"�AX�® E. ¯°±�²³¾´µ]�A¦w

¦d¶[¬m"�©·¸¹º+»¨©ªNA1985 Ôx��)¸¼½��¢¾�¿À

yÁ�ÂKÃä� %AÄÅÆÆÇÔ§Èk���,¬É¾ÊË�Ï=õÌÍÅËÓA

WXÆXÎM£%:_=õ�ÌÍAÏ�Ð»µÑ�x� 1957Ô���k��y� 

3. 4,000-odd�*�º��A*�ÒÓ��odd Ô:[Õ¾Ö ×�ØÙ�300-odd pages z

ÚhÛÜ50-odd pounds ÝÇh}Þ� 

4. heart by-pass surgery��ßàáâÀ� 

5. Fortune�±��ãäåæçè� 

6. this is to be all the more so�éHêm�ésÆ�so ±��ë�_æì� the result of 

interaction of the three forces of science, industry and economy has boosted world production. 

all the more í¬�êmAîÞAïY�ØÙ�It would be all the more difficult. ðHêmñ


Æ� 

7. Legend�±Ï¥òÓóPAô�: Lenovo� 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 
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Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Chen Ning Yang’s report “Chinese Culture and Science and Technology” was 

widely attacked by some rigid professionals. 

____ 2. According to Yang’s report, organ transplant has been put into practice only in 

decades. 

____ 3. Only 1% to 2% of the U.S. population is engaged in agricultural productions. 

____ 4. The three forces of science, industry and economy will continue to influence the 

world production in the new century. 

____ 5. The establishment of some key science labs in the country helps the U.S. boost its 

science and technology development directly after World War II. 

____ 6. The China’s Legend’s increasing technological input helps greatly improve the 

semiconductor industry. 

____ 7. Biology is a leading branch of science that is gradually replaced by physics 

because of the coming of the information era. 

____ 8. The example of transforming television theory into actual products is to illustrate 

the closer tie of science and economy in modern era. 

____ 9. The fact that people will have a life expectancy of 150 years by 2050 is already 

proved theoretically. 

____ 10. Asian students are modest usually; however, they will show their confidence in 

face of challenge. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

diversify     boost     register     thanks to     exert 
evoke    emancipate    cautious    follow suit  yield to 

1. The move is designed to _______ sales during the peak booking months of January 

and February. 

2. There were massive queues at the embassy trying to _______ for British citizenship. 

3. The company’s troubles started only when it _______ into new products. 

4. It is _______ this committee that many new sponsors have come forward. 

5. He _______ considerable influence on the thinking of the scientific community on 

these issues. 

6. The scene _______ memories of those old movies. 

7. The slaves _______ by the war in 1865. 
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8. The scientists are _______about using enzyme therapy on humans. 

9. The Russian team pulled out of the Los Angeles Olympics, and several Eastern 

European countries _______. 

10. Carmen _______ general pressure and took the child to a specialist. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

The characteristic of scientific progress is our knowing that we did not know. 

�G. Bachelard  

�����	
�������������� 

����� 

There is no royal road to science, and only those who do not dread the 
fatiguing climb of its steep paths have a chance of gaining its luminous 
summits.  

�Karl Marx 

��������������� !"#$%&'()*�+�,�-

./012�34� 

��567��� 
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 Unit   111999     

Youth’s Problems  

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. In your opinion, what social problems are the most serious in China?  

2. Why are there so many schoolchildren wearing glasses nowadays?  

3. Do you know any schoolyard rhymes? Please introduce and explain one for the class. 

 

Text  

 

SScchhoooollyyaarrdd  RRhhyymmeess  EEvvookkee  WWiiddee  CCoonncceerrnn  

Xin Yan 

 

“It is me who has the heaviest schoolbag; it is me who has the most homework; and it 

is me who is the first to get up in the morning and the last to go to bed at night.” 

“Why do I always daydream? ’Cause I want to live an alternative life. Why do I 

always have so many strange questions? ’Cause I’m 16.” 

These are a few “new schoolyard rhymes” that have become popular at primary and 

middle schools in recent years. Some “new rhymes” are based on classic poems or pop 

music, but with new verses, others are just children’s doggerel. 

Issues 1 and 2 of Children Study this year published 31 such “new schoolyard 

rhymes”. The magazine stated that the purpose was not to recommend these children’s 

verses, but to arouse public concern for the psyche of children. 

Indeed, this has raised wide concerns in society1. 
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Are Schoolyard Rhymes Harmful? 

Some teachers feel they have become the target of malicious attacks2. Some people 

worry that such rhymes will create tense relations between teachers and students. 

Wang Zimin, a parent who works as a manager of a company, said that the doggerels 

have strange and horrible themes, such as bombing a school, hanging oneself, falling into 

convulsions and jumping out of a window from a high building. It is horrific when one 

first hears them.  

Liu Yongsheng, headmaster of Chongwen District, Beijing, said that rhymes, a form 

of expression loved by children, have both positive and negative effects3. Schools should 

make good use of them and mix moral education with the rhymes.4 The “healthy children’s 

rhymes” cover a wide range of topics related to all possible activities of students5, 

including the right way of writing, the student on duty, extracurricular activities, the course 

for developing employability, and so on. 

Many people have indicated that they don’t worry about the new rhymes appearing on 

campuses. 

Gao Hongbo, a renowned poet who writes verses for children, and also secretary of 

the Secretariat of the Chinese Writers’ Association, said that there is no need to regard the 

new children’s rhymes as a formidable enemy. When children ridicule their teachers or 

parents in the rhymes, they are just seeking fun or voicing their unhappiness6. Some people 

panic over the children’s rhymes because they have little knowledge about this form of 

expression. Some children’s rhymes have little significance, but they find favor with 

children because they are rhythmical. In contrast, some adults put too much emphasis on 

“meanings” or “morals”.7 

Gao said that children grow up with rhymes. The emergence of the “new schoolyard 

rhymes” is an indication of the scarcity of suitable children’s rhymes. Children can wait no 

longer, so they do the creating themselves. Good rhymes not only have images and rhythm 

but also tell stories. 

Today, however, there are few writers who care about creating children’s rhymes, or 

write suitable material. Among publications of children’s literature, children’s poetry 

presents the weakest category, and children’s rhymes are pathetically fewer. Not only do 

primary and middle schools not have special poetry textbooks, but most other Chinese 

textbooks also provide only a limited number of poems. 

Prof. Chen Huichang, doctoral tutor at the Institute of Psychology in Beijing Normal 

University, said the emergence of the new children’s rhymes is a indication, to some extent, 

that children are very clever and psychologically healthy. He said that psychologically 

unhealthy children could never compose such rhymes, and children capable of composing 
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such material would never commit suicide. 

Then how do the children themselves view these rhymes? A small number of children 

said they have no interest in them, but the majority of children think such rhymes are funny. 

One child said that after reading the magazine, he laughed so much that he rolled over and 

over on the bed. 

Several college students in Beijing said they knew these rhymes before they went to 

college, and they suffered no negative effects. 

 

Deep-seated Problems 

Many people think nothing is wrong with the children’s rhymes. But problems do 

exist in current educational system, as reflected by the rhymes.8 

Sun Yunxiao, an expert in children’s education, said that these schoolyard rhymes are 

a catharsis of children’s internal pressures. The heavy pressure of study, unsatisfactory 

relationships between teachers and students, and teaching methods, which need further 

reform, are well-known causes of complaints among students.9 Psychologically speaking, 

the release of their resentment in the form of children’s rhymes is actually a self-defense 

mechanism employed by children, which can help ease their tense feelings. 

Many people in education circles10 agree that besides the pressure of academics, the 

lack of communication between adults and children constitutes an issue that deserves more 

attention regarding the physical and psychological growth of children. Currently, most 

Chinese families have only one child and parents pour almost all their love on this child. 

However, most parents just pay attention to their children’s study and life in a material 

sense, and often neglect to communicate with children. As a consequence, parents often 

fail to understand their children. 

Li Jinhai, principal of Guangqumen Middle School in Beijing, said, “The children’s 

rhymes ring a warning11 to our educational system. Practical measures must be taken to 

reduce children’s burdens and listen to their voice, otherwise, many children will suffer 

from psychological problems, which may lead to further social problems.”   

(adapted from Schoolyard Rhymes Evoke Wide Concern) 

 

New Words 

 

academics �������	
��
 � 

n. ���� 

alternative �����������
� 

a. ���	 

catharsis ���������� n. 
� 

daydream ���	����
� vi. ��� 

doggerel ���������� n. ��� 
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emergence ���
������� n. �� 

employability ��
���������
����� 

n. ���� 

formidable ����
������ a. ��	 

harmful ����
���� a. ��	 

horrific ���������� a. ����	 

pathetically �����	������
� 

ad. ��� !"� 

psyche �������� n. #$ %& 

psychologically ������������
������ 

ad. #'� 

regarding ���������� prep. () 

renowned ���������� a. *+	 

resentment �����	��
���
� 

n. ,- ./ 

ridicule �������!��
� 

vt. 01 

scarcity ����"������ n. 23 

unsatisfactory �#$����������
������ 

a. .45/6	 

verse ����� n. �7 8� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

as a consequence 9:;<=> 

fall into convulsions ?@A BC 

in a material sense DEFGHIJ 

in contrast KLMN 

panic over KOOPQRS 

 

Proper Names 

 

Chongwen District T�U (VW) 

Institute of Psychology in Beijing Normal University VWXYZ[#'[\ 

Secretariat of the Chinese Writers’ Association ]^9_`abcd 

 

Notes 

 

1. this has raised wide concerns in society: efgaIhijkl	(mn 

2. the target of malicious attacks: o6pq	Krn 

3. have both positive and negative effects: s�t�	uv w�x�	uvn 

4. Schools should make good use of them and mix moral education with the rhymes. [yz{|

|G}e~�� ����F�������i�n 

5. cover a wide range of topics related to all possible activities of students: ��j�[����
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�	���(	��n 

6. they are just seeking fun or voicing their unhappiness: ���.�f������ ¡;N

¢#	£¤¥¦n 

7. Some children’s rhymes have little significance, but they find favor with children because they 

are rhythmical. In contrast, some adults put too much emphasis on “meanings” and “morals”. 

;~§�¨�©ª«¬6, ®��¯°��±²P¥³´µ¶�	·¸n�LMN ;

~¹º5¯�)»¼½¾	¿6À�¿��Àn 

8. But Problems do exist in current educational system, as reflected by the rhymes. ®ÁÂe~§

�½ÃÄ	 ����ÅÆÇ«�È�n 

9. The heavy pressure of study, unsatisfactory relationships between teachers and students, and 

teaching methods, which need further reform, are well-known causes of complaints among 

students. [É	Ê� .ËÂ56	X�(Ì �ÍÎÏ	�[ÐÑ e~ÒÓÔ½ÕÖ

hi[�×Ø	Ù°n 

10. education circles: ��Ún 

11. ring a warning: ÛvÜÝn 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is followed by 

four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide on the best 

choice according to the text. 

1. The two cited schoolyard rhymes at the beginning of the text shows the following 

facts EXCEPT _____. 

A. students are overburdened with their textbooks 

B. their homework is too much 

C. they have to go to school early every day 

D. they are leading a colorful life 

2. The doggerels _____. 

A. are strange and horrible in the eyes of some parents 

B. are acceptable to all of the parents and teachers 

C. sing high praise for what teachers and parents have done for children 

D. have the same themes 

3. Some teachers uphold a negative attitude towards schoolyard rhymes. They regard 

schoolyard rhymes as _____. 

    A. reflection of children’s psyche   B. malicious attack upon teachers 

    C. friendly jokes       D. a way children amuse themselves 
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4. According to the text, the “healthy children’s rhymes” cover the following topics 

EXCEPT _____. 

    A. possible activities of students   B. the right way of writing  

    C. extracurricular activities    D. politics 

5. In the eyes of Gao Hongbo, the new children’s rhymes _____. 

    A. should be regarded as a formidable enemy 

    B. is a way by which children seek fun or voice their unhappiness  

    C. only have negative effects 

    D. are completely positive 

6. Compared with children, adults put too much emphasis on _____. 

    A. meaning or morals      B. rhythms 

    C. language        D. forms 

7. According to Prof. Chen Huihang, the emergence of the new children’s rhymes is an 

indication that _____.  

    A. children are empty and shallow 

    B. children are foolish and ignorant 

    C. children are clever and psychologically healthy 

    D. children have no sense of value and morals 

8. All of the following facts result in psychological problems of children EXCEPT _____. 

    A. pressure of academics 

    B. lack of communication between adults and children     

    C. most parents just pay attention to their children’s study and life in a material sense 

    D. children spend too much time composing rhymes 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1.  This dictionary was _____ in 1994. 

    A. published      B. made       C. manufactured  D. invented 

2.  The _____ of this novel is love. 

    A. matter       B. question       C. idea       D. theme 

3.  He tried his very best to improve the _____ of his company.  

    A. impression  B. image     C. appearance  D. face 

4.  He likes to _____ schoolyard rhymes in his spare time. 

    A. plant          B. invent         C. compose   D. devise 

5.  They made some _____ over the poor service of the hotel. 
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A. praises         B. complaints     C. compliments  D. appreciations 

6.  Could you _____ a good dentist to me? 

    A. recommend    B. advocate     C. show    D. advise 

7.  An atomic _____ was dropped on Hiroshima in 1945. 

    A. dynamite      B. shell          C. bomb     D. bullet 

8.  But still people try to find _____ explanations. 

    A. alternative     B. changeable    C. varied     D. quarrelling  

9.  Some parents and teachers _____ the themes of the schoolyard rhymes. 

    A. frightened by  B. panic over        C. worried about  D. concern with 

10. The frost did a lot of _____ to the crops. 

    A. effect         B. contribution     C. benefit   D. harm 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. What do you learn from the two cited schoolyard rhymes at the beginning of the text? 

2. How do you evaluate the mentioned themes of the rhymes in the text? 

3. Do you think it is necessary for parents to put too much emphasis on meanings and 

morals? Why or why not? 

4. Share with your group members some happy or unhappy incidents that happened in 

your childhood. 

5. Discuss with your group members what factors parents should not neglect when they 

bring up a child. 

 

Extra Reading 

 

MMoorree  aanndd  MMoorree  CChhiinneessee  TTeeeennss  WWeeaarr  GGllaasssseess  

Xiao Qing 

     

Two years ago, the incidence of nearsightedness was 20 to 30 percent among primary 

school students in China, 40 to 50 percent among junior middle school students, 50 to 60 

percent among senior middle school students; 70 percent among college students; and 

around 76 percent among college graduates. Surveys over the last two years reveal that the 

incidence of nearsightedness among Chinese juveniles has risen from being fourth in the 

world in 1998 to second today. Because China has such a huge population, it has become 

the country with the most nearsighted people.  

Why do more and more youngsters need glasses? 
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Most senior middle school students attribute their having to wear glasses to excessive 

class load. Too much homework, often falling asleep while still holding their books, 

excessive use of their eyes and inadequate sleep are the reasons cited most frequently. 

Some students in junior middle schools and vocational schools attribute their deteriorating 

eyesight to the use of computers or the reading of cartoon books. 

As a matter of fact, many bad habits cause nearsightedness. For instance, a desk lamp 

that is placed on one side, which makes the student tilt his or her head to one side while 

studying, results in unbalanced use of the eyes. Students in boarding schools read under the 

quilts with a flashlight after the school turns off the light at night. Some students like to 

read fiction books lying in bed. Some like to bend over their desks writing or squinting at 

things. Some like to write their characters too small. Some wear glasses too early in life, 

while some, though feeling their eyesight declining, take no preventative measures. Some, 

out of curiosity, like to try on their classmates’ glasses though nothing is wrong with their 

own eyesight. Some read while walking or taking a bus. Some students wear poor-quality 

sunglasses and some, for aesthetic purposes only in class.1 And so on and so forth. 

According to eye doctor Li Zhihui at the Beijing Tongren Hospital, two aspects need 

to be understood about nearsightedness. One is the genetic factor, which accounts for 60 

percent of nearsightedness. The remaining 40 percent is acquired, as a result of excessive 

use of the eyes, looking at things while too close, and other irrational ways of using the 

eyes.2 To prevent nearsightedness, attention should be paid to using the eyes in a healthy 

manner. For instance, don’t read when there isn’t enough light, the posture is not right or 

the distance is too close, and continuous eye use should not exceed one hour at a time3. 

Li said research results show that eye exercises have little effect, but they can stop 

continuous eye use. Eye exercises between classes will allow the eyes to rest. The 

application of acupuncture can stimulate the nerves, which will slow or alleviate 

nearsightedness. But the exercises have no crucial effects on preventing the incidence of 

nearsightedness.4 

Some students panic at the idea of having an eye test. Li said that having the eyes 

checked is a crucial step to getting proper glasses with corrective lenses. Now, there are 

many stores that sell glasses and their most frequently used signboard is “Have eyes tested 

by computer, get glasses immediately5”. But because this skips the test for mydriasis, it is 

not an accurate eye test in the medical sense and some forms of nearsightedness cannot be 

detected. Eye tests at Tongren Hospital are done twice, one before and one after a test for 

mydriasis, so patients cannot get their glasses immediately. 

However, Li said, people over the age of 40 basically do not need to be tested for 

mydriasis. As to how frequently the eyes are tested, there are no set rules.6 Because each 

person varies in the degree of nearsightedness, he or she needs a new eye test whenever 
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they feel their eyesight is declining. Changes in eyesight will slow down after 18 years of 

age, so it is wrong to believe that the more frequently the eyes are tested, the better. 

(adapted from More and More Chinese Teens Wear Glasses) 

 

New Words 

 

aesthetic �����	���� a. Þß	 ß	 

alleviate /������	��� vt. àá âã 

basically ���	�������
� 

ad. äåI ZÅI 

corrective �����	����
� 

a. æÁ	 

deteriorate �����������
	��� 

vt. ço� 

eyesight ��������� n. è� 

flashlight �����%����� n. éêë 

inadequate ��������&��
� 

a. .ìí	 

incidence ����������� n. ?�î 

irrational �����%����� a. .�'	 

mydriasis �
����������
� 

n. ïðñZ 

nearsightedness ������������
��� 

n. òè 

posture ������%�� n. óô 

signboard ���������� n. kõö 

skip ������ vt. ÷� øù 

stimulate �����
!��	��
� 

vt. úû,û? 

tilt ������ vt. çüý 

unbalanced ��$���������
� 

a. .þ�	 

youngster ��!$����� n. ºá5 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

and so on and so forth �� 

boarding school ��[y 

out of curiosity �)|� 

set rules ;¹.�	�� 

squint at ý	
 

 

Proper Name 
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Beijing Tongren Hospital VW��\ 

 

Notes 

 

1. Some students wear poor-quality sunglasses and some, for aesthetic purposes only in class. ;

~[���F	��� ;~[�:j��	���fI���	�n 

2. The remaining 40 percent is acquired, as a result of excessive use of the eyes, looking at things 

while too close, and other irrational ways of using the eyes. �N	�íM�� (	òè) Ó

�)}	���èE�ò ��;~.ÁÇ	}	ÐÑ�=!Ù°"¹	n 

3. and continuous eye use should not exceed one hour at a time: #$%}	;&.z'�;(�n 

4. But the exercises have no crucial effects on preventing the incidence of nearsightedness. ®f

)*òè?�Ð+ 	,-.i.Q/0%	9}n 

5. Have eyes tested by computer, get glasses immediately: ê123 456�n 

6. As to how frequently the eyes are tested, there are no set rules. 7) (è�) z89:;<=

;&>?0@n 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Most senior middle school students attribute their having to wear glasses to 

excessive class load. 

____ 2. Frequent use of computers and television viewing can also damage one’s 

eyesight. 

____ 3. Some cases of nearsightedness are caused by bad habits. 

____ 4. According to the text, some nearsighted students don’t like to wear glasses 

because they can’t afford to buy them. 

____ 5. In the eyes of Doctor Li Zhihui, 60 percent of nearsightedness is a result of 

excessive use of eyes. 

____ 6. To prevent nearsightedness more, attention should be paid to using the eyes in a 

healthy manner. 

____ 7. According to Doctor Li, eye exercises can cure nearsightedness effectively. 

____ 8. Changes in eyesight will slow down after 18 years of age. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 
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Change the form if necessary.  

stimulate   reveal   graduate   aspect   detect   out of curiosity 
set rules   take preventative measures   result in   genetic factor 

1. He is a ______ of Zhejiang University. 

2. The open door ______ a tastefully furnished room. 

3. We must consider a problem in its all______. 

4. Success______ us to further efforts. 

5. Many forms of cancer can be cured if ______ at an early stage. 

6. His bad habit of using his eyes finally______ nearsightedness. 

7. Some students wear glasses just_______. 

8. There are no______ as to how often the eyes are tested. 

9. ______ is one important reason of nearsightedness. 

10. We should______ before our eyesight really deteriorates. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

Spectators see clearly while the participants are often lost in the maze. 

��������	
 

Prevention is better than cure. 

�����
 

The still youthful energies of the globe have only to be directed in their 
proper channel.  

�H. D. Thoreau 

�������������� !"#$%�&'
 

���� 

Youth is life’s seedtime.  

�O. W. Holmes 

��()*�+,-
 

������ 
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Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What regulations do you think should be established to facilitate the development of 

the domestic personnel market? 

2. What policies are taken in your hometown to attract top-quality personnel? 

3. What’s your attitude to the head-hunting company? What’s the difference between the 

head-hunting company and the traditional personnel market? 

 

Text  

 

TThhee  PPeerrssoonnnneell  MMaarrkkeett  iinn  CChhiinnaa  

 

“Headhunters” in search of top-grade administrators and executives are making their 

appearance in China.without, at the moment, making much “headway”. The old system 

is still too firmly in place. 

 

 A decade ago, when the system of planned economy was still in place in China, 

people felt duty bound to stick to their jobs no matter how they felt about their work. And 

anyway, the state had a monopoly on the distribution of jobs, so one had little choice in the 

matter. Despite its inflexibility, this kind of system was right for the time, for it made sure 

everyone was employed and earning a fixed wage. It was just that if you did want to 

change jobs, you were faced with a truly daunting task. If your work unit did not want to 

let you go, it could simply refuse to release you, or threaten you with the possibility of 

losing your home, which it owned. 
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 Today, with the development of reform, the old system is gradually disappearing. 

Rigid hiring practices are giving way to more flexible forms, and few people attach much 

importance to the “iron rice bowl1” any more. 

 Quite suddenly, great numbers of working people are in motion, moving from one 

part of the country to another in search of jobs that might give them greater opportunities 

to make use of their talents. In 1988, for example, the establishment of the Hainan SEZ 

(Special Economic Zone) caused a great migration of intelligent young people to the large 

island province in the south of China. Haikou, the capital, became a gigantic job fair 

overnight. The Zhujiang Delta in the southeast of Guangdong Province, which became a 

SEZ a little earlier than other coastal areas in China, was also inundated with eager young 

people in search of work. 

 It was logical, therefore, that a brand-new job market should spring up in China. By 

now some 30 provinces and autonomous regions have set up personnel exchange services 

and employment agencies, 2,000 of them on the country level. Various departments in the 

State Council have also established employment centers in partnership with a number of 

non-government bureaus, to form a nationwide personal network. 

 Such agencies have been a great boom to the country’s economic development, 

transferring about 100,000 people to major state projects in different parts of the country, 

as well as placing over 1 million people into important agricultural projects and into 

state-owned, foreign-funded, and township enterprises. 

 Each year approximately 600,000 people graduate from institutions of higher learning 

in China, and the recruitment fair held annually after the winter vacation offers these 

capable young people a larger employment choice than ever before. Enterprises from all 

parts of the employment, the public and private sectors.vie with each other for the more 

able candidates. While they are picking and choosing, they themselves are also being 

picked and chosen. This is a form of job assignment (known as employer-employee choice) 

that started in the mid-1980s; it cannot as yet be called a truly “open” personnel market. 

Agencies and personnel-exchange services are becoming more and more popular and 

making a niche for themselves in business as useful middlemen between prospective 

employers and hopeful job seekers. 

The most sought-after careers are in public relations, sales, and technology. 

Candidates are not quite as keen on top management positions. For this reason a new 

“boss-market2” has recently appeared to fill senior executive position. The first of these 

markets emerged in Beijing this year. Certain people with potential are picked out and 

contacted to find out if they are interested in a high-level position. The market is 

responsible for training the applicants and getting them together with enterprises that need 

them. A special evaluation committee examines them and gives them a written report on 
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how they rate. The ratings are classified as A, B, or C. The top people in the A category are 

usually patent-holders looking for a way to put their patent on the market, or experienced 

executives ready for a job change. These people will, of course, get top salaries.  

The companies doing the hiring are mostly non-government enterprises. Generally, 

they are recently established companies, companies that have not been doing well and are 

therefore looking for new management blood, or companies in which one of the top 

executives might have shifted jobs. 

The “boss market” itself is characterized by fair competition. It gives the hiring 

enterprises the chance to select qualified staff independently, without having to rely on the 

government or some other higher authority to appoint company leadership or set 

administrative standards and salaries. (With the latter, rather defective old mechanism, it 

makes little difference whether the top executives of a company are good or bad, their jobs 

are guaranteed anyway.) 

 (to be continued) 

(adapted from China Today) 

 

New Words  

 

applicant �������	
�
� 

n. ��� 

approximately �	�������
	���� 

ad. �����	
� 

bureau �����	�	�
� 

n. ��� (�������)  

category �������	��
� 

n. ������� 

classify ����������
� 

vt. ����������� 

coastal ���	����� a. ���� (��) �� 

daunt ���
�� vt. � !"#�$% 

delta ������	� n. (&') ()* 

experienced �������	��
	
��� 

a. +,-�./�0/ 

fixed ������� a. 12�31�42 

gigantic ��������
�
��� 

a. 5��6� 

gradually ��������	�
�� 

ad. 78��79� 

headhunter �������
�
	� 

n. �:;<=�>? 

headway ��������� n. @A�B@ 

inflexibility ��
������
	�������� 

n. CDEF 

inundate ���
�
����
� 

vt. �GH 
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leadership ������	���
� 

n. IJ�IJK 

middleman ��������
� n. LM�NO� 

migration ���������
�	
� 

n. PQ�QR 

monopoly ��	�
�	��
� 

n. STU�VWU 

niche �
���� n. XYZ[ (��\�)  

overnight ��	��	�
��
�� 

ad. ]^_O�`a 

partnership ���!��
	��
�� 

n. Xbcd�becd 

patent ������	
�� n. fg�fgU 

rating �������"� n. 2��h� 

sector ������	� n. �i 

township  �����
���
� 

n. j�kl 

vie ����� v. mn�no 

wage ������� n. pq�rs 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

as yet tuv 

attach importance to wx 

be keen on yz�{|�}~� 

feel/be duty bound to do something �C��!��� 

for the time (being) ����� 

give way to �9����� 

in place ���Y� 

in search of ����� 

make little difference  �c�� 

seek after �������z��� 

spring up �������� 

stick to ����� 

 

Proper Names 

 

SEZ (Special Economic Zone) ,� j 

the State Council ¡[¢ 

the Zhujiang Delta £¤()* 

 

Notes  

 

1. iron rice bowl: refers to a secure job (¥¦§)¨unbreakable rice bowl ©ª¥¦§�«¬1

®¯C° ±p²³ 
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2. boss market: .´µ¶³·¸ªfi;<¹�º»�:�:µ¶³ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. All of the following can be observed in the system of planned economy EXCEPT 

_______. 

 A. one had little choice in choosing his or her job 

 B. almost everyone was assigned with a job and earned a fixed wage 

 C. once you took up a job, somehow you would be confined to it 

 D. one could easily quit the present job and hunt for a better one 

2. Why does the author claim that it is logical for a new job market to spring up in China? 

A. People have been gradually discarding the “iron rice bowl”. 

B. More people are eager to hunt for a desirable job and make full use of their talents. 

C. The establishment of special economic zones provides many employment opportunities. 

D. All of the above. 

3. According to the passage, which of the following statements is true? 

A. Some employment centers have been established by various departments in the State 

 Council independently. 

B. Employment agencies on different levels have supplied precious human resources 

to some major projects. 

C. Since the enterprisers and the graduates both have the freedom to choose each 

other, it is a truly open personnel market. 

D. The government has priority over the other sectors in choosing the most capable talents. 

4. Which of the following fields of employment is least popular with job seekers? 

A. Top executive.      B. Public relations manager.  

C. Salesclerk.       D. Engineer. 

5. If a person has the potential to become a qualified top executive, _______. 

A. he can contact the agencies in the boss market, state him intent and seek help 

B. the boss market will contact him to see whether he is interested in job shifting 

C. he will contact the book market to put his patent on the market 

D. he will be recommended to prospective employers immediately 

6. Who are most badly in need of the prospective top executives? 

A. Companies in which one of the senior executives is away on vacation. 
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B. Companies in which the senior executives are appointed by the government. 

C. Newly established companies whose top management positions are still vacant. 

D. Companies in which the top executives have not been evaluated and rated yet. 

7. Which of the following is characteristic of the boss market? 

A. Fairness in competition.    B. Reliance on the government. 

C. Government domination.    D. Flexibility. 

8. What is implied in this passage at the end of the passage? 

A. With so many young people in motion, the country’s economic development is 

retarded. 

B. Candidates are not very keen on top management positions because they are not 

qualified. 

C. When the top executive positions were appointed by the government, the 

candidates were not necessarily qualified. 

D. The top management applicants who are rated B or C will be eliminated from the 

competition. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. The Chinese first made _______ with the Western peoples about the beginning of the 

Han Dynasty. 

A. conflict   B. contrast   C. contract   D. contact 

2. He is so _______ in his view that I am afraid that it is impossible to gain him over. 

A. strict    B. restricted   C. rigid    D. keen 

3. She is _______ by training and natural gifts to undertake the job. 

A. entitled    B. qualified   C. obliged    D. assigned  

4. He has been _______ as ambassador to the United Nations. 

A. applied    B. appreciated   C. appointed   D. approached  

5. When he found all the others staring at him, he suddenly realized that his remark was 

not _______. 

A. in place   B. in the first place C. in the place  D. out of place 

6. The management has decided to _______ production of the newspaper to its new plant 

in Scotland. 

A. transfer   B. transplant   C. transport      D. transmit 

7. There was a(n) _______ of political prisoners between the two countries. 

A. access    B. shift    C. exchange   D. project 
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8. It would be unwise to _______ too much significance to these opinion polls. 

A. attach   B. detach   C. attribute   D. contribute 

9. She is generally _______ as one of the best modern poets.  

A. ranked    B. referred    C. rated    D. marked 

10. The chemical reaction _______ a great deal of energy. 

A. relaxes   B. releases   C. relieves    D. rejects 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Do you know anyone around who was assigned a job by the government? Describe 

their work experience. 

2. Have you ever been to a job fair? Describe your experience. 

3. What kind of people do you think will be most competitive in the job market? 

4. Why do you think that few people favor the top management positions? 

5. What factors will influence you in choosing a job? 

 

Extra Reading  

 

TThhee  PPeerrssoonnnneell  MMaarrkkeett  iinn  CChhiinnaa  

(continued) 

 

 At the beginning of the 1990s, “headhunters” made their first appearance on the scene 

in China, also in search of superior executive talent. The first head-hunting company to 

come into being in June 1992 was the Shenyang Wei Yong Company1 in northeast China. 

It specializes in people who are expert in the fields of finance, trade, management, and 

sales. It differs from other personnel agencies in that it hunts for talent in the manner of a 

real hunter, that is, by stealth. It is highly competitive and profit-motivated. Headhunters 

work for individuals and companies that are unable or unwilling to recruit, or be recruited, 

openly. In other words, while the personnel market waits for prospective clients to come to 

it, the headhunter goes out and “pirates” the personnel.  

The Shenyang Wei Yong Company has a pool of 12,000 executives by now, and has 

established business contacts with overseas head-hunting companies. Going out on the 

world market, Wei Yong has “pirated” a variety of top-grade personnel for hundreds of 

domestic and foreign-funded enterprises. Twenty of these are from overseas. 

 It is inevitable that headhunters will now and then collide with the present official 

policy on the flow of personnel. Many people are still subordinate to their original work 
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units, unable to quit freely. Under these circumstances, conflicts are bound to arise when a 

headhunter appears on the scene and tries to “pirate” some top executive. 

 As domestic headhunters challenge the traditional personnel system, they themselves 

are being challenged. An English company, Raven International Management Consulting 

Firm2, has opened an office in Beijing, the largest international recruitment firm in 

England. Its network covers the major commercial centers of Europe, Asia and the U.S.A. 

This firm has recruited many local people into foreign-funded enterprises and companies, 

and is seeking people of high degree of knowledge on Chinese law to work abroad. 

 Even though competition for qualified people has become more aggressive of late, the 

flow of personnel still remains relatively low in our country, with a rate of less than 40 

percent. Investigations show that about 30.73 percent of technicians intend to change jobs. 

In Beijing the number of college graduates and postgraduates wanting a career change is 

no more than about 100,000. For a reasonable personnel flow an orderly and open 

personnel market is needed. While the domestic personnel market is already in place one 

cannot say that it has fully reached its maturity, for no proper regulations exist as yet for 

governing this market. 

 The main block to a free-flowing personnel market at the moment is still the 

all-powerful administrating department. The Pudong District of Shanghai3 has made some 

useful attempts to bring in reforms in this respect: recently, Pudong instigated the 

“personnel green card system4” in order to liberate employees from the stranglehold of 

administration and of the restriction of having to live when one works. People armed with 

the green card can work in Pudong without having to ask for permission from various 

levels of administration, and without having to change homes. The city of Nanhai in 

Guangdong Province has adopted an even simple way. If a certain work unit is desperately 

in need of a high-level scientific cadre who happens to be idle at his present job, but the 

original unit won’t let him go, the local personnel exchange center can step in and solve 

the problem directly. 

 When top-quality personnel in China are no longer limited by such problems, the 

personnel market catering to the needs of the socialist market economy will begin to 

operate in a useful, healthy way.  

(adapted from China Today) 

 

New Words  

 

cadre ���!��	� n. ¼��½¼ 

cater ������	� vi. H¾¿��ÀX 

client ������	
�
� 

n. ����ÁM 
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collide ��	�����
� 

vi. Â`�ÃÄ 

inevitable ��
�����	�
�� 

a. CÅÆÇ 

instigate ���
������
�� 

v. ÈÉ�ÊË 

orderly ����	��� a. +ÌÍ 

pirate ��������� v. (Î�ÏÐÑ) Òo 

postgraduate ���	����#
������� � 

n. ÓÔ� 

restriction ����������
	
� 

n. Õ2�ÕÖ�×Ø�ØÙ 

stealth �����$� n. ÚÛÜÝ�Þß 

stranglehold ������"���
	���� 

n. ØÙ�àÖ 

subordinate ��	����	

��� 

a. áâ 

technician �����
��	

� 

n. ãäå�ãæ 
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Phrases and Expressions 

 

appear on the scene  ç¶����èé�êëì 

be armed with í��îï�ð�ñ+�ò+ 

bring in ó@�ô� 

cater to ÀX�õX�Yö 

collide with ÷��øù�÷��øÂ`�÷��øÃÄ 

come into being  úû (üý�þ����)  

differ from  C���÷��C]� 

(every) now and then / again ����� 

hunt for  ����� 

in that 	
 

liberate…from… ���á��N���ð 

no more than C��� 

of late ��Îð 

specialize in f� 

step in ¼���� 

 

Proper Name 

 

Nanhai  �� (���N��µ)  

 

Notes  

 

1. Shenyang Wei Yong Company: ���í�� (]>?��)³ 

2. Raven International Management Consulting Firm: ��¡�º»Á �� (!¡]>?�

�)³ 

3. the Pudong District: "�#j (
�µ\�$"¤Î�%&¤'Î(])()*�j)³ 

4. personnel green card system: ��+,	d³ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. The Shenyang Wei Yong Company has enlisted a large number of talents in the 

field of technology. 

____ 2.  Compared with other employment agencies, headhunters are more aggressive and 

take the initiative in hunting for talents. 
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____ 3. Many people still find it difficult to break away from the original work units. 

____ 4. While they are challenging the traditional personnel system, the domestic 

headhunters are faced with fierce competition from their foreign counterparts. 

____ 5. Raven International Management Consulting Firm has recruited into foreign- 

funded enterprises and companies many local people who specialize in Chinese 

law. 

____ 6. The overpowering government interference constitutes the major block to a free- 

flowing personnel market at the moment. 

____ 7. A reasonable flow of top-quality personnel calls for a mature domestic personnel 

market. 

____ 8. The “personal green card system” entitles the local personnel exchange center to 

interfere in the case if the original work unit refuses to let go of the talent. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Part A 

Directions: Column A is a list of words and phrases from the passage. Find a word or 

phrase in Column B which is similar in meaning to one of the words in 

Column A.  

Column A Column B 

1) original A) obstruct  
2) permission B) previous 
3) cater to C) benefit 
4) conflict D) unavoidable 
5) block (v.) E)   clash 
6) arise F)   enroll 
7) profit G) release 
8) inevitable H) meet (the need) 
9) recruit I) occur 

10) liberate J) consent 

 

Part B 

Directions: Fill in each of the blanks with an appropriate word from Column A above. 

Change the form if necessary. 

1. I made a handsome _______ from the sale of my old car. 

2. Police have _______ off the road when the bomb was found. 

3. The company has applied to court for _______ to declare bankruptcy. 

4. How could she possibly have attempted to change the _______? 

5. The _______ owner of the house was a Frenchman; he sold it to me before he moved 

to Scotland. 
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6. This film is about two young men who were _______ to the U.S. air force during the 

Second World War. 

7. The charity fund has _______ thousands of people from economic worry. 

8. The playwright wrote a series of sentimental plays to _______ the public taste. 

9. It is not surprising that such a view has led to considerable _______. 

10. Misunderstanding always _______ out of the lack of communication. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

The best preparation for good work tomorrow is to do good work today. 
—Elbert Hubbard 

/0123�45�6789:(;<1�8935
 

——�������� 

It’s a recession when you neighbor loses his job; it’s a depression when 
you lose your own.  

�Truman  

=>?@�ABCDEFGHIJ?@�ABCKLMN
 

��	
� 
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 Unit   222111     

Psychology in Our Daily Life  
 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What will you do when you feel depressed? 

2. In your opinion, what should parents and children do to deal with the generation gap 

between them? 

3. What do you think of the college students’ psychological health now in China? 

 

Text  

 

CChhiinnaa  IInnccrreeaassiinnggllyy  AAcccceeppttss  PPssyycchhoollooggyy  

Sara Martin 

 

Considered a pseudoscience1 just 25 years ago, psychology is becoming more and 

more popular in China.  

China’s move toward a market economy has brought more economic freedom to the 

Chinese people. But those changes also appear to have brought more psychological 

problems, especially to those who live in such highly developed commercial cities as 

Shenzhen, Shanghai and Beijing.  

Though there are still few independent psychology practitioners2, more medical 

centers are offering psychotherapy services. Psychology departments are cropping up 

throughout the nation, and more young people are expressing an interest in the field. 

Schools and universities are setting up counseling centers for students.  

“We are sure that psychology in China is entering a new era,” said Zhang, a psychology 

professor at Beijing Normal University. “And by going through this period, psychology will 
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become a more mature science, capable of making greater contributions to our country.”  

 

Education Reform  

Beginning in the 1980s, the Chinese people began to question the pressure they put on 

children to succeed in their studies. And, because China has a limited number of colleges 

and universities, children feel great competitive pressure to be accepted in these schools. 

Thus, “children are often forced to do too much homework and have no time to devote to 

their own interests and develop their abilities,” she said.  

But now the Chinese people decide that while a good education is very important, so 

too is the need for children to be “all-round developed”, said Zhang.  

This change in thinking opened new roles for psychologists. In addition to improving 

teaching methods, getting rid of unnecessary homework, schools have asked for 

psychologists’ help to better understand children’s personality development, moral 

education and how to prevent mental health problems.  

Some schools have set up mental health counseling centers, which help children with 

learning difficulties, examination anxiety and interpersonal relationship problems.  

In Shanghai, 26 percent of the city’s 3,000 elementary schools have such centers and 

20 percent keep psychological files on students, Zhang reported.  

In 1995, of the 1,080 universities in China, more than 30 percent offered some kind of 

psychological counseling for students, including help in dealing with study problems and 

helping them with job selection, as well as treating them for interpersonal relationship 

troubles, emotional and psychophysical health problems.  

 

Medical Centers and Hot Lines  

Psychological services are becoming more and more popular in the Chinese medical 

treatments. But in most cases, these services are provided by medical professionals rather 

than by psychologists.  

According to some studies, said Zhang, less than 10 percent of the counselors in 

hospital settings have “qualified psychological backgrounds”, while about 80 percent are 

trained as medical doctors.  

“This kind of personnel structure certainly produces some problems in the counseling 

service, but as psychology as a profession continually develops3, it will be more 

specialized and standardized, and this situation will improve,” Zhang said.  

Some social institutions have also set up independent counseling centers and hot lines, 

especially in highly developed commercial areas, Zhang said.  

Young women appeared most likely to ask for help from these services, she said. In 

one study of 1,400 people who received counseling by phone in Shenzhen, a newly 
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developed city in southern China, 63 percent of callers were women and 88 percent were 

under the age of 30.  

Some psychologists work for the hot lines and counseling centers, but most of these 

counselors are medical doctors, educators and teachers. And because the hot lines and 

centers are set up independently, they don’t follow any set standards. “Thus, the quality of 

service is in doubt,” she said. However, the Chinese Psychological Society and the Chinese 

Association of Mental Health have called for these workers to be certified.  

(adapted from The APA Monitor Online) 

 

New Words 

 

all-round ��������	
�
� 

a. ��� 

certify ���������� v. ���, �� 

competitive ����������
�� 

a. 	
� 

counseling  ����	
����
� 

n. ��, � 

increasingly ��
���������
�� 

ad. ��,����� 

independent ���
�����
�

�� 

a. ��� 

independently  ���
�����
�

���� 

ad. ���, ��� 

institution  ���
�����	��

� 

n. ��, �� 

interpersonal  ���
�����

�� 

a. ��� 

practitioner ���������

� 

n. � ! 

pseudoscience ����	��	��
��
�� 

n. "#$ 

psychological ����������
����� 

a. %& ($) � 

psychologist ����������
���� 

n. %&$' 

psychotherapy ������	��
����� 

n. ()*+, %&*+ 

specialized  ����������
�� 

a. ,-� 

standardized  �����
�����
�� 

a. ./� 

unnecessary  ��
�
������
� 

a. 012� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 
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call for  23, 42 

crop up  56�7, 5689 

get rid of  :;, <=, >&? 

go through @A, BC 

set up  � 

 

Proper Names 

 

Chinese Association of Mental Health DE()FGHI 

Shenzhen JK (�L) 
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Notes  

 

1. pseudoscience: "#$Mpseudo(-) NOP, QRST"MUVWXY�Z[\ pseudonym U

LMpseudo-intellectual "]^_`W 

2. independent psychology practitioner: a\��b-cd�%& (e*) f-!W 

gh … but as psychology as a profession continually develops…: iijNkl%&$mnopq

-rs�tiiuop asNvZSwii�xyMkliiVzu{p asN|ZSmnVW}

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions in this part. Each of them is followed by four 

suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide on the best choice 

according to the text. 

1. Which statement is true about psychology in China now? 

A. Psychology has become a popular pseudo-science in China. 

B. There are more and more psychology departments in China. 

C. Psychology has been a mature science in China. 

D. There are a lot of independent psychology practitioners in medical centers in China. 

2. Why do Chinese high school students feel great pressure in their studies? 

A. Because they have to develop their abilities as well as do well in studies. 

B. Because they have to do too much homework. 

C. Because they have to be accepted in many schools. 

D. Because there are a limited number of colleges and universities. 

3. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in helping students to be all-round developed? 

A. Setting up mental health counseling centers. 

B. Improving teaching methods. 

C. Getting rid of homework. 

D. Asking for psychologist’s help to better understand students. 

4. How many elementary schools keep psychological files on students in Shanghai? 

A. 3,000.   B. 1,080.   C. 780.    D. 600. 

5. Who provide most psychological services in China? 

A. Psychologists.       B. Medical doctors.  

C. University teachers.     D. Qualified counselors. 

6. Where can people get psychological help in China? 

A. Universities and colleges.    B. Chinese Association of Mental Health. 
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C. Medical centers and hot lines.   D. Chinese Psychological Society. 

7. According to the passage, who are most likely to ask for help from hot lines and 

counseling centers? 

A. Young women.       B. Young men. 

C. University students.     D. Medical doctors. 

8. What is the actual situation of the psychological counseling service now? 

A. It is quite specialized and standardized. 

B. It is not quite satisfactory and needs improvement. 

C. It should be certified. 

D. It is in doubt and questionable. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Complete each of the sentences with an appropriate form of the word given.  

1.  psychology 

 i. _______ tests may be used to find out a person’s character. 

 ii. He became a _______ when he grew up. 

 iii. Mary studies _______ at Princeton University. 

2.  economy 

 i. We are now having a market _______. 

 ii. Good transportation is needed for the _______ growth of the country. 

3.  emotion 

 i. She has run into some _______ trouble. 

 ii. Joy, fear, hate, love and anger are _______. 

4.  person 

 i. He is very good at dealing with _______ relationship troubles. 

 ii. All _______ will receive an extra week’s vacation. 

 iii. She has a very interesting _______. 

5.  profession 

 i. Engineers and lawyers are _______ men. 

 ii. She decided on law as her _______. 

 iii. These basketball players are all _______, not amateurs. 

6.  independence 

 i. I became financially _______. 

 ii. The two researchers did their work _______, but they came to the same conclusion. 

7.  develop 

 i. James has _______ into a charming young man. 

 ii. Scientists are _______ new drugs to treat lung cancer. 
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 iii. The U.S.A. is a _______ country but India is a _______ country. 

8.  necessary 

 i. These are the _______ of life. 

 ii. He’ll go there personally if _______. 

 iii. We should free our children from _______ homework. 

9.  increase 

 i. Crime is on the _______. 

 ii. It was becoming _______ difficult to find jobs. 

 iii. Traffic accidents have _______ by three per cent in the past year. 

10.  anxious 

 i. He is _______ for her safety. 

 ii. There was much _______ about the future of the theatre.  

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Do you agree that people living in highly developed areas have more psychological 

problems than people living in less developed areas? Why or why not? 

2. Do you agree that Chinese parents put too much pressure on their children to succeed 

in their study? Why or why not?  

3. Apart from hot lines and counseling centers, what else can be offered to help people 

keep psychologically healthy? 

4. Have you ever sought for psychological help? Where can you ask for help? 

5. What do you think of the future of psychology in China? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

PPrreessssuurree  LLeeaaddss  ttoo  SSuuiicciiddeess  

Zhang Haigang 

 

    A student suicide last Wednesday in Guangzhou has not only made his own family 

sad but has brought special attention to the seriousness of depression and mental problems 

among students.  

Huang Yi1 (pseudonym) was a third-year biology major. He chose to end his life by 

jumping off the eighth floor of his apartment building on January 16, according to 

Guangzhou Daily2.  

Huang left a 100-word suicide note. He wrote that he could not bear the heavy studies 
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and wanted relief from the pressure. Huang, the son of a professor, received a good 

education from childhood.  

Huang was not alone. 

Nowadays we hear many reports about children’s misbehavior: attacking teachers and 

classmates, murdering parents and hurting others just for fun.  

“I know that my parents love me, but I am suffocated by their love and want to die,” a 

young student has claimed.  

“They think they’re always right and can decide my life for me. They never respect 

me but always try to find fault in everything I do.”  

Over 80 per cent of children who called a psychology counseling hotline expressed 

the same opinion. The hotline, set up by a group of teachers in October last year, has 

received more than 1,200 calls from students.  

“I was shocked by the words of these children,” one of the teachers said.  

Parents have high expectations for their children and spend a lot of time, energy and 

money on them. However, according to a report given by the Institute of Psychology of the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences, two-thirds of family education has some problem.  

“Many parents have biased attitudes towards children’s education and put emphasis 

on their intelligence while ignoring their psychology and moral development,” said a 

professor at the institute. “Depression from studies is a major factor that may lead to 

thoughts of suicide,” said Wang, director of the psychological counseling center.  

According to Wang, depression may result from high stress, a feeling of being 

isolated from the society, the recent loss of a family member or friend, disappointments in 

romantic relationships, or failure to live up to one’s own or others expectations.  

Experts say a suicide attempt is a cry for help.  

“The suicidal person is letting his/her feelings be known,” said Qian Mingyi, 

professor of psychology and therapist at the Center of Counseling and Psychotherapy of 

Peking University. Qian is also is a member of the Chinese Association of Mental Health 

and a member of the World Council for Psychotherapy.  

Qian said Huang’s note expressed difficulty in easing the pressure from studies.  

“It once again has alarmed us. We must rethink our education�which is now more 

exam-centered than quality-based,” she said.3 

Education on prevention and psychology training are the best ways to help prevent 

suicides, experts agree.  

“Most people who attempt or commit suicide have shown some warning signs,” said 

Wang.  

When you see any signs, discuss the problem openly with him or her to show the 

suicidal student that someone cares and wants to help, Wang said.  
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Many universities and colleges have mental care or counseling centers or hotlines 

where troubled students can turn.  

But much more is needed, Wang said. 

A report shows that around 32 per cent of high school students have met with 

psychological difficulties. The report was based on a survey of 20,000 high school students 

in Beijing between 1997 and 1999.  

Students can be taught specific skills in school, or in after-school classes such as art, 

violin or tennis. And if a student is frustrated because of losing a computer game he or she 

can start over or turn the computer off, but to keep physical and psychological healthy is 

much more difficult.  

(adapted from China Daily) 

 

New Words 

 

biased ��!����� a. \~�� 

depression ��������

� 

n. ��, �� 

disappointment  ���������
�
�
�� 

n. �� 

exam-centered  ����������
�
�� 

a. ���nD%� 

frustrate  �����������
� 

vt. ���, ��% 

isolate  ���������� vt. ���, ��� 

misbehavior �����!��"��
��� 

n. 0��n 

openly  ��	�
��� ad. �b�, ��� 

prevention  �������
�

� 

n. ��, �� 

pseudonym ����	��
��
� 

n. �L, UL 

quality-based ���#������!�
���� 

a. ����� 

rethink ��������� vt. ���� 

seriousness �������
��
� 

n. ��  

suffocate ���������
� 

v. �¡¢£¤, ¥¤ 

suicidal  ���$�%	����
���� 

a. �¦� 

suicide  ����	������ n. �¦ 

warning ��#��
��� n. §¨, ©ª 

 

Phrases and Expressions 
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base…on  «ii�¬ii�® 

for fun ¯°, ±l² 

lead to  �³ 

live up to ´µ, 0¶· 

once again  �o�, ¸o� 

start over �¹bº, f»�� 

turn off «ii¼? 
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Proper Names 

 

Chinese Academy of Science DE#$½ 

Peking University  ¾¿À$ 

World Council for Psychotherapy ÁÂ()*+&ÃI 

 

Notes 

 

1. Huang Yi (pseudonym): Äo (�L), nÅÆÇÈÉ�, ÊËDoÌÍ�LW 

2. Guangzhou Daily:ÎÏÐ�ÊÑWXY�[\ People’s DailyÎ�Ò�ÊÑÓChina DailyÎDE

�ÊÑÔW 

3. “We must rethink our educationÕwhich is now more exam-centered than quality-based,” she said. 

Ö×ØSÙÚ1Û����ÙÚ9��ÜÝÞÞßà��N�á�nD%£0N�âãn

�WV 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Huang Yi was a high school student. 

____ 2.  Huang could not bear the heavy pressure of becoming a professor. 

____ 3. Huang died with somebody else, so he was not alone. 

____ 4. Over 80 percent of the students in China cannot get along well with their parents. 

____ 5. Parents in China only care for their children’s intelligence and pay no attention to 

their psychological health. 

____ 6. Depression many lead to stress and isolation. 

____ 7. Failure to live up to parents’ expectation may cause depression. 

____ 8. To keep psychological health is more difficult than to learn to play the violin.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Complete each sentence with the appropriate phrase from the word given in 

brackets. Change the form if necessary. 

1. When he was asked he _______ keep silence. (choose) 

2. The government has _______ a working party to look into the problem of drug abuse. 

(set) 

3. John has been in prison six times _______ the records in the police station. 
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(according) 

4. Some schools _______ language study. (great emphasis) 

5. It was her laziness that _______ to her failure in the test. (lead) 

6. His failure _______ not working hard enough. (result) 

7. The train _______ an accident and many passengers were injured. (meet) 

8. This book _______ a true story. (base) 

9. She wasn’t satisfied with our work and made us _______. (start) 

10. Please _______ the computers before you leave your office. (turn) 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

 

1. Quench one’s thirst by thinking of plums�console oneself with false hopes 

(����) 

In the Three Kingdoms Period (220�280), Cao Cao was once on a 

campaign during which his men failed to find any water. Cao Cao told them: 
“There are plum trees ahead. The sweet and sour plums will relieve your thirst.” 
Hearing this, the soldiers thought of the plums, and their mouths watered. This 
cured their thirst. 

This idiom means to comfort oneself with fantasy.  
 

2. Killing the chicken to frighten the monkeys (���	
) 

In ancient times, there was a man who raised monkeys, which became 
more and more mischievous as they grew up and often destroyed his things. 
One day the man caught a cock. He assembled the monkeys and said to them: 
“If you don’t behave well and stop causing trouble, you will end up like the 
cock.” Then he killed the cock in front of the monkeys. Seeing this, the 
monkeys were frightened, and became obedient thereafter.  

This idiom is used metaphorically to mean to frighten somebody by 
punishing someone else.  
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 Unit   222222     

College Life
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Where would you choose to live when you study at university, on campus or off 

campus? Why? 

2. Did you have a military training at college? What was it like? 

3. What are the difficulties that you have to conquer on campus? 

 

Text  

 

SSttuuddeennttss  LLiivvee  ooffff  CCaammppuuss  

Daiumin 

 

    A new semester always brings new ideas to a campus. One example of a new trend is 

the eye-catching messages on a bulletin board1.  

“I’m a junior. I want to rent an apartment with two rooms off campus and am looking 

for a housemate. Requirements…” reads a notice on the bulletin board at Wuxi University 

of Light Industry, Jiangsu Province.  

This notice is not unique. There are similar ones at other universities. It is becoming 

popular for students to move out of their dormitories. 

“I notice three or four students in a class of 30 are likely to live out of the dormitory,” 

said Ma, a senior at Tsinghua University. The number may double during test periods. 

Not being able to adapt to dorm life and the eagerness to escape strict dorm 

supervision are the main reasons students leave. “Students are from different parts of the 

country and have different ways of living. We would rather move out than have quarrels all 
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day,” said a Wuxi University of Light Industry sophomore, who didn’t want to give her 

name. 

Besides, students’ various activities other than study nowadays is another reason 

driving them out. 

Luo, a junior in the department of Electrical Engineering at Tsinghua University, is an 

expert in living out of a dormitory. During his two and half years of college life, he moved 

out twice: once for the graduate record examination (GRE) and, the second time, for his 

part-time job, both of which alter his regular schedule. 

“You don’t have to worry about the noise environment of a dorm, which might 

distract you. You don’t have to worry about the fact that the light might go out at 11 pm 

either.” Luo said. “You have more freedom.” 

Convenience, privacy, comfort and the feeling of home are the reasons most students 

choose not to live in a dormitory, but such a life is expensive.  

Luo rented a simply furnished house with one room, a closet and a balcony near 

Tsinghua University for 1,100 yuan a month in 2000.  

In Shanghai, according to Shanghai Heli Renting House Company, it costs 1,200 yuan 

to rent a house similar to Luo’s near Jiaotong University. It is cheaper to live with the 

landlord, but the lowest cost is still more 500 yuan. The monthly rent in Guangzhou is a 

little lower.  

Besides price, security is another concern of students who live off campus. “You may 

feel scared if surrounded by thievish eyes all day,” Luo said.  

On the down side2, students may miss important aspects of college life by living off 

campus.  

“On one hand, you miss the many informative posters and notices on campus,” said 

Zhu from Nanjing University. “More importantly, you miss the chance to enjoy the 

friendship of your roommates. This could be the most precious memory you have later in 

life.” 

With the increase in popularity of living outside the dormitory, some universities take 

an attitude of “neither support nor object”. “We are not driving students out of their 

dormitories,” said a teacher at Beijing Foreign Studies University. “But we do approve 

some of them, who sign agreements with their departments to be responsible for 

themselves.” 

Some universities don’t think it is proper for undergraduates to move out of the 

dormitories.  

“We don’t think undergraduate students should do that because they don’t have stable 

incomes,” said a teacher at Renmin University of China.                      

                    (adapted from Special to 21st Century) 
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New Words  

 

approve �������	� vt. �� 

balcony ��
������ n. �� 

bulletin ��
������� n. �� 

closet �������� n. �	 

distract ���������
� 

vt. 
� 

landlord ���������� n. � 

scared ������� a. ���� 

sophomore ���������� n. ������� 

supervision ���������	
����� 

n. ��� 

thievish �����	��� a. ��������� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

drive out �  

go out  (!"#) $% 

off campus &'( 

on (the) one hand )*+ 

other than ,- 

 

Proper Names 

 

Beijing Foreign Studies University ./(01�� 

Jiaotong University (23) 45�� 

Nanjing University 6/�� 

Shanghai Heli Renting House Company  23789�:; 

Wuxi University of Light Industry <=>?@�A (BCD6��E) 

 

Notes  

 

1. the eye-catching messages on a bulletin board: :�F2GHIJ�KLMbulletin board: :�

F (NOPQRKL)Seye-catching: GHIJ�M 

2. on the down side: TUV�)+WXM 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions in this part. Each of them is followed by four 
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suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide on the best choice 

according to the text. 

1. What is the number of students living off campus at Tsinghua University? 

A. Thirty students in one class live off campus. 

B. More than 10 percent of the students live off campus.  

C. The number of students living off campus doubles during the test period. 

D. There are no official figures given concerning the number of students living off campus.  

2. Which of the following is NOT mentioned by the writer as a reason driving students 

out? 

A. Students have other activities. 

B. Students can’t adapt themselves to dorm life.  

C. Students don’t want to be restricted by dorm regulations.  

D. Students want to adjust themselves earlier to the social life.   

3. What do we know about the rent of a house? 

A. Although it is usually costly to rent a house, it is cheap to live with a landlord.  

B. The monthly rent in Shanghai is usually a little lower than that in Guangzhou. 

C. Students have to spend at least 1,000 yuan to live off campus.  

D. The rent of the house is one of the major concerns for students who live off campus. 

4. Which of the following is NOT a reason why most students choose to live off campus?  

A. Expense.   B. Convenience.  C. Freedom.   D. Privacy.  

5. According to the writer, what is one of the drawbacks living off campus? 

A. Students living off campus may have no chance to make new friends. 

B. Students living off campus are isolated from campus life.  

C. Students may not be content with their life off campus.  

D. Students have to cope with a lot of difficult situations living off campus.  

6. According to the passage, what could be the most precious memory later in life? 

A. Living off campus.      B. Starting an independent life.  

C. The friendship with one’s roommates. D. Reading informative posters on campus.  

7. Which of the following about students at Beijing Foreign Studies University can we 

infer from the passage? 

A. Students cannot get approval of living off campus from the department. 

B. Students are encouraged to live off campus at this university.  

C. Students have to bear the consequences if they want to live off campus.  

D. Most students object to living off campus.  

8. What is one reason given by some universities for not supporting students living off 

campus? 

A. Students are not able to pay for the monthly rent.  
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B. Students are still not old enough to live independently.  

C. Students do not earn a living by themselves.  

D. Most students living off campus are undergraduate students.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. You should get a little stiffness but _______ that there should be no side effects. 

    A. other than  B. rather than  C. besides   D. more than  

2. The children are finding it hard to _______ themselves to their new school.  

A. adopt         B. accustom        C. adapt          D. accommodate   

3. Although they are not my children, I still feel _______ them.  

A. responsible for   B. react to        C. responsive to    D. sensitive to 

4. We finished the project three weeks ahead of _______ .  

A. timetable       B. schedule       C. plan    D. objective 

5. The couple want to rent the room, although it is simply _______ with a desk and a 

bed. 

A. decorated     B. polished      C. equipped       D. furnished 

6. Catherine’s parents did not approve _______ her marriage.  

A. to            B. for           C. on        D. of    

7. Meg was _______ from her work by the noise outside.  

A. absent-minded   B. distracted       C. absent       D. extracted   

8. There is a huge amount of media _______ during the elections.  

A. acts          B. actions        C. conducts   D. activities 

9. As a politically _______ country, China now attracts large sums of foreign investment.  

A. constant      B. sustained       C. stable         D. firm      

10. The current trend is _______ more part-time employment.   

  A. in    B. towards   C. about       D. with   

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. How much do you have to pay for living on campus? 

2. Do you like your campus life? Give a brief account to your classmates. 

3. What do you think are the advantages of living off campus? 

4. What are the disadvantages of living off campus? 
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5. Do you think universities should allow students to live off campus? Why or why not? 

�

Extra Reading 

 

MMiilliittaarryy  TTrraaiinniinngg
1
 UUnniitteess  SSttuuddeennttss 

Zhang Haigang 

 

 It is 12:50 pm at night. A flock of “soldiers”, well uniformed and fully armed with 

equipment, begins marching in northwest Beijing. 

 But anyone mistaking this as the Chinese army preparing itself for a surprise attack on 

an enemy army would be wrong. This is in fact the field training for some 3,000 freshmen 

from Tsinghua University who are taking a 20-kilometre military march. 

 Starting from August through to early September, universities across the country are 

providing military training to their newly admitted students, by inviting People’s Liberation 

Army (PLA) officers to instruct their students.  

 And this summer there are more than 150 universities and colleges nationwide that are 

providing military training to their students, according to a vice regimental commander and 

committee member of the programme at Tsinghua University. 

 Tsinghua University’s military training programme, which ran from August 1 to 21, 

makes up two credits and is compulsory. Although students have to spend 20 exhausting days 

in the scorching summer sun, most of them say that they gained something positive from the 

programme. They say they have learned to work as part of a team and have become mentally 

and physically stronger.  

 “My classmates are more disciplined than before, and our class has become more united 

than ever,” said Lu, an Accountant major at Tsinghua University. She insisted on taking part 

in the march despite having a bruised ankle.  

 “Some of my classmates are still receiving training in spite of having skin wounds. We 

hope this will boost the morale of the whole class,” she said.  

 Liu, one of the 50 assistants at the camp thinks that the military training courses are 

beneficial in terms of creating a sense of team spirit.  

 But she warns that students can become physically drained and even ill as a result of the 

intense physical training. Last Friday Liu tells us that one of her students was rushed to 

hospital after getting a high fever and almost falling into a coma.  

 Liu says that training also teaches the group the importance of looking after the 

wounded.  

 “They live together more happily now that they have been given a sense of military 

discipline,” said Liu.  
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 But Chen, a junior majoring in Hydraulic and Hydropower Engineering criticizes the 

course for not moving with the times.  

 “It is almost the same every year, step march, slogan shouting, and shooting practice2,” 

said Chen.  

 “I hope the university military training will become more hi-tech in the future in 

addition to incorporating the more traditional aspects.”  

 An officer with the PLA who oversees the military training programme for university 

students hinted that the programme might be changed next year.  

 “We need to make the military programme more modern. The new regulation is under 

discussion now,” he said.   

                   (adapted from Special to 21st Century) 

 

New Words  

 

accountant ����������� n. YZ[ 

ankle ������ n. \ 

bruise �
����� vt. ]^^_`a 

coma ������� n. bc 

commander ���������� n. ;de 

compulsory �����!������ a. fg��hi� 

disciplined ������������ a. jklm� 

drain ���"��� vt. no 

flock  ������ n. p 

freshman ����"����� n. q� 

hydraulic �#���������� a. rV� 

hydropower ��#����������� n. r8Q�s 

incorporate ���������"��� vt. tu�v^^wx 

nationwide ���"����$���� a. y0z� 

oversee ����	������ v. {|��� 

regimental ���"�����"���� a. }� 

scorching ��������%� a. ~�� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

fall into  (N) 
_ 

make up �_ 

now that ����P 

 

Notes 

 

1. military training: �� (��������)M 
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2. step march, slogan shouting, and shooting practice: ������������M 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Sometimes students have their military training outside the university.  

____ 2. The officers of the People’s Liberation Army volunteer to instruct the students.  

____ 3. Every student at Tsinghua University is required to participate in the military training.  

____ 4. At Tsinghua University, military training is an elective subject, so it does not 

make up credits. 

____ 5. Most students feel that military training is rewarding.  

____ 6. Military training is so exhausting that most students are tired of it.  

____ 7. According to some students, military training improves discipline and boost their morale. 

____ 8. Some students think that military training needs to have a change.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words provided in the box to complete the sentences. Change the form 

if necessary.  

 beneficial     compulsory     exhaust     flock      uniform  

 discipline     nationwide     physically     instruct     drain 

1. Californians are _______ to enroll in special aerobics classes.  

2. We have high standards of _______ at this school that must be maintained.  

3. Every student in this school is required to wear school _______.  

4. We need to reach an agreement that will be _______ to both parties.  

5. He is all right _______, but he is still very confused.  

6. If we don’t change such bad habits, we shall _______ our energy resources someday.    

7. Not having anybody to rent my room is a serious _______ on my financial resources. 

8. Military service is _______ in many countries.  

9. He had _______ her to give the little boy a pleasant welcome.  

10. There has been a _______ search for the criminals.  

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

A diligent scholar, and the master’s paid. 

��������	
����� 
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 Unit   222333     

Love
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What are the differences between mother’s love and father’s? Give examples. 

2. Whom do you love better, mother or father? How and why? 

3. What are the features of a typical Chinese mother in your opinion? 

 

Text  

 

MMyy  MMootthheerr  

Zhou Fen 

 

Mother had finely-chiseled features. She liked to read and loved flowers, trees and 

insects. She had wide interests and knowledge and could recite many ancient poems. 

Altogether Mother gave birth to nine children, six boys and three girls. The first three 

boys all died in childhood. I am the youngest, with three elder brothers and two elder sisters.  

From the time I can first remember, I seldom saw my father. He worked in Shanghai and 

only had meager income. The money he sent back home was so little that Mother found it 

difficult to support the seven of us. But she never complained to others. The only thing she 

could do was to live frugally. 

When I was 11, Father died of an illness in Shanghai. The heavy burden of supporting the 

whole family weighed on her alone.1 Because of hard household chores and poor nourishment, 

Mother often fell ill in winter. Strangely she would recover when it became warmer.  

Mother took us six children to live in an old shabby room. In front of our house there 

was a small courtyard. On summer evenings when Mother sat there with us children, 
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enjoying the cool air, she would teach us to recite poems of the Tang Dynasty. That was the 

most pleasant time for our family. 

Mother placed great hope in us. She often said that one key opens one lock and believed 

that every one of us would become talented if we received the proper education. She showed 

boys and girls equal care, and often told us stories about the women she admired. She did not 

think that women were inferior to men and believed that if women wanted to be equal with 

men, they should receive an education and learn skills. 

When I was nine, Mother said to me, “You should have gone to school earlier, but 

because we were hard up for money2, things were delayed again and again. Now, I’ve got 

enough money. You can go to school from the beginning of this term. You should study 

earnestly and try to get the highest marks in your class and win a scholarship every year like 

your brothers and sisters. Otherwise, you’ll lose your chance to go to school.” She also said 

that to be self-supporting, one must have an education and acquire a certain skill. One should 

rely on one’s own efforts. I remembered her words and every term brought her my school 

report with the highest marks. At those times, her weary face would smile with content.  

Mother was strict with us. I remember when I was at primary school I studied very well. 

Some of my classmates who had difficulties in their study often asked me to help them do 

their homework. One of them was from a rich family and often sent me pencils, books and 

notebooks when I had helped her. I drew benefit from it. So I said to those who wanted me to 

help them, “If you give me some gifts, I’ll help you.” 

One day Mother found out and asked me where I got those things. I replied, “My 

classmates gave me.” She thought for a while and then questioned, “Is that true? Your elder 

brother and sister also have good classmates, why does no one send things to them?” I tried 

to explain it away3, “They gave me the things because I helped them do homework.” Mother 

said, “Oh, you took their gifts for only helping them a little, I don’t know whether they really 

gave you the things or you asked for them.” 

Mother asked me to invite those classmates who gave me things home. She said to them 

kindly, “You study together, so you should help each other. You’re good friends, so you 

should not give her gifts, and she shouldn’t ask for gifts. One should be honest and upright. 

Will you please take all the things back?” 

Scores of years have passed, but the scene often lingers in my mind4. 

Mother lived a content and cheerful life in her late years. All her six children have 

grown up, now a factory director, manager, doctor and engineer, and have their own families 

and careers. Mother’s living conditions became better and better, but she still lived a simple 

life. She did not like the hustle and bustle of Shanghai, but liked the quiet of her hometown in 

Wuxi. In the 1960, she went to the hometown alone, and we children went to visit her by 

turns. Whenever I saw her, she often said, “One will often be cheerful when being poor, but 
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will worry more when being rich. It’s no use to have a big mansion. Even just few flowers 

can scent the air with fragrance.” 

Now Mother has been gone for more than twenty years. But when I close my eyes, I can 

see her as if she were still alive. 

(adapted from My Mother) 

 

New Words 

 

acquire ��������
� 

vt. ����� 

cheerful ��	
����
� 

a. ��� 

childhood ��	
����
��� 

n. 	
,�
 

chores �	
���� n. ��� 

courtyard �����	���
�� 

n. � 

fragrance ���������
��� 

n. �� 

frugally ��������
�� 

ad. ��� 

household ���������
�� 

a. �� 

insect �������	� n. �� 

linger ������� vi. ���� 

mansion �����
��� n. �� 

meager �������� a. ���� !� 

notebook �����	���
� 

n. "#$ 

nourishment ������
��
�	� 

n. %&'( 

scent ����	� vt. )*+,� 

scholarship ������
��
� 

n. -./ 

shabby ��
���� a. 01� 

upright �������	� a. 23� 

weary �������� a. 45� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

give birth to 6 (78) 

hustle and bustle 9:�; 

living conditions 6<=> 

   

Notes 
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1. The heavy burden of supporting the whole family weighed on her alone. ?@AB��CDE

FGH�IJK 

2. hard up for money: LMNOK 

3. to explain it away: PQ>RST�UVTWXYK 

4. the scene often lingers in my mind: Z[\]^_`abcdef�ge�YK 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is followed by 

four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide on the best 

choice according to the text. 

1.  According to the text, Mother was ______. 

A. ignorant        B. knowledgeable C. shallow   D. extravagant 

2.  How could Mother manage to bring up six children with such a meager income? 

A. By asking for money from relatives.  B. By sending her children to work. 

C. By living frugally.      D. By living on relief from the government. 

3.  Although we lived in poverty, Mother was ______. 

A. depressed   B. optimistic   C. upset    D. indifferent 

4.  In Mother’s opinion, if women wanted to be equal with men, they should first ______. 

A. earn a lot of money     B. obtain political status 

C. receive education      D. conquer men 

5.  I went to school late because ______. 

A. I did not like to study     B. my family was so poor 

C. the school was too far away    D. I had a serious disease 

6.  My classmates gave me gifts because ______. 

A. we were good friends     B. I helped them do their homework 

C. my family was poor     D. Mother wanted them 

7.  Mother asked my classmates to take back the gifts they had given to me. This showed 

she wanted us to be ______. 

A. friendly   B. easy-going  C. isolated   D. upright 

8.  Mother loved the following things EXCEPT ______. 

A. simple life       B. the quiet of her hometown 

C. nature        D. big mansions 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 
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four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1.  Rome is a(n) _____ city. 

    A. present   B. newly-built  C. ancient   D. current 

2.  He gave me a(n) _____ offer of help. 

    A. sincere   B. honest   C. upright   D. strict 

3.  He complained _____ the manager about the service. 

    A. from    B. through   C. at           D. to 

4.  He is completely tired of the _____ chores. 

    A. family        B. household     C. house       D. room 

5.  Every one of us can become _____ if we receive proper education.  

    A. talented   B. unwise   C. innocent   D. stupid 

6.  Being a useful person is my _____ wish. 

A. urgent        B. half-hearted    C. earnest     D. satisfied 

7.  How did you _____ so much money ? 

    A. purchase     B. acquire     C. catch    D. seize 

8.  The _____ reason for advertising is to sell more goods. 

    A. secondary      B. minor    C. primary    D. trivial 

9.  Rebuilding the canal has already brought many _____ to our national economy. 

    A. losses         B. harms      C. disfavors   D. discomforts 

10.  Mother lived a content and ______ life in her late years. 

    A. cheerful      B. depressed   C. pessimistic  D. disappointed 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. What do you learn from Mother in the text? 

2. In the opinion of Mother, how can women be equal with men in the real sense? 

3. What do you think is the right attitude towards poverty? 

4. Please give a brief description of your mother. 

5. Do you think Mother in the text is a typical Chinese mother? In what way do you 

think that she is typical? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

HHooww  MMuucchh  MMoonneeyy  IIss  NNeeeeddeedd  ttoo  RRaaiissee  aa  CChhiilldd??  

Wen Hua 
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An expert in juvenile education once pointed out that the so-called “talent cultivation”, 

including sending children to music or fine arts classes, which has been in vogue in China 

since the 1980s, was in fact the method of child education employed in Europe in the 19th 

century. This method has already proven to be ineffective. Not all children are gifted in arts, 

so rather than inhibiting their personality, it is better just let go and concentrate on developing 

their independence, creativity and hard-working spirit instead. 

Nevertheless, parents in China are staking a fortune on their children’s upbringing, and 

only they themselves will know how big the returns will be.1 

Today in the 1990s, the “stake” consists of the following myriad expenses: 

Spending 1,500�3,000 yuan so that the mid-wife can safely deliver the child from the 

mother’s womb to this world. 

By the time the baby arrives home, Longdan milk powder, Nestle baby food and set 

after set of baby clothing are all ready.2 When the baby is teething, fruit is an everyday 

necessity. Lured by the advertisements, parents will make sure that Wahaha fruit-flavored 

milk and the “Have you drunk me today?” Robust calcium-added milk are always readily 

available3. If the child becomes ill, that again will cost no small sum. As the child gets a little 

older, well, send him or her to a nursery, as it’s time to start pre-school education now. 

Primary school starts at the age of 7. If you wish to send your child to a school which 

lies outside your own catchment area4, you have to prepare 8,000�10,000 yuan for tuition. If 

you send your child to a private school, then that will cost tens of thousands of yuan. Even at 

an ordinary school, can you avoid paying the 100�200 yuan tuition and miscellaneous fees 

per semester? 

The everyday snack, lunch and pocket money, which varies according to the parents’ 

income, is yet another expense. The cost of hiring someone to escort your child to school and 

back home, the “little something5” for the teachers during New Year and other public 

holidays… adding up all these, this would be at least 300 yuan per month. 

By the time the child reaches middle school, he will start asking for brand-name clothes 

and mountain bikes, and their “social activities” will be no less expensive than their parents’. 

Increasing pressure to keep up with the Joneses makes many of them more and more greedy. 

To make matters worse, they learn to play computer games and even pick up smoking. As for 

girls, to make themselves look pretty, they will repeatedly hold their little empty hands in 

front of their mum and dad, rich or poor alike. 

When the capable ones are admitted to university, that will be more tens of thousands of 

yuan. For those who have failed, they will need several thousand yuan for vocational training 

in order to help them land a job. So, roughly speaking6, without 150,000�200,000 yuan, it is 

impossible nowadays to raise a child from birth to adulthood. 
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Yet all this does not end even when the child reaches adulthood, for he or she has to get 

married. Typically, by the time a Chinese child has his or her own family, his or her parents 

would have used up all the savings they have made for the better part of their lives7. 

(adapted from How Much Is Needed to Raise a Child?) 
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New Words 

 

adulthood �����	���� n. h
 

creativity �!�������	�
"�	�� 

n. ijk 

escort �������	� vt. lm 

ineffective �!�������	�
"� 

a. nop� 

inhibit ��������	� vt. qr�st 

juvenile ���#��"����
� 

a. uv
� 

lure ����� vt. wx 

midwife ���������� n. yz{�|6} 

miscellaneous �!���������
��� 

a. ~�� 

myriad ��������� a. ����� 

nevertheless �!��"�$����
� 

ad. �� 

nursery ���������� n. ��� 

savings �����"���� n. �� 

snack ������ n. ����� 

so-called ����������
� 

a. ��� 

stake ��	���� vt. ��� 

teethe �	��$� vi. 6� 

tuition �	�����
��� n. .� 

typically ��	������� ad. ��� 

vary ��"%���� vi. �� 

vocational �"������
��
�� 

a. ��� 

vogue �"���� n. �� 

womb ������ n. 8� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

be in vogue �P�� 

keep up with the Joneses  ¡¢£¤¥¦§, 

land a job ¨©ª«¬ 

let go ®¯��°VY 

 

Notes 

 

1. Nevertheless, parents in China are staking a fortune on their children’s upbringing, and only they 

themselves will know how big the returns will be. ���f±�²³´µP¶78�·&�¶
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���¸a¹oº»�¼½¯¾¿ÀK 

2. Longdan milk powder, Nestle baby food and set after set of baby clothing are all ready. ÁÂÃ

ÄÅÆÇÈ�ÉÊ ©ËË�ÌÍÎÏÐÑK 

3. Wahaha fruit-flavored milk and “Have you drunk me today” Robust calcium-added milk are 

always readily available: ÒÓÔÔÕpÃ ÒÖ×ØÙ¶Ú½Õ�ÛÜÝÞÃßà�áâãK 

4. If you wish to send your child to a school which lies outside your own catchment area: ºpØä

åæçèKQé� catchment area êëì�.æ�íæîïð�8ñòêìG©�óô�.

èEõö.K 

5. little something: ©÷øùKQàúû¢^ü�ýþ��K 

6. roughly speaking: ����K 

7. for the better part of their lives: ��6K 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. The so-called “talent cultivation” has already proven to be ineffective. 

____ 2. According to the passage, all children are potential artists. 

____ 3. More attentions should be paid to the development of children’s independence, 

creativity and hard-working spirit. 

____ 4. The more fortune you stake on your children’s upbringing, the more returns you 

will have. 

____ 5. According to the passage, children are still suffering from malnutrition. 

____ 6. A private school is more expensive than a public school. 

____ 7. According to the author, the good conditions parents provide for their children 

will weaken the children’s independence in a sense. 

____ 8. Some children spend money like water even though their families are poor. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

adulthood   private   advertisement   avoid   available   be gifted in  
land a job      keep up with the Joneses       in vogue      concentrate on 

1. It needs a lot of money to raise a child from birth to _______ . 

2. You should _______ being late for your class again. 
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3. We tried all _______ means to unlock the lock. 

4. _______ help to sell goods. 

5. I’m not going to tell you about it; it’s _______. 

6. When you begin to work, you should be able to _______ the subject. 

7. After months of effort, at last he _______. 

8. Be satisfied with what you have got, don’t try to ________. 

9. Short skirts are very much_______ nowadays. 

10. He _______ Chinese painting. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

 

…… 
“Don’t wait, father,” I said.  
He looked out of the window. 
“I’ll just buy you a few tangerines,” he said. “Wait here, and don’t wander 

off.” 
Just outside the station were some vendors. To reach them he had to cross 

the lines, which involved jumping down from the platform and clambering up 
again. As my father is a stout man this was naturally not easy for him. But when 
I volunteered to go instead he would not hear of it. So I watched him in his 
black cloth cap and jacket and dark blue cotton-padded gown, as he waddled to 

the tracks and climbed slowly down�not so difficult after all. But when he had 

crossed the lines he had trouble clambering up the other side. He clutched the 
platform with both hands and tried to heave his legs up, straining to the left. At 
the sight of his burly back tears started to my eyes, but I wiped them hastily so 
that neither he nor anyone else might see them. When next I looked out he was 
on his way back with some ruddy tangerines. He put these on the platform 
before climbing slowly down to cross the lines, which he did after picking the 
fruit up. When he reached my side I was there to help him up. We boarded the 
train together and he plumped the tangerines down on my coat. Then he brushed 
the dust from his clothes, as if that was a weight off his mind. 

“I’ll be going now, son,” he said presently. “Write to me once you get 
there.” 

I watched him walk away. After a few steps he turned back to look at me.  
“Go on in!” he called. “There’s no one in the compartment.” 
When his back disappeared among the bustling crowd I went in and sat 

down, and my eyes were wet again. 
…… 

� My Father’s Back (����) 

(quoted from A Retrospective of Chinese Literature) 
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Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What is health in your opinion? 

2. What is your viewpoint on euthanasia? 

3. What is humanism in your mind? Do you agree that performing euthanasia is against 

humanism? Why or why not? 

 

Text  

 

HHeeaalltthh  IIss  NNoott  EEnnoouugghh  

 

    Since the discovery of the structure of DNA1 in 1953, scientists working on nucleic 

acids have been able to explain how genes determine all life processes by directing the 

synthesis of cell proteins.  

    In the decades since, scientists have been able to identify genes or deficiencies in 

particular genes linked to diseases and illnesses. Doctors have come up with processes to 

diagnose the diseases while pharmaceutical companies have created medicines or gene 

therapies to treat the diseases. The most ambitious DNA-related effort has been the human 

genome project. As scientists now complete mapping the genome, they are also beginning 

to describe what each gene does and develop treatments or cures to debilitating or fatal 

hereditary illnesses caused by a defective, inoperative or missing gene or genes.  

    With this scientific promise comes ethical issues that challenge scientists and the 

public. Participants during last week’s Forum on Bio2-ethics, Bio-engineering and 

Bio-safety in Hangzhou3, which was sponsored by UNESCO (the United Nations 
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Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), engaged in heated debates on a 

number of issues related to ethical problems that have arisen in genetic research and 

bio-engineering.  

 

Madam Han’s Case  

    A few months ago, about 350 doctors, ethicists and medical school students from 

China and Germany were presented with a list of questions in a survey conducted by the 

Centre for Applied Ethics. The same questionnaire was again presented to more than 200 

scientists, doctors, business people and legal experts last week during the UNESCO forum.  

    The survey starts by telling the story of Madam Han. Han, in her 60s, has suffered 

high blood pressure for a long time. When she was advised by the doctor to use a new 

medicine, her body reacted to it. Her abdomen frequently ached and she began to have 

blood in urine. A check-up found she also suffered from kidney disease called ADPKD4, 

which is caused by a genetic deficiency. A closer look into Han’s family history suggests 

that her father may have died of the same disease 30 years ago, implying that Han’s other 

family members might also have the same genetic deficiency. Treatment of high blood 

pressure will aggravate this kidney disease. The only cure now available for Han is a 

kidney transplant, which is not only expensive, but also has side effects.  

    Besides the concern about expenses for medical treatment, a series of questions 

concerning ethics are also raised: Should the doctor require Madam Han to inform her 

family of her disease and the genetic problem? Does the doctor have the right to inform 

Han’s family of her disease against her will? Or is the doctor obligated, ethically or legally, 

to inform them so that a genetic check-up can be conducted as soon as possible to ensure 

timely treatment for others? Furthermore, can doctors use the specific genetic information 

Madame Han carries for genetic studies in the future? The questionnaire is intended to 

study Chinese people’s views on dealing with genetic information of private people 

discovered in the genetic diagnosis of certain disease, said researcher and survey conductor 

Wang Yanguang. As genetic diagnosis of certain ailments becomes more accepted by 

doctors for its efficiency and accuracy, ethical issues such as these will arise and create 

such dilemmas.  

    In the U.S., too, these questions are vexing. Some situations concerning clinical gene 

therapy treatment and diagnosis and patients there have led to lawsuits. Patents won by 

researchers through their gene studies have been questioned. The problems include: Should 

cloning of human beings be allowed? Can prenatal genetic diagnosis be used for the 

purpose of eugenics? Can a gene be patented? All these issues are not yet defined by 

Chinese law and were fiercely debated during last week’s conference.  

    Yet the hottest debates during the conference centred on the issue of “informed 
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consent”.5 Informed consent requires prior consent from prospective research participants 

be obtained to show they have full knowledge of the study before any research can occur. 

This principle is the result of historical lessons in which unethical biological research was 

conducted on socially and politically vulnerable races and social groups, especially during 

World War II, when Nazi Germany and Japanese Fascists conducted biomedical tests on 

countless innocent victims and killed them.  

 

The Right to Know  

    The rising concern about the rights of individuals and patients prompted many 

countries, the United States, Australia and India, to enact laws requiring doctors and 

researchers to inform individuals of their treatment or research.  

    As a principle widely accepted in international biological research, informed consent 

was introduced to China quite early but the practical procedures remain far from clear. It 

inevitably leads to confusion and even malpractice in some research. “Many Chinese 

researchers and ethicists have talked about informed consent and its requirements, but 

when it comes to practice, many problems and difficulties arose,” said a researcher from 

the Nanjing Institute of Environmental Science. “A slip may sink the whole research.”  

    This problem was highlighted by controversial research on the genetic causes of 

hypertension, nicotine addiction and osteoporosis conducted jointly by China and Harvard 

University-affiliated institutions. The work was first funded by an American drug 

manufacturer. The U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) is now funding the studies, 

which have been approved by the Chinese Government. In this effort, two molecular 

genetic laboratories have been set up in Hefei, capital of East China’s Anhui Province, and 

Anqing, another city in Anhui. Epidemiologist Xu Xiping, associate professor at Harvard, 

and his partners from the medical division of Peking University and Anhui Medical 

University, started the collaboration in the mid-1990s. They have collected massive blood, 

mainly in Anhui, without informing the farmer-research participants of the goal of the 

research. Media reports from the United States and China also indicated the farmers were 

never offered the free medical treatment promised by the researchers. Moreover, the 

samples will be used without official approval to study other diseases not in the original 

scope of the research, including obesity and asthma.  

    Chen Changzhong, an associate professor with Anhui Medical University involved in 

the collaboration, refuted the accusations at the Hangzhou conference. He insisted “100 per 

cent of consent” had been obtained from all participants by having the farmers fill out a 

consent form that explained the study. Yet Gwendolyn Zahner, a psychiatric epidemiologist, 

played the role of whistle-blower two years ago when she filed a complaint. She insisted at 

the conference that informed consent involves more than procedural issues. “Informed 
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consent is not just a form,” she said in a keynote address. “It is a process.” That process 

requires that research subjects are fully informed, she said. It must also include informing 

the whole community of a whole range of issues related to genetic research. “As far as I 

know, the rural community in Anqing is not aware of the Harvard research project,” said 

Xiong Lei, a senior reporter with the Xinhua News Agency, who published an investigative 

report on the case in the March 28 issue of Outlook Weekly. Zahner suggested an 

independent monitoring system be established throughout such a research effort to ensure 

that the participants’ full knowledge of the research and their rights have been protected.  

    Despite agreement on the necessity of informed consent, many questions remain 

open6. Among the most puzzling is how to reconcile the fact that informed consent bans 

scientists from giving participants anything, or creating an “undue influence”, for their 

willingness to volunteer. That goes against the practice of paying research participants. 

Conference participants debated whether compensation is undue influence, but no 

resolution was reached.  

                    (from China Daily) 

 

New Words  

 

abdomen ��������	� n. ���� 

accusation ��
������
����	� 

n. ����� 

ailment �������	�� n. �	�
���	���
� 

asthma ������� n. �� 

check-up �����
��� n. ������� 

debilitate �����������
�� 

vt. ������� 

enact ���	�
� � v. �� (� )�!"�#$ 

epidemiologist ����������
����������� 

n. %&	'( 

ethicist ���������� n. )*'( 

eugenics ��������	�

�� 

n. +,' 

fascist ��������� n. �-./0 

genome ������	���
� 

n. 123�45�3 

hereditary �����������
�� 

a. 67 (8)  

hypertension ���!������
	��	� 

n. 9:; 

inoperative ��	��������
"� 

a. 
<=>�?@ 

malpractice ���������
�
��� 

n. AB�C�&D 

molecular �������
�� a. /0 
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��� 
nicotine ��	�
����	

� 
n. EFG�HI 

nucleic  ��	���
���

� 

a. J 

obesity �����������
� 

n. $KLM�LMN 

obligate ������#���
� 

vt. �OPQR��STPUV 

osteoporosis �����������
�������� 

n. WXYZN 

pharmaceutical ���$������
����
��� 

a. �[�\[ 

prenatal �������	���
�� 

a. ],^�_`a 

procedural �����������
���� 

a. bcd 

transplant �����	���$�	
�� 

n. ef�eg 

undue ���	������ a. $/�$K�
hi 

vex �"�
�� v. jjkl�manl 

whistle-blower ��%���������
 � 

n. opqr�st�uvt 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

centre on wxy 

come up with z] ({|}~��)��] 

far from �����
���
 

suffer from ���	������ 

 

Proper Names 

 

Anhui Medical University �����' 

Anqing �� (���) 

Australia ������������ �����

Germany ��������	�� ���

Gwendolyn Zahner �� (��) �

Harvard ���$�"��� University ���' 

Hefei �L (���) 

India ���	���� �K�

National Institutes of Health (p�) ���, ¡¢ 

Nazi ��	$������ £¤ 

Outlook Weekly ¥¦§¨©ª 

the Nanjing Institute of Environmental Science «¬®�' ¡¢ 

Xinhua News Agency ¯°#±² 
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Notes  

 

1. DNA³́ µJ¶J· deoxyribonucleic acid¸¹º»¼DNAd½P¾¿12�À��Á

Â9}��}ÃÄmÅ}ÆÇÈÉ},Ê	Ë�¼ 

2. bio-³^Ì�ÍÎÏ,Ð�,ÑÒÓQ¼ 

3. last week’s Forum on Bio-ethics, Bio-engineering and Bio-safety in Hangzhou³ÔÕ�Ö 2001

×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞ��ß�¹3àÏ,Ñ)*á,Ðâãä,Ð��Ò åæ¼ 

4. ADPKD³autosomal dominant polycystic kidney diseaseç45�è867¿éê�$ë»D

ì×í¿é8êî	¼ADPKDDïçð¿éê�	�ñ"�òó¼ôõö÷Dêîéø

v,�ù�úù¿¼çûêÃéø�öüðyýî�þ�ÆÇ����}��}�	
ä

�:��¼ 

5. informed consent³���¼Ù��d�ÔÖ,Ñ ¡������ ¡��¼Þ��ß

�¹3àÙ 1997×vÍ¥��123��ªx�]�V�P���123äþ�>� 

 ¡�!þÖ,Ð'}67'ú�'�  ¡�"#$%&�'��(Ù)f*+&

�P�,��-}1./0ú�&�D^�¼ 

6. many questions remain open³ÔÕ open�1ÖÏ2?�l�34ÀÒ¼ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. What could scientists do by virtue of the discovery of DNA? 

 A. Solve ethical dilemmas. 

 B. Identify the structure of cell proteins. 

 C. Use gene therapies to treat diseases. 

 D. Point out the fatal hereditary illness can be cured. 

2. The Centre for Applied Ethics in China conducted a survey to _______. 

 A. prove doctors’ irresponsibility in Madam Han’s case 

B. collect suggestions from people to solve ethical problems 

 C. study the genetic deficiency which leads to ADPKD 

 D. research into people’s opinions on dealing with private genetic information 

3.  Which of the following statements is true about the ethical issues in the U.S.? 

 A. They haven’t been attached much importance to. 

 B. They continue causing difficulty. 

 C. They haven’t been found out yet. 
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 D. They have been settled. 

4.  According to the text, some genetic researches in China will go on more smoothly, if 

 _______. 

 A. ethicists can give a hand to the researchers  

 B. the procedures of the research are well-prepared 

 C. the research participants have full knowledge of the study 

 D. the researchers can learn from others’ advanced experiences 

5.  The term “This problem” (Para. 11) refers to _______. 

 A. informed consent 

 B. practical procedures 

 C. a slip 

 D. genetic diagnosis 

6.  What can be inferred from Gwendolyn Zahner’s words? 

 A. It’s important for participants to fill out a consent form in a clear way. 

 B. Researchers should fulfill their promise. 

 C. Country people can hardly understand genetic research. 

 D. The principle of informed consent is followed superficially. 

7.  The purpose of the independent monitoring system suggested by Zahner is to _______. 

 A. ensure that participants can get rewards from researchers  

 B. protect scientists’ rights to conduct research 

 C. put an end to unethical research 

 D. enrich the participants’ knowledge on their health 

8.  What does the last paragraph indicate? 

  A. Different people have different opinions. 

 B. It’s a long march to solve ethical problems. 

 C. Participants of research deserve compensation. 

 D. Many people volunteered to take part in research. 

9.  Which of the following can be inferred from the text? 

 A. Genetic diagnosis is an efficient and accurate therapy. 

 B. The cloning of human beings is illegal on the basis of Chinese laws. 

C. The Hangzhou conference was held to exchange experience in treating genetic deficiency. 

D. The research conducted in Anhui Province was controversial because it was not approved  

officially. 

10. Which of the following ways was adopted by the writer to develop this text? 

    A. Development by Definition. 

    B. Development by Classification. 

    C. Development by Comparison and Contrast. 
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    D. Development by Example and Generalization.  

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. The manager of Advertising Department was ordered to _______ himself at the 

chairman’s office at nine o’clock next morning. 

A. send    B. present   C. appear   D. show 

2. I cannot look out of the window, for I _______ a great dread of heights. 

A. am afraid of  B. owing to   C. bear with   D. suffer from 

3. Their objections _______ me to think of better arguments in support of my suggestion. 

A. arose    B. struck   C. challenged  D. suspected 

4. If you want to _______ that you get the diploma, you have to work harder and take all 

these curricula and pass them. 

A. ensure   B. reassure   C. assure      D. enquire 

5. The name of the dead man will not be released until his relatives have been _______. 

A. proved   B. consented   C. informed   D. responded 

6. The coach is _______ pleased with the performance of his football team. 

A. by far    B. far from   C. as far as      D. far out 

7. Seeing the children in the park _______ thoughts of the woman’s own sons in her 

distant home. 

  A. stimulated  B. occurred   C. remembered   D. prompted 

8. We all have a passionate interest in this work, and _______ that we not rest until we 

finish it. 

  A. insist    B. promise   C. resist    D. claim 

9. My aunt _______ to have caught the early train, but she didn’t get up in time. 

  A. supposed   B. eager    C. apt    D. intended 

10. The judge reacted angrily _______ the suggestion that it hadn’t been a fair trial.  

  A. in    B. to    C. on      D. with 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Have you heard of DNA? Give some examples of the use of DNA. 

2. If you were the doctor, what would you do in Madam Han’s case?  

3. Do you agree that doctors and researchers must inform individuals of their treatment 
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or research? Why or why not? 

4. Explain the title Health Is Not Enough of this text. 

5. Do you agree with the statement that sometimes we have to sacrifice science for ethics? 

Give your reasons. 

 

Extra Reading 

 

EEuutthhaannaassiiaa
1
 SShhoouulldd  BBee  LLeeggaalliizzeedd  iinn  CChhiinnaa  

Lin Yu and Dapu Shi 

 

    This essay briefly illustrates the first Chinese legal case of active euthanasia in 1986 and 

a hotly debated lawsuit in 1994. It also offers other euthanasia cases that occurred between 

1989 and 1995. It further provides the outcomes of a series of surveys made by a variety of 

Chinese institutions and individuals concerning the issue of euthanasia. Based on the analysis 

of these lawsuits, particular cases, and survey results, the essay argues that euthanasia should 

be legalized in China. In particular, the essay argues for the following points. 

    First, it is misleading to place euthanasia cases under the category of Article 132 of 

current China’s Criminal Law2 (“the crime of intentionally killing a human”). Although 

most surveys showed that more than 50% of the Chinese people advocated euthanasia, thus 

far all defendants in China’s lawsuits regarding euthanasia have been judged guilty by the 

courts in light of Article 132. Interestingly, all defendants have been sentenced only in the 

lightest sense of the crime of “killing”. This was because the courts took into consideration 

the “good motivation” and “mild harm to society” that the behavior of the defendants 

involved. This way of judging, we believe, involves a category mistake. The objects of 

euthanasia are terminally ill patients. They usually live in unbearable agony or undignified 

situations that they judge unworthy of living. They voluntarily request their physicians and 

families to terminate their lives in painless ways. The matter is not whether those involved 

in euthanasia should be punished heavily or lightly. Rather, placing such cases under the 

crime of murder is misleading. What we really need is a new particular statute that both 

legalizes and regulates such cases so that they are no longer considered in terms of the 

crime of murder. 

    Second, claiming that performing euthanasia is against humanism is begging the 

question. Some Chinese opposers to euthanasia claim that because humanism implies the 

overriding value of human lives over all other things, physicians committed to humanism 

should always try every means to save life, but should never be involved in any killing, 

either euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide. Ironically, many Chinese advocates of 

euthanasia also use the concept of humanism to lay out their reasons to support euthanasia. 
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For them, the fundamental requirements of humanism are to reduce human sufferings, 

value the quality rather than the quantity of human life, and respect the wishes of patients. 

They take euthanasia as the most humanistic choice in certain circumstance. 

    In fact, humanism is an ambiguous concept. There are as many different senses and 

requirements of humanism as there are different types of humanism. What humanism 

implies regarding the issue of euthanasia depends upon which particular theory of 

humanism is accepted. No one should be forced by others to accept one particular sense of 

humanism that he/she considers inhumane. No one has moral authority to coerce those 

who oppose euthanasia to accept or to be involved in any act of euthanasia. However, by 

the same token, opposers to euthanasia should not use the law to prohibit advocators of 

euthanasia from accepting or performing euthanasia. In our opinion, making a particular 

statute on euthanasia will create the opportunities that will better protect opposers from 

being involved in it involuntarily and ensure that advocates gain access to it safely. 

    Finally, some people object to legalizing euthanasia in China because they are afraid 

that it will cause social instability. According to their view, given the reality that there are still 

a substantial number of Chinese people who object to euthanasia (although more than 50% of 

Chinese people support it), if euthanasia were legalized, these people would be upset and 

dissatisfied with the society and thereby social solidarity and stability would be undermined. 

However, we believe this concern involves a confusion between two different attitudes. One 

attitude is that “I, as one person, do not permit myself to participate in any act of euthanasia 

because I believe it is morally wrong.” The other attitude is that “I, as one person, do not 

permit anyone to participate in any act of euthanasia because I believe it is morally wrong.” 

The first attitude does not lead to objection to the legalization of euthanasia. Only the second 

attitude leads to objection to the legalization. In our opinion, most Chinese opposers to 

euthanasia in fact hold the first rather than the second attitude. Therefore, the worry of 

causing social instability due to legalizing euthanasia is in fact groundless.  

                     (from Chinese & International Philosophy of Medicine) 

 

New Words  

 

coerce �
������ 
� 

vt. 5��67 

euthanasia ��������	
������ 

n. �8Ë 

groundless ��#�!�	��
�� � 

a. ?9:�?*0 
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����� 
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instability ���	�������
���� 

n. 
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legalize �����#��!�
�� 

v. � �>���? 

overriding ���"���!�
��&� 

a. ï�õ�9y�@ 

statute ����������
� 

n. �A��B�ì¹� 

unbearable ��	��'����
�� 

a. 
C���D�
E 

undignified ��	���#	��
!��� 

a. ?&��
F� 

unworthy ��	�%��(�� a. 
GH 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

beg the question IJ�KLMNOX 

by the same token ]y�PQ2 

in terms of %��ÄR�Ù��� �S��TU 

lay out V]�WX 

take into consideration Yä�Z[T 

thus far \] 

 

Notes  

 

1. euthanasia³�8ËÖ20ò^70×_%T�`Ã�'ó}a'óú)*'óålïDbcMN
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H
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2. China’s Criminal Law³x���¼ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. According to the authors, the defendants regarding euthanasia should be punished 

lightly due to their good motivation. 

____ 2.  Many objects of euthanasia willingly request other people to bring an end to their lives. 

____ 3. The arguments for and against euthanasia are based on the concept of humanism. 
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____ 4. Those who object to euthanasia do not understand humanism in a right way. 

____ 5. Chinese opposers to euthanasia think that the quality of human life is more 

important than its quantity. 

____ 6. The authors think that no one has the right to force others to accept his opinion. 

____ 7. Legalizing euthanasia in China will make an impact on social stability. 

____ 8. Euthanasia can be legalized in China if people permit themselves to participate in 

any act of euthanasia. 

____ 9. A statute on euthanasia will protect advocates and opposers alike. 

____ 10. The authors’ attitude toward euthanasia is approving.�

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

 advocate    in light of    lay out    variety    by the same token 
 committed    claim    objection    beg the question    terminally 

1.  I agree that the young man hasn’t given us many new ideas, but _______ neither have 

we given him any. 

2. The old woman was sentenced to death by the doctors, for she had _______ cancer. 

3. Facing the blame of the public, the company _______ that it is not responsible for the 

 pollution in the river. 

4. Ms. Brown is very _______ to helping people who are homeless. 

5. Spending the summer traveling round Thailand is a great idea, but it _______ of how 

we can afford it. 

6. My little nephew strongly _______ to being treated like a child. 

7. Some people in America _______ the return of capital punishment. 

8. _______ recent incidents, we are asking our customers to take particular care of their 

personal belongings. 

9. We _______ the pieces of the dress pattern _______ on the floor. 

10. Attitudes to euthanasia _______ greatly, so the ethical problem is hard to solve. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

The road to hell is paved with good intentions. 

������	
��������������

�������� 

To know the disease is half the cure. 
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����� �!"#$� 

The remedy is worse than the disease. 

%&'�( )%)*+� 

Health is not valued till sickness comes. 

�,-./01� 
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Personality of Chinese People  
 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. Can you use three adjectives to describe the personality of Chinese people? What are 

they? Give one example to explain your choice of words. 

2. What do Chinese people care for most in their life? 

3. Do you believe that it is impossible to change one’s personality? Why? 

 

Text  

 

TThhee  SSppiirriitt  ooff  tthhee  CChhiinneessee  PPeeooppllee  

Gu Hongming1 

 

I once read somewhere a statement made by a foreigner who had lived in both 

countries, that the longer a foreigner lives in Japan the more he dislikes the Japanese, 

whereas the longer a foreigner lives in China the more he likes the Chinese. I do not know 

if what is said of the Japanese here is true. But, I think, all of you who have lived in China 

will agree with me that what is here said of the Chinese is true. There is an indescribable 

something in the Chinese people which, in spite of their want of habits of cleanliness and 

refinement, in spite of their many defects of mind and character, makes foreigners like 

them as foreigners like no other people. This indescribable something which I have defined 

as gentleness, softens, if it does not redeem, the physical and moral defects of the Chinese 

in the heart of foreigners. This gentleness again is, as I have tried to show you, the product 

of what I call sympathetic or true human intelligence2an intelligence which comes not 

from reasoning nor from instinct, but from sympathy2from the power of sympathy. Now 
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what is the secret of the power of sympathy of the Chinese people? 

The Chinese people have this power, this strong power of sympathy, because they live 

wholly, or almost wholly, a life of the heart. The whole life of Chinaman is a life of feeling

2not feeling in the sense of sensation which comes from the bodily organs, nor from 

feeling in the sense of passions which flow, as you would say, from the nervous system, 

but feeling in the sense of emotion or human affection which comes from the deepest part 

of our nature2the heart or soul2. 

Let us see whether we can explain general characteristics which we see in the actual 

life of the Chinese people. 

First of all let us take the Chinese language3. The Chinese language is also a language 

of the heart. Now it is a well-known fact that children and uneducated persons among 

foreigners in China learn Chinese very easily, much more so than grown-up and educated 

persons. The reason is because children and uneducated persons think and speak with the 

language of the heart, whereas educated men, especially men with the modern intellectual 

education of Europe, think and speak with the language of the head or intellect. As it is 

said of the Kingdom of Heaven, so it may also be said of the Chinese language: 2“Unless 

you become as little children, you cannot learn it.” 

Next let us take another well-known fact in the life of the Chinese people. The 

Chinese, it is well-known, have wonderful memories. The secret is: the Chinese remember 

things with the heart and not with the head. The heart with its power of sympathy can 

retain things much better than the head or intellect which is hard and dry. It is, for instance, 

also for this reason that we, all of us, can remember things which we learnt when we were 

children much better than we can remember things which we learnt in mature life. As 

children, like the Chinese, we remember things with the heart and not with the head. 

Let us next take another generally admitted fact in the life of the Chinese people2

their politeness. The Chinese are, it has often been remarked, a peculiarly polite people. 

Now what is the essence of true politeness? It is consideration for the feelings of others. 

The Chinese are polite because, living a life of the heart, they know their own feelings and 

that makes it easy for them to show consideration for the feelings of others. The politeness 

of the Chinese, although not elaborate like the politeness of the Japanese, is pleasing 

because it is the politeness of the heart. 

Last of all, let us take another characteristic of the Chinese people, by calling 

attention to which the Rev. Arthur Smith has made his reputation, viz.4: 2want of 

exactness. Now what is the reason for this want of exactness in the ways of the Chinese 

people? The reason is because the Chinese live a life of the heart. The heart is a very 

delicate and sensitive balance. It is not like the head or intellect, a hard, stiff, rigid 

instrument. In fact, the Chinese pen or pencil, which is a soft brush, may be taken as a 
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symbol of the Chinese mind. It is very difficult to write or draw with it, but when you have 

once mastered the use of it, you will, with it, write and draw with a beauty and grace 

which you cannot do with a hard steel pen. 

Now the above are a few simple facts connected with the life of the Chinese people 

which anyone, even without any knowledge of Chinese, can observe and understand, and 

by examining these facts, I think, have made good my hypothesis that the Chinese people 

live a life of the heart.  

                (to be continued)           

                (adapted from The Spirit of the Chinese People) 

 

New Words  

 

delicate ��������	
� 

a. ������� 

essence ���
��
� n. �	�
	 

grace ����
� n. ���� 

hypothesis ���������
�

� 

n. ����� 

instinct ����
	���	
� 

n. �������� 

intellect ����	����	
� 

n. ������ 

physical ���������
� 

a. ������� � 

redeem ��������� vt. !" 

refinement ����������
�	� 

n. #$�% 

reputation ��������
���	������ 

n. &'�&(�&) 

wholly �������� ad. *+,�+-, 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

call sb.’s attention to sth. ./012/3 

in spite of 45�46 

take…as 7889:�;< 

want of sth.  (/3=) �>?@4A 

 

Proper Names 

 

Kingdom of Heaven �B�CDEF 

Rev. Arthur Smith 

���������� �!��� 
���
� 

GHIJKLMN  
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Notes  

 

1. Gu Hongming: OPQ (1857R1928)�ST0�UVWXYZ[\]^B&_&`ab^�

c]defgXOPQhWijklkmknopq^r�st�uvpwj%�xyz{

]|zB0�}~�<u&X|zB0�}~��� 1914��|zB����1915��&<

|���������c�����m%�������X 

2. ��2<�zB0�W���q���W�RR q��¡4¢£¤�¥��2�¦�§q

���̈ 4�¢£¤©ª«��~¬®¯°��±§q2�¦����x��q²W¤³

ª0��´µRR¶·�¸�@0¹º»�§q2�¦���X 

3. let us take the Chinese language: let us take the Chinese language for example. 

4. viz.: i¼½: namely (¾�¿�)X 

e.g. these three persons, viz. landlord, lessee and tenant ¦vÀ0�¾ÁÂkÃÄ0kÁÅX 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are eight questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. In the author’s opinion, the reason why the foreigners like the Chinese people is 

_______. 

 A. their many defects of mind and character 

 B. their cleanliness and refinement 

 C. the quality of their inexpressible gentleness 

 D. their willingness to assert themselves 

2. It can be inferred from the text that the gentleness in the real Chinaman is the product 

of _______. 

 A. sympathy and intelligence 

 B. reasoning and instinct 

 C. inheritance and instinct 

 D. physiology and morality  

3.  By saying that the Chinese people live a life of the heart, the author means that _______. 

 A. the Chinese people enjoy the pleasures of life 

 B. the Chinese people are sentimental and vulnerable 

 C. the Chinese people are in a cheerful state of mind 

 D. the Chinese people live a life of love and thoughtfulness  
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4. Why does the author say “Unless you become as little children, you cannot learn it”? 

It is because _______. 

 A. grown-ups are intellectually or scientifically educated 

 B. grown-ups have poor memories 

 C. language should be learnt as early as possible 

 D. little children are much more easily molded 

5.  What is true of the Chinese people’s secret of wonderful memories, according to the text? 

  A. The Chinese people have a good head for figures. 

 B. The Chinese people study diligently and train hard. 

 C. The Chinese people remember things with heart. 

 D. The Chinese people always show sympathy when remembering things. 

6. It can be inferred from the text that the politeness of the Chinese people is pleasing 

because it is _______.  

 A. a rehearsal politeness 

 B. a spontaneous politeness 

 C. an elaborate politeness  

 D. a compromise politeness 

7.  The Chinese mind can be compared to _______. 

 A. a rigid metal  

 B. a hard steel pen 

 C. a soft brush 

 D. a delicate instrument 

8. We can infer from the text that the characteristics of the Chinese people are _______. 

 A. gentleness, politeness and attachment 

B. sympathy, exactness and gentleness 

 C. intelligence, affection and refinement 

 D. gentleness, humanity and cleanliness 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. I hope I can _______ the memory of our trip to Sahara Desert. 

A. last      B. deserve    C. reserve      D. retain 

2. What are the _______ that distinguish the Chinese from the Japanese? 

A. foundations  B. characteristics  C. indications     D. perspective 

3. Throughout Jerusalem, you see three famous _______: the star, the cross and the 
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crescent (3456) . 

A. messages   B. designs    C. symbols      D. signals 

4. One of his good points is his _______ with young writers. 

A. conversation  B. sympathy   C. communication  D. relation 

5. His father never gave him much paternal _______. 

A. affection   B. influence   C. infection      D. consideration 

6. _______ the weather, I’m going to the lecture. 

A. With regard to  B. Despite of   C. In regard to     D. In spite of 

7. If you want to start a conversation with a stranger, the usual opening is to _______ on 

the weather. 

  A. respond   B. begin    C. remark       D. rely 

8. Obviously, the playwright borrowed the _______ of the plot from Shakespeare with 

some slight changes. 

  A. characters   B. scenes    C. adaptation     D. essence 

9. He tested this _______ experimentally, and found that his results were consistent with 

the idea. 

A. detection   B. formula    C. hypothesis     D. truth 

10. _______ they all share this common objective there may be major differences between  

enterprises in the way management seeks to achieve it.  

A. Since   B. Whereas    C. Because      D. However 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Do you agree with author’s statement about the Chinese2The longer a foreigner lives 

in China, the more he likes the Chinese? Why or Why not? 

2. Why does the author say that the Chinese language is also a language of the heart? 

3. Give a brief account of one of your sweet memories. 

4. Do you like the politeness of the Japanese? Give your reasons. 

5. Do you agree with Rev. Arthur Smith’s description of the Chinese people2want of 

exactness? Give your reasons. 

 

Extra Reading 

 

TThhee  SSppiirriitt  ooff  tthhee  CChhiinneessee  PPeeooppllee    

(continued) 

Gu Hongming 
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Now it is because the Chinese live a life of the heart, the life of a child, that they are so 

primitive in many of their ways. Indeed, it is a remarkable fact that for a people who have 

lived so long in the world as a great nation, the Chinese people should to this day be so 

primitive in many of their ways. It is this fact which has made superficial foreign students of 

China think that the Chinese have made no progress in their civilization and that the Chinese 

civilization is a stagnant one. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that, as far as pure intellectual 

life goes, the Chinese are, to a certain extent, a people of arrested development1. The Chinese, 

as you all know, have made little or no progress not only in the physical, but also in the pure 

abstract sciences such as mathematics and logic. Indeed the very words “science” and “logic” 

in the European languages have no exact equivalent in the Chinese language. The Chinese, 

like children who live a life of the heart, have no taste for the abstract sciences, because in 

these the heart and feelings are not engaged. In fact, for everything, which does not engage 

the heart and feelings, such as tables of statistics, the Chinese have a dislike amounting to 

aversion. But if tables of statistics and the pure abstract sciences fill the Chinese with 

aversion, the physical sciences as they are now pursued in Europe, which require you to cut 

up and mutilate the body of a living animal in order to verify a scientific theory, would 

inspire the Chinese with aversion and horror. 

The Chinese, I say, as far as pure and intellectual life goes, are to a certain extent, a 

people of arrested development. The Chinese to this day live the life of a child, a life of the 

heart. In this respect, the Chinese people, old as they are as a nation, are to the present day, 

a nation of children. But then it is important you should remember that this nation of 

children, who live a life of the heart, who are so primitive in many of their ways, have yet 

a power of mind and rationality which you do not find in a primitive people, a power of 

mind and rationality which has enabled them to deal with the complex and difficult 

problems of social life, government and civilization with a success which the ancient and 

modern nations of Europe have not been able to attain. 

In fact, what I want to say here, is that the wonderful peculiarity of the Chinese 

people is not that they live a life of the heart. All primitive people also live a life of the 

heart. The Christian people of medieval Europe, as we know, also lived a life of the heart. 

Matthew Arnold says: 2“The poetry of medieval Christianity lived by the heart and 

imagination.” But the wonderful peculiarity of the Chinese people, I want to say here, is 

that, while living a life of the heart, the life of a child, they yet have a power of mind and 

rationality which you do not find in the Christian people of medieval Europe or in any 

other primitive people.2 In other words, the wonderful peculiarity of the Chinese is that for 

a people, who have lived so long as a grown-up nation, as a nation of adult reason, they are 

yet able to this day to live the life of a child2a life of the heart. 
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Instead, therefore, of saying that the Chinese are a people of arrested development, 

one ought rather to say that the Chinese are a people who never grow old. In short the 

wonderful peculiarity of the Chinese people as a race, is that they possess the secret of 

perpetual youth. 

Now we can answer the question which we asked in the beginning: 2What is the 

real Chinaman? The real Chinaman, we see now, is a man who lives the life of a man of 

adult reason with the heart of a child. In short the real Chinaman is a person with a head of 

a grown-up man and the heart of a child. The Chinese spirit, therefore, is a spirit of 

perpetual youth, the spirit of national immortality. Now what is the secret of this national 

immortality in the Chinese people? You will remember that in the beginning of this 

discussion I said that what gives to the Chinese type of humanity2to the real Chinaman2

his inexpressible gentleness is the possession of what I called sympathetic or true human 

intelligence. This human intelligence, I said, is the product of a combination of two things, 

sympathy and intelligence. It is a working together in harmony of the heart and head. In 

short it is a happy union of soul with intellect. Now if the spirit of the Chinese people is a 

spirit of perpetual youth, the spirit of national immortality, the secret of this immortality is 

this happy union of soul with intellect.                       

                (adapted from The Spirit of the Chinese People) 

 

New Words  

 

aversion ���������
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Christian �����
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n. 4Í�ÎÏ 
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verify ���������
� 

vt. ñ[�ñ
 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

as far as it goes ¿�òóô¢��¿y��xõ 

cut up ö÷�øö�ùú 

in other words û�ü��¨¿�� 

in short ßõº�ýº 

in this respect � ��þ 

to a certain extent �����¦ 

to this day �� 

 

Proper Name 

 

Matthew Arnold 

/��"���� �!������ 
��I�	m (0&)  

 

Notes  

 

1. ��2<�
�Ã;�¿zB0���êëxõ������¦�0<,��X�z�

arrest2< stop or check a process or movement. e.g. Attempts are being made to arrest the spread 

of the disease. 

2. ��2<������©ª������������q¶·W����p�þµ¤\��

�� (zB) � !ãäytµ¤\����� «"ä�#$%����&X q#$%

����&Öçtª��',µ�()W�k*+,%[z�-.,/012� ¨�3Õ

,zEÓ�45«6l7ç�X 

 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 

passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. The living conditions of the Chinese people are pretty primitive because they live 

a life of the heart. 

____ 2.  The Chinese have made great progress in the intellectual life, not only in the 

physical sciences but also in the abstract sciences. 

____ 3. The Chinese have no liking for pure abstract sciences because heart and feelings 

are not required when pursuing the scientific studies. 
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____ 4. It can be inferred from the passage that the reason for the want of exactness in the 

ways of the Chinese people is that they write with and draw with a soft brush.  

____ 5. The wonderful peculiarity of the Chinese people is that they have a power of 

mind and rationality. 

____ 6. The spirit of the Chinaman is the spirit of perpetual youth and the spirit of 

national immortality. 

____ 7. The secret of the Chinese people’s perpetual youth is that they always show 

consideration for others. 

____ 8. The happy union of soul with intellect has enabled the Chinese people as a race 

and nation to live a life of perpetual youth. 
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II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

to this day     deal with      verify     nevertheless     engage 
horror     amount to     as far as it goes     taste       pursue 

1. The children are _______ in a great many outdoor activities. 

2. Having to _______ so many problems was a pressure hard to bear. 

3. You would have absolute freedom as to what researches you thought it best to 

_______. 

4. Although he had not moved or stirred, she was _______ convinced that he has seen 

her. 

5. After the explosion, she had a look of _______ on her face. 

6. Her portion of the inheritance from her aunt _______ 750,000. 

7. Your plan is a good one _______ but there are several points you’ve forgotten to 

consider. 

8. She has a _______ for folk songs. 

9. _______, I still don’t know why she did it. 

10. Truth can only be _______ through practice. 

 

Kaleidoscope 

 

Genius is formed in quiet, character in the stream of life. 
—Goethe  

89:;<=- <>?@:ABCD� 

EEFG 

The mind is the man. 

HIJK� 
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 Unit   222666     

Social Problems
 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-reading Questions 

Directions: In this part there are three questions. Work in pairs or small groups and talk 

about them in class. 

1. What should be done to prevent corruption? 

2. What are the social problems you think most serious to society? 

3. Do you think sexual harassment is a crime? Why or why not?  

 

Text  

 

CChhiinnaa’’ss  FFiirrsstt  SSeexxuuaall  HHaarraassssmmeenntt  LLaawwssuuiitt  

Zheng Ming 

 

Most Chinese people pay small heed to the cases of sexual harassment that occur in 

the United States, the complex judicial procedures they entail, or their background, as they 

exist in a country far from China that has great cultural differences. The first sexual 

harassment lawsuit in China has, however, cause a sensation. The reasons why this lawsuit 

should come about under current social circumstances have been widely recognized, and 

many women have been greatly reassured and drawn inspiration from this case. 

Meanwhile, there is much controversy as to how the relationship between the law, social 

ethics, and women’s rights and interests should be handled. 

Ms1 Tong, who is in her 30s, works at the office of a company in Xi’an City2, 

Shanxi Province. According to Ms Tong, as early as 1994, the general manager of the 

company tried to get fresh with her in the office, saying he could transfer her to a better 

job. She sternly rebuffed him, but this only aggravated him, and he tried on several 
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different occasions to seduce her, demanding that she spend night with him in a hotel. 

Upon being unconditionally refused, the general manager then deliberately set out to 

make her life difficult, and held back her benefits and bonuses. As she was in poor health, 

this caused her to collapse at work on several occasions. In July 2001, Ms Tong lodged a 

lawsuit at the Lianhu District People’s Court of Xi’an3, demanding that the general 

manager make an apology. After a private session, on December 23 the court rejected Ms 

Tong’s claims for reasons of insufficient evidence. 

Ms Tong was incensed by the judgment made by the court in the first instance, and 

appealed to the Xi’an City Intermediate People’s Court. In her appeal she said that the 

court had made a wrongful judgment based on the evidence provided, and that since the 

evidence itself could fully indicate the facts of the case it was unreasonable for the court to 

require every link to be verified. 

This case has aroused widespread attention nationwide. First, views on sexual 

harassment have changed. In the past, it was widely believed that sexual harassment 

should not be mentioned in public, but it is now acknowledged as an infringement on 

citizens’ rights, and contrary to behavior within modern civilization. Members of the 

general public, especially women, now realize that sexual harassment indeed exists in 

China, not just in Western countries. An increasing number of people are concerned as to 

how to protect women from sexual harassment by legal means. 

According to a controlled sample survey conducted by the Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences4, 84 percent of the women participating confirmed that they had 

experienced sexual harassment, largely form their male superiors and colleagues. 

According to 48 percent of these women, this took the form of sexually suggestive jokes 

and comments, and abusive language. A further 13 percent said that their male leaders or 

colleagues had demanded sexual favors in exchange for other benefits, and 26 percent 

spoke of physical advance��attempts to embrace and kiss them, made at their workplaces. 

There was also a considerable amount of sexual harassment experienced in public places. 

The conclusion to be drawn is that sexual harassment also exists in China, and that the 

situation is not at all optimistic. About 74 percent of these women believe that sexual 

harassment is becoming more open and audacious, and that public places are where 

women are most frequently harassed. The problem of sexual harassment in the workplace 

is now more prevalent, especially within foreign-funded enterprises, private enterprises, 

and individual businesses5. 

According to statistics issued by the women’s hotline at the Research Institute of the 

All-China Women’s Federation, it logged 511 telephone calls involving sexual harassment 

between 1992 and 2001, constituting 0.84 percent of all phone calls for that period. An 

analysis of 40 cases shows the following characteristics: 
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1. All those practicing sexual harassment were male, 90 percent of them over 31 

years old, and the majority of them married, and 67 percent of these were of superior status. 

The remainder comprised acquaintances, friends or seniors. 

2. Seventy-seven percent of those harassed were unmarried women between 22 and 

25 years old, and were mostly secretaries or technicians. 

3. As regards the places of harassment, more than half occurred in the workplace, 

and less than half in public places. 

4. Half of the modes of harassment consisted of unnecessary body contact or friction, 

one-quarter of obscene jokes or suggestive language, and there were also direct sexual demands. 

One of the questions arising from this case is “Should there be a law making sexual 

harassment a punishable offence”. Several experts interviewed had different opinions. 

Some thought that the concept of “sexual harassment” was vague, and that it would be 

difficult to define which law had been violated. They pointed out that at a time when such 

crimes as abducting and selling women, rape and family violence are not effectively under 

control, it is too early to make laws on sexual harassment, owing to difficulties in obtaining 

evidence, and the unfeasibility of measuring its degree and meting out appropriate 

penalties. However, there are now more people expressing their belief in the necessity to 

make laws that punish sexual harassment and protect women’s rights and interests. 

Some experts hold that a prudent policy should be adopted regarding legislation on sexual 

harassment. Experience gained abroad shows that if matters are not properly handled, tension 

between the sexes, or even a miscarriage of justice, might result. Administrative regulations 

might therefore be considered, such as teachers being prohibited from harassing students. 

As regards the rejection of China’s first sexual harassment lawsuit by the Xi’an 

Intermediate People’s Court due to insufficient evidence, some suggest that as it is widely 

known how difficult it is to obtain evidence, and that perhaps the court should lower the 

required standards of evidence. 

There are heated discussions on the Internet about this case. Many netizens say that China 

should strengthen legislation on sexual harassment as soon as possible. The Law of the People’s 

Republic of China Concerning the Guarantee of the Rights and Interests of Women is too 

general, vague and one-sided as it protects only women and men, from sexual harassment. 

Researchers hold that adults should be encouraged to protect their legitimate rights and 

interests from infringement, increase their capability to resist sexual harassment, and avoid 

exacerbation of conflict. Before the legislation is put on the agenda, social opinion should 

condemn the phenomenon of sexual harassment, point out effective ways to resist it, and force 

habitual harassers to desist.  

(adapted from China Today) 
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New Words 

 

abduct �������	� vt. �� 

abusive �
�������� a. ��� 
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�
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n. �� 
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foreign-funded ������� ����
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a. ��� 

friction �������
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harass �����
�� vt. !" 
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n. *( 

lodge ������ vt. +, 

log ����� vt. -. 

miscarriage �!���������� n. /0�12 

netizen ����	���� n. 34  

penalty ��"��
�	�� n. 56 

prevalent ��"���
�
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� 

a. 78��9:� 

prominent ��"��!��
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rape ����"� n. >? 
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resist �������	� vt. &B�CB 

seduce ��������� vt. �	 

sternly ���	
���� ad. DEF�GHF 

suggestive ��
�����	��� a. IJKL� 

vulnerable ������
�
��
� 

a. MNOP� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 
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acknowledge…as… QRS 

arise from TUV 

by…means WXYY�Z( 

come about [\�]\ 

draw inspiration from ^YY_`abc 

get fresh with dYY�ef 

hold back gh�ij 

make a judgment kl 

make an apology �m 

mete out no 

of superior status Fpq� 

pay / give small heed to rYYstuv�rYYwxyz 

prohibit…from {��|� 

set out }~��� (2) 

take the form of ��YY����xYY��� 

 

Proper Names 

 

Shanxi Province ��� 

Lianhu District People’s Court of Xi’an �������4() 

the Xi’an City Intermediate People’s Court ���_��4() 

the Research Institute of the All-China Women’s Federation _��������� 

The Law of the People’s Republic of China Concerning the  

Guarantee of the Rights and Interests of Women 
_��4������

���( 

 

Notes  

 

1. Ms� �¡¢�v£¤¥¦x§��¨r��J©ª���«¬®�¯°� ±¨²³�

_s´µN¶·�¸¶�³�Fp¤¹ºr���»¬²¼½_¾J�&¿�ÀÁ�ÂÃ

(history) «Ä2S·��ÅÆ (his story)Çr���ÈÉMrsÊMissËÌFÍÎÏ���Ð

ÑÒÓ�Ô�¨Õs´^Mr§ÏÖ·��ÐÑÒÓ¤20×Ø 60ÙÚ�Û�ÜTÏ��Ý

Þ�ßà·�á°¤¹º£â¾ãäÏ¼½¤åæ�r���ÈÉ¾ç�Ms¤¹¯Wè�

ÈÉéêsÍÎ���ÐÑÒÓ�¾ëxìSr���¯ºí�¤ 

2. Xi’an City����îÈ¥��F5ïðñòóô_�õ�����_�öZ_�÷ø��

_zù�úÂÃû�üù�×ýþ��ù�¤ 

3. the Lianhu District People’s Court of Xi’an��������4()¤_�()�:����

�S^� (��) �	}~
*�4()���	�()�V���4()¤��F�
*

_� (intermediate) �4()��
*q� (higher) �4()��
*øq (supreme) �

4()¤ 

4. the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences�_�³���)�1977Ù 5�²�_���)��

³���÷�����*�S_���³������øq���������_z¤ 
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5. foreign-funded enterprises, private enterprises, and individual businesses�����ú�����

����¤ 
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Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Text 

Directions: There are ten questions or incomplete sentences in this part. Each of them is 

followed by four suggested choices marked A, B, C and D. You should decide 

on the best choice according to the text. 

1. According to the text, _______. 

 A. Chinese people learn sexual harassment from the United States 

 B. American laws have great effects on China’s law on sexual harassment 

 C. Chinese people are interested in American cases because of cultural differences 

 D. people disagree about how to deal with some relationship in sexual harassment lawsuits 

2. Ms Tong asked _______ in her lawsuit. 

 A. the general manager say sorry to her  

 B. the general manager be heavily punished 

 C. the general manager to return her benefits and bonuses  

 D. the general manager to pay for her lawsuit and medical treatment 

3. At the beginning, Ms Tong’s lawsuit was rejected because _______. 

 A. she had no sufficient evidence 

 B. there were no such laws for her case  

 C. it was difficult to measure the harassing degree 

 D. sexual harassment was not acknowledged as a punishable offence 

4. According to the text, Ms Tong’s case _______. 

 A. changed people’s view on sexual harassment in a short time 

 B. made people know the nature of sexual harassment 

 C. enabled more women to know what sexual harassment meant  

 D. attracted the general public to realize the importance of protecting women by legal means 

5. According to the statistics issued by the women’s hotline, much more women are 

sexually harassed mainly in _______. 

 A. public places 

 B. their workplaces 

 C. their foreign-funded enterprises 

 D. buses, cinemas and even on phones 

6. According to the text, all of the following behaviors are regarded as sexual harassment 

EXCEPT _______. 

 A. abusive language 

 B. obscene and suggestive jokes 
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 C. high praises 

 D. unnecessary physical advances and contacts 

7. Some of the experts interviewed thought that _______. 

 A. laws on sexual harassment should be made as soon as possible 

 B. both women’s rights and interests should be effectively protected 

 C. it was not high time to make laws on sexual harassment 

 D. such crimes as selling women and rape should be controlled at the same time 

8. A prudent policy should be adopted regarding legislation on sexual harassment in 

order to _______. 

 A. punish sexual harassers more heavily 

 B. protect more women in a better way 

 C. improve the relationship between teachers and students 

 D. avoid unnecessary tension between men and women 

9. In many netizens’ opinion, the law on sexual harassment _______. 

 A. needs amending  

 B. plays an important role in protecting women and men 

 C. should be completely carried out 

 D. should get supports nationwide as soon as possible 

10. What does the text mainly talk about? 

 A. Sexual harassment lawsuits. 

 B. Sexual harassment and its bad effects. 

 C. Sexual harassers’ characteristics and women’s right. 

 D. Sexual harassment, laws and prevention against it. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are 

four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the One answer that best 

completes the sentence. 

1. News of this engagement created a great _______ in the world. 

A. sensation   B. appeal   C. instance   D. penalty 

2. The young woman deliberately _______ to lead him into her trap. 

A. came about  B. made up   C. held back   D. set out 

3. He was very _______ with his money even if he was rich. 

 A. prudent    B. judicial   C. vulnerable  D. abusive 

4. The proposals to reduce the strength of the army have been the subject of much _______. 

 A. agenda   B. business   C. controversy  D. friction 

5. She played a _______ role in the early years of Chinese movies. 
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 A. prevalent   B. prominent   C. suggestive  D. habitual 

6. Demonstrators today violently _______ attempts to force them to leave the building. 

 A. insisted   B. persisted   C. desisted   D. resisted 

7. It was reported that the criminal had been _______ punished. 

 A. greatly    B. considerably  C. sternly    D. properly 

8. The teacher always criticized him, for he paid small _______ to spelling. 

 A. hand    B. head    C. heed    D. eye 

9. The main tower has been closed _______ safety. 

 A. for reasons of  B. for a reason of  C. for the reason of D. for reasons of 

10. _______ environmental issues, the government will enforce existing regulations. 

 A. As regards  B. With regards  C. In regards   D. By regards 

 

III. Topics for Discussion 

Directions: In this part there are five topics. Work in your small groups and talk about 

them in class. 

1. Is sexual harassment a bad behavior or a crime? Why? 

2. Why is sexual harassment now more prevalent in workplaces? 

3. What effective measures can be taken to decrease sexual harassment? 

4. List out some effective ways to resist sexual harassment. 

5. Is it necessary to make laws on sexual harassment in China now? Why or why not? 

 

Extra Reading 

 

AAnnttii--CCoorrrruuppttiioonn::  AA  LLoonngg--tteerrmm  TTaasskk  

 

Any ruling party or government inevitably faces the challenge of fighting corruption 

while in power. 

In 2001, discipline inspection and supervision organizations in China investigated and 

solved 174,633 cases, and penalized 175,364 people involved in corrupt practices in accordance 

with Party and administrative rules. Among these, there were 6,076 officials at county level; 

497 at prefecture level, and 16 at provincial or ministerial level. Between January and October 

2001, procuratorial organizations in China investigated and prosecuted 40,716 cases involving 

embezzlement, bribery and neglect of duty, including 17,344 major cases involving 2,771 

officials above county level. During the same period, courts at various levels tried 15,416 cases 

involving embezzlement, bribery and misuse of State funds, as well as 1,272 cases involving 

neglect of duty. 

The corruption cases investigated and dealt with last year registered a new high in recent 
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years in terms of the number of cases and people involved. On the one hand, these figures 

reflect the frequent occurrence of corruption in China; and on the other hand, the severe 

punishment of 16 provincial government officials for corruption reveals the firm resolution of 

the Communist Party of China (CPC)1 and the Chinese Government to combat corruption. 

 

Anti-Corruption Attracts Public Attention 

The corruption of high-ranking officials of the Party and administrative organizations 

has roused the indignation and attention of the public. 

The TV serial, Black Hole2, recently broadcast on many TV stations, stirred strong 

reactions among the public. The Black Hole is said to have disclosed, to a certain extent, 

the corruption of high-ranking officials: A criminal clique in a city offers bribes to lure 

officials of the Party, government, customs, and public security organizations, customs, 

and under their umbrella, rampantly smuggles and trades the smuggled goods, and 

commits murders and robberies. While cracking down on this criminal clique, public 

security organizations faced interference from various aspects. Consequently, they paid a 

high price for eventually eliminating this criminal clique. 

A public survey conducted by the Center for Monitoring China’s Economic Prosperity 

under the State Statistics Bureau showed that the Chinese public is very concerned about 

anti-corruption reports, and thinks China has a long way to go in its fight against 

corruption. The survey also indicated that the public hopes the government could gradually 

establish systems and institutions to eliminate corruption and severely punish corrupt 

officials, to ensure healthy social development. 

 

Legal Support Is Crucial for Eliminating Corruption 

Criminal Law Amendment Suggested. 

People’s Daily3 recently carried a signed article suggesting the amendment of the 

provision in the Criminal Law concerning the charge for owning a large amount of property 

of unexplained sources. Provision One, Article 395 of the Criminal Law stipulates that “If the 

property or expenses of government employees considerably exceed their legitimate income, 

they may be ordered to clarify the sources. If they fail to prove the legitimacy of the sources, 

the difference will be treated as illegal, and their property will be confiscated.” If the sum 

exceeds 10 million yuan, the accused will be sentenced to a maximum of five-year 

imprisonment. This punishment is far less severe than that for embezzlement. For 

embezzlement charges involving more than 1,000,000 yuan, punishment is a minimum of 10 

years’ imprisonment, and the more serious cases may result in the death penalty. In light of 

this, relevant measures should be taken to avoid corrupt officials’ use of the charge of owning 

large amount of property from unexplained sources. 
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This provision defines the charge of owning large amounts of property of unexplained 

sources. In the past 13 years since its stipulation, it has played an important role in cracking 

down on embezzlement and punishing corrupt officials. However, due to the change of 

situation in the past two years, this provision is no longer a sufficient means to fight corruption. 

This article also indicates that this charge in Provision One, Article 395 of the Criminal 

Law can be amended by appropriately lowering the minimum amount constituting this crime 

and intensifying the penalty with reference to Provision One of Article 383. 

Experience Should Be Drawn from Various Aspects. 

“Since combating corruption is not an isolated issue confined to one nation, we should 

draw upon the experiences of each other,” said Morton Rosenberg. He added that the U.S. 

Congress4 adopted the Freedom of Information Act in 1966 and the Government-in-the- 

Sunshine Law in 1976, which gave citizens maximum information and the government 

minimum privacy. 

The Freedom of Information Act stipulates that any citizen of the United States is entitled 

to read all federal or state documents except the confidential ones, for which no reason or 

request can be demanded. The scope of this right can be reasonably widened for news media. 

If the government refuses to show the public the documents, the public may appeal to the law. 

The Government-in-the-Sunshine Law and other relevant laws place all behaviors of U.S. 

government officials under public scrutiny. Their salaries, real estate property, tax forms and 

assets of family and friends are carefully audited every year, and officials must clarify sources 

of questionable income. Failure to do so will lead to their dismissal. 

Rosenberg said he noticed that the amended Criminal Law of China comprises the 

charge of owning a large amount of property from unexplained sources, which draws upon 

relevant principles of the U.S. and that this indicates good prospects of Sino-U.S. cooperation 

in combating corruption. 

 

Anti-Corruption Efforts  

In January, the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection5 convened its Seventh 

Plenary Session, in which it pointed out that major corruption cases would be more 

forcefully investigated and dealt with.   

           (adapted from Beijing Review) 

 

New Words 

 

amendment �
�!���!
�
	� 

n. �ç�çô 

audit �����	� vt. �  

clarify ��������#� vt. !Ë�"Î 
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� 

clique ������ n. #$��% 

confidential ����������
�
�� 

a. &'���'� 

corrupt ��
���"	� a. (0� 

disclose �������
��
� 

vt. )* 

embezzlement ��!�����!

�	� 

n. +��#,�-� 

high-ranking ��#����$�
�$� 

a. �.q� 

imprison ��!�"����
� 

vt. /0�1{ 

imprisonment ��!�"���
�
!
�	� 

n. /0�1{ 

indignation ������%���
��
�� 

n. 23�42 

interference ����	
���

�
��� 

n. 56 

judiciary ��������
���
��� 

n. '(÷7 

legislative ���������
	
��� 

a. *(� 

legitimacy �������	�!

��� 

n. �(þ 

ministerial �!�����	�
�
�
�� 

a. ÷� 

penalize ��"��
�#�
�� 

vt. 56 

plenary ��"���
��
� 

a. 8�,9� 

procuratorial ��"������

�	���
�� 

a. :;� 

prosecute ��"�������
	� 

vt. T<�=[ 

rampantly ����!"
�	��
� 

ad. >?F 

scrutiny ������	��
�� 

n. 1¬�@Ak; 

Sino-U.S. ���#��
���
���� 

a. _��Û�BC� 

smuggle ���!���� n.& vt. D� 

 

Phrases and Expressions 

 

be detained as «EFÔG 

be entitled to J�HÊ�I (2)  

crack down rYY�JDEKL��M 

draw upon H��N�O 

have a long way to go Jå¥�PßD�ß2åæQR�SG 

in accordance with TYY¯U�VW�XY 
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in (the) light of VW�ZY 

push forward [\ 

real estate sÞ] 

take a measure �JKL 

with /in reference to /V�ZY 

 

Proper Names 

 

Communist Party of China(CPC) _��]% 

CPC Central Committee _��]%_]^_� 

Provision One of Article 383  (`() a 383ba¯c 

Provision One, Article 395 of the Criminal Law `(a 395ba¯c 

the Center for Monitoring China’s Economic Prosperity  _���de1f_z 

the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection _]Øg:;^_� 

the Criminal Law `( 

the Freedom of Information Act hi(�jk� 

the Government-in-the-Sunshine Law �lmn( 

the Seven Plenary Session aop8��� 

the State Statistics Bureau �qrs 

 

Notes  

 

1. the Communist Party of China (CPC)�1921Ù 7��_��]%²�t(�uývwP 108

x&'y}Ïa¯p8�ÚÍ��¤¹zw�_��]%�ô�{*¤ 

2. Black Hole:|}~��¹S�{���óZY�Ú\����¯÷¥��ì¤�WX¯���ú

���ÅÆÍ�Ï��T(ú��T(������Í�Ï¯�ô4�`��r�T(��

���G,���¤�� 2001Ù 9�k� ,¡³,¡[:�B¢«ç£{Ï¤¬¥¦§¤ 

3. People’s Daily: |�4¨©��_��]%��/©¤1949Ù 8��|�4¨©�ª«Vöá (¬

ö)¤|�4¨©��J�®¡�t�¡ (1985Ù 7� 16¨ª«)�¯�®�°}[:¤ 

4. the U.S. Congress:  Û���k±�)� �)²{�SÛ��øq*(��¤��³´Ù

¯µ¤±ú �_k¶4·¸¶¹]\�±�_º¦ 6Ù�³´Ùç¶»¼B¯¤ �_

º¦´Ù�¦½¢8÷ç¶¤±ú �_ë¥¶¥º¤ 

5. the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection: _]Øg:;^_�¤1949Ù 11� 9¨�

_�_]G,Ï /V{*_]¾¿�%�Øg:;^_��HÀ¢¤�^_�²_]�Á

sÂÃÄSG¤ 

 

Exercises 

 

I. Comprehension of the Passage 

Directions: Decide whether the following statements are true or false according to the 
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passage. Write “T” for true and “F” for false in the space provided. 

____ 1. Much more people were involved in corruption practices and were penalized in 2001. 

____ 2.  It is hard to investigate and punish corrupted high-ranking officials because of 

their high social status. 

____ 3.  Public security organizations paid a high price for eventually eliminating the 

criminal clique mentioned in the Black Hole, for it got supports from some 

officials of the Party, government, customs and public security organizations. 

____ 4.  The Chinese public is very satisfied with anti-corruption achievements and prospect. 

____ 5.  Healthy social development can be ensured if some systems and institutions to 

eliminate corruption and severely punish corrupt officials are set up. 

____ 6.  Provision One, Article 395 of the Criminal Law used to be the best means to fight 

corruption. 

____ 7.  Some corrupt officials may take advantage of different punishments and hope to 

be charged with embezzlement. 

____ 8.  It is necessary to learn how other countries fight corruption. 

____ 9.  American citizens think that it is illegal for the American government to keep its privacy. 

____ 10. Some more effective measures will be taken to fight and eliminate corruption. 

 

II. Vocabulary  

Directions: Use the words and phrases provided in the box to complete the sentences. 

Change the form if necessary.  

 confine to    indignation    conduct    draw upon    accordance   
 reveal       charge        ensure      commit      interference 

1. He was buried in his hometown, in _______ with his wishes.   

2. The newspaper story _______ a cover-up of huge proportions.  

3. Her _______ at such rough treatment was understandable. 

4. Brady turned out to _______ a series of brutal murders.  

5. She told him that she resented his frequent _______ in her work.  

6. The company _______ a survey to find out local reaction to the leisure center.  

7. All the necessary steps had been taken to _______ their safety.  

8. Owen will have to face the ________ of armed robbery against him.  

9. It was a challenge but luckily we had the expertise to _______.  

10. As we know, their duties _______ taking statements from the crowd.  

 

Kaleidoscope 
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If you let a tiger escape back to the mountain, you’ll cause 
calamity for the future. 

�����	
���

The net of Heaven is large and wide, but it lets nothing through. 

��������� 
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Key to the Exercises
 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 1 

Key to Text  

I. 1. B  2. D  3. A  4. C  5. C  6. A  7. C  8. D 

II. 1. B  2. A  3. C  4. A  5. D  6. A  7. B  8. A  9. B  10. D 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. F  6. T  7. T  8. F 

II. 1. Rather than  2. was reduced to  3. relates…to…  4. imaginative  5. determines  

  6. replace  7. add…to…  8. let…off  9. bears  10. signifies 

 

Unit 2 

Key to Text 

I. 1. C  2. A  3. C  4. C  5. B  6. B  7. D  8. B 

II. 1. C  2. B  3. C  4. A  5. A  6. D  7. D  8. B  9. C  10. A 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. F  4. T  5. T  6. T  7. F  8. T 

II. 1. marvel at  2. historical  3. stick to  4. origin  5. at the height of 

6. conferred  7. domestic  8. unique  9. dignity  10. innumerable  

 

Unit 3 

Key to Text  

I. 1. B  2. C  3. D  4. B  5. A  6. D  7. B  8. C  9. A  10. D   

II. 1. B  2. A  3. D  4. A  5. B  6. C  7. B  8. A  9. A  10. C   

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. T  6. F  7. T  8. T  9. T  10. F 

II. 1. bring  2. rushed  3. free from  4. to admit  5. undeserved 
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  6. concerning  7. footed  8. disfigured  9. demanded  10. pouring 

 

Unit 4 

Key to Text  

I. 1. C  2. D  3. A  4. C  5. B  6. D  7. C  8. D  9. A  10. B  

II. 1. A  2.�  3. C  4.�  5. B  6. A  7. B  8. C  9. B  10. A 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. T  3. F  4. F  5. T  6. F  7. T  8. T 

II. 1. be patient with  2. made progress  3. be responsible for  4. spoiled  5. environment 

  6. reputation  7. ridiculous  8. complicated  9. sensitive  10. recognized 

 

Unit 5 

Key to Text  

I. 1. C  2. A  3. A  4. B  5. C  6. D  7. A  8. D 

II. 1. C  2. C  3. A  4. C  5. A  6. C  7. B  8. B  9. C  10. A  

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. T  3. T  4. T  5. F  6. F  7. T  8. F 

II. 1. looked after  2. paid off  3. in case  4. thanks to  5. short of 

6. are laden with  7. is restricted to  8. yielded to  9. transfer  10. beneath  

 

Unit 6 

Key to Text 

I. 1. D  2. A  3. B  4. A  5. A  6. C  7. A  8. D  9. D  10. D 

II. 1. A  2. C  3. D  4. A  5. B  6. D  7. A  8. B  9. A  10. D 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. F  6. F  7. T  8. F  9. T  10. F 

II. 1. legacy  2. stage  3. seek to  4. be enhanced  5. weaves…into 

6. inspired  7. a fraction of  8. is made up  9. diverse  10. unfolds 

 

Unit 7 

Key to Text 
I. 1. B  2. D  3. B  4. A  5. C  6. A  7. C  8. B 
II. 1. capacity  2. presence  3. definitely  4. speak up  5. creativity 

6. mode  7. geared  8. imbalance  9. when it comes to  10. rationally 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. F  3. T  4. T  5. F  6. T  7. F  8. T 

II. 1. C  2. B  3. A  4. D  5. C  6. C  7. B  8. A  9. D  10. A  
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Unit 8 

Key to Text 

I. 1. C  2. A  3. B  4. D  5. C  6. C  7. A  8. B 

II. 1. B  2. D  3. C  4. A  5. A  6. D  7. C  8. A  9. B  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. F  3.  F  4. F  5. T  6. F  7. T  8. T 

II. 1. qualified  2. set up  3. enrolled  4. facility  5. temporary 

6. As a result  7. funds  8. sponsoring  9. adequate  10. extra 

 

Unit 9 

Key to Text 

I. 1. C  2. B  3. A  4. B  5. D  6. B  7. C  8. C  9. A  10. D   

II. 1. C  2. A  3. D  4. A  5. C  6. B  7. B  8. C  9. A  10. D   

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. T  6. F  7. F  8. F  9. T  10. T 

II. 1. thenceforth  2. in an instant  3. peeling/peeled off  4. conceal  5. violation   

  6. idle  7. pursuit  8. henceforth  9. drawing  10. overtaken 

 

Unit 10 

Key to Text  

I. 1. C  2. A  3. B  4. D  5. C  6. B  7. C  8. B  9. D  10. C 

II. 1. D  2. C  3. B  4. A  5. D  6. A  7. A  8. B  9. A  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. T  3. T  4. F  5. T  6. T  7. F  8. F  9. F  10. T   

II. 1. been packed  2. by chance  3. interior  4. tuck into  5. tried his hand at 

  6. doubles up  7. compelling  8. cramped  9. transparent  10. vanished 

 

Unit 11 

Key to Pre-reading Activities 

  Ziguang  �� (�����)  

yuyan fuduji (language playback device)  � !"#  

IBM dictionary  IBM ($%#) &' 

DVD (Digital Video Disk)  (�)*+�,  

Hanwang  �- (�����)   

Ciba  &.   
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RichWind  /012 (345678) 

Bubugao  99: (� !"#) 

Chinese Star Power Word  34;<= Power Word (>?@#�')  

VCD (Video Compact Disk)  *+:A�,  

CCTV  3B3C>*D   

Chinese Star  34;< 

Mengtian  EF (�����)  

Chinese Windows  34G*H 

Chinese Word Processing (_ûÅÆÇq) Chinese Star; RichWind; Chinese Windows 

Chinese Handwriting Input (ÈÉ��Ê) Hanwang; Mengtian; Ziguang 

Online Dictionary (rË�ÉÌ) Ciba; Chinese Star Power Word; IBM dictionary 

Video (ã¬) VCD; DVD; CCTV 

Digital Recording (ÍÎÏÐ) Yuyanfuduji (language playback device); Bubugao 

Key to Text 

I. 1. D  2. B  3. D  4. B  5. D  6. B  7. A  8. C 

II. 1. C  2. B  3. A  4. B  5. B  6. B  7. B  8. A  9. A  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading   

I. 1. F  2. T  3. F  4. T  5. T  6. F  7. T  8. T 

II. 1. device  2. specific  3. flourished  4. located  5. recognized 

 6. instant  7. access  8. reliable  9. grasp  10. resources 

 

Unit 12 

Key to Text 

I. 1. C  2. B  3. B  4. C  5. A  6. B  7. A  8. D  9. B  10. D 

II. 1. B  2. D  3. D  4. B  5. A  6. A  7. B  8. A  9. B  10. D 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. T  4. T  5. F  6. F  7. F  8. T  9. T  10. F 

II. 1. below par  2. tandem  3. fall prey to  4. go through  5. in a fashion   

  6. let out  7. migrations  8. depressed  9. be combat(t)ed  10. aimed at 

 

Unit 13 

Key to Text  

I. 1. C  2. D  3. B  4. D  5. A  6. C  7. B  8. C  9. D  10. A 

II. 1. B  2. C  3. D  4. A  5. D  6. B  7. C  8. A  9. B  10. C 
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Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. T  3. F  4. T  5. F  6. T  7. F  8. T  9. F  10. T 

II. 1. in common  2. access to  3. in terms of  4. exposure  5. prevail  6. sensitive to 

  7. come up with  8. has…been concerned about  9. commitment  10. issues 

 

Unit 14 

Key to Text 

I. 1. B  2. D  3. A  4. D  5. C  6. C  7. A  8. C  

II. 1. B  2. C  3. A  4. D  5. D  6. A  7. B  8. C  9. B  10. D 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. F  3. F  4. F  5. T  6. T  7. F  8. T   

II. 1. released  2. recorded  3. cash  4. were far from  5. prosper  6. distinctive   

7. account for  8. innovative  9. profession  10. except for 

 

Unit 15 

Key to Text  

I. 1. C  2. A  3. A  4. B  5. A  6. D  7. D  8. D  9. D  10. C 

II. 1. A  2. C  3. C  4. B  5. A  6. D  7. D  8. C  9. A  10. C 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. F  3. F  4. T  5. T  6. F  7. T  8. F  9. F  10. F 

II. 1. reflects on  2. inspected  3. drastic  4. strive for  5. stifle  6. persists/persisted in 

7. shattered  8. charged  9. restore  10. consisted/consists 

 

Unit 16 

Key to Text 

I. 1. C  2. B  3. A  4. D  5. A  6. C  7. B  8. D 

II. 1. B  2. A  3. C  4. B  5. D  6. A  7. B  8. C  9. D  10. A 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. F  2. F  3. F  4. T  5. F  6. T  7. F  8. T  9. T  10. T 

II. 1. injustice  2. are taking advantage of  3. convictions  4. ethics  5. impact 

  6. access to  7. deficiencies  8. perceived  9. convincing  10. shed light on 

 

Unit 17 

Key to Text 

I. 1. B  2. C  3. C  4. D  5. A  6. C  7. A  8. D 

II. 1. C  2. B  3. C  4. A  5. A  6. D  7. D  8. B  9. B  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading 
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I. 1. T  2. T  3. F  4. F  5. T  6. T  7. F  8. T 

II. 1. enforce  2. took effect  3. disaster  4. authority  5. systematic 

6. under way  7. consumed  8. resources  9. bloom  10. resulted in 

 

Unit 18 

Key to Text 

I. 1. D  2. D  3. C  4. A  5. A  6. D  7. B  8. B  9. C  10. D  

II. 1. A  2. B  3. D  4. A  5. C  6. B  7. C  8. C  9. A  10. D  

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. T  4. T  5. T  6. F  7. F  8. T  9. F  10. F 

II. 1. boost  2. register  3. diversified  4. thanks to  5. exerted  6. evoked   

7. were emancipated  8. cautious  9. followed suit  10. yielded to  

 

Unit 19 

Key to Text 

I. 1. D  2. A  3. B  4. D  5. B  6. A  7. C  8. D 

II. 1. A  2. D  3. B  4. C  5. B  6. A  7. C  8. A  9. B  10. D 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. T  3. T  4. F  5. F  6. T  7. F  8. T 

II. 1. graduate  2. revealed  3. aspects  4. stimulated  5. detected  6. resulted in  

  7. out of curiosity  8. set rules  9. Genetic factor  10. take preventative measures 

 

Unit 20 

Key to Text 

I. 1. D  2. D  3. B  4. A  5. B  6. C  7. A  8. C 

II. 1. D  2. C  3. B  4. C  5. A  6. A  7. C  8. A  9. C  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. T  3. T  4. T  5. F  6. F  7. T  8. F 

II. Part A. 1. B  2. J  3. H  4. E  5. A  6. I  7. C  8. D  9. F  10. G  

Part B. 1. profit  2. blocked  3. permission  4. inevitable  5. original 

  6. recruited  7. liberated  8. cater to  9. conflict  10. arises 

 

Unit 21 

Key to Text 

I. 1. B  2.  D  3. C  4. D  5. B  6. C  7. A  8. B  

II. 1. Psychological / psychologist / psychology  2. economy / economic 

3. emotional / emotions  4. interpersonal / personnel / personality 
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5. professional / profession / professionals  6. independent / independently 

7. developed / developing / developed, developing   

8. necessities / necessary / unnecessary  9. increase / increasingly / increased  

10. anxious / anxiety  

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. F  4. F  5. F  6. F  7. T  8. F 

II. 1. chose to  2. set up  3. according to  4. put great emphasis on  5. led to   

6. resulted from  7. met with  8. is/was based on  9. start over  10. turn off 

 

Unit 22 

Key to Text  

I. 1. D  2. D  3. D  4. A  5. B  6. C  7. C  8. C  

II. 1. A  2. C  3. A  4. B  5. D  6. D  7. B  8. D  9. C  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. T  6. F  7. T  8. T 

II. 1. flocking  2. discipline  3. uniform  4. beneficial  5. physically 

 6. exhaust  7. drain  8. compulsory  9. instructed  10. nationwide 

 

Unit 23 

Key to Text 

I. 1. B  2. C  3. B  4. C  5. B  6. B  7. D  8. D 

II. 1. C  2. A  3. D  4. B  5. A  6. C  7. B  8. C  9. A  10. A 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. F  6. T  7. T  8. T 

II. 1. adulthood  2. avoid  3. available  4. Advertisements  5. private  6. concentrate on 

  7. landed a job  8. keep up with the Joneses  9. in vogue  10. is gifted in  

 

Unit 24 

Key to Text 

I. 1. C  2. D  3. B  4. C  5. A  6. D  7. C  8. B  9. A  10. D 

II. 1. B  2. D  3. C  4. A  5. C  6. B  7. D  8. A  9. D  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. T  3. T  4. F  5. F  6. T  7. T  8. F  9. T  10. T 

II. 1. by the same token  2. terminal  3. claims  4. committed  5. begs the question   

  6. objects  7. advocate  8. In light of  9. laid…out  10. vary 
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Unit 25 

Key to Text 

I. 1. C  2. A  3. D  4. A  5. C  6. B  7. C  8. A 

II. 1. D  2. B  3. C  4. B  5. A  6. D  7. C  8. D  9. C  10. B 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. F  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. F  6. T  7. F  8. T 

II. 1. engaged  2. deal with  3. pursue  4. nevertheless  5. horror  6. amounted to   

7. as far as it goes  8. taste  9. To this day  10. verified 

 

Unit 26 

Key to Text 

I. 1. D  2. A  3. A  4. B  5. B  6. C  7. C  8. D  9. A  10. D 

II. 1. A  2. D  3. A  4. C  5. B  6. D  7. C  8. C  9. D  10. A 

Key to Extra Reading 

I. 1. T  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. T  6. F  7. F  8. T  9. F  10. T 

II. 1. accordance  2. revealed  3. indignation  4. have committed  5. interference   

  6. conducted  7. ensure  8. charge  9. draw upon  10. were confined to 
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